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figure in the Gerrrany of his day, this study attempts to place him and 
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Michael Foucault has argued ~h.'lt the "grid" of man's lmowledge, 
so carefully built in the medieval philosopher's systems, 'was overturneO. 
by the late eighteenth c~nt~-.l This was signaled by the diversity of 
such creations as Diego Velasquez' painting "M:l.ids in Waiting," by the 
writ:lngs of Cervantes and de Sade, ana by the linguistic studies of 
Grimn and Popp. Foucault uses the late eighteenth century to illustrate 
the structural collapse of man's view of reality. For Foucault, the 
"grid" of representation, which through the medieval period had existed 
in a unitary form, became thin, brittle, and transparent;' man with the 
late Er~ightenrnent now found himself without the support of a coherent 
intellectual substructure from which to vi~w r'eality" and began to 
hesitantly navigate over this uneven "table" of perceptions. In terms 
of Foucault's structuralism, the shift of man"s perceptions between the 
eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries was canposed of many factors. 
It was a social phenomenon, accompanied by and inseparable from the 
organizational ability of the mind. Allowed to drift on the disinte-
grating "table" of understanding, man since the late Enlightenment 
1Michae1 Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the 
Human Sciences (New York: Pantheon &:loks, 1970). 
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has clutched at fragments left over from the earlier periods of intel-
lectual coherence. 
For Foucault, this distinctly modern problem only approaches 
resolution with our own day, and only through the formulation he him-
self presents. Clearly, this definition of rrodem "uncertainty" and 
the fragmentation of knowledge has parallels with other, older theories 
--the utility of Foucault's view is his reformulation of Weltanschauung, . 
of paradigm, of intellect. He delineates change as occurring in trans-
cultural, trans-historical and trans-ideational structul'es, or 
epistemes. These massive blocks of time are useful for the understand-
ing of volatile questions extant since at least the eighteenth century. 
Most particularly Foucault's formulation can usefully be applied 
to the problem of ideologies. Thus, while retaining the historicity 
of, for example, Cormnunism and Capitalism, it is possible to compare 
the shared structural concerns of these ideologies. Discussions about 
Freedom as well have occurred on every side of ideologies. It is 
peculiarly significant that the actual expressions of Nationalism, 
Ultrarnontainism and Internationalism have allegedly shared COnCelYlS 
for such values as "Freedom." Since the eighteenth century there have 
been dialectical preferences visible in such potent mixtures as ''Right'' 
and "Left" political sentiments, particularism or universalism, logical 
or aesthetic constructions, religion or materialism, and authoritarian 
or "anarchic" values. The extraordinary variety of combination in 
this bewildering spectrum makes sport with such simplistic explanatory 
devices as "Conservative" or "Liberal," or "Right" or "Left." 
Since the Enlightenment social and linguistic theorists have 
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debated such issues as the progress of man, ethical and social respon-
sibility, Romanticism and Classicism, Sensualism and Spirituality, 
Materialism and Idealism, Naturalism and Surrealism. The corrmon element 
in this collection is a consistent attempt to expand the boundaries of 
human understanding beyond the pre-Enlightenment categories of knowledge. 
In the process of redefining man's realm, the eigtlteenth century 
emphasized rmterial, physical and technological concerns in men's 
lives, while, sirrd.larly, religious and historical assumptions were 
reformulated. This shift was lndicated when Laplace and Condorcet 
viewed man in terms corrprehenEible to reason irrespective of the bless-
ings of Providence. Sirrd.larly, the natural science and linguistic 
inquiries of the late eighteenth century formulated explanatory m:Jdels 
in terms of readily-understandable method: science and rationalism. 
The entire shift, then, to "modem" considerations of social theory, 
to mechanism and to non-theological explanatory rrodes may be seen 
accompanying the political development initiating "rrodern history," 
the French Revolution. 
The world since 1789, however, merely retrieved a collection of 
Weltanschauungen, a group of explanatory rrodes underlain by theories 
of contemporary and nnre ancient vintage. Some were as old as those 
of the Greeks, of St. Augustine, of Nicholas of Cusa or Meister Eckhart. 
others were as recent as the nearly overlooked Giambattista Vico. 
While all areas of man's knowledge thus were influenced by pre-1789 
thought, the salient fact is that ever since 1789 Western man has 
observed that no underlying unity charClcterized these earlier "intelli-
gences. " While religion appeared to be outIIDded by the tine revolu-
tionary annies rermde Europe after 1789, religion remained significant 
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in the lives of the vast majority of men. Similarly, while science 
explained nore and more of what Darw:in by mid-century would formulate 
as Evolution, the modes of viewing reality supposedly thrown off by 
this "science" (Le., obscurantist religion, vapid metaphysics, comm::m 
ignorance, etc.) still possessed a remarkable vitality. 
Teleology was retained by scientific and political philosophies 
which in the nineteenth century claimed not to need the services of 
any such "antediluvian" trappings. Messianism likewise was retained 
by volkisch and national prophets who increasingly def:ined new forms 
for man's salvation. As Hayden White has noted, even in the craft 
of history the very explanatory modes of antiquity were revitalized 
and carried forth in various nineteenth century TragiC, Romantic and 
Comic roles. 2 Men viewed their world from the late eighteenth century 
not necessarily in terms "objective" or "scientific," implying that 
time itself h:3.d begun with 1789. Indeed, time as a repository, a 
continuum, reigned supreme in the histories, aesthetics and moral 
systems of men as widely differing as Hegel, Blake and Bentham. The 
working-out of the intellectual questions left by the post-1789 "ITDdem 
society" has thus perhaps not ended with our own time. 
The issue at hand for this study is a series of questions direc-
ted toward the above problems. How is it that before World War Two 
men from nearly every society and social grouping found common ground 
in theories subsequently reified into the political "isms": Anarchi3m 
Communism, Fascism or National Socialism? Theodore Roosevelt, for 
2Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in 
Nineteenth-century Europe (B:iltimore & London: '!he Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1973). 
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instance, greatly revered vitality, will, and .racial explanat.ions. 
While Roosevelt's danestic politics showed a sensitivity to human 
suffering, on the international level he denied any logical carrying-
out of such "tender-roindedness." Instead, he saw the white race 
8truggling against "barbarian" peoples. Perhaps a pRycho-h1storian 
would utilb:.e such Freudian explanatory devices as "compensation" and 
"sublimation" in viewing this problem. The present study refers to 
men such as Theodore RooHevelt and Carl Becker-among other cultivated 
\vester'Il.e!'s--who found ITRlch that was valuable in the "proto-fascist" 
writings of a H. S. Chamberlain before 1914. 
It further problem is that a list of men who foun1 connnon ground 
\dth the "vitalit;y" of fascist, even occasionally National Socialist 
movements, reads like a "Who's Who" of twentieth century intellectual, 
pj-}:!.losophical and literary history. This list might include mmy 
prominent Germans such as Heidegger a'1d Heisenberg, but mst impor-
tantly many non-Germans were represented: Yeats, D. H. Lawrence, Ezra 
Pound, Evelyn Waugh, Wyndham Lewis and many ''Vichy'' Frenchmen still 
familiar today. Now, as in the 1930's, writers receive praise who 
aided Republican Spain, hut the pro-Franco side was by no means com-
posed of merely second-rate individ~als. It would be--and has often 
been-- a serious rrlisrepresentation of the iI/estern sympathy for fascist 
viewpoints to ignore these supporters of egregious ideolog1.es. Not 
even Hitler had a crystal ball which could foretell the Second World 
War and its consequences. For i!1 the inter-war decades, when the 
fai.lure of capitalism to solve its own problems wo.s manifest, when 
the BolshevikB appeared to be raising Russia to modem sta.tus, the 
1922 "March on Rome" by anarcho-sy:ldicalist fascisti often was seen 
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as a hopeful, not an apocalyptic, event. 
To the contemporary American student of the late nineteenth and 
the early twentieth centuries, the figure of H. S. Chamberlain presents 
an intriguing number of contradictions illustrating the above-descrtbed 
problems. Chamberlain was born an EnglishImn, but came to endorse 
Germany's ~'lachtpolitik and Hitler himself. He was a well-read, cos-
ropolltan C~istian who particularly praised St. Paul, Rousseau, 
Shakespeare, Kant and Goethe, but ult:iJnately endorsed racial deter-
minism. He upheld Liberal political goals early in his life, but carne 
to support some of the most reactionaJ~-revolutionary movements known 
to modem history. He was a diligent writer, a Kulturla·j.tiker, but 
came to uncritically adopt an inflexible ideology. He was a lover 
of culture and sensitivity such as he found in Stearne, Rousseau and 
Wagner, yet he eventually re-,~valua.ted. nearly everything 1.'1 te:r"'l'ns of 
anti-Serndtism and the Bayreuth Idea of Totalitarian Art. 
Chamberla.in is J:"elatively unknown as a serious thinker anywhu-c 
today. His intellectual status i:3 justly seen as second-class, super-
ficial Rnd gilded only with the jewels of pillaged libraries. He is 
appreciated or~ly as a bizarre fanatic who curiously entranced pre-
hTorld War Germany and pX'ovi\.~ed an intellectual link to Hitler. But 
Chamberlain was a cult'JI'ed, articulate and fascinc1.ting man in his 
own right. He wa..'3 nearly untversally acclaimed by the press of his 
day a~ a provocative, ofterl "seminal" writer. His reformulations 
of intellectual hj.story and of the Gl'mnan traditions dear to national-
ists were vastly popular. Chamberlain did not need Nazi support to 
become a great popularizer of volkisch vieTlls; there 2.re even jndica-
tions he would ult:1Jmtely have been unhappy with such Nazi actiuns 
as the 1938 Kristallnacht·.3 
I think" then" there exists much more room for work on the 
question of bourgeois society's political transformations, on the 
psychological, aesthetic, religious and philoscphical issues raised 
in the case of H. S. Chamberlain. My own preference in the welter 
of raw data and often extrenely biased sources "is to weigp the 
"Kantian" aspects in the lives of both Chanberlain and his idol, 
Richard Wagner. Tnat is, both of' these men tmderstood German ideal-
ism as seeking to unite aesthetics and reality. In a real sense 
their lives and the political movements of the twentieth century have 
similarly attenpted to reunite man's shattered perception of himself. 
'Ihese men themselves, furthe:rnDre, changed over the course of their 
lives; they enbodied rather than overCanE contradiction. It is wi.th 
this sense of irony at man' s foibles that a study of the Bayreuth 
Idea and H. S. Chamberlain should be understood. In this problematic 
realm where artist, priest, thinker and soldier dissemble, even the 
ravmgp of National Socialists have some relation to the nodem 
bourgeois world in which they lived, and the world they left behind. 
INTERPRETATIONS 
Students without access to the Bayreuth archival sources main-
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tained by Eva Chamberlain, then by Winifred Wagner, and to the various 
gpvernment agencies in the town of Bayreuth, encounter grave research 
3Robert Edwin Herzstein, "The Wagrlerian Ethos in German History, 
1848-1933: A Reinterpretation of Richard Wagner's Historical Signi-
fance," (Ph.D. dissertation, New York University, 1964), p. 323. This 
was, at any rate, the conment of his widow, Eva Cha.nt>erlain. 
difficulties. Fortunately, these sources have been used by at least 
t"IO contemporary schola~s, Geoffrey Field from ColuMbia University, 4 
and Winifred SchUler from the University of MUnster. 5 Both have 
W"r~tten extenslvely about Wagnerism c=md Chamberlain, but make little 
attempt to !'elate these topics to subsequent events, and the former 
8 
work on Chamberlain ends \-nth 1914. Schuler catalogues and interprE;!ts 
the quite extensive Kreis. and Field alludes to having prepared a 
larger study of Chamberlain. Future publications by these authorities 
should be extremely valuable. There are, as well as the &.yreuth 
Nachl~sse, Chamberlain family records and letters from H. S. 
Chamberlain housed in the County Record Office at Gloucester, 
England. 6 Cosima Wagner's papers in Munich were scheduled to be 
opened to scholars in 1972, and are being prepared for publication 
by Piper Verlag, Munich. These sources should continue to provide 
important material for evaluating a wide selection of problems. How-
ever, in North America, Chamberlain publications are widely scattered 
am:mg libraries, available only incompletely, and with patience, through 
the services of University Inter-Library Loan. 
It should be noted that a great deal of work has already been 
done in the area of Wagner and Wagnerism which is important for con-
sidering Chamberlain. The issue, I think, will increasingly be whether 
4Geoffrey George Field, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet 
of &'yreuth," (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1972). This 
is available through University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
5Winifred Schuler, Der Payreutber Kreis yon se1ner Ebtstehung 
bis zum Aus~ der Wilhelminischen Ara: Wagnerkult und Kulturrefonn 
1m Gejste yOillscher Weltanschauung (MUnster: Ascherrlorff, 1971). 
6This is mentioned in Colin Holmes, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain 
in Great Britain," Wiener Library fulletin 24 #2 (1970): 31-36. 
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scholars can discover linkages in aesthetic theory and political deed 
which alone would validate the earlier-century claims that Wagner 
(not to mention Charrberlain) was a "proto-Nazi. 11 I think the revela-
tions by such scholars as Field, SchUler, Newnan, Gutnen and Herzstein7 
will demonstrate radical political movements have indeed been i~isso­
lubly united with aesthetic movements. The issue raised by these 
studies is the bourgeois cammon root of modern ideological mutations. 
This has been explored by many scholars, :including Ernst Nolte, Lucien 
Goldmann, Herbert Ma.rcuse and Martin Jay. 8 These authors in particular 
focus on the comparative aspects of Conrnunism, Fascism, Nationalism, 
and bourgeois society. An advantage in studying a figure such as 
Chamberlain, then, is his own voluminous publishing record and the 
well-documented association he maintained with prominent contemporaries. 
7Field and Schuler are cited above. The standard Wagner biography 
is the massive &nest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner, 4 vols. 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1933-1946). More recently a fine but 
rather blatantly anti-Wagner interpretation is Robert W. Gutman, 
Richard Wagner: The Man, His Mind, and His Music (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & World, Inc., 1968). Another recent work which, however, suffers 
from a pro-Wagner bias and apparently the use of only non-Bayreuth 
sources is Robert Ed~\Tin Herzstein, "The Wagnerian Ethos in German His-
tory, 1848-1933: A Reinterpretation of Richard Wagner's Historical 
Significance" (Ph. D. dissertation, New York University, 1964); Herzstein 
has also published a more recent article in which he modified his 
original thesis, but still, for example, insists on the racial anti-
Semitism of Nietzsche. Robert Edwin Herzstein, "Richard Wagner at the 
Crossroads of GeI'l1l9Il Anti-Semitism 1848-1933. ARe-Interpretation." 
Zeitscbrift rUr Die Geschichte der Juden Nr. 3/3 (IV Jahrgang, 1967): 
119-140. 
8See Er'nst Nolte, Three Faces of Fascism: Action Francaise, 
Italian Fascism, National SoCialism, trans. Leila Vemewitz (Munich: 
Piper, 1963; New York: Mentor Books, 1969); Lucien Goldmann, Inmanuel 
Kant, enlarged and revised' ed. (ZUrich: EUropa-Verlag, 1945; London: 
NLB, 1971); Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Revolution: He el and the Rise 
of Social Theory, revised 2nd. ed. ew ork: Oxford University Press, 
1941; Boston: Beacon Press, 1960); Herbert Marcuse, One-Dimensional 
Man: Studies in the Ideology of Advanced Industrial Society (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1964; and Martin Jay, The Dialectical Imagination: A 
10 
As rnenticned in this study, he knew the Kaiser, Count Harmarm Keyserling, 
Adolf von Harnack, Julius Wiesner, Jacob von Uexkiill, Count Brockdorff-
Rantzau, Arthur Rosenberg and Adolf Hitler. '!he number of his corres-
pondents is itself a bibliography of the day's influential Germans. 
'lhe American student of this problem, utilizing mainly secondary 
sources, will be best served by first examining the two dissertations 
nentioned and Chamberlain's oeuvre itself. 'lhis, however, totals 3llt 
titles. His nemoirs9 were written as part of his War Aims Movement 
work during the First World War. 'lhe published volumes of Chanberlain 
letters are also very helpful. lO Chamberlain's first wife published 
l'er own nenx:>irs during the Weimar Republic, 11 and many other bool<s 
written before the Nazi seizure of power discuss Chanberlain. 12 The 
large munber of purely Nazi works on Chamberlain appear to have been 
researched only from his publications and thus suffer from both Nazi 
History of the Frankfurt School and the Institute of Social Research 
1923-1950 (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1973). 
9Houstcn Stewart Chanberlain, I.ebenswege neines Denkens (Munich: 
Bruckmann, 1919). 
10Houston Stewart Charrberlain, Houston Stewart Chanberlain Briefe 
- 1882-1925 und Briefwechsel mit Kaiser ltlilhelmII, 2 vols. (Munich: 
Brockmann, 1927). The companion letters are Cosima. Wagrler und Houston 
Stewart Chanberlain 1m BriefWechsel 1888-1908, Herausgegeben von Paul 
Pretzsch (Leipzig: Reclam, 1934). " ---
IlJ\nna Chamberlain. (Horst), Meine Ermnerungen an Houston Stewart 
Chanberlain (Munich: Oskar Beck, 1923). 
12For exanple, Leopold von Schroeder, Houstcn Stewart Chamberlain: 
Ein Abriss seines Lebens, auf Grund eigener Mitteilungen (Munich: .T. F. 
lehmann, 1918). 
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and Chanberlain's own bias. 13 With the exception of archival organizing 
after World War ']Wo by Walter Einsle14 it appears the original doctuTlents 
housed in Bayreuth were not used by scholars until the late 1960' s. 
Thlring the First World War, leo Spitzer made a particularly 
cogent examination of Chanberlain's propaganda. 15 However, publications 
increasingly tended to lump together Chamberla:ln' s ideas under the 
nationalist and the anti-Semitic ideologies of the Third Reich period. 
Interesting exceptions to this trend did occur, as, for example, a 
Nazi j oumal article argued very early Chamberlain was important as 
a writer, but not a direct cause of the.National Socialist ITOvement. 16 
l3Alf'red Rosenberg, Houston Stewart Cllarnberlain als VerkUnder und 
PesruDder einer deutschen Zukunft (Munich: Bruckmann, 1927); and Oskar 
DOring, Ein Deutscher namens Charrberlain: sein lebensbild nach seinen 
eigenen Worten, Aus deutschen schrifttnn und deutscher kultur series, 
vol. 549 (Langensalza: J. Beltz, 1937). 
l4SchUJ.er intrigu:lng1y mentions this Tf:arl organized the Chamberlain 
archives after World War Two and wrote a 1955 article "H. S. ChaJTI.berlain 
und der Bayreuth Gedanke" in the Bayreuther Tagblatt [' E. hat den 
umfanwichen .Qb..-Nachl. na.ch. dem Kriege geordnet und registriert. "] 
D::!r Ba,yreuther Kreis, p. 114. T.his is not cited by the later-appearing 
Field dissertation, which states his work is based on "the Bayreuth 
archi ves and rests on evidence which has, for the JlU:)t part, never 
been previously used by historians." "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: 
Prophet of Bayreuth," Abstract, p. 3. 
l5leo Spitzer, "Anti-Charrberlain: Betrachtungen eines Linguititen 
Uber Houston Stewart Chamberlains 'Krie~saufsatze' und die Sprachbewer~ 
tung 1m allgeITEinen." W~rend der Militardienstzeit, Aufsatze ..Y2!:! Dz. 
Dr. leo Spitzer (leipzig: O. R. Reisland, 1918). 
l6Fritz Peudert, "Chamberlain und Nietzsche," Nationalsozialistische 
Monatshefte, vol. 49 (April 1934), pp. 11-17. 
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'Ibis remains one of the sounde8t judE.']T1t"mts made about Chanberlain and 
Nazism. The religious writer'S Gertrud Frischmuth17 and U:!siderius 
Breitenstein18 as well criticized the reception gi. ven Charrberlain' s 
hatreds in the net'l Reich. 
Publications about Chamberlain in English before World War One 
were generally favorable. After 1915 they were tmfavorable. Accordl.ng 
to Colin Holmes, an attempt was made to destroy the evidence of pre-war 
cooperation with Chamberlain in England after 1914.19 But, with the 
inte!\-war period, such old friends as Lord Redesdale again nade the 
"pilgrimage" to Bayreuth, the then-Nazi shrine. Information about 
such visitors should be valuable. N:,J'ain, with the coming of the Second 
World War, books and articles were printed criticizing Chamberlain the 
"renegade," but scholarly works as well reopened the entire issue' of 
Wagnerian Ideology. Particularly important in English was Peter 
Viereck who evidently "discovered" the intellectual problem of "pr-oto-
Nazis, ,,20 and Jacques Barztrrl who in considerably more scholarly fashion 
sketched the outlines of the problem. 21 Since the Second World War 
170ertrud Frischmuth, Houston Stewart Chamberlain als Christ 
(Gutersloh: Bertelsmann, 1937). 
l8Desiderius Breitenstein, Houston Stewart Chamberlain: F..in Werr.-
bereiter des Rassischen Weltbl.ldes (Warendorf: J. Schnellsche, 193~ 
19Colin HolnEs, "Houston Stewart Charrberlain in Great Britain," 
p. 34. 
20peter Viereck, Metapolitics: The Roots of the Nazi Mind (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,. 1941; revised and enlarged edition of 
l"1et olitics: From the Romantics to Hitler] New York: Capricorn Books, 
19 1 • 
21Jacques Barzun, Darwin, Marx, Wag).1er: Critique of a Her! tap;e 
(New York: Anchor Books, 1941; reprint ed., New York: Anchor Books, 
1958). 
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only a few books and articles have appeared about Wagnerism, and fe\'ler 
still on Chant>erlain. Many I!Ennirs and secondary works mal{e mention 
of this issue, however, and their continued publication should provide 
nnre material for later work on the entire subj ect . 22 
22Increasing nwnbers of books are becoming available. An exarrple 
is Count Hermann Keyserl:ing, Reise durch die Zeit (Innsbruck: Verlap: 
D=r Palme, 1948). 'fue recently-opened Cosima Wagner papers as well should 
provide research leads. Particularly good sources for a broad range 01' 
secondary works are Gutman, Richard Wagner: The Man, His Mind, and }U.:.> 
Music; and Field, "Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth." 
CHAPTER II 
THE NINErEENIH CENTURY BACKGROOND 
CHAMBERLAIN'S IN'lELIEaruAL ENVIRONMENr 
H. S. Chamberlain grew up in a social and intellectual atmosphere 
of hatred, fear and apprehension about the future. From the upper class, 
he sought identification with political arrl social status quo. As did 
nany cultured Europeans in ml.d-century, Chanberlain found challenges on 
all sides to his basic values. '!hese eneml.es were Liberalism, Social-
ism, Nationalism and Materialism. 'lho~ Chani:>erlain himself eventually 
joined the pantheon of nationalist German heroes, his early years were 
IlDst influenced not by Teutonic but by Ehg1ish and French cultural 
IlDdels. While making the jud@TEnt that he simply chose the worst models 
to emulate is tempting, it would not seem accurately to depict the 
realities of nineteenth century life. 
In g?neral, the gr>eat task of historically-minded intellectuals 
such as Chanberlain was to explain the transition found in the history 
of European civilization. It had begun with the Napoleonic assault on 
the state structure and by late century had seen the transfonnation of 
the old systems into a new inperialism. While the goverrnnental struc-
ture of most of the nations affected during Napoleon's time had returned 
to apparently normal conditions, political hegemony was increasingly 
dependent not on agricultural interests but upon commercial classes. 
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It had not been possible to recast reality into the pre-1789 mold. 
Instead, revolts had erupted on a large scale in France in 1830 and 
1848, then througpout the rest of Europe. The social institutions form-
ing bulwarks of gpverrunent support--Church, the home, property rights, 
the material and intangible interests defended by threatened social 
classes-were faced by a voracious "moderruty." 
From the English viewpoint, the particular virulence of socialist 
ideas was not wholly prevented from crossing the English Channel. JVior-e 
perceptive English critics mignt--but in ~neral did not--point out the 
social parallels. of the ~ culottes which had been found in England 
as well as in France before and during the 1789 Revolution. l But all 
recognized the same issues which by terror (i.e., the Peterloo Massacre) 
and legislative means (Le., the several Reform Bills) had changed 
England. The brief Crimean War revealed the gap between expectations 
of a relatively self-satisfied aristocracy and the inadequacy of its 
military effort. By late century, irrperial demands increasingly em-
phasized technological as well as moral dominance of Europeans, forcing 
a re-evaluation even of dollEstic life. With the extension of scientific 
achieverrent, social frustration was expressed in the trade mion, popu-
lar religion, even revolutionary rnoverrents displaying a divisive sub-
structure to society. Viewing this disparity, intellectuals in the 
nineteenth century often sought solutions based less in social than in 
philosophical analysis. 
Chamberlain's generation sougpt to achieve social harmony. But 
lawyn A. Williarrs, Artisans and Sans-Culottes: Popular movements 
in France and Britain d the French Revolution Foundations of 
Modern History Series New York: W. W. Norton & Conpany, Inc., 1969). 
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the background many Victorians brougpt to such a consideration had 
roots in the Western traditions of the EnligtlteI1J\'Ent. The eighteenth-
century Fnlighterunent was an amorphous collection of cultural styles 
and disciplines which still operated for nineteenth century thinkers. 
It provided the framework for multiple intellectual views. For a 
Mill or a Bentham or a Blake interpretations of reality lay almost 
directly juxtaposed. Even today the conceptual problem of the Enlight-
erunent finds little consensus. One solution has been to brand as 
conservative or evolutionary, humanistic or totalitarian, the various 
schools of thougtlt represented by Voltaire and Laplace, or by Kant 
and Rousseau. 2 Even defining the scope of the Enlighterunent appeared 
and still today appears more an exercise in political definition than 
a certain demarcation of agreed-upon values. But the Enligtltenment 
was shattered from within, producing contrary rationals, finally 
ideologies. Leonard Krie~r has s~sted a tri-partite division of 
the Enlightenment which deals with this important intellectual develop-
rrent. 
For Krieger, the late Enligtltenrrent dialectically evolved into 
increasingly reified segments from what originally were merely artistic 
preferences or theoretical predilections. Between 1770 and 1789 he 
identified first a "radicalization" of Enlightenment rational prefer-
ences into rigid schools of atheism, deterrrdnism and progress, and 
cited as examples Hollbach, Laplace and Condorcet. Secondly, he noted 
the transformation of Fnlightenrrent "individualizing, liberalizing and 
21.bi3 controversy continues in the recent work of Judith N. 
Shklar, Men and Citizens: A Stu of Rousseau's Scoial 'lheory 
(Cambridge: At The University Press, 19 9 . 
dynamic principles into the utilitarian, sentimental, idealistic, 
naturalistic, and evolutionary creeds" seen, for example, in Bentham, 
Rousseau, Kant, Godwin and Lamarck.3 'lhe third type of thougpt for 
Krieger was the actual revolt of' the Enl1gtltenment against itself. 
lliis was a rej ection of the highest aspiraticns of' the Phi los opre s , 
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and in their stead positing indi:vidual, anarchic or even demonic powers. 
'Ihe latter could be seen in the movement of the Sturm und Drang, in the 
organicism of' Burke, and in the rrwsticisms of Blake. 11Urther, Krieger 
identif'ied the nineteenth centu:ry political schools which emanated from 
this late eighteenth century division: 
The detailed consideration of the three strands of this 
intellectual revolution will show the first forms taken 
by the typical revolutionary parties of modern times: 
the party that desires a radical execution of the syste-
matic order promised by the Old Regime; the party that 
desires a radical execution of the Freedom promised but 
canpromi.sed by the Old Regime; and the extreme party 
that wants no part of the Old Regime and would inaugurate 
an age categorically new. 4 
Important for a study of reactionary intellectuals in thf! later 
nineteenth cel. ,lLry, such as ChantJerlain, is the vehemence of this latter 
"dem:mic" elem:mt, noted as well in such artists as the painter 
Gericault. 5 fue inheritors of these three "strands" of the En1ighten-
3leonard Krieger, Kin&> and Philosophers 1689-1789 (New Yor'k: 
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1970), pp. 209-210. 
4Ibid., p. 210. 
5rrhis is the j udgem:mt of the conterq:>orary art critic Kenneth 
Clark, '!he Romantic Rebellion: Rorrantic versus Classic Art (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1973), pp. 199-222. While art criticism remains a 
delicate field for historical analysis, Clark's treatment of aericau1t 
has the advantage of itself being solidly "conservative." The choice 
of Gericault, then, is illustrative of' the ideology which itself de-
nounces "romanticism," ascribing to it "demcnic" tendencies. 
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IlEnt all cla.ined their own interpretations to be the truest continuations 
of the finest Ehligptenrnent traditiens. While revolutionary parties 
such as socialists, anarChists, and communists thus represented a hope 
for man's future and freedom, the parties of the rigtlt similarly vOW'ed 
that througtl their stewardship man's true interests would be salvaged. 
}bwever, as a class phenomenen, the dominant vehicle for middle and 
uppeI'-class Englishmen (as well as their cousins on the continent) 
Characterizing their intellectual endOWll'Ents, came f'.rorn the political 
rigtlt wing. For reasons economic, religious and political, the aris-
tocracy and their middle-class rival found comfort in Burkean censer-
vatism, in Mill's liberalism, in the tutorial leadership of the 
Conservative and Liberal parties. 
'!his characteristic ama.1ganation was "Victorian sensibility." 
It found neo-rcmanticism, feudalism, and paternalistic capitalism the 
answer for solving social problems, while it was simultaneously 
recepti ve to individualizing criticisms and organic philosophies. 
Generations in Ehgland \'lere thus raised on intellectual diets not 
sinply of Coleridge and Wordsworth, but Byron, Keats, Shelley and 
Scott and Carlyle. '!he spill-over of literary influences into his-
torical criticism here--especially in the case of Carlyle--became a 
veneration of or~cism and heroicism parallel to that of the German 
and French historians. Often sensitive to nuance, to the destructive-
ness of capitalism, and to the inadequacies of the Ehglish system of' 
political representation, these literary influences were felt by men 
as diverse as Bernard Shaw, William Morris-and H. S. Chamberlain. 
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Thus the intellectual tensions of the late Enlightenment were 
simply deepened in the nineteenth century for the British intelligentsia 
jn academic, literary, theological and political aspects. Chamberlain 
discovered the German society to the east by the time he was a young 
man, financially independent and conversant with English and French 
cultures. There he was to encounter philosophies and cultural in-
fluences which varied greatly from much of his former background. In 
his introduction to Germanic culture, he found massive changes had 
occurred in European society. (he peculiar response to the new 
Imperialism, the new political mass parties, the new ndlitary tech-
no logy , was the acceptance of a new popular faith which found fulfill-
lTEnt in the Gerrnanies: political anti-Semitism. 6 
THE NINE'lEENTH CENTURY GERMAN EVOLUTION 
The British in the nineteenth century can be seen as increasinr).Y 
concerning themselves with the economic and moral responsibilities of 
Empire. '!he French can be viewed as attempting to adjust to their twin 
polarities of tradition and revolution. The intellectual forces of the 
West, however, simpJy did not penetrate the Rhine barrier in unaltered 
form. It seemed that cultural and linguistic borders, particularly the 
German frontier, transformed ideas. '!he contributions returning from 
Germany to the West since the Aufklarung retained a distinctiveness 
based on what has increasingly been entitled Weltanschauung. 
6See, for example, Peter G. J. Pulzer, '!he Rise of Political 
Anti-Semitism in Germany and Austria (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
1964) . 
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CertainJs Gem.ans in the very recent period (until the Second 
Pepublic) have been the anti-denncrats, the anti-liberals, the "spoilers" 
of the West. However, a view of the absolute separateness of Germany 
tends to overlook many commn features in the history of the European 
peoples, and fails to explain German developments shared by the West. 
An opposing view states that Germany has been onJs the at-times disas-
trous representative of many characteristic Western values; German 
demmstration of extremes in IIlYsticism and militarism have sirrpJs 
permitted other nations to at least conceptualJs separate themselves 
from the German Problem. Between these two views-which have n\.ll1'EI'OUS 
connected arguments from Marxism to TotalitarianisIn--is a recogpition 
that Germany can be neither separated from Europe, nor can it be entirely 
viewed independentJs of such political events as, for exarrple, National 
Socialism. 
In reacting to the French Enlightenrrent, Germans such as Treitschke 
have frequentJs found the basis for defining ~utschturn, even D=utsches 
Yolk as a distinct social species. Often harkening back to Nicolaus 
of Cusa and Meister Eckhart, many Gennans have insisted Germans were 
nurtured on a Geist, special and somehow roore worthy than IIEre English 
"pragmatism" or French "rationalism." The tradition of the German 
Siegfried unfairly treated by his jealous political and cultural neigtl-
bors has orten given rise to views that, for exanple, Luther was the 
eternal German, 7 and that great German leaders and their mythologies 
7See, for example, Gerhard Ritter, Luther 3 His Life and Work, 
trans. John Riches (London: Collins, 1963). 
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united with a civilizing Drang nach Osten should justify pure aggran-
dizeIl'Ent. 
However, in the early nineteenth century, considerable veracity 
may be ascribed to the arguments of German patriots. Until the last 
third of the niHeteenth century, the continental power most feared was 
France. Internationally, the Bri tlsh Empire had secured hegemony, and 
the Napoleonic occupation of Europe had demonstrated powerlessness 
existed east of the Rhine. The concatenation of bureaucracy and auto-
cracy8 in the expanding eigpteenth century Prussian kingdom was itself 
the "miracle" tale of European states. Ultimately, the :invading French 
Revolutionary and Imperial armies nearly destroyed this smallest great 
power, and it is from the story of Pruss ian regeneration that sorre of 
the rrost peculiar aspects of German culture grew. While the nineteenth 
century Austrian role in ruling the polyglot Habsburg Eirpire was in-
creasingly attacked by its constituent peoples, actual power divided 
into blocks by religion, dialect, economy and self-estimation. 
In Fredrich I"leinecke' s j udgrrEnt, the real failure of the Wars 0 f' 
Liberation was the suppression of cosmopolitanism. The very possibiH-
ties of BUrger control were necessarily destroyed by the exertion of 
awakening the "German" spirit. 9 Considerable disagreement exists as 
to whether the notions of even the most noted Prussian Reformers of 
the Reform Era were anything IJl:)re than mere shadows, rather than sub-
8This is 
and Autocracy, The Prussian Experience 
1958) • 
9Friedrich Meinecke, Cosmopolitanism and the National State, trans. 
Robert B. Kimber (Munich: Oldenbourg, 1963; Pr:Inceton: Pr:Inceton 
University Press, 1970). 
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stantial representatives, of a Western European consciousness. It 
appears that the intentions of this generation were rn:bced, and easily 
subject to the political dominance of Hohenzollern interests once 
Napolean was defeated. However, many of these reforrrers were dedicated, 
sincere upholders of humanity as evidenced by, for exarrq:>le, the case 
of William von Humboldt. lO The fact of their defeat was not only a 
German tragedy but a European necessity. It was dictated by the 
national interests of the rnaj or Allied powers and France as well.ll 
The period of reaction after this Prussian Reform Era was accordingly 
never the sarre as pre-1806 authoritarianism. All powers saw the real 
danger in Europe after 1789 as Nationalism: i.e., the consciousness 
of and loyalty to SOIlE "higher" power than transient temporal authority. 
In the German case, nationalism developed in opposition to French 
cosmopolitanism, Imperialism, and the principles of 1789. The legacy, 
however, of the French Revolution's universalizing tendencies was not 
entirely ignored, and helped the Germans explore their own cultural 
setting. 
This cultural awakening of Germany had begun with the literary 
influence of the French Enlightel1ITEnt, and was then inundated by the 
political events of the late eighteenth century. While the young 
philosopher-artists of the eighteenth century Sturm und Orang spoke 
lOFbr example, see Wilhelm von HUl'Ifuoldt, Humanist Without Portfollo: 
Pn Pntholo of the Writin s of Wilhelm von Humboldt, ed. Marianne 
Cowan Ietroit: Wayne State University Press, 19 3 . 
IlThis is dev~loped in Henry A. Kissinger's A World Restored: 
Mettemich, Castlereagh and the PrOblems of Peace 1812-1822, 2nd ed. 
(Boston: Hougpton rllifflln Conpany, 1957). 
of Geist and Kultur as basically literary activities, by the t:ime of 
the French Revolution the actual decay of the Ancien Regime in a pol i-
tical sense was unmistakable. Kant, the greatest figure of the 
Aufklarung, never ceased admiring the Revolution's positive aspects 
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and retained his respect for Rousseau particularly. However, most of 
the early nineteenth century "Young Germans" were to become, with their 
fathers, repelled by revolutionary excesses, the turn toward self-
destruction and increasing authoritarianism. Actual events were trans-
posed to the realm of theory; the principles of 1789 and the French 
policies were both rejected. Young enthusiasts, the Schlegels, Fichte, 
Schelling and even Hegel, all reacted by redefining their philosophies 
in terms of the concrete needs of defeated Eurq:>e. For the first time, 
nationalism became a viable force in the occupied nations of El~pe. 
The German use of Freikorps and Burschenschaften date from this time, 
and the dissonant crudity of "Father Jahn" and the nationalistic rhetoric 
of Arndt and even the sermons of Schleiermacher served the very concrete 
needs of the nearly-obliterated Prussian state. While traces of anti-
Semitism were visible in this early national1sm,12 the German War of 
Liberation embodied a genuine welling up of new-found identity. Clearly 
the French successes in great part had been due to German disunity, and 
just as clearly, the different peoples of the German-speaking world had 
goals which were increasingly removed from their former Kleinstaat aile-
12An earlier commentator made much of there being a patriotic club 
at this time attended by nany of the day's cultural leaders which exclu-
ded Je\'ls. Peter Viereck, Metapolitics: The Roots of the Nazi Mind, 
r-evised and expanded (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1941; New York: 
Capricorn Books, 1961), introduction, p. xv. 
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glances. Of paramount importance, then, was this ambivalent first use 
of nationalism in Germany, a necessary but distrusted tool for driving 
back France. 
In the early nineteenth century the myriad of Germanies attempted 
to assert their independence. Despite the efforts of restoration 
gpvernments, it was not possible to recreate the stability of the 
pre-1789 Ancien Rtfgime. Mid-century revolutions in France itself 
greatly affected the rest of Europe, and governmental forms fitfully 
adapted to at least the outlines of IOOdern deITDcracy: representative 
bodies, shared responsibility, and econo~c liberalism. Earlier GerITk~ 
developments such as the Zollverein and the infusion of technology in 
the latter century contributed to a great industrial development. 
Workers' revolts and socialist ideas were regularly suppressed j n 
Metternichean Europe, and the very BUrger class pressing for social 
stability in the examples of England and France remained emasculated 
in r.termany. Arter 1848, Gernnn Liberalism was harnessed to the dj.ctE'ttes 
of Aussenpolitik, to established authority, buffeted by the increasirw: 
challenges of modernity. 
Leonard Krieger has pointed out that the corporatism of traditional 
German life was enclosed within the increasingly efficient Prussian 
state. 13 The last nineteenth ~entury hope for a less authoritarian 
development was defeated soon after 1848-1849. The social result of 
this failure in Germany was a willingness to support established pateY'-
nalism, elitist education, and class rigicli.ty. With unification in th(~ 
13See , for example, Leonard Krieger, 'The Gennan Idea of :B'reedom: 
History of a Political Tradition (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1957). 
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years 1864-1871, the definition was broadened to include nationalism, 
now recognizing the new Kaiser as titular ruler of a federated state. 
But the Bismarckian construction of this state proved unwieldy in the 
less adroit, less sensi ti ve hands of his successors. Wi thal, the 
position of individual German citizens was subordinated to the greater 
interests and knowledge of constituted authority. Cultural pursuits, 
Bildung, held sway as ideals for the educated classes, while the lower 
classes were often abandoned to popular religion, Yolk ethics, and 
often characteristicallY crude prejudices. 
In this context, German Idealism becanE less important in poli-
tical terrrs, but IIDre useful as a social I'l\Yth maintaining existing 
authority. 14 Hegel was rejected in favor of alternative fOrrrB of 
inwardness, even anthroposophy, for exwrple, in such cases as Schelling, 
Schleiermacher, and such Right Hegelians as D. F. Strauss. German in-
tellectual life becanE concentrated into increasinglY rarified academic 
and deri vati ve forrrs, exacerbated by the overproduction of academi c 
degree-holders. Thus with a decline of the "Mandarin" class,15 by late 
century, an incr-easinglY academic proletariat of unemployed or underem-
ployed educated men were available for popular culture, music, religion, 
non-university education and the press. 
But easilY enougp, with the economic ascendency of the new Empire 
14See , for exanple, Hajo Holbom, "German Idealism in the Ligpt of 
Social History," in Germany and Europe: Historical Essays by Haj 0 Holllorn 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., 1970; Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor 
Books, 1971), pp. 1-31. 
l5Fritz K. Ringer, 'Ihe Decline of the Mandarins: The GeT'lTml Academic 
Cormnmity, 1890-1933 (CaniJridge, Massachusetts: Harvard university Press, 
1969) • 
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and the new late-century race for colonies, German social ethics relied 
heavily on increasingly specific notions of nationalism, popular rell-
gion, volkisch values, and the neo-Kantian separation of "pure" from 
"practical" reason. Rather than the democratic model of citizen ini-
tiati ve and responsibility fostered in England, the German Empire's 
aristocracy and leading economic g;roups ruled with an often unapprecia-
ted moral authority. Frequently it has been suggBsted that the insulari-
ty of this p~culiar system was the reason a real dialogue did not exist 
in German society until at least the time of the Weimar Republic, 1919-
1933. 
For the present study, the combination of intellectual, economic, 
political and technological forces visible by about the 1870-1880's in 
Germany is of great irrportance. There was the general European last 
"rush for colonies," the prevalence of materialism, the hardening 0 l' 
nationalisms and the awakening of numerous subsidiary social IIDvements, 
not the least being Socialism. This period saw a shift of emphasis in 
society, literature, the plastic arts, and political deed. These 
changes-at least in retrospect--indicated the fateful ccnflicts which 
were to be acted out in the twentieth cent~J. Mass politics, the appeal 
to both universalistic and nationalist aspirations, increasing W1ce:r-
tainty about utilizing the fruits of errpirical science; all of these 
uneasy social features pressed upon the German gove:mments. \~ithin 
this fearful narrowing of pursuits in the face of broadening possibi-
lities, characteristic political movements were-and are--visible, by 
the twentieth century eIlErging as an amoIIlhous trans-political ideolo['y: 
Fascism. In Ger.many known as National SOCialism, this IIDvement shaped 
ITEnY perspectives, and itself was at least half aesthetic or reJigiol,m 
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in corrplexion. Its "roots" were European, but paradoxically focused 
within specific national boundaries.16 However, before fascism may be 
fully considered it is necessary to evaluate its frequent, but not 
invariable companion, race hatred, particularly hatred of the Jews. 
POPULAR TRADITION AND ANTI-SEMITISM 
Fear, envy and hatred of the Jews has been a nearly constant 
feature of European society, but it acquired its contemporary virulence 
op~y since the national transformations following the French Revolution. 
The quality of xenophobic fear before that time, occasionally rabid and 
violent, was less clearly defined and much less a source of major poli-
tical consideration. '!he ancient problems of survival for the ,JewiSh 
people seellEd to be substantially solved by their Roman dispersal over 
the IVediterranean area. However, with the Christianization of the 
West, the Roman Catholic Church's attitude, as well as rmre customary 
Volk patterns representing the "stranger", helped keep alive anti-
Semitism. 
The medieval period romanticised by nineteenth century cultura1 
authorities was a tire of uneven treatment of the Jews. While they 
were expelled from the Iberian peninsula and periodically were perse-
cuted in many of the German central European cities, in Eastern EurorJe 
the Jews were frequently accepted' as colonists. '!hey helped to securE: 
16Cf., Nolte, Three Faces of Fascism: Action Francaise, Italian 
Fascism, National Socialism. 
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the ruling gr'oup' s interests agains t indigenous rural populations. Often 
skilled in financial and handicraft occupations, Jewish populations 
generally were useful to ruling secular and ecclesiastical powers, fre-
quently serving as the agents of, or at least the mediators for, political 
control. Thus the double function of Jewish despised usefulness came to 
be accepted in much of Europe. In times of prosperity, perhaps Jewish 
populations were roore readily able to adopt the customs of their "host" 
nations. Frequently, however, it was the Jews themselves who saw a need 
for securing gr'oup identity; often they were satisfied with segregation 
into Ghetto areas with special governing structures. Thus, Jewish con-
sciousness as a special ethnic gr'Oup had an historical basis and became 
a problem mainly in times of hardship when Jews could be singled out to 
expiate such calamities as wars, plagues or famines. 
M extensive mYthology about the "wandering Jew," the "Jewish 
rroney-instinct," etc., persisted in European society as did the special 
denigration of Jews as sexual deviates, as the persecutors of Christ, 
and as the possessors of demonic powers. While this sort of mYtholorY 
persisted mainly in rural and eastern Europe, it was present as well in 
western Europe, and curiously paralleled by Enlightenment rationalism. 
Frequently the Enlightenrrent had viewed the Jews with a benign neglect 
born of scorn for ethnic diversity. Often eigpteenth century society 
was content to wait patiently foY' civilization to overcome such "rem-
nants" as Jewish ethnici ty . While Jews were thus characterized as 
retrogr'ade cultural influences, some Europeans viewed Je\,ls as rather 
rrore advanced than the "native" Europeans. Accordingly, such cults 
as Freemasonry cultivated Jewish "OCCult" wisdom, while of course 
restricting membership of Jews theIlEelves. 'lhe cOIIn'l'ercial states 
Venice, England and Holland led the way in easing restrictions on the 
Jews, and by the mid-nineteenth century barTiers to Jewish assimila-
tion were generally eliminated in western Europe. 
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With the Napoleonic convocation of a Sanhedrin, hcwever, the Jews 
had begun to gain identification within the needs of modem states. 
Often they were then seen as subversive agents of democratic and 
national ideas because of this French sponsorship. While Lessing had 
praised Jewish talent, nineteenth century Germany continued the Enligh-
terurent double standard: Christian sects might be tolerated as eccen-
tric but kindred aspirations toward the Ideal, but Jewish particularly 
was held to be unable to "transcend" itself. The anti-Semitism of even 
such men as Marx (himself of Jewish ancestry if "racial" notions are 
considered) may be traced to this curious view of particularity impeding 
universal progress. 
For the Jews, the really :important change early in the nineteenth 
century was not sirrpJy Napoleon's synbolic appropriation of the Sanhedl'in, 
but the intellectual movements which furnished weapons for late-century 
anti-Semitism. The linguistic and philological studies of particular 
Germans such as Bopp, Schlegel and Grimn tended to redefine man in ter'lTlS 
of language, belief structure, and historical achievement. As Foucault 
pointed out, the increasing direction of these studies toward. national-
istic purposes in the nineteenth century opened up the possibility of 
a linguistic pre-history, eventually even the notion of Aryan linguistic, 
then geographic, and finally racial origin. In Foucault's tenns, with 
these late Enlightennent theorizlngp, man's consciousness fell from a 
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coherent view into all ma.i1ner of opposing and chaotic speculations. 
As linguistics considered the differing nature of ethnic groups, so 
did science and philosophy work tCMards a fo:rnIUlation of evolutionary 
human history. This process became not s1nply a physical, but a rooral 
process, in which man and his ethics gained a direction, an ideology. 
The general view that race was an inportant characteristic of 
m:m had been current in Europe at least since Montesquieu. Race was 
associated with different cultural form:; and levels, believed to be 
somehow related to differing qualitative and quantitative levels of 
civilization. However, through a variety of l:inguistic and scientific 
studies,17 dogJnaS were created for the popular synthesis of late-
century racism. Two exemplary :intellectual influences in this syn-
thesis were Carlyle and Gobineau. However, their positions in the~ 
selves were meaningful only for the crude usages made of them, not 
because of any discoverable internal affinity. While Carlyle may be 
credited with a clear nodern formulation of the role of Heroes and was 
important in volkisch attacks on modernity, he sought the unification 
of society through religious salvation and revolutionary action. 
Gobineau, on the other hand, sought the division of society, the 
casting-off of less valuable social elements. Darming "degeneration," 
he marshalled the century's scientific finding:; behind a total concept 
of race, but himself remained a pensive aristocrat, concerned most or 
17Many books have delt with this topic. A good short SUl11Tla.ry is 
Juan Comas, RaCial hs The Race Question in f-todem Science (Paris: 
UNESCO, 1951). Well organized and more recent is ID s . nyder, 'lhe 
Idea of Racialism; Its Meaning and History (New York: Van Nostrand--
fueinhold Con:pany, 1962). A more detailed account, particularly of 
:Brench racial thougtlt, is Jacques Barzun, Race: A Study in Supersti-
tion, revised, with a new preface (1937; New York: Harper Torchbooks, 
Harper & Row, 1965). 
all with art and gr'aceful nobility. The influence of these two men's 
ideas was great, but often viewed through the late-century filters of 
mass political movements, seldom through scholarly researCh.18 
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In western Europe, the emancipation of the Jews spread apace with 
conterrporary Liberalism, and few Jews were restricted in the medieval 
fashion as to household location, type of occupation, or political 
franchise. However, in the eastern "Pale of Settlement," the Jews 
were resented and accordingly remained more distinct as an ethnic-
racial gr'oup. 'Their skills were not allowed free development, their 
competition was viewed with growing hatred by the local populations 
under the direction of increasingly powerful nationalist spokesmen. 
\~i thin the Habsburg Empire, the Jews--wi th the Hungarians and the 
German minority--were arrong the mst loyal to the Errpire. 'Ihey owed 
their social position to continued Vienna hegerrony, not to the rising 
aspirations of the man y Empire peoples. In Russia, Poland and the 
Balkans the Jews, similarly to the case of the Phanerbt Greeks, were, 
and are, hated as foreign elements. Thus the centuries-long trend of 
the east providing a haven for dispossessed western Jews was reversed 
with the nineteenth century moderrlity and particularly nationalism. 
Magnified with the technological lag of eastern Europe compared with 
the west, persecutions in eastern Europe continued to increase until 
18There have been many articles and books written en this sub-
ject, but many fail to account fully for the popularization of these 
men's ideas. A good recent treatrrent is Alexander Bein, "Der Moderne 
AntisemitislTIUS und seine Bedeutung fUr die Judenfr~: 'AITtIsemi-
tislTIUS' als Wort und Be~iff,,, Vierteljahrshefte fUr Zeitgeschichte, 
6 J ahrgang(I9'5'8")-: -340- 60. -
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very rrodem times. 
Whi Ie Germany's Se cond Empire lifted the last formal restri ctions 
on the Jews, popular anti-Semitism continued in the late nineteenth 
century. Exanples such as the Passion ~ at OberaJTl[l'Ergau may be 
compared to Shakespearean works portraying a Jewish demonic character. 
However, in the face of the nineteenth century's technological and 
spiritual challenges, Jewish "destructiveness" became less a physical 
than a metaphysical issue. The literary convention of the evil Jew, 
the corrupting Semitic influence, etc., often operated on a high level 
of abstraction. Harmah Arendt, among others, pointed out that by the 
mid-century, a demonic interest in the occult, in exotic peoples, had 
produced a vogue in the major European capitals of interest in Jews, 
homosexuals, and mediums.l9 In Foucault's terms, this may be likeneti 
to the increasing disarray of the modem mind, where an earlier dec a-
dent, de Sade, had searched for increasing instrt.ll1Entality to overcome 
alienation. The mid-nineteenth century consideration of the pariah-
Jew image thus paralleled on a literary level the nationally in1p0rtant 
developments of such Jewish banking families (as the Rothschilds) and 
such important Jewish individuals as Disraeli. 
Thus, by the latter part of the nineteenth century, an increasing-
ly disparate and exotic intellectual atmosphere existed in western 
Europe. The actual conditions of life for Jewish populations, however, 
seeITEd comfortably esconced on the "escalator" of nineteenth century 
19Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, enlarged 8th ed. 
(1951; New York: IVeridian Books, Inc., 1960), pp. 81-88. Arendt 
explores this as well throughout this quite extensive book. 
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progress: integration in ethnic and intellectual terns was manifest in 
the widening European mastery of the world. For the awakening of full, 
rrodem national consciousness on the part of the Jews and their neighbors, 
one must look to the period of the 1870' s and 1880' s, when truly rrodern 
economic cycles beca.rrE visible. 'lliese tensions revealed the uncontrolled 
aspects of capitalism which have not been extinguished. Corporate ex-
pans ion , impersonal business life, financial scandals and the rrwsterious 
prosperity-depression cycles themselves seemed to invite conspiratorial 
theorizing. Surnma.rizing the centrality of anti-Semitism in the German 
case particularly, George Mosse stated: 
German anti-Semitism is a part of German intellectual history. 
It does not stand outside it. Above all, it became involved 
with the peculiar tum which German thought took after the 
first decade of the nineteenth century. German thougpt be-
came at once provincial, in its search for roots, and idealistic, 
in its rejection of ITEre outward progress, in its belief in the 
irrationality of culture. Here the Jew was the outsider, and 
if he could at tiITES gatecrash by assimilation in the nineteenth 
century, that did not fundamentally alter the emerging image of 
the Jew. Culture was closed to him for he lacked the necessary 
spiritual foundations.20 
20 
Geori!.'e L. lVbsse, Germans and Jews: '!he Ri t The I.e f't and the 
Search for a "'!hird. Force in PreNazi GeI'IImlY New York: Howard Fertj.g, 
1970), p. 60. 
CHAPIER III 
RICHARD WAGNER AND THE BAYREurH KULTURKREIS 
RICHARD WAGNER 
The life of Richard Wagner (1813-1883) spanned the tumultuous 
mid-nineteenth century.l He attempted to create a new form of art', 
the "art work. of the future," to foster a distinctive German art, and 
to thereby regenerate society. Wagner was early influenced by the Young 
Germany movement and because of his involvement in the Revolution of 
1848 had to flee Germany for a dozen years. From the 1850' s he was con-
ci~med increasingly with a series of educational and aesthetic prescY'ip-
tions for his contemporaries in addition to writing his celebrated 
operatic works. While he never lost sight of the day's practical poli-
tical developm:mts, he worked for a spiritual transformation of man. 2 
Wini fred SchUler has pOinted out that the great influences for 
developing the Wagner Kreis were the Festspiele idea and the conc~pts 
of cultural reform institutionalized by the Bayreuther Blatter and by 
Wagner's widow, Cosima, in the last part of the century. 'Ihe combma-
tion of these events, however, originated with Richard Wagner's awn 
lWagner's life is the subject of a great ongoing controversy. 
Pecent works en him and his art are mentioned in Chapter I and in 
the bibliography. 
2This has been eonvincingly argued by Robert Giddings, "Wagner 
and the Revolutionaries," Music and letters, vol. 45 #4 (October, 
1964), p. 356. 
ideas, and developed under his careful supervisim. The concern with 
fostering a cultural elite in Germany, with aiding the affairs of the 
orthodox Wagnerians, centered willingly about him, the Meister, the 
"charismatic FUhrerpersonlichkeit" and the Bayreuth Religionsleher. 3 
But during mid-century Wagrler had found hiIlBelf paradoxically 
misunderstood as an artist. His ITDst popular works were the early 
operas. His long-nurtured ~r Ring des Nibelungen was not perfo:rmed 
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until a quarte~century after he had first sketched it. The technical 
probleIIB involved in presenting Wagnerian operas in fact have only been 
resolved with the present day, often nearly a century after they were 
first encountered. But Wagrler's vision of art was shared by a growing 
coterie of many of the century's leading artists and intellectuals. 
This group included from the 1840's the rrrusicians Robert SChumann, 
Franz Liszt, and the young conductor Hans von BUlow. Wagper's musical 
supporters engaged in bitter debates with critics over the integrity 
of his creations in an argtlJlEnt which has never ended. 
From Wagner's early ITD..lsical career and his revolutionary deeds 
there was an intriguing evolution of rrore abstract and complex ideas, 
accompanied by his association with Cosima Liszt BUlow. Cosima was 
the daugnter of Wagrler's competitive but sympathetic fellow-composer, 
Franz Liszt, educated specifically to inhabit avant gprde musical society. 
From the late 1860' s, Wagrler and Cosima influenced one another, both 
changing their ideas about religion, art and natimalism. OJsima. 
3winifred Schw.er, ~r Bayreuther Kreis 
bis ZtnTI Aus an der Wilhelminischen Ara: . w 
1m Geiste volkisCher Weltanschauung Munster: 
pp. 53-54. 
von seiner Entstehung 
erkult und Kulturreform 
Aschendorff, 1971 , 
renounced her early allegiance to France and Catholicism; Wagner re-
nounced his 'L18 "revolutionism" and atheism. It appeared that both 
gravitated increasingly to an at-t:L'TIes discomfitting acceptance of 
Germany's national role as well as to the new task of institutionali-
zing his art. For instance, the emphasis of the last-completed Ring 
operas Siegfried and Die GOtterdl:hrnrerung appear to reflect an in-
creasing preoccupation with Christian, even bourgeois morality-a 
circumstance much-remarked ever' since. 4 
From 1864 Wagrler found a patron in the eccentric young Bavarian 
king, Ludwig II. ItJhile their relationship was stOrIT\Y, Ludwig never 
ceased underwriting Wagner's increasingly expensive projects. 'This 
was particularly irrportant since Wagner desired to construct his own 
theater. He refused, however, to build in Ludwig's critical Munich, 
and instead chose the small Franconian town of Bayreuth, in central 
Germany. There he worked to construct a Festspielhaus to enshrine his 
art after the Greek model, leaving for posterity his artistic message. 
Iespite local and Bavarian goverrunent aid, Wagner was refused help by 
the new federal goverrunent in Berlin. Instead he organized a series of' 
private subscription campaigns to realize his artistic schemes. The 
:iJTJmense financial problems of this endeavor in Bayreuth still plagued 
Wagner's last years and were the great burden of Wagnerians until at 
least 1933. Wagner hirrEelf was facing ill health, and from 1877 SOUfr,Jlt 
to write only one nore work of art, an opera purely for display at 
4 A vigorous treatment of this problem is Bernard Shaw, The Perfect 
W erite· A CorrmEnt on the Niblun 's Rin , reprmt of the 4th ed. 
1923; New York: D:>ver Publications, Inc., 1967). 
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Bayreuth: Parsifal. 
While the Ring was an assortment of nrusic, myth, and interpretive 
inspiration, Parsifal for Wagner was clearly the summary expression of 
his art. In it the Germanic Grail Knigpts were regenerated, led to 
salvation, by the Christ-like Parsifal. It is critically difficult to 
separate this work from the last decade of the artist's life. While 
\va@1er had found his art gaining in popularity, he noted this was due 
mainly to its being misunderstood by the contemporary Bildungsphilister. 
In a real sense, Wagner hinEelf had been overtaken by the technological 
and Realpolitik events of the later century. His prized Gernan regenera-
tion appeared increasingly in concrete, not aesthetic terms, perhaps 
furnishing justification for the fears of a Tocqueville, a Burckhardt, 
even the young Nietzsche. 5 
If, however, Nietzsche made enduring observatior£ in this context 
of culture which can be separated from the rrore ordinary needs 0 r late 
nineteenth century nationalism, a great array of important publicists 
were often less "elevated" in their criticisms. For example, Paul de 
Lagarde (1827-1891) vehemently damned the day's materialism and social 
Darwinism, particularly in his Deutsche Schriften (1886). Julius 
Langbehn (1851-1907) preached an optimism for the Gernanic futul'e if 
"Nordic" regeneration were to occur. In 1890 his Rerrbrandt als Erzieher 
5This quite complex problem awaits solution. A good recent treat-
ment of the Wagner-Nietzsche relationship is Robert W. Gutman, Richar'<i 
Wagner: The Man, His Mind, and His Music (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
& World, Inc., 1968), pp. 358-359. 
von einem Deutschen was immensely popular. 6 There were many examples 
of such cultural criticism, part of which supported the German 
Christianity moverent, and often the conglomeration of Heimatgedanke. 
In education, justifications for the Realisten against the traditional 
humanistic Gymnasium were based frequently on the need for German 
technological world power. Lebensl~form and Lebensphilosophie were 
both important in popularizing a new synthesis of social concern. 
fuus the combination of issue-oriented carrpaigns and more specifically 
aesthetic proposals became great causes in Germany. 
The varied "causes" errbraced by Wagnerians and the Meister him-
self shared in this vulgarization of philosophy, fostering rrovements 
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often tinged with more than a rrodicurn of irrationalism. In these late-
century concerns there were visible a few central points of shared 
value. Increasingly, anti-Semitism was such a touchstone of influence, 
as was nationalism, popular religion-and Wagner's art. Schuler points 
out such late nineteenth century ideologies all had a commonality of 
structure: each jealously guarded a closed ideological aspiration; 
each was concerned with healing spiritual disunity, reconciling modern 
man' s di vis i veness. The views thus centered about this growing "con-
servati ve revolutionary" wing of late Wilhelmine society were typically 
concerned with vitalism, the organic-biological, the mystically known.7 
SchUler noted there were three stepping-stones leading to the 
6The standard accOlmt of Kulturpessimismus, focusing on these 
writers, is Fritz Stem, The Politics of Cultural Des air: A Stu 
in the Rise of the Germanic Ideology New York: Anchor Books, 
Ibubleday & Corrpany, Inc., 1965). 
7Der Ba,yreuther Kreis, pp. 127-148. 
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Bayreuth synthesis of anti-Semitism. First was Wagner's publication of 
Judentum 1m Musik in 1850 and repub1icaticn of it in 1869. Second 
there was Gobineau's f'ornrulation of racism and his brief but close asso-
ciaticn with Wagper at the end of both ren's lives. And third was the 
synthesis epitomized by H. S. Chamberlain at the turn of the century. 8 
This progression was anticipated by the actions of the older Wagper, 
when he concel ved of the Bayreuth institution and set its tone. 9 He 
placed it in the German tradition opposing 1789, with the German 
Ranantics who tended to see nationalism in cultural terms. He reformu-
lated art and national revitalization through the Gemeinschaft of speech, 
art and rrorals. 
In his Judenturn 1m Musik, Wagner popularized anti-Semitism. IIe 
darmed the Jews as constitutionally incapable of' understanding, or 
even performing great music. 'Ihe synthesis of volkisch sentiment 
popular in Germany owed much to this early fornrulation by the Meh,;ter. 
His linking ethnic prejudice to artistic and religious aspirations was 
probably a mid-century atterrpt to separate his ideal of art from his 
8Ibid., p. 231. 
9A revisionist scholar of Wamnerism has made the point that Wagner 
should not have constructed his theater in Germany. He argued that but 
for this error ~ Wagperian art migt1t not have been contaminated by 
ideology during the German Second and 'Ihird Enpires. However, this is 
the very issue at hand: Wagper himself initiated sOlTE-perhaps rmst-
of the worst aspects of the ideology which bore his name. '!he revi-
sionist scholar is Robert Edwin Herzstein, "The Wagnerian Ethos in 
Gennan History, 1848-1933: A Reinterpretation of Richard Wagper" s 
Historical Significance." 
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hated critics, from modernity itself. Contrary interpretations of 
this early booklet abound, but its seminal importance cannot be 
denied. lO Wagner claimed the Jews were a non-indigenous people in 
Europe, who lacked the characteristics of Herder's Volk. Consequently , 
tteir speech was always foreign and even Jewish actors were incapable 
of representing non-Jewish characters. Jews had to simply imitate 
speech, and therefore spoke with an "audible twang. "11 As materialists 
they further lacked the finely-tuned sensibilities needed for artistic 
endeavor; their few successes in this realm thus resulted only from 
their dishonest accumulation of money, not throu@1 "personal labor." 
'They recognized only the outward forms, not the inward motivating 
thellEs of art .12 Wagner pointed to iVendelssohn, iVeyerbeer, Schumann 
and Heine as proofs of this thesis. Most inportant, he stated thnt 
salvation for Jews would COIlE only with their ceasing to be Jews. He 
wrote, "there is only one real form of deliverance from the curse which 
besets" Jews, "that of Ahasuerus--the 'Untergang! '''13 This word was 
wisely left untranslated in the English edition of Judentum im Mllsik. 
It was sirrply not clear in what sense Wagner meant Jews nrust be des-
troyed or d.isappear; this could have meant conversion from the relil!,ion 
of Judaism or a physical destruction. Clearly, the a'lly certain inter'-
pretation respecting this anomoly would be that at least in 1850 Wagner's 
10This is cited, for exarrple, in Adolf Hitler, Mein KIr:f, tra'1:3. 
Ralph Manheim (1927; Boston: Houghton Mifflin Conpany, 1971; pp. 212-
213. 
llRichard Wagner, Judaism in Music Be' the Ori 'nal Essay 
Together with the Later Supplement, trans. Edwin Evans 1 50, repub-
lishted 1879; New York: Charles Scribner's Sans, 1910), p. 13. 
12Tbid., p. 18. 13Ibid., pp. 49-50. 
anti-Semitism was far from a biological racial formulation. This 
vituperative essay, then, despite its ambiguous wording, was an ex-
pression of cultural criticism, of nineteenth century anti-Semitism, 
before Gobineau and true racial deterrninism. 14 
Wagner, to the hOTTor of many of his admirers, republished this 
essay in 1869. He even added a suppleIrent expanding his condemnation 
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of the Jews, but significantly placed this in explicitly cultural terms. 
He justified this new edition by noting his critics had adopted the 
technique of "superior Judaism"; the "systematic libel and persecution" 
of his dramatic, musical and prose works, all "coupled with a total 
suppression of the obnoxious Jewish questicn. "15 Since Wagner himself' 
had and continued to have important Jewish friends, and since at mid-
century the Jews were manifestly in no sense inhibiting the ooder'l1ization 
of Europe, the interpretation seems reasonable that in this essay Wagner 
was utilizing the Jews as a symbol.16 ftbove all what Wagper sought in 
14Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 234. 
15Judalsm in Music, pp. 54-55. 
lE1Ierzstein is one of several revisionist authors who argue this 
point. While this is a difficult issue, I thjnk such arguments allow for 
temperament and ambivalence oore in keeping with Wagper's art ist il: evolu-
tion than does a contrary view of him errbodying twentieth century fascism. 
Another writer somewhat extravagantly stated Wagner's anti-Semitism wa~: 
a principle rather than a practice. By attributing those 
fGrces in contemporary Germany which he detested to some 
agent dem:mstrably non-German, he was able to keep intact 
his fetishist belief in the potentialities of the German 
'folk.' He detested the meretricious, Frenchified, 
Italianized opera of Meyerbeer, a Jew; he detested the 
pseudo-Beethovenian, decadent instrumental nrusic of IVEndelssohn, 
a Jew; he detested the press, scabrous, corrupt, ignorant-
the press was largely in the hands of the Jews. 
Jbbert L. Jacobs, Wagner (1935; London: J. M. Dmt & Sons Ltd., 1961), 
p. 60. 
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this curious work, as confirmed in his numerous other prose works, was 
the reorientation of social consciousness in a Germany and a Europe 
which increasingly shared no sense of Gemeinschaft. He needed thus to 
not onJy secure his own artistic domination, but to create an audience 
capable of appreciating it. The difficulties Wagner saw in society led 
the artist to utilize such programatic rubrics as anti-Semitism--and it 
is in this nineteenth century context his original statements should be 
evaluated. 17 
In 1871 the first Wagner Verein was organized. others were soon 
organized througtlout Germany, neigpboring countries, and in sucn non-
European areas as Cairo, Egypt. In 1872 Wagner laid the cornerstone 
for the Festspielhaus, and unified the various groups under the 
Allgemeine Bayreuther Patronatsverein, which helped finance the opening 
of Bayreuth for the 1876 Ring cycle. However, financial problems plagued 
this first performance, in spite of the attendance by Europe's nobility 
and the acclamation of Wagner as the pre-eminent contemporary German 
operettist. A "Prince's Gallery" was reserved for Kaiser Wilhelm I, 18 
Ibm Pedro II of Brazil and Ludwig II as well as for mllrerous lesser 
nobility. The musicians Liszt, Tchaikovsky and Saint-Saens as well 
attended. Afterward there remained, however, a 120,000 mark debt, and 
17'Ihis, hovlever, has obviously not always been the case in the 
examples of either Wagner or Chamberlain. Much of the entire debate 
over the nature of even National Socialism devolves about the defini-
tion of words and changes in connotation over the last century. 
IBrbe elder Wilhelm was, however, entirely unsympathetic to Wagner 
and stayed onJy for the first two Ring operas, leaving to attend military 
maneuvers. Robert Edwin Herzstein, "The Tragedy of Richard Wagner," 
Arts and Sciences, New York University (Winter 1965), p. 27. 
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Wagner launched a London concert tour to help defray these expenses. 
In 1877 he founded a second Verein, this t:ime dedicated to the projected 
Parsifal. This was intended not simply to be an artistic celebration, 
but a religious ceremony, a Buhnenweihfestspiel. Also in 1877, the 
wealthy Pruss ian Hans von Wolzogen took up residence in Bayreuth as 
editor of Wagner's house organ, the Bayreuther Blatter. 
It °is this period from 1877 to Wagner's death in 1883 that curious 
and faP-reaching developnents occUITed in Wagnerism. As mentioned, 
Wagner began his last and TIDst mysterious dramatic work, redoubled his 
financing efforts, and began publishing his Bayreuther Blatter. 
Apparently Wagner knew his heart was weakening; it was with a sense of 
urgency he worked during these last half-dozen years. He had built a 
sumptuous mansion in Bayreuth from which his artistic affairs were to 
be directed, Villa Wahnfried. Those select initiates who gained an 
audience with Wa@1er and his wife were the funer members of his Kreis. 
They often referred to not s:imply Bayreuth as the center of artistic 
endeavor in Germany, but to Wahnfried, designating the higtlly personal-
ized influence of the Meister and the Meisterin. 
During this time Wagner wrote a series of increasingly violent 
articles for the Bayreuther Blatter. The very titles indicate the 
direction..c; in which his thougttts were moving. In 1879 he wrote ''Wollen 
wir Hoffen?" and "Uber die Vivesektion," in 1880 "Religion und Kunst" and 
"Erkenne dich selbst," and in 1881, ''Heldentum und Christentum." 19 
19 All of these articles were tinged with more than usual Wagnerite 
venan. They centered about the need for "regeneration," but the actual 
linkage of their goal and their social presciptions was often far 
removed fran connmn understanding. They culminated in the essay 
"Heldentum und Christentum" in the period when Wagner was TIDRt affected 
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fuese articles damned the democratic rrovements of the century, the 
philistinism of the educated classes, the inadequacies of popular rrorality. 
In these articles he endorsed as antidotes vegetarianism, anti-vivisec-
tionism, and the more transcendental influence of his own art. To free 
man from the Jewish, liberal and material curses of the day Wagner saw 
his own apotheosis in Bayreuth of prime jroportance, the supreme effort 
in the struggle for man's salvation. In this concern it is hardly 
possible to extricate the personal, egotistical motives from the ideal-
ism of the artist's overall objective. However, to his contemporaries, 
the Meister's words--often incoherent, ill-Chosen, even later repudiated 
--were frequently interpreted literally. 
In this late period of the artist's life, he met Arthur de Gobineau, 
with whom he had the greatest personal affinities based on both men's 
respect for aristocratic will and their contemporary hatreds. H<Mever, 
Wagner's above-mentioned racism was already formulated by 1850; 
Gobineau's Essay sur l'Inegalite des races hurnaines only saw publication 
between 1853 and 1855. The two had met briefly through a mutual friend 
in RollE in 1876, but became interested in one another mainly in a later', 
extended visit in Venice, and at Wahnfried. In May, 1881, the Count 
by Gobineau and his own creation, Parsifal. In this essay Wa@]ler cUed 
the racist Count and corrpared art to racial factors. He observed that 
Heracles and Siegfried were central to the formation of nora.li.ty; one 
rra,y not think evil of them, since they epitomized truly free man. He 
emphasized that racial mixtures could not be pernritted. TIle only race 
which he believed able to produce geniUS was the white race, and if the 
Christian martyr spirit were to be added, man might achieve a pure, 
ultimate salvation. The sumnary focal point for Wagner was the "wahrhaf-
tige aesthetische Kunstbliithe" which all great artists he believed had 
possessed; this pinnacle of struggle, pain and success, he stated, would 
be realized in his work at Bayreuth. Richard Wagner, '" Ausfilhrungen zu 
Fe ligion und Kunst.' Heldenthum und Christenthum," Bayreuther Blatter, 
Neuntes stUck (Septerrber 1881), pp. 252-258. 
was Wagner's guest for several weeks, and later in the spring of that 
yero" he again visited with the Wagners. Gobineau and Wagner appear not 
to have explored the sensitive question of creativity since their philo-
sophies remained far apart in this area. 20 But the "heroic pessimism" 
Gobineau insisted upon appears to have been reflected in the above-
mentioned series of Bayreuther Bl~tter articles Wagner wrote during this 
time. It appears the two could agree on the tenor of their cultural 
criticisms, even if their theoretical substructures remained quite 
opposed. 21 
The Count's death in 1882 was a great shock to Wagner, and soon 
after the premier performance of his long-awaited Parsifal, Wagner also 
died, early in 1883. Now the pattern of dogmatization continued within 
Wagnerian ranks. While Cosima herself was distraught, even attempting 
suicide, she set a cultic tone much-remarked in the late century. A 
great ceremony was made of shipping Wagner's body fran Venice to Bayreuth, 
greater than that accorded nost nonarchs, and numerous artists assisted 
in this last pilgrimage to Bayreuth. Cos:ima. cut off her hair and placed 
20The following ~ather light handling of this situation illustrates 
the problem which the two appear not to have broached. As an amateur 
artist, Gobineau made busts of Vali<yries and added to the lustre of 
Bayreuth. Gobineau assumed creativity could only come from a mixture 
of the Europeans with primitive "races." Barzun noted, "The vision of 
Wagner and Gobineau implicitly agr>eeing in the Villa Wahnfried that 
Wagner must be more Negro than Nordic gives the story of their friend-
ship a much-needed touch of comedy." Jacques BarzlZl, Darwin Marx, 
Wagner: Critique of a Heritage (New York: Anchor Books, 1941), p. 2'{9. 
21 It is hardly surprising that the creator of the ~ could be 
attracted to the COlZlt· s all-encanpassing explanation of degeneration. 
'The devotees of Bayreuth certainly saw the kinship between the two 
artists, and sought to further its development. 
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it on the corpse. She wore rrourning black, usually complete with a 
veil, for the remainder of her life. When the first wreath to arrive at 
Wahnfried was found to be from Johannes Brahms, Cosima. said, "We shall 
not acknowledge it" because "he did not love the master's nusic. "22 
For the next 47 years she was central in shaping and guard.:ing the 
Bayreuth tradition, which perhaps ended up--in Shavian tenns-being 
rmre Wagperian than Wagner hiIrEelf. Huneker termed her "Cosima I" of 
Bayreuth, and her stern, humorless rule extended from the overall con-
duct of performances down to strict patterns of enunciation and gesture 
for the singers. 
COSIMA AND THE INNER KREIS 
Cosima herself was a remarkable woman. A powerful personality, she 
retained a mystic identification with religious ritual, art, and the 
day's mYriad social issues. In Richard Wagner she had found a new and 
higher law; as the Meisterin she accepted his thought and his apotheosi;.; 
as the IVEister of the entire world. It is particularly due to her inn\!-
ence that the characteristic mixture of Christian-Aryan mystical ritual 
was united with Schopenhauerean Mitleidsphilosophie in Parsifal. It hCt~'" 
been theorized she indulged the sybaritic tendencies of Wagper; certai.nly 
from 1865 she was seen by Wagner's friends as the "delphic Oracle. "23 
22wallace Brockway and Herbert Weinstock, Men of Music: Their 
lJ. ves, Times, and Achievements (1939; New York: Simon Shuster, 1950). 
23Cosima replaced as ITEdium the singer Malwina Schnorr, who had 
previously served in this capacity for the Meister. Richard Wagper: 
'The Man, His Mind, at Id His Mus ic, p. 273. 
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While asleep she had spouted Wagner's social criticisms, and when awakened, 
relTEmbered nothing. It has been inferTed she bargained for pONers over 
Wagner through his psychological weaknesses. 24 In her person was to be 
united the mYthic character of Richard Wagner, nore than mortal, only 
less than divine. While she shared, perhaps even exceeded, Wagner's 
passionate hatreds, she had a more higply developed sense of bourgeois 
propriety. For instance, she did not doubt the truth of his Judentum 
im Musik, but considered its republication in 1869 "an indiscretion. "25 
Also, the antics of Wagnerian artists who helped stage the 1876 Ring 
shocked her sensibilities as well as those of the staid Bayreuth citizens. 
The leadership she gave after 1883 allowed no such levity to infringe 
upon the seriousness of Wagnerian art. 26 
Cosima had a central role in recruiting such supporters of 
Wagnerism as Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900). When Nietzsche was a 
frequent visitor with the Wagners (1869-1874), he saw himself as an 
enthusiast of the Meister as well as a tutor for her. The Wagners had 
hopes of using such academic men as Nietzsche to further their own aims 
in Germany; the break with Nietzsche was, accordingly, a painful 8l1d 
24Ibid., pp. 254 and 273. 
25Ibid., p. 301. 
26'Ihese "Chancery Boys" included Felix Mottl, Hermann Zurrpe, Anton 
Seidl, and Joseph Rubenstein. They not only helped perform the 1876 
Ring but as well supported the declining Wagper. They soon learned, 
however, to stay away from social evenings at Wahnfried because of 
Cosima's animosity. She made changes in the operatic performances 
at Bayreuth, and was only prevented from making more changes by 
Wagner's own presence. Ibid., pp. 337-342. 
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convoluted problem for both the Wagners and for Nietzsche to explain. 
Particularly, Cosima had hoped to gain Nietzsche as editor for the 
Bayreuther Bl~tter. With Nietzsche's apostasy, however, the search 
for important adherents to the cause continued. It was finally resolved 
only with H. S. Chamberlain's role and the twentieth century.27 
Another promisjng academic was tragically lost to Wahnfried, the 
young Karl Heinrich Freiherr von Stein (1857-1887). The pattern evident 
here becomes important in considering the story of Chamberlain's 
Wendung zum Deutschtum. Attempts to enlist academic supporters of 
Wagnerism were seldom successful by the inner Kreis, although many 
respected German academics belonged to the various Vereinen and other-
wise supported Bayreuth. Stein was a theology student at Heidelberg 
who became attracted to both the idealism of Schopenhauer and the 
materialism of Eugen DUhr"irg.28 He nEt Wagner in 1879 through a mutual 
friend, and encountered grave difficulties in completing his dissertation 
and his Habilitationsschrift since increasingly he supported the Wagnerian 
27After Nietzsche's break with W~gner, his sister, married to the 
notorious anti-Semite Bernhard Forster, remained an intimate of Wahnfried 
well into the Nazi era. After 1920 she wrote Cosima Wagner "how wonderful 
[i t is] that two women stand at the head of, and to a certain extent 
represent, the two intellectual tendencies ruling the modern world. " 
Thiel., f'n. p. 358. The editings of both Nietzsche's and Wagner's writ i.ngs 
1tlere problems well into the present day. Only recently have cond.itions 
become such that textual revisions may be made and a more balanced view 
of both men emerge. 
28Charnberlain had great difficulty when he helped to write a 
Iremorial biography of Stein, since Stein's endorsement of DUhrlng and 
ma.terialism conflicted with his own values. Only with Stein's actual 
membership in the inner Kreis and subsequent demise was the possibility 
for this rapprochement secured. Houston Stewart Chamberlain and Friedrich 
Poske, Heinrich von Stein und seine Weltanschauung; Nebst Heinrich von 
Steins "Vermachtnis," 2nd ed. (Munich: Georg Maller, 1905). 
ethos. He tutored Wagner's son Siegfried, and fell increasingly under 
the spell of the Meister's personal magnetism, much as had Nietzsche 
earlier. Recalled to academic pursuits by his anxious father, Stein 
attempted to navigate between the attractions of Wagner's romanticism 
and Dllhring's materialism. 29 A friend wrote that the hostile, non-
Wagnerian atmosphere of Berlm "poisoned him." Stein contracted an 
undetermined illness and died.30 The loss was greatly felt by Wahnfried, 
and was considered an object lesson of the day's dangerous competing 
forces. It was thougtlt philistmism could a.l.rnoot literally kill sensj-
tive adherents to aesthetic causes. 
In the meantfule, in 1877, the wealthy Pruss ian Hans von Wolzogen 
had been selected to edit the Wahnfried publication, the Bayreuther 
Blatter. Wolzogen (1848-1938) had studied philology, mYthology and 
history at the University of Berlin, and through a further mterest in 
Schopenhauer, embraced Wagner. His fanatical and naive faith wacs central 
to his love for the IVeister. He sought to create the mYstical fundament 
upon which Wagperism would prosper. POI' over half a century he self'lpssl,Y 
devoted himself to this task. Guided by Cosima, he sought to further an 
orthodox Protestantism with the el'TErging Bayreuth Idea. He was an out-
standing example of continuity between the original Wagper supporters and 
the Third Reich.31 It was Wolzogen who made such important "discoveries" 
29Ibid., p. 22. 
30Ibid., pp. 52-54. 
31However, just as Hitler found fault with Chamberlain's formula-
tions of' Christianity and race, the Fill1rer thought Wolzogen' s inte {rn'p-
tation of Parsifal in term:; of Christian-Schopenhauerean philosophy 
madequate. He thought Wolzogen was "a blockhead." DeI' Bayrellt.her 
Kreis, p. 216. 
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in Wagnerian art as the controversial Leitmotive in addition to his help-
ing blend D=utschtum, Christiarlity, Regeneration and Art in the Bayreuth 
Volkspielen. 
Another loyal close associate of Wahnfried was Karl Friedrich 
Glasenapp (1847-1915), a Baltic German, who had studied phi101of.~ in 
the Reich. He wrote the standard 6 volume biography of Wagner and worked 
as well on the Wagne!'-Lex1kon and the Wagne!'-Ehzyk1op!idie. He was a 
dedicated worker for the cause, writing articles for the Bayreuther 
Blatter, even painting a portrait of Wagner for the Riga Verein. In 
1902 an attempt was made to secure the Nobel Prize for his biography 
of Wagner. 32 
Ludwig Schemarm (1852-1938) was an inportant supporter of Bayreuth, 
who--at Richard and Cosima's suggestion-began writing about Count 
Gobineau. He was to remain close to the spirit of Bayreuth, but became 
increasingly alienated by Cosima's imperious rule, and by Chanberlain' s 
depreciations of Gobineau.33 He shared greatly in the late century 
irrationalism characterized by his friends Lagarde and Konstantin Frantz, 
and he influenced JVbe11er van den Bruck (1876-1925). He was a correspon-
dent with Bernhard and Paul Forster, with many anti-Semitic groups, with 
the Al1deutsche Verband, and himself founded the Gobineau Vereinigung in 
1894. Schernann was thus, with Wo1zogen, a link to the later Nazi perjod. 
However, even more than Wolzogen, Schemann was a rather traditional 
German conservative instead of a genuine adherent to National Socialism. 
32Ibid., pp. 99-101. 
33The outCOITE of this is described in Chapter VI. 
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At his death he, like so many erstwhile "revolutionary ccnservati ves , " 
was sorrowful at the Nazi development of Ieutschtum. Schemann thus re-
mained an integrative middle point between the personalities and the 
influence of Cosima Wagner and Wolzogen.34 
Henry Thode (1857-1920) is the last member of the inner Kries to 
be discussed before the figure of Chanberlain. Thode studied cultural 
history and worked all his life as an academic scholar. He married 
Cosima's daughter Daniela von BUlow in 1886, and devoted his efforts to 
the Wagner family and Wagnerism. His professional career accordingly 
was made somewhat difficult, but he held a succession of teaching and 
administrative positions before retiring to write in 1911. This .juncture 
coincided with his separation and divorce from Daniela, thence from 
Wahnf'ried, but his contribution to Renaissance scholarship and to aiding 
the Bayreuth Idea remained. Thode criticized rrodem decadence, the 
traditions of naturalism and symbolism and individual egotism. He 
depicted cultural cycles in history, which included Kant and Schopenhauer, 
('JOethe and Schiller, Beethoven and Wagner. Schiller terms his scholarshi.p 
a mixture of good research and weltanschaulich dogmatism, of facile 
organization with rigid theoretical schema. He and Chamberlain n(jver 
were compatible personalities, and after 1900 fell into increasing 
hostility. 35 
34Der Bayreuther Kreis, pp. 101-107. 
35Ibid., pp. 107-112. 
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WILER ASPEGrS OF 'IRE KREIS 
A great many Wahnfried friends were members of the nobility. As 
mentioned, Ludwig II of Bavaria (1846-1886) was an :i.nportant figure, as 
was to be Kaiser Wilhelm II (1859-1941). Prince Max von Baden (1867-
1929), diplomat and Chancellor in the last days of the World War, was 
also a good friend of Wahnfried, as were many of the lesser German 
nobill ty . Czar Ferdinand of Bulgaria (1861-1948) as well as many forei@1 
nobles and aristocrats supported Wagnerism. Many people helped Wagnerian 
art, often working in the many Vereinen and publishing in the various 
Wagnerian journals. These men included the Viermese Engelbert 
Pemerstorfer (d. 1922) publicist influential in that city's cultural 
life36 and the brothers Bernhard Forster (1843-1889) and Paul Forster' 
(1844-1925) who worked with anti-Semitic movements including the anti-
Semitic Petition of 1880 and many educational reform movements. 37 
India scholar Leopold von Schroeder (1851-1921) gained many of his 
ideas from his rentor Chamberlain, and was important in publicisinr, the 
Bayreuth synthesis.38 Another Jndia scholar close to Wahnfried -viaS 
36A sensitive explanation of the circurrstances and the ratlonal(~ 
of the Austrian Wagner following is given in William J. r1cGrath, 
Dionysian Art and Populist Politics in Austria (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1974). 
37Bernhard Forster, Nietzsche's brother-in-law, was greatly in-
fluenced by the later Wagner articles. He went to Paraguay to found 
a new German utopia. His brother Paul was irrportant in educational 
circles and in the anti-Vivisectionist movement. Der Bayreuther 
Kreis, p. 142. 
3~is main book expounding the pre-war vogue of Wagnerism, 
cescr1.bed belCM in Chapter VIII, was Leopold von Schroeder, Die 
Vollendun des arischen steriurrs in reuth (Munich: J. F.Lehmann, 
1911 . 
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Paul Ieussen (1845-1919). Many supporters of Bayreuth were educators, 
editors, and scholars and as such exercised enormous influence in 
WilheJmine Germany. Also, a great number of theologians were Wagnerites, 
including such men :important in the German Christianity and Nazi move-
ments as Friedrich Anderson (1860-1940) and Adolf Bartels (1862-1945).39 
However, nost of the rren cited above did not live to see the Nazi 
revolution. SchUler made the sociological observation that the earliest 
and the third generation of Wagnerites were often the most dedicated and 
far-reaching in their worship of the iVEister. The intervening genera-
tion--up to the World WaI'--was less "fanatic"; the enthusiasm of the 
earlier generation was rekindled with their grandchildren, the Nazi-era 
Wagnerites. 40 But in the 19th century, the "pilgrimage to Bayreuth" wa:; 
nearly a paradi@11 for cultured Western men, not simply Germans. The 
best examples of foreign adherents cane from Spain, Italy, Scandinavia, 
Russia, France and England, for which the case of Chamberlain is illus-
trati ve. In France, such well-known artists as Charles Baudelaire, 
St~hane Mellarme, Paul Verlaine and Maurice Maeterlinck supported the 
iVEister, as did the publicist Eduard Dujardin (1861-1949).41 In :England, 
the London Verein, the United Richard Wagner Society, had as president 
the Earl of Dysart and later the music critic and director, Edward 
Dannreuther. Arthur Balfour (1848-1930), later Prime Minister and 
39Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 158. 
40The middle generation up to the World War wa$ the most represen-
tative of the German scientific and cultural canmunities. '!he enthusiasm 
of the earliest generation was reborn with a quite contemporary vengeance 
with the war eJq)erience, and is discussed in Chapter IX. Ler Bayreuther 
Kreis, p. 167. 
41Ibid., pp. 170-172. 
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Ehglish Foreign Minister, was as well a friend of Cosima and guest at 
Wahnfried. 42 'lhe music critic Ashton Ellis was a Wagnerite, and Bernhard 
Shaw (1856-1950) as well was an adherent, albeit with increasing reser-
vations, who published a still-important book on Wagnerism. 43 
The organizations supporting Bayreuth were continued after the 
IVeister's death. In 1883 the overall direction was streamlined to 
confront the financial tasks which lay ahead. By 1891 the central 
group was comprised of 100 German branches and 50 associations outside 
the Reich, totaling 8,000 members. As well, there were many Akademische 
Wagner Vereine and kindred organizations. In 1909, for example, a 
Richard Wagner-Verband deutscher Frauen was founded in Leipzig, which 
gave scholarships and raised money for Bayreuth. By 1913 it had 44 
local groups, thousands of members, and had contributed about 150,000 
marks to Wagnerian causes. 44 
There was visible a hardening of Wagnerian dogma by the years 
1890-1896. Wolzogen wrote that with the end of these years the 1:1 tera.ry 
period of Wagnerism was closed; what remained was simply the populari-
zation of the Bayreuth Idea. 45 This Weltanschauung synthesized of art, 
religion and D2utschtum increasingly was a useful tool in the Second 
42Balfour, while enthusiastic about Wagner, never learned enough 
German to study the Meister's works. Accordingly, he was disparaged 
by such representative Wagnerites as Cos1ma and Chamberlain. "H01.mton 
Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 489. 
43'lhe Perfect Wagnerite. 
44Der Bayreuther Kreis, pp. 61-62. 
45 Ibid., p. 73. 
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Empire's struggles against the modern forces of liberalism~ "Judaism" 
and "materialism." It particularly came to endorse corporati vist 
notions of social organization~ the reorganization of business ~ farm 
and craft worker relationships, eventually even a political FUhrerprinzip 
parallel to the "totalitarian art" of Wagner. But a variety of lesser 
reifications were also associated with this drive for German regeneration. 
'Ihese CarrE to include opposition to student dueling, "ArrErican material-
ism," alcd101ism~ excessive luxury ~ bullfighting, fox-hunting, cock-
f1ghting~ excessive eating~ degenerative dancing, even protective medical 
irrmunization and "Roman law." The list of causes which Wagnerites 
supported included "hygenic" reforms such as gymnastics, tax reform, 
colonial expansion~ school reform~ and carnpaigps to "purify" the German 
language. 46 'Ihe tendency to concretize dissaffection visible in these 
mYriad "causes" was no mere invention of Wolzogen and Cosima~ hawever~ 
Wagner himself, since at least his brief stay in Paris in the 1840's, 
had combined contemporary rreasures with his aesthetic program. 
For instance~ in Paris he had protested what he saw as the corrmerciali-
zation of the theatre, the "empty" virtuosity of individual artists, 
and the amuserrents desired by the public. Indeed, the Wagner oeuvre 
was itself the source from which great anounts of "unreflektierte 
ideologische Schlagworte" could be drawn. 47 
In 1884 a Bayreuther Blatter article, "Die Musik als Ausdruck, " 
by a Graz enthusiast~ Friedrich von Hausegger (1837-1899) advocated 
broadening the notion of art to include Schopenhauerean insights in 
46'Ihis is a partial list given in D:!r Bayreuther Kreis ~ 
pp. 189-190. 
47Ibid.~ pp. 191-192. 
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"expression." He thus developed the theme much-discussed to the end of 
the century, of ideologi.cal art. While the actual Bayreuth performances 
remained fairly standard under Cosima, in line with her conservative 
and formal aesthetic ideas, the interpretations made of them increasingJy 
embraced Hausegger's rather banal "Ausdrucksasthetik." From this identi-
fication of art with Geist, "it was only a small step to the v131kisch-
Nationalist mystification and the domination of Weltanschauung" of the 
ThilU Reich period. 48 
'Ihe Wahnfried task was very difficult before the World War'. 
Blnancial problems were never entirely resolved, and without the 
contributions of the Richard Wagner Touring Company, franchised to the 
empressario Angelo Neumann, Bayreuth might easily have ceased being an 
artistic center. 49 Undoubtedly it was Cosima's careful management of 
every facet of the Bayreuth enterprise which kept temperamental artists 
and financial matters functioning at all. As might have been expected, 
she relied wholly on the claim she knew the Meister's intent better' than 
anyone else. Her directions were, therefore, inflexible. She tended to 
stultifY the performances, to create an image of Wagner the uncompro-
rnising and unalterable Total Artist. She even unsuccessful1y attempted 
to influence the Reich Government to gain special protection for' Parsifal. 
But with the expiration of the 30 year copyright on this opera in 1913, 
even a petition effort including 18,000 names failed· to bend the 
Reichstag to favor Bayreuth. 50 Cosima herself had a breakdown in 190(i, 
48 8 Ibid., pp. 193-19 • 
49M~n of Music, p. 444. 
5°Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 75. 
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from which time she was increasingly debilitated. Her sen, Siegfried, 
took over the direction of Bayreuth, and for the last decade of her life 
she was virtually separated from the world. She died, 93 years old, 
in 1930, only 6 months before her son Siegfried, on the very threshold 
of the third generation of the Bayreuth Kulturkreis. 
C'dAPrER IV 
CHAMBERLAIN'S YOOTH 
1855-1879: ENGLAND AND FRANCE 
Houston Stewart Chamberlain was born on September 9, 1855, at 
Southsea, England. His parents were of upper class English society, 
who had large real estate holdings, railway and manufacturing invest-
rrents and generally saw their sons pursue careers in the military. 
The Chamberlain family had furnished a distinguished line of English 
patriots, a circUl'll:')tance never forgotten by Houston. While Houston was 
the youngest of three boys, and inherited perhaps less than did his 
brothers Henry or Basil Hall Chamberlain (1850-1935), he never was forced 
to work for a living. Free to engage in the cultural and intellectual 
pursuits of the "better classes," Houston was to become fluent in the 
major European languages. He was conversant with French Syrrbolist 
literature, and was at least aware of the major contenporary artistiC, 
literary and philosophical ITlOverrents in European society. 
His nother, Elizabeth Jane Chamberlain, died within a year of hjs 
birth. She was to be a subject of great interest for him. He became 
convinced she was distantly related to not only Scottish and French 
families, but also to Germans in LUbeck and to Danes. 1 She spoke Germ:m, 
lIn 1902 Chamberlain related that while sitting for the portraitist, 
Franz Lenbach in Munich, I.enbach becarre "certain" Chamberlain issued from 
at least Scandinavian, not Ehglish stock. In particular, to verify 11is 
and (thus in line with Houston's racial theories) provided for Hous ton 
some of the reasons for his mastery of German and his claim that even-
tually it was nearly inpossible for him to enunciate the English "th" 
or "w" sounds, making them instead "t" and "v." later Houston was to 
claim he had entirely lost his faculty for speaking English. 2 
The Chamberlain family was indeed distinguished, and, as Houston 
stated, they were not simply English, but Norman, Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, 
"and other nordic variations of race. "3 'Ihe maternal gr'andfather was 
Captain Basil Hall (1788-1844) who published narTatives about the 
LUtschu Islands off the southern coast of Japan and numerous travel 
narratives about Europe and North Arrerica. He was mentioned with favor 
by his correspondent, 'Ihomas Carlyle, and by Sir Walter Scott, with whom 
he was friends. 4 Captain Basil Hall's father, Sir James Hall, Baronet 
(1761-1832), was a friend and fellow student with James Hutton. He wrote 
visual impression, LEmbach produced a portrait of the famous Norwegian 
explorer Nansen, and then proclaimed, "There is your relative!" 
Houston Stewart Chamberlain, lebenswege meines ~nkens (Munich: 
Bruclanann, 1919), p. 22. One of Chamber-lain's biogr'aphers reported 
mailing a photograph of the author to a devoted reader who then res-
ponded, "'Ihe man is certainly not an English type! If I am not mistaken 
he issues from the Scandinavian type." leopold von SchrOder, Hous ton 
Stewart Charrberlain: Ein Abriss seines lebens, auf Grund eigenel' 
Mitteilungen'(Munich: J. F. lehmann, 1918), p. 37. 
2Chamberlain to lord Redesdale, December 16, 1908, from let ter's 
at the County Record Office, Gloucester, in Colin HoJmes, "Houston 
Stewart Charrberlain in Great Britain," the Weiner Library Bulletin, 
24, number 2 (1970): 32. 
') 
.Jlebenswege, p. 11. 
4"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prq:>het of Bayreuth," p. 2. 
with some authority about architecture and geology and was even known 
to the young Napoleon Bonaparte during a stay at the Brienne milita.ry 
academy. 5 
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The paternal side of the Chamberlain farrdly was also distinguished. 
Houston's grandfather, Henry Orlando Chamberlain (1773-1829) was a 
bastard son of the Earl of Westrrorland, related thus to Richard III 
and the Plantagenet line. 6 Henry Orlando Charnberlain's activities 
included working for the Portuguese gove:mrrent, and serving as Consul-
General to South America in Rio de Janeiro. In 1826, when civil war 
occurred in Portugal, he was the main advisor to the English government 
and was influential in the Cann:Lng interventionist policy.7 He had 
varied interests in astronomY and botany, and was a particularly 
valuable source of inspiration for Houston, "a fascinating outline of 
personality. "8 He had been awarded a baronetcy in 1828 and the title 
passed to Houston's father, Charles William Chamberlain (1818-1878). 
Field described him as "a well-intentioned but limited rnan,,9 who spent 
his life in the navy as ship commander, Admiral, C ormnander of tbe port 
of Chatham and later of the port at cevonport. He was in the Crimean 
\.var when Houston was born, and sought to direct his sons' lives tawar'd 
5Sir James' son later met Napoleon at St. Helena in 1817 and 
Napoleon recalled James Hall as being a good mathematician, and a 
person who lived "unforgettably" in his memory as the first Engli~)hman 
he had seen. Basil Hall, introduction by Sophy Hall, "'llie First 
Bhglishman Napoleon Ever Saw," 'llie Nineteenth Century (October, 1912), 
pp. 718-731. 
6Lebenswege, pp. 15-16. 
7"Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 3. 
8Lebenswege, p. 18. 
9"Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 4. 
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military careers in keeping with the family tradition. Admiral 
Chanberlain had the examples at hand of his own four brothers who had 
distinguished thelTEelves in the army. CXle was a Colonel, one a Lieu-
tenant-General, another a General, and one a Field-~·'larshal. 'The last-
mentioned was particularly close to Houston; Sir Neville Bowles 
Chamberlain (1820-1902) distinguished h:imself in India and was honored 
in England during his retirement. His death severed nearly the last 
family link Houston valued to his homeland. lO 
'l'he plans of Admiral Chamberlain for his sons' careers were in 
each case ruined. Only Henry served briefly in the navy, but was in-
valided hane and went into business. Basil and Houston were adventurous 
rebels against the family traditions. Basil was considered the bookworm 
and the family intellectual, at least until Houston went to the lTniver'-
sity in 1879. Basil studied at the Sorbonne and Oxford and journeyed 
to Japan. He became Professor of lJapanese literature in Tokyo, vn~ote 
travel-guide books and edited many editions of Japanese and other 
oriental literatures. Basil was a cosmopolitan literary critic; he 
supported Houston's cwn publishmg efforts, retumed to retiremEmt 
in Europe in 1911, and died in Switzerland in 1935. 11 
10 An interesting account of this man is G. W. Forrest, Fie J.d-
fJIarshal Sir Neville Chamberlain (Edinburgh and London: William 
Blackwood and Sons, 1909) which confirms Houston's awn account of 
this faITDUS uncle. It does not, however, refer to the Field-!VIarshal's 
criticism of British policy in the Boer War, as suggested vehemt:ntly 
by Houston. 
IlBasil Hall Chamberlain was an infonned "good European" in 
contrast to his brother Houston. An agnostic in his early years, 
he still defended the role of the Catholic Church in European history 
and ultimately jOined, then left the church. He delighted in readinr, 
such authors excoriated by his brother as Heine and Tolstoy, and he 
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When the Chamberlain boys' nother died in 1856, Henry and Basil 
were older and already becoming adjusted to English life. They spent 
rrore time in Ehgland than did Houston, and never suffered the estrange-
rrent from their native country that he did. '!he boys were sent firs t to 
live with a paternal grandIoother in Versailles, Lady Anne Chamberlain 
(d. 1869) who was Sir Henry Orlando Chamberlain's widow. Lady Anne's 
urnnarried daughter Harriet Chanberlain (d. 1899), also lived at the 
Versailles house, and she became a second nother, particularly to the 
young Houston. fue pattern of attention to the youngest boy by the 
well-rreaning female relatives probably had an adverse long-term effect 
upon him. He was later to refer to his paternal grandmother as too 
inclined to not discipline htm12 and Field suggests the Versailles 
household did not proIOOte maturity in the young Houston. 13 
While Henry was enrolled at a military school in England and Basil 
attended the LYcee TImperial in Versailles, for the better part of' the 
first ten years of his life Houston stayed in the household. Attempt~ 
to enroll him full-time in the l&'C'ee failed as his health was poor. He 
was encouraged by the doctors to take long walks for the purpose of 
decried racism. He was critical of nationalism, believed revolutions and 
militarism alike were despicable, and prized the cultural contl'Ibutions 
of Germans. However, during the First World War, Basil remained a 
supporter of the Ehtente, and as well sought to placate his brother 
Houston. Published -volUJres of correspondence are Basil Hall Chamberlain 
and Lafcadio Heam, letters from Basil Hall Chanberlain to Lafcadio Hearn, 
canpiled by Dazuo Ko-izumi (Tokyo: 'Ihe Hokuseido Press, 1936) ani Basil 
Hall Chanberlain and Lafcadio Hearn, More letters from Basil Hall 
Chanberlain to Lafcadio Hearn, compiled by Dazuo Koizurni (Tokyo: The 
Hokuseido Press, 1937). 
12 lebenswege, p. 164. 
13"Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 9-10. 
strengthening his body" but suffered recurrent illness all his life. 
However" at critical points in Houston's life it appeared that the nature 
of his disability was predominantly psychosomatic. Field" for example, 
takes the sensible position that indeed Houston's health was a constant 
concern, bringing him close to death several times, but it was aggra-
vated by the failure to correctly diagnose and treat his real problem: 
a nervous condition. Increasingly debilitated in later life, Chamberlain 
was prevented from working. However, he was seldom slewed from a demand-
ing writing and social schedule, and never diminished his preoccupation 
with the world of the performing arts. 
In 1866 Admiral Chamberlain attempted to direct Houston in the 
desired professional path by insisting his son be enrolled in an English 
boarding school. Houston suffered from the contrast between his life at 
Versailles and the activities of rowdy peers in the Ehglish environment; 
he was very homesick for France. Houston never forgot the shock of tills 
experience; his works contain references to the barbarism of a school 
established only to make money, full of raw knaves who delighted in 
mistreating younger students. He stated a teacher was charged wtth in-
decently assaulting a student, and compared the school to accOlmts in 
Dickens' Oliver rrwist. 14 His angui.shed letters to his father by the 
next summer earned his transfer to the larger and more prestigious 
Cheltenham College. This school stressed the Anglican influence para-
llel to the Rugpy reforms made by 'lhanas Arnold. fue rroral tone of the 
day's English Public School has been characterized as a time when 
"one undergraduate had to prepare another for the news that a third 
14Lebenswege, pp. 37-38. 
undergraduate had doubts about the blessed Trinity. "15 At Cheltenham 
College Houston found wider opportunities for introspection and was 
encouraged in pursuits apart from his fellow students. 'Ihese early 
influences were important to the later development of his aesthetic, 
philosophical and political views. He wrote, 
I remember the period of ardent and absolute faith in the 
religion I had been taught. How unspeakable was the joy 
of recollecting when I woke in the morning, that Christ was 
there, near IT\Y bed, and that he loved me. How delightful 
the evening prayers in the college chapel, the prostration 
before God in the half-darJmess, broken on~ by some few, 
flickering gas-flames, and whilst the monotonous chant of the 
responses rose up on alternate sides. Perhaps I was not very 
orthodox, even then,-for I rarely listened to the service; nw 
child's mind was filled by the actual presence of God, and I 
used to continue repeating between IT\Y lips: Oh Jesus, I love 
thee, I love thee, I love thee! And then I would pray to Hlln 
to love me; and when I had the conviction that He did, then 
I was more happy than words can say, and at night IT\Y friends 
the stars, glittered more brigl1tly than ever. But gloom 
always soon came over this image; the remembrance of the 
dai~ miseries of school life, on the ever-fretting dependence 
of a child on the will of others. 16 
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Houston disliked Cheltenham, but was forced to tolerate it. Also, 
with the death of his grandmother Anne in 1869 the Versailles house was 
sold, and now the boys spent their holidays with nearly-unlmown relatives 
in Ehgland. It appears that he suffered from the different linguistic-
cultural environments as well, and was gBnerally thought of as a foreigner. 
He stated that he was rebuked in England for his French handwriting, and 
the reverse occurred in France regarding his English affectations. lie 
clatmed the conflicting educationql policies of the two nations limited 
l5G. M. Young, Victorian Ehgland. Portrait of an Age (london: 
The Oxford University Press, 1936) quoted :in ''Houston Stewart Chamberla:i 11 : 
I'p~)phet 0 f Bayreuth," p. 12. 
16Houston Stewart Chani:>erla:in, Nachlass (Bayreuth), quoted j.n 
"Houston Stewart Chani:>erlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 12-13. 
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his outlook; he learned separate histories, geogr>aphies, and paragons of 
culture. Later he stated with no sense of irony that as a result he had 
not a European, but a world view of histor,y.l7 Also, he cla~ed he had 
an especially obnoxious English teacher who denied h~ music instruction, 
and when he pressed his father to ask about this omission his father 
was told ''What is music for a Man!" Instead, it was suggested either 
soccer or cricket would be more beneficial. lS 
At Cheltenham College the young boy studied Shakespeare llltently 
and would gaze at the stars from a small window :ill his room. He early 
formed a predeliction for what Inay be termed aesthetic-religious values, 
and pursued these interests rather than the companionship of his peers. 
Bbr example, having imbibed the liberal political views of his family, 
Houston at one point found hlinself wearing Gladstone colors while his 
fellows championed Disraeli. He was beaten by the others. l9 
His health declined, and in lS'{O doctors decided a change in cl:iJnate 
would be helpful. They prescribed visits to continental health spas, 
thus begiming the wandering:; of Houston and his Aunt Harriet over' 
Europe. The sojourn developed into a nearly total break with England; 
from Houston's 15th to his 24th years he journeyed from one Kur to 
another. In his melIDirs Houston maintamed the pain of these early years 
never ended. He said he was kept from enjoying the genuine life 
l7Lebenswege, p. 44. 
lS Ibid., p. 173. 
19In an article supporting the German cause in World War One 
Chamberlain cited this occasion as illustrative of the real caliber 
of English Democracy: while lip-service might be paid to fair pla,y, 
such treatment of dissenters exposed the real values of aggressj vc 
schoolboys and their parents. In J. M. Robertson, "Herr Chamberlain 
and the War," Contenporary Revtew, vol. lOS (1915), pp. 296-30S. 
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accessible only to true natives of a single country. Even as late as 
1916 he reported not being entirely at one with the full potential of 
life as were life-long inhabitants of Germany. 20 While his brother 
Basil also spent nost of his life away from the British Enpire, Basil 
was always able to draw upm memories of happy life in England, and 
characterized himself as being a native to "no country but an amused 
guest in all. ,,21 But Houston, even at the age of 15, saw himself 
alienated from his family and peers. When he did visit England \'lith 
his family he was called "the distinguished foreigner" and by contrast 
he noted that during the same period, England, for example, was called 
home by thousands of German immigrants. 22 
While Charrberlain loved the French language and held fond memories 
of his life at Versailles, here too was a source of alienation. His 
family, while living in France, associated only with Protestants, often 
professional men and particularly bankers; alweys they referred toli'rance 
as inferior in greatness to the British Empire. Even upon occasjons of 
r1'rench success and British failure in foreign policy, discussion treated 
these as exceptions to the rule. Fbr Houston, imbued with Palmers ton ian-
Gladstonian Liberalism, the fate of lands such as Ireland and India 
seemed enviable; at least their inhabitants were secured the blessiru~s 
of' English rule. Resolution of this conflict of English political 
20Lebenswege, p. 29. 
21Basil Hall Chamberlain and Lafcadio Hearn, More Letters i'rom 
Basil Hall Chamberlain to Lafcadio Hearn, canpiled by Kazuo Ko:i.zurni. 
('Ibkyo: 'Ihe Hokuseido Press, 1937), p. 109. 
22Lebensw~ p. 30. 
traditions with his emotional reservations about English values was, 
however, to await the maturity of the young Charrberlain on the 
Continent. 23 
FROM 1870: THE OONTINENT 
During the nine years of Chamberlain's wanderings doctors were 
unable to establish the real cause of his suffering. OnJy a few brief 
trips were made back to Ehgland where the climate was thought unfavoI"-
able. Charrberlain's arTival at Bad Ems in Jme of 1870 was particularly 
fortuitous because, as he was later to write, he had seen the events 
related to the famous "ElTE Dispatch." Perhaps he saw the last conveY'-
sation between the 'J:1rench Ambassador Beneditti and the Kaiser. At any 
rate, he became fascinated with troop rrovanents of the Ii'ranco-Prussian 
War. The family was not allowed to return to France throug,hout the 
early stages of the conflict, and the young Chamberlain was tre:1ted to 
the sig,ht of entraining German troops and the contrasting disarray of 
captured Friench troops. He hearo. the distant borrbardment of StrasbolU'g, 
and when the family was later able to visit occupied Versailles, 
Chamberlain recalled the impressive parades of Prussian troops; the 
impact of all this was Important in forming his own character. 24 
23"Houstun Stewart Charrberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 15. 
r£here also is a great deal of discussion of family attitudes in 
Chamberlain's Lebenswege, pp. 35 and 42. 
24 Lebenswege, p. 54. Also, many subsequently printed arttcle::: 
and books referred to this period, e.g., Oskar D~ring, Ein Deutscher' 
namens Chamberlain: sein Iebensbild nach seinen eigenen Wort en 
(Langensalza: J. Beltz, 1937). 
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Houston'S health, however, had become so serious a matter that family 
members such as Sir Neville were stmInoned. But, with his recovery, 
Houston visited the battle sites and listened to knCMledgeable cormJents 
by his uncle abou~ the terrain and possibilities of tactical maneuvers. 25 
The pattern of his life became one of rooving througj1out Europe 
according to the seasons. He spent the sumners in the south of Prance, 
usually Carmes, and the winters in Switzerland. He was able to pursue 
hi.s interests in natural science, observing vegetation and topography, 
contrasting as they did with his former English and northern French 
surroundings. These years rich in impressions of nature also afforded 
contacts with diverse leisured individuals. During the first winter at 
Mont reux , Charrberlain was secured a tutor, the 29-year old Prusslan 
theological candidate, Otto Kuntze. Kuntze had been sent south for 
reasons of health, and was giving lectures and private imtruction to 
support himself. The Chamberlain family had located him via a small 
note he had pasted on a book shop window, and soon found him an av;ree-
able ccmpanion for Hou..'3ton. Enlargjng his instruction from merely the 
German language to full-time tutorial duties, Kuntze :imparted his under'-
standing of Protestant Prussian values to the recuperating younp; 
Chamberlain. They becarre fast friends, playing chess together and 
arguing politics. Kuntze ar'01.lSed Houston's interests in science, 
history, and philosophy. '!'hey read political tracts such as Uladston(~' s 
speeches on the IrIsh question, and Granville's telegram comTlurrtcatjom-~ 
with Bismarck during the recent war. Evidently their mutual :Lnterests 
25'Ihis is recounted, verH'ying Charrberlain' s own accou!1ts. :tn 
11leld-Marahal Sir Neville Chanberlain, pp. 452-455. 
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jn EngliSh liberal politics, dislikes of Disraeli's Imperialist policies, 
and war "experiences" encouraged Charrberlam to seek more infonnation 
about newly-unified Germany. 
Under Kuntze Chamberlain read the Brench classics, as well as such 
"Whig" histories as Prescott's Conquest of Mexico and Motley's Ri.se of 
the Dutch Republic. 26 The prescribed excursions into the countryside 
pr'ovided him with much information about the flora and fauna of the 
alpine areas of Europe. Moreover, he was beginnmg to read the contem-
porary late-Victorian poets, and religious sources such as St. Paul, 
Luther, Meister Eckhart and the Brahmans. Chamberlain later wrote that 
this was an important time as well for his understanding of Shakenpea.T'e 
and that eventually it would be this synthesis of aesthetic studies 
which--with the additim of Beethoven--would lead him to an unde~ 
standing of Richard Wagner. 
In 1870, Chamberlain had briefly visited Bayreuth, but al3 yet he 
had no awareness of the musical tradition he was later to embrace. 
He recalled seeing during this period the former Wagner house, 'rriebschen, 
in SWitzerland. 27 But his late awakening to the full impact of Richar'd 
Wagner was due to his chaotic upbringing--an observation Chamllerlain 
was to make about many aspects of his life. As a child he could read 
only about French and English rrusic, unaware of "the wonderful German 
IVIarchenwelt. " Since the one aunt who had any musical training :i n the 
family was deaf, Charrberlain related that their attempts to play duets 
were hopeless. ilily when an uncle visiting from India took HOlmton 
to see Mozart's Don Giovanni w~s a feeling for music aroused in him. 28 
26Leber~wege, pp. 315-321. 27Thid., p. 179. 28Ibid., p. 168. 
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Now, however , with Kuntze, music became important for the young 
Ehglishman's education and for his perception of German culture. While 
Field has established that Charrberlain did not really begin to study 
the prose of Wagner's librettos at this early date (this began in earnest 
only in the late 1870's), in his memoirs Chamberlain dates the beginning 
of his appreciation of the Meister's art from this period with Kuntze. 29 
'Ihe central role of Kuntze seems abundantly clear; though the 
Chamberlain family had been pro-French at the beginning of the 1870-
1871 war, and Houston determined to master the German langua~ only 
later, in 1874, the mediating, decisive influence was this tutor 
personifying Prussian values.30 While later Chamberlain cla:iJned many 
lines of influence from his studies of Beethoven, French and English 
prose and poetry were important for his "inner direction" toward German 
culture, this seems less important than the irrmediate, personaUzed 
conditions of his life in the 1870's.31 
A motif that appeared throughout all of Chamberlain's later 
published works that may be explained only within his developir~ racial 
dynamic was his statement that the "eye" rrwstically perceives relatioJ1-
ships and affinities invisible to mere empiriCism and "mechani;.:'!1." At 
Cheltenham College, for exarrple, Chamberlain had found his "eye" leaciinf, 
29Ibid., p. 188. 
30Ibid., p. 189. 
31'Ibis opinion was also stated by biographers who desired to sno\tl 
Chamberlain's affinity not for the materialist, parliamentary or 
"philistine" Germany but for the "Heroic ('~rmany" as in, e.g., Martin 
Dippel, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, in the Reihe KUnder urn K§Inpfer 
series (Munich: Deutscher Volksverlag, 1938),"'i)":" 7. -
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him to discover the nightly display of the heavens, sigtlts which were 
delOOnstrably purer than the rowdy conduct of his fellow students. With 
studying Shakespeare and natural science, Chanberlain developed an 
explanatory lOOde of the gr>eatest importance for his subsequent develop-
rrent: intuition. Even at this early tine he believed he was finding 
underlying logical patterns in scientific research, in form and 
purpose, in the variety of nature. Later united with his growing 
affinity for corrupted German Idealism, this literary-scientific 
predilection was used to construct his notion of underlying racist 
Lebensphilosophie. 32 Perceiving as he did an underlying continuity 
between the natural and the Gebildete realms, Cnamberlain later came 
to interpret philosophy as well in these ideological terms. 
However, in ~y, 1873, Admiral Chamberlain again attempted to 
direct his youngest son's life toward a career, and therefore !'8cal1ed 
him to England. Having abandoned his earlier plan of a military career 
for his offspring, Admiral Chanberlain now suggested Houston attend Rrl 
agricultural college and then begin farming in Canada or India. 33 
However, it was evident that Houston's health simply would not permit 
11 fe in England, let alone in the dominions. Houston was allowed to 
return to the continent to pursue his own interests and made finan-
cially independent. 34 
32LebensWe&e, p. 80. 
33rbid., p. 55. 
34schroeder, Houston Stewart Chal1'berlain: Ein Abriss seines Lebens, 
auf Grund eigener Mitteilungen, p. 51. 
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During Houston's visit to England Kuntze had secured a position 
as pastor to a German Evangelical cornrmmity in southern France, and 
for the following months could only give Houston part-time instruction. 
But Charrberlain' s later studies were still inspired, even reviewed by 
Kuntze, furthering and deepening his Bildung.35 When in the fall of 
1874 Kuntze returned to Germany to finish his own studies, Chamberlain 
Vias well on his w~ toward mastering German am toward developing his 
avn views of society. Kuntze and Chamberlain were to correspond 
throughout their lives, and Kuntze read and criticized Chamberlain's 
manuscripts.36 Later, when Kuntze had been retired from his duties 
as a Gymnasium instructor in his home town of Straslund, Chamberlain 
was to praise him in letters to German news papers, characterizing him 
as "a truly Prussian man," self-sacrificing, with many-sided interests. 37 
In 1874 Chamberlain met the daughter of a minor Prussian <iudge, 
Anna Horst. Older by 10 years, Anna was supporting herself tutoring 
German children in Cannes. Through the common interests in natural 
science and things German the two became acquainted, then infatuated 
with each other. In her rrerroirs published during the Weimar Republic, 
Anna described their life together. 38 They first met when the German 
35Lebenswege, p. 43. 
36Schroeder, Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Ein Abriss seines 
lebens, auf Grund eigener Mitteilungen, p. 51. 
37Lebenswege, p. 56. 
38r.hough the two were divorced after a long marital crisis and 
legal negotiations, Anna never ceased admLring Chamberlain. Her book 
was an atterrpt to clarify her own role in his success, and wa.'S, ther'e-
fore, a valuable addition to his own nemoirs as a biographical source, 
particularly in revealing their quite expansive life style. 
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community in Cannes held a bazaar; Anna recalled being told the handsome 
young Englishman wearing a huge floppy hat was living vlith his aunt in 
a local pension. Securing an introduction, Ama that evening discussed 
"plants, rocks, and animals" with Chamberlain.39 Residents of pensions 
and temporary citizens of vacation places in the scenic coastal and 
alpine areas adjacent to the f'JediteITanean then, as today, were swept up 
in an active social life. Anna described many outings, for example, 
tours of ruins, dramatic geological expeditions, etc., and the eveningp 
were taken up with the pair joining Aunt Harriet in playing cards or' 
attending concerts. When Aunt Harriet visited England briefly in 187?, 
Chamberlain was advised by doctors to remain in Europe; he and Pnna 
traveled through southern France and Switzerland. When she took a 
position tutoring in Switzerland in 1876, Chanberlain decided t.o involve 
himself in the German canrnunity at Interlaken. 
'Ihere was considerable opposition to their marriage in the 
Chamberlain fam:Lly. Houston was believed to be marrying below hls 
station since Anna's family had little social standing and no dowry to 
offer. Anna, however, provided an attentive and imaginative audience 
for Houston, and shared his interests. TIle couple's dispositions were 
similar, and it has been inferred their neuroses reinforced one 
another. 40 respite the age difference and family opposition, with 
39 Anna C'harrberlain, Meine Erirmerungen an Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain (Munich: C. H. Beck, 1923), p. 2. 
40Michael D. Biddis, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Prophet of 
Teutonism," History 'Ibd5y (January 1969), p. 11. The same com,lent ha[; 
been made by another writer, who also states the quite-remarkable fact.. 
that Anna was half Jewish. Neue Deutsche Biographie (Berlin: Dunckt:"!t, 
& Hunblot, 1957), 3r<i. vol.; "Chamberlain, Houston Stewart 
Schriftsteller," by Otto Orai' zu Stolberg-Wernigerode. p. 458. 
the death of Admiral <l1arnber1ain, Houston was free to marry and did so, 
three months later, in rllay, 1878. 
Chamberlain was writing prose and poetry even at this age, and 
Anna is one of the few corroborative sources for much of this otherwise-. 
lost material. She reprinted excerpts, and after their divorce in 1908 
had many of his early writin@3 returned to him. He wrote, for example, 
long narratives inspired by Sir Walter Scott; one of these, "Ibchart," 
dealt with feuding Scottish clans. 41 The majority of these early wri-
tings were influenced by the late Romantics and were often melodramatic 
bombasts as well as adolescent visions of rapture and despair. 42 
<l1amber1ain was not without promise as a writer, and when he sent manu-
scripts to the Swiss poet Gottfried Kinkel he received useful criti-
cism. 43 
In late spring and early sumner 1876 Charrber1ain visited Spain 
with a Dutch friend, Herr Grunewald. His friend was recuperating from 
illness contracted in the East Indies, but relapsed and died, leavin[r, 
4lIEscribed 2nd translated in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: 
Pr'Ophet of Bayreuth," pp. 33-34. 
42Characteristic of his efforts during this time was a poem to 
Anna in r~eine Erime:t'ungen an Houston Stewart Chamberlain, p. 18 ending: 
And thou, my sweet One, thou wil1st with me come, 
No longer will vie dream of Poetry, 
But Spirit-Poetry ourselves become! 
43IVeine Erimerungen an Houston Stewart Charrberlain, p. 17. 
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Chamberlain to make the funeral arrangements. This event also affected 
Chamberlain's health, confirming his family's fears for his health should 
he be required to return to England or take up a profession. While in 
Spain, Chamberlain had also written letters to Anna and to Harr'iet 
which to an amazing extent demonstrated his fondness for things German. 
Despite tte deligptful excursion through eastern and southern Spain, 
the homesick Chamberlain wrote of his love for a Germany he had only 
briefly visited. As noted by Field, this letter is surprising because 
it was written by the twenty year-old ~:rench and English correspondent, 
admittedly not yet fluent in German. It did not reappear in Chacrberlain's 
writings in this extrerre nationalist form tmtil the time of the Boer \>Jar. 
Indeed, the letter was only published during the First World \<Iar, and 
reflects the sort of contemporary social criticism being made by men 
such as Lagarde and Wagner, with whan Chamberlain was not yet familiar. 
It reveals a depth of aesthetic and chauvinist feeling which only in 
the twentieth century came to fruition. 44 
During parts of 1876 and 1877 Chamberlain lived at a German pension 
in Interlaken, intent upon becoming as familiar with this environment as 
possible. He described himself as hav:ing taken walks, eaten meals, and 
read newspapers as a veritable convert to Gel"lnan culture. His lettf~r'r; 
ll4'lhe follow:ing letter was written by the 21 :lea~old Chambr2rlai.n 
while vacationing in Spain in 1876. It was widely reprinted d1.11'ing and 
after the World War in Germany, drenched as it is with chauvinism: 
I cannot tell you how much my reverence, my passionate love 
for Gennany and my faith in her, :increases. TI1e rrore "[ learn 
of other nations, the rrore I mix with people of all classes--
.educated and uneducated--from all the countries of Europe, the 
nore I love Germany and the Germans. MY belief that the whole 
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to Aunt Harriet reflected the depth of his continuing transfonnation, 
unsure as he was about his future vocation, but highly interested in 
science, culture and Gennany: "God! How I take cour>age at the absence 
of English formality: after ten minutes ·I feel at home with thege 
people! " And several days later, in another letter to Aunt HarTiet, 
he revealed his three wishes: to not have to emigrate as a farner to 
the colonies, to live instead far from England, and finally to settle 
in GeMal1Y. 45 However, because of medical advice, he continued hIs 
seasonal migrations between the French Riviera and Switzerland. He 
felt so alienated from England that the slightest thought of "ft'::nglanLl 
and Englanders makes me unhappy." 11 6 
Financially secure, well-mannered, possessed of the tastes for 
leisure and culture of the better educated classes, Charrberlain was 
future of Europe - i.e., the civilization of the world - rests 
in the hands of Germany, has now grown to a finn conviction. 
The German's existence is quite different fran that of other 
men - in him self-awareness and the feeling of his own worth 
have reached their higtl-point. He is both artist ani practical 
organizer, thinker and activist, a man of peace par excellence 
and the best soldier, a skeptic and the only man who is really 
capable of belief. But, as always, the greater the natural 
~fts, the greater the responsibilities which go with them. 
Germany's role is a tremendously difficult one and if she is 
to fulfill it, the whole nation must recognize the task and 
strive together as one for its accomplishment. Not only does 
Gennany ha.ve so ITllch to perform and develop, but in the meantime, 
she must preserve herself against the animosity and misjudgernentr. 
of all Europe. 
Printed in Anna Chamberlain, Meine Erinnerungen an Houston Ste1tTart 
Olamberlain (Munich: Oscar Becl<, 1923), pp. 2e:30. Translated in 
"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 26-27 . 
. 45Lebenswef2e, pp. 58-59. 
46 . Ibid., p. 190. 
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an intense but stimulat:ing personality' for others he encountered simi-
larly situated in the vacation sites of Europe. He enjoyed friendly 
contacts with a wide selection of distinguished and artistic men. For 
instance, a Professor Kussmaul from the University of Freiburg was . 
impressed with Chamberlain's knowledge of natural sCience, and encouraged 
him to attend that German university. Obeying medical advice, hCMever, 
Chamberlain declined the invitation. to leave the Mediterranean for 
Germany proper. 47 He met as well a retired Prussian general, von 
TWardowski, at the Interlaken Kur musical performances, from whom 
Chamberlain gained insights into Prussj.an life and attitudes. From 
the general's son, a lieutenant, Chamberlain heard first-hand accounts 
of the Franco-Prussian War. Another notable was a Dr. Oskar Borchardt 
from Berlin, an expert in international politics and trade laws Nho had 
been in the diplanatic service. Chamberlain accompanied this man on an 
excursion to the Riviera and back to Interlaken, an experience he cre-
dited with helping him perfect his German. 48 
MUSI C AND CHAl'IJBERIAtN' S JElJIISH FRIENIS 
Chamberlain, like Richard Wagner, was able to master the contra-
diction of advocating ~neral prohibitions ag,ainst Jews while makin~t 
exceptions anDng his own friends. During the early 1870's, Chamberl;:1.in 
f01.IDd, as did Wagner, important and influential men with whom he becaIrX? 
fast friends in spite-or becatise--of their "Jewish backgrounds." 
Chamberlain seems not to have explained whetrer his own views had 
hardened. One can only speculate as to the reasons for these f'ri€nr1-
47 8 Ibid., p. 4. 48Ibid., pp. 190-191. 
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ships, but cosmopolitanism WaJ? the apparent result during Chamberlain's 
earlier years. Living in the Interlaken pension he had befriended a 
St. Peterburg Jew, Herr LOwenthal, who was an adherent of the Greek 
Orthodox Church. L&enthal was by education a German, and had lived 
as a German language teacher in Paris at the Igc€e Louis le Grand. 
Chanberlain wrote they were close friends, and the death of UMenthal 
a few years later was a great 10s8 to him. Chamberlain believed-at 
least by the time he published his memoirs-him to be of the "Ortental" 
variety of Jew, i.e., an example of that "IT\Ysterious" Sephardic "race" 
dj spersed througpout the eastern Mediterranean area. Chanberlain was 
later to be particularly fascinated with this stock of the Jewish "race" 
both in his writings and in friendships.49 He praised LOwenthal as a 
fine man and a superbly educated example of the Sephardic Jew. The 
two men shared a COllllIDn interest: rrusic. IlSwenthal was an accorrpli shed 
pianist and played many instruments and selections of composers from 
memory, from Chopin to Gypsy tunes, Schubert Lieder, Weber, and a little 
Wagner and Beethoven.50 Chamberlain acknowledged r..Owenthal as the man 
who enriched his own understanding of music. 
Another Jew whom Chanberlain rret in Interlaken was a certam I!err-
Blumenfeld who lived in Vienna. Chamberlain credited Blumenfeld with 
imparting to Mm hi.s first real insights about Wagner. futerestingl.v, 
49Chamberlain develops the theme of mysterious genius in regard 
to such persecuted peoples as the Sephardim throughout his later-
writing;:;, an affinity which has been noted boarders as well on his 
concept of' the Aryan. Later, in Viema, Chanberlain became frtends 
with Otto Weininger, whose tragic suicide left him distraught jn 
letters to Cosima Wagner. The irony of this will be developed in 
Chapter VI. 
5°Lebenswege, pp. 15 and 192. 
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while Blumenfeld rejected the contemporary Wagnerite praise for the 
Meister, he acknowledged him as an important artist of music and poetry 
as well as the dominant figure in music for the latter nineteenth 
century. 51 The two discussed the first performance of the Ring at 
Bayreuth in 1876 (a Festspiel Blumenfeld attended) and in his memoirs 
iliarriberlain related--perhaps apocryphally-that he learned of the 
actual opening of the Festspielhaus in 1876 only through reading the 
London Times. That newspaper, Cha:rrberlain related, stated Wa.gp.er's 
new theater was being built in Beyrut, Syria, where the "fanatics" 0 r 
his art would make yearly "pilgrimages. "52 
At Interlaken Chamberlairl heard Blumenfeld give a lecture on 
Wagner's music, and wanted to attend the 1876 Festspiel. However, even 
with his allowance, the price of the journey to Bayreuth, accomnodations, 
and the high admission price for the ~ performances were more than he 
could afford. When he appealed to his father for more aid, his father 
had answered, "I was crazy," so Chamberlain wrote a letter to the Meister 
hirrBelf at Bayreuth. In k=eping with the avowed intention of Wagner 
to make it possible for impoverished artists to attend his new perfor-
mances, Cha:rrberlain asked to be admitted to the Festspiel without paying 
the admission price, promising he would someday make up for this special 
consideration. By return mail, however, Charrberlain received on)y the 
schedule and price list for the second and third 1876 ~ perfor-
mances.53 
Writing a popular article, II~in Weg Nach Bayreuth" in 1896, later 
51 Ibid., pp. 193-194. 52 Ibid., pp. 16 and 19l.i. 53rOid ., p. F)4. 
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:included in his memoirs, Chant>erlain began with a quotation from Goethe, 
!IDa wo wit lieben ist Vaterland! 1154 '!his sentirrent by itself is noble 
and in the better (or at least the more favorable) interpretations of 
Chanberlain redomds to his credit as well; as an Englishman Chantlerlain 
chose another country for reasons of the ''heart'' or culture. However, 
as became increasingly apparent during the late nineteenth century, his 
participation in social movements became confined to determinist and 
mechanist ideologies, as well as anti-Semitism. His affinnation of 
aesthetic values was increasingly undercut--though never acknOllledged--
by a deepening corrmitment to D?utschtum and racial hysteria. Still, 
Chamberlain maintained the min impetus toward his adopted country CaIre 
from the "inward" path through the French and English late Romantics, 
througp Shakespeare, and culminating in the art of Richard Wagner. 
Fbr ChaniJerlain, Wagner "can not err"; Wagner, as "'!he sun of my life" 
never sets. 55 Chamberlain saw this progression to Wagner not as 
Romanticism--most particularly not as the feeble sort of We1tschmerz 
he CaJre to dann :in his Vierma years--but as the Architektonik of j.n-
sight visible to astute observers in, for example, Beethoven's piano 
sonatas and in Shakespeare's works. 56 Chanberlain saw a continuity 
54 Ibid., p. 162. 
55Ibid., p. 162. 
56Ibid., p. 178. ChaniJerlain saw a continuity between, foy' 
example, the D minor op. 31 and OPe 32 and the F minor op. 57 as 
evidence of the influence on Beethoven by Shakespeare; he referred the 
reader to contemporary writers Q1 this subject; for exanple, Joseph 
Pembaur, Ludwig Beethovens Sonaten (Munich: 1913). But all of this 
in Chamberlain's case only made sense when his Lebensphilosophje of' 
racial dynamics was considered. 
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between the dramatic Wagnerian "artwork of the future" and Beethoven's 
last symphony. This Ninth Symphony, with its controversial fourth 
choral ITOvenent, is, of course, the focal point of a continu:ing debate 
among musicologists, but the Wagperian usage of parallel and developrrent 
with Beethoven does have considerable validity. Even today Bayreuth 
opens each year's Festspiel season with a performance of Beethoven's 
Ninth Symphony. 
In contrast to many intellectuals of the late nineteenth century 
who carne to Wagner through his librettos, 57 Chanberlain was a young man 
during this time and first heard bits of music from the early Wap;1er 
works while sojourning in Switzerland. Particularly, ccncerts at 
Interlaken awakened his interests in the Meister, but did not pennit 
him to hear the works in their entirety. It must indeed have been 
"elektrisierend" for the young man to piece togetrer his impressions 
of nrusic using the corrplex Wagnerian librettos, struggling amid the 
chaos of contemporary tmlsical criticism. With USwenthal, he worked 
at recreating for himself what he sensed was the "artwork of the 
future. "58 O1amberlain rented an organ by the hour in Gstlegwyler, a 
57It is now difficult to understand the appeal the librettos han 
especially for French intellectuals; \'lagner's premise of unifYing Tl'tVth 
and music simply caugtlt on with nineteenth century culture and promised 
a great deal which technically could not be realized, it is often pointed 
out, until nearly our own day. '!he influence of Wagnerian style is 
enornous, detailed in, for example, Elliott Zuckerman, '!he First Hundred 
Years of Wagner's Tristan (New York: Columbia Uni versi ty Press, 1964) and 
Jacques Barzun, Darwin, Marx, \oJa~er: Critique of a Heritage (New York: 
Anchor Books, 1941; reprinted 195 ) and bibliography below. 
58I.ebenSWege, pp. 196-197. 
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tCMn near Interlaken, and experimented with Wagner's motifs. For 
exarrple, he remembered later having endlessly played the "Sword-Motif." 
He was to continue practicing music in Cannes, in Italy, and later in 
Geneva, and believed--as with so many of his other interests in science 
and religion--that had his childhood allowed h:im an early start in 
instruction, surely he could have become an accomplished rrusician.59 
Having built up his expectations about the Wagnerian works, U is 
tmderstandable that Chamberlain might have been disappointed with his 
first viewing of a work produced on the stage, and so it was. In 1878, 
in Mtmich, he saw a poorly executed Tannh~user. Awkward staging, bad 
acoustics, and uninspired directing characterized many of the early 
Wagner productions, and contributed much to the hostile reception Wagner 
experienced. The next year, when Charrberlain went to an inferior per-
formance of Iohengrin, he actually walked out in the middle of the second 
act. But, his faith in Wagner was redeemed when, a few weeks later, he 
and Arma attended a Munich performance of the Ring. 
After his father's death earlier in 1878, Chanberlain and Anna 
had married, and now possessed financial independence sufficient to 
pursue their artistic interests. After enjoying the RinS; perfomJance, 
in November, 1878, Chanberlain .joined the Patronatsverein, which had 
been founded to finance the future l"estspiele at Bayreuth. Chamberlain 
had, however, at this time only the barest notion of what the social 
and political implications of the Bayreuth Idea actually were. JUs 
enthusiasm was enormous, comparable to Nietzsche's discovery of Wagner. 
59Ibid. , p. 222. 
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As pOinted out by F'ield, however, whereas Nietzsche was to become disil-
lusioned with the first Bayreuth Ring Festspiel, Chamberlain would with 
increasing proximity to the "temple" of Wahnfried, become more devoted 
to the Meister; it was only with portions of the dO@Tlatism of the inner 
Kreis that Chamberlain was to experience doubt at all. 60 
Now a member of the Patronatsverein, he received the Bayreuther 
Blatter, which had begun disseminating the Meister's views from 1877. 
However, Chamberlain had definite ideas himself about interpreting 
Wagner, and during the winter of 1878-1879 when he and Arma moved to 
.. 
Florence, he wrote an article he hoped the Bayreuther' Blatter would 
publish. rrhis essay in fact is an ironic sort of correspondence to 
find CbanIDerlain later publishing since it criticized the very ideology 
he later adopted. In his memoirs he discussed it and printed excerpts 
from it which only make sense when compared to his role as a Bayreuth 
publicist after 1886. In this early article he challenged the tendency 
of the Bayreuth publicists to insist upon particular interpretations in 
rot simply the artistic, but the social and political realms as well. 
He advanced the sort of criticism which he himself was to face later 
working for Wahnfried. Evidently it was with surprise Charrberlain 
round how far he was from the increasmgly militant Bayreuth Idea.. B,Y 
1889 his aesthetic, political and social views had changed enorrnow31y 
from those of this 1879 essay: 
It is a. corrpletely false and most reprehensible procedure to 
extract a specific philosophical teachmg from art-work. In 
considering an artist's creations we need not enter into his 
personal views. His works breathe a higher spirit, and there 
is scarcely a rrore unfortunate and harmful notion to the cause 
60"Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 75. 
the (Wagner) Verein represents than the idea of exposing 
philosophical views of the Master by means of his works. 
Outside pure enjoyment of beauty the effect of an Art-work 
is and can only be an aesthetic and - indirectly - an ethical 
one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Art affects us directly, and its advantage morally is that it, 
to sane extent, elevates man above hinself and purifies his 
spirit without his having to retrace the many stages of 
ratiocination. For an intelligent man the consequences will 
naturally be that he is induced to think a lot. But Art -
a product of genius which reflects general and absolute 
Beauty and Truth - can never act as the vehicle for a par-
ticular and specific teaching.61 
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Particularly Chamberlain inveighed against Wolzogen's formulation 
of the regeneration produced by mixing Germanic and Christian values. 
As Field notes, this 1879 heresy by the youthful Chamberlain vitiates 
the very essence of the Bayreuth intermmgling of art, religion and 
Deutschtum.62 Taking the position that Kant had delegated separates 
existences to the realIrB of art (or nournena), and the external world 
(or phenomena), Chamberlain here attacked the infusion of Schopenhauer 
that Wagner and his publicists were using :in constructing German re-
demption. Such works as Schopenhauer's The World as Will and Represen-
tation (1819) were in vogue, and believed by Chamberlain to vitiate, 
not support, the K~nigsberg philosopher. All his life Chamberlai.n vias 
to remain critical of such post-Kantian alterations, and rejected any 
notion of pess:irnism emanating from such writers. But Chamberlain' [~ 
aNn synthesis--in his view-was beyond the realm of such manipulation. 63 
61Chamberlain Nachlass quoted in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: 
Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 78. 
62"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 79. 
63Ibid., pp. 80-81. 
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Chamberlain was amazed at the vehemence of the Bayreuthians: in 
the next issue of th~ Bayreuther Blatter ,not onl.y did Wolzogen fail to 
print Chamberlain's letter, but he printed a passing reference to it, 
damning it as exactly the sort of misinformed opinion against which . 
the defenders of Wagner had to contend. Wolzo~n stated that it proved 
that only Germans could truly tmderstand the totality of Wagner's 
art. 64 '!his event temporarily restrained Chamberlain's enthusiasm 
for Bayreuth, but, as he maintained later, he never was untrue to 
Wagner; instead, he plunged himself into scientific work in Florence, 
and later in Geneva. It was not lZltil 1882, when he attended the 
Bayreuth opening of Parsifal, that he became active :ill support of 
the r1eister. 
64 , Lebenswege, p. 218. 
CHAPrm v 
CHAMBERLAIN ~ S TRANSFORMATION 
1879-1884: FLORENCE AND GENEVA 
Now, at age 23, financially independent and without the encumbrance 
of his father's directions, the choice of Florence as a residence was 
intended to combine Chamberlain's medical needs with his artistic and 
scientific interests. He desired to begin biological studies, but found 
himself instead attracted to the great architectural and cultural 
offerings of the Italian city. Like many nineteenth century aesthetes, 
be found himself fascinated with the greatness of the classical tradition, 
the vitality of Mediterranean spectacle, and he read the greatness of the 
Renaissance through the views of Ruskin and the Pre-Raphaelites. Perhaps 
this "feast" of culture as well assauged the Chamberlain so recently 
castigp.ted by the fuyreuth publicists; certainly the impact of Gtotto, 
Donatello and Fra Angelico took Chamberlain by "Rausch." Previously 
unaware of the entire period of the Renaissance, in 1879 his days wer(-~ 
to be devoted to touring the plazas and galleries of the great city.l 
Chamberlain was also busy making new acquaintances and e~ioying 
the musical offerings of the city. He knew musicians in the Florence 
orchestra, the ·Gerrr.ans Karl Hildebrand and the art historian 
1 Lebenswege, pp. 223-224. 
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Bayersdorfer. He avidly read Burckhardt. 2 Thus his involvement was 
great in things Florentine, but by spring 1879, he began to suffer 
misgivings about his achievements in the splendid city. He felt he 
needed the discipline of the "Northern Life," the restraint of ·"Duty , " 
etc •• so lacking in the sunny south of Europe. The fear which took hold 
of him simply was that he might be becoming another dilletante who 
would never naster any particular skill. 3 Because of the proximity of 
Switzerland, and because of the prestige of the University of Geneva, 
Chamberlain decided to rove to that city and begin to apply himself 
seriously to science. He found the semester had already begun, and his 
own preparation uneven; he therefore plunged into studies to qualify 
for admission to the University. By the fall of 1879 he had passed 
these examinations, and began a demanding series of studies at the 
University. He studied biology, botany, and attended some geography, 
astronomY, and anatonw classes. He criticised the narrow-mindedness of 
many of his fellow students who did not take such forays into other 
disciplines, and prided himself on his catholicity during this period. 
Instead of spreading out his Bacclaurate examinations over several 
terms, Chamberlain took them all in the fall of 1881, and earned fir::;t 
2 Ibid., p. 85. 
3This was one of several such occasions Chamberlain later 
described in his books. He appeared to have had, or to have later 
be lieved he had, the roment of' decision presented quite dramatically: 
he was in a nearly religious trance, struck with the revealed truth of 
his destiny. The type of certainty imparted by this sort of 
conversion fitted well with his emerging Lebensphilos<?20_ie of raeisrn, 
intuition and determinism. It may be likened to similar occasions \'Jnen, 
for . exanple, men like Hitler were "convinced" of the rightness of 
their actions by the emotional intensity of their decisions: the 
indjv1rlual appeared as the result, not the initiator, of the choice 
nade. 
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place in the University exarrdnations. Assured by Dr. Graebe that on 
the basis of his performance he could expect to earn his doctorate in 
one additional year of study, Chamberlain chose to continue his studies. 
However\ not happy with Graebe's choice' of a thesis topic, he soon 
becane ill. 'Ihe exertion of rigorous studying had again exhausted 
Chamberlain, and under doctor's orders he postponed his doctoral 
research. 
Through further reading and reflecting about this situation, 
Chamberlain cane to favor a different approach than the biochemistry 
pursued by Graebe. This new project was one which Chamberlain 
undertook independently, setting up a laboratory in his Geneva 
apartm:mt. He installed an array of steam fittings and gauges to test 
sap responses of plants under different pressure conditions. Toward 
this end he kept a rigorous schedule of observations on his project, 
which allowed him little rest. 4 
The basis of his new idea was derived from reading Goethe and 
his own long-ferrrenting synthesis of the "eye" and intuition. While 
previous resear~h on the subject of sap movement, plant respiration 
and root pressure had indicated some relationship did exist, 
Chamberlain found himself bogged down in a mass of detail which he was 
unable to interpret. 'Ibe anticipated short and successful conclusion 
to his stUdies thus became less probable, and later he was to write 
that the pressure of this research was responsible for his breakdown 
in 1.884.5 He sought a variety of pastimes during this period; in 
4 
Lebenswege~ pp.102-l03. 
5Chamberlain was to claim the real cause of his breakdown in 1304 
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particular he resumed studying the violincello and attended concerts by 
the Jew Anton Rubenstein. 6 In September, 1882, he and Anna IOOved from 
their small apartment in Geneva to a rarrhling villa on the outskirts of 
the city, and he began studying the piano and reading Nietzsche. His . 
wide-ranging interests in the literature of England. France and Germ=u1Y 
still led him ,to espouse a vague liberalism, not yet metamorphosed with 
residence in Germany.7 
While Chamberlain was ostensibly recuperating from ovelwork these 
were happy times for the couple. He kept abreast of international 
ever.ts, and his private correspondence continued to reflect a 
Gladstonian liberali.sm. He was, however, willing to use the thcn-
cOlTlTOn deprecationf; of Jews) often refering to Capitalism, for example, 
as synonymous with Judaism, and he particularly resented what he 
thought was Disraeli's "coarsening" influence upon both foreign and 
dOlTll?stic English politicf;, Hp. vip-wed such actions as the filibustering 
effortf; of Parliamentary groups as corrosive indications of 
was his revolutionary attempt to link Goethe and Kant in his researehcs. 
However, in Geneva he sougtlt a trechanlcal solution to the problem, not 
the vit.alism he' later considered, after 1885, in Dresden. Field polnts 
out the other pursuits of these days contributed at; least as mueh tn 
his breakdown. and these difficulties (discussed below) were kept by 
Chamberlain strictly away from the public's view. See Lebensv/ege, p.I07 
and "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 44 and ,)9-'{0. 
6Rubenstein (1847-1884) was to suffer the contradiction of 
Wagnerian Ideology and anti-Semitism. He resolved this only with hj8 
own suicide. In a manner which anticipated many Nazi-era convoluted 
reasonings, Chantlerlain wrote that Rubenstein was not really a Jew at 
all; rather he was "a mixture of Mongol and Aryan." Lebenswege, pp. 
228-230. 
7 "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth ~" Pi='. 45-lltl. 
degeneration, and saw Eng).j sh policy in South Africa as oppressive. 
Also 'at Geneva, Chamberlain was aware of radical and anarchist groups 
and he shared vague affinities with them - without, however, 
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supporting their specific measures. Similar to rrany nineteenth century 
aesthetes, Chamberlain was particularly receptive to Proudhonist 
thougnt and its variants. 8 While he remained aristoc~tiC in 
temperament, in his cultural criticism he insisted on stressing the 
values of personality, independence and Gemeinschaft. 
"' 
In 1882 the couple was able to visit Bayreuth for the prerrder 
perfornences of' Parsifal. The experience was iIq:>ortant, eni:lodying much 
more than, simply an artistic experience. Now Chamberlain sampled the 
milieu of Bayreuth. The couple journeyed to Bayreuth by train in 
company with "real Wagnerians," an experience demonstrating to 
Chamberlain the impressive social and intellectual credentials of that 
group. He saw them as representatives of the continent's best society.9 
Enchanted with the religiosity of Bayreuth, with the notion of the Grail 
corrmunity, and with the redemption there, Chamberlain found himself 
once agp.in eager to aid the "artwork of the future." After seeing 
Parsifal six tinEs, 10 he wrote to Harriet, "I fear you will think ,UC 
very Wa!?+ler-mad when we COIre back. My position in regard to Wamerj sm, 
~ appreciation of the fundamental idea of the Music Drama have greatly 
8 Ibid., pp. 46-59. 
9Lebenswege, pp. 234-235. 
10Houston Stewart Charrberlain: Ein Abriss seines Lebens, auf 
Grurld eigener Mitteihmgen, p. 59. 
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changed in the course of the last week. (tIl Chamberlain saw the Meister 
himself several times during the Patronatsverein ceremonies, an 
experience he compared to viewing that other world-historical figure--
Wilhelm I--at Bad Ems in 1870. 12 
Early in 1883, Wagner died ~ and his supporters had grave 
reservations about the very survival of the dream of Bayreuth. Cosima 
failed to show leadership amid the quarreling Wagnerites, and the irmer 
Kreis sought to tighten-up the -bonds of orthodoxy. Feuds resulted and 
the simultaneous challenge and responsibility of helping the cause drew 
Chamberlain to offer himself to the cause. He attended frequent 
rreetings of the Patronatsvereif! in 1883, and wrote Harriet that he now 
considered himself arrong "the small cohort of real Wagnerians. ,,13 In 
1884 he was permitted an audience with Cosina's oldest daughter at 
Wahnfried, and because of his new business connections in Paris, wa~ 
chosen to represent the Allgerreine Richard Wagner-Verein in that City.l
l
l 
In 1883 Chamber.lain took up residence in Paris and dabbled in the 
financial world. This phase of his life was shielded from later pubHc 
view, and has only been exht..UTk::">d with Field's Bayreuth researches. HI1 ilo 
Chamberlain was to later excoriate the soiled hands of financiers, ,l1lel 
while at the tirre he and Anna had no preSSing financial needs, 
evidently in 1883 he felt the frustration again of the dilettant's li.1'e. 
11"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 83. 
12Lebenswege. pp. 242-243. 
l3"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 8l l_Rlj. 
III 
Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Ein Abriss seines Lebens, auf' 
Grund eigener Mitteilungen, p. 62. 
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He had been unsuccessful in achieving his doctorate, and was occupied 
only with the defense of Wagnerism. In view of the decade's financial 
instability, it is possible he saw the interest on his investments 
declining; perhaps he disliked having to spend his principal to maintam 
his life-style. Chamberlain appears to have thus attempted to reap 
large profits quickly in the Paris ventures, which would have allowed 
him then to return to the academic field. However, his partnership 
failed, and a subsequent attempt on his own likewise went under. For 
reasons not accounted for in the available sources~ the enterprise then 
abs~rbed not only his own capital~ but also that which he had borrowed 
from relatives in England.15 
Distraught with the turn of events, Chamberlain fell ill, and in 
late 1884 Anna was forced to close up his business affairs in Paris. 
Interested in recuperating in a less expensive, yet artistically 
stimulating atmosphere, the couple selected Dresden. Field noted that 
now Chamberlain was dependent upon relatives, and during the long 
recovery and refurbishing of his world-views he lost the habit of 
financial independence. Though his future publishing career would be 
increasingly remunerative, from 1884 Chamberlain never ceased living 
off the largess of both his relatives and several wealthy admirers. 16 
15"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 59-6'(. 
16 Ibid., pp. 67-70. 
1885-1889: DRESDEN 
llouston and Anna Chamberlain arrived in Dresden late in 1885 . . 
From this tine on Chamberlain was to live in German lands, with very 
few visits to relatives in England. His recovery from the 
"Nervenleiden" was painful and slow, and he was "torrrented by thougtlts 
of suicide.,,17 Doctors affirrred that his condition would never permit 
concentrated work again. Chamberlain had the greatest difficulty in 
even reading for periods longer than a few minutes through 1886; but 
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with Anna's attention and careful selection of activities, his critical 
facult.ies returned, and allowed him to resUJIE his wide-ranging 
intellectual pursuits. A certain Dr. Kraepelin in Dresden appruved of 
Chamberlain's activities, cautioning he should, in particular, abandon 
scientific research. 18 The couple travelled occasionally to Norway, 
Berlin, Munich and Eayreuth. In these Dresden years Chamberlain gflined 
an acquaintance with the performing arts which had been previously 
limited. He later stated without modesty that in abstract reasoning 
he found less discomfort than in the rigors of empirical research: 19 
His reading habits at first turned to the favorites of his youth, and 
CtJamberlain related how he "rebuilt" his perceptions anew in this 
beautiful city. He reread many of the Scott novels and various 
170erd-Klaus Kaltenbruner, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain--the 




19 Ibid., p.ll!. 
adventure stories. But soon he began in earnest to study authors who 
provided htm with material he would draw upon for the rest of his 
creative life: Stendahl, Baudelaire, Taine, Renan, Victor Hugo. 
'lbeophile Gautier, Vacquerie~ and Zola 'together with rrore of P:tato, 
Kant, Leibniz ~ Lichtenberg, Gibbon and Sterne. 20 He justly termed 
these authors in the best tradition for contemporary cosrropolitan 
Europeans. But he also was increasingly interested in rrore exotic 
offerings, enj oying for instance the :Qpanishads. In his reading he 
traced the developrrent of philosophy from Plato to Kant, and began to 
study seriously the pantheon of Wagnerian works and sources. 
While at first Chamberlain's nervous exhaustion2l provided the 
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domestic ingredients for a closeness between Houston and Anna similar 
to their pre-Geneva days, as Chamberlain becarre drawn into the orbit of 
Wagperism, Anna was increasingly left behind. She had problelm of her 
own. was nervous and sickly, and was 10 years older than Houston. 
Friends of the couple were usually tied to the vJagner influence; for 
example, the painter Ernest Kietz (1816-1892) and his brother' the 
photographer Gustav Kietz (1826-1908) were frequent company for the 




d 1 ., pp. 315-318. 
21\lJhile Field noted Chamberlain's health was strongly affected by 
nervous factors, his doctors believed he ultimately died of a form of' 
Parkinson's disease, and one Wl'iter believed he was afflicted with 
multiple sclerosis: Hans Ziegler, Adolf Hitler: aus dem Erleben 
dargestellt (G8ttin~n, 1965), quoted in "Houston Stewart 'Chamberlain: 
Prophet of Bayreuth," fn. pp. 87-88. A rrore bizarre and also 
unsubstantiated theory was that held by Winifred Wagner's daughter. 
Friedelind. She believed that Chamberlain's debilitating illness wa~-. 
really syphilis. "The WaP.1lerian Ethos in German History:" p. 328. 
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and it was Gustav who introduced Houston to Cosirm \vagper in 1888. The 
Chamberlains attended the first Bayreuth performances of fristan und 
Isolde and Die MeisterSinger, and corresponded with the inner Kreis. 
In Dresden Chamberlain witnessed the workings of the German 
Second Empire. He saw the corrosive effects of Bismarck's policies of 
"negative integration," especially the failure of the anti-Socialist 
laws. The late...century roood of many Germans--and Europeans general1y--
of unease with materialism and the liberal ideology of Progress found 
partial release in anti-Semitism and anti-Capitalism. Particularly in 
the German-speaking lands bordering on the Slavic East and South-East, 
Gernanic, Slavic and anti-Semitic tensions rose and were sigrlificant 
long before they were similar problems if! the heart of Germany. 22 Al::;o, 
the provincialism of the Saxon capital reinforced doubts about the 
wisdom of the Prussian political leadership in Germany.23 
Because of his facility in French and his contacts in the French 
capital, Chanberlain became an important French language publicist for' 
Bayreuth. He worked with such writers as Eduard Dujardin and Theodo de 
Wyzewa in supporting the embattled Revue Wagnerienne. Field described 
how Chamberlain' s difficult task of interpreting the Bayreuth Idea, to 
France broadened his own understanding of contemporary issues as well 
22Erik R. von Kuehnelt-Leddihn ~ "The Bohemian Background of 
German National Socialism: The D. A. P., D. N. S. A. P., and N. 3. D. 
A. P.," Journal of the History of I~, IX nr. 1 (January, 19118),pp. 
339-371. Kuehnelt-Leddihn tended to attribute Nazism and "colJectiv13n" 
in general to Protestantism. However, he cOgf.ntly observed that in 
many ways Hitler's collectivism was the culmination of post-1789 
De~cratic tendencies in Europe. 
23"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 89-()(). 
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as his theories about Wagner. The Revue Wagnerienne from 1885 advo-
cated the reorganization of modern aesthetics and the disparate strands 
o:f contemporary literature, and Chamberlain attempted to nediate between 
the avant garde French Wagnerites and the more traditional financial 
supporters of the fuvue Wagnerienne. 24 With the last pUblication of 
the journal in 1887 amid battles of ideology unlmown in German Wagnerian 
c:ircles, Chamberlain sensibly supported the temporizing faction, which 
wi th Duj ardin rallied around the Revue Independente. 25 
While writing for the brief-lived but influential Revue 
Vlagnerienne, Chanberlain interpreted Wagner for the French Symbolists as 
a prose and poetic 0enius who utilized music to invoke psycholo~cal 
rescnance. He appeared, then, to be still quite close to his ear-lier, 
1879, interpretation. Wyzewa, however, led a mYstical wing concerned 
increasingly with "IT\Ysteries." At the other extreme, Wolzogen wi.th the 
Bayreuther Blatter insisted on Wagner's absorption of Schopenhauererul 
redemption. Thus, at this period, Chanberlain still retained a Y.antian 
respect for autonomy. For exarrple, the disputes over Parsifal 1t/er'e 
succinctly depreciated by Chamberlain in those years: "There is no 
ITDre Christianity in Parsifal than there is paganism in the Ring and 
rrr-istan. ,,26 
24Ibid., pp. 91-94. 
25Ibid., pp. 95-99. 
26Houston Stewart Chamberlain, "Note:.:> sW" Parsifal, II Revue 
Waf!rierienne, August, 1886, quoted in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: 
Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 100-101. 
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Real success, however, came for Chamberlain's ambitions in Geruany 
with his first German-language article: a discussion of the 
relationship of speech and music in Tristan in the Allgemeine Musik-
Zeitun~ of Berlin. 27 Also, Chamberlain 'wrote an essay pleasing. to Cosine 
Wagner on the relationship of her father Franz Liszt and her late 
husband Richarti Wagner. Since the Bayreuth publicist Heinrich von 
Stein had died suddenly the previous year, Cosima. was seeking new 
supporters; recognition of Chamberlain in the German press paved the 
way for the two enthusiasts' meeting at the house of Gustav Kietz in 
Dresden in 1888. Chamberlain began the conversation by saluting Cosima 
with his proclamation he was "no Waf!Jlerian, rather a Bayreuthian. ,,28 
Cosima. wrote her daughter Eva (from 1908 Chamberlain's· second wife) 
that she had been introduced to a true and sympathetic man, "an 
aristocrat through and through, in the best sense of the word! ,,28 
These words set the tone of the Chamberlain-Cosima. relationship, whj.ch 
always retained its formality, even when disagreements were very 
evident between the two difficult personalities. This meant that their 
published correspondence deceptively portrayed blissful harmony: Field 
alld SchUler, however, have uncovered the underlying problems in the 
nearly mother-son relationship. 
27Houston Stewart Chamberlain to Cosima Wagner, letter of 
October 12, 1888, in Cosima Wagner and Houston Stewart Cha.ITberlai.n, 
Cosima Wagner und Houston Stew?Tt Chamberlain 1m BriefWechsel )~88~ 
1908 (Leipzig: Philipp Reclam, 1934),p. 25. 
28 BriefWechsel introduction~ p. 7. 
29Ibid., p. 8. 
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The 1JTportance, then, of the year 1888, symbolized by the meeting 
of Houston and Cosima, was great as well for Chamberlain ~ s emerging 
Weltanschauung. Chamberlain began to make the swing toward ideological 
Wagperism. Through studying the Wagperite writings of Stein, v!qlzogen, 
Glassnap and the early Nietzsche, as well as the rrwthologies used by 
the Meister, and living in the rococo German city, confronting "alien" 
eastern peoples, Chamberlain became more an advocate of that peculiar 
substance at best described as German Idealism and at its worst nruned 
Nazism. 30 Later Chamberlain recalled a groowing sense of continuity in 
the Dresden years, a unity of religion, aesthetics, literature, art and 
history. He wished he could see the world through Plato's eyes; he 
understood this as being the restructuring of sense. irrpressions, the 
discarding of any merely "pedantic" rrethod. '!he result would be 
perception through a God ... gi ven medium, the transformation of 
consciousness as' sought in Brahman teachings. 31 This search for "das 
30A useful discussion of this wide spectrum of political/aesthetic 
hues appears in an exchange between two writers in the Journal of the 
History of Ideas, V nr. 2 (January, 1944): 191-210, between Arthur' O. 
Lovejoy and Leo Spitzer. The discussion centers about the validity of 
such terms as Romanticism when historical differences intervene and is 
central to the historiography of figures such as Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain. Spitzer stated that it was only the corruption of the 
romantic notions of Ganzheit, Streben and EigentUmlichkeit which made 
possible a linking of Nazis with Romantics. Educated Gerrrans did not 
support the Nazis, who (in Thomas Mann's words) were "truants from 
sChool". 'Ibis staterrent, however, needs the qualification that anti-
Semitism was endemic am:mg Gerrrans before the First World War, not 
sinply arrong fringe and lower social groups. Geoffrey G. Field, 
"Antisemitism and vleltpolitik," Yearbook XVII: Publications of th(~ 
Leo Baeck Institute (wndon: Seeker & v!arburg, 1973), pp. 65~""'l."--
31 8 . Lebenswe6@. p. 33 . 
eigentliche Buch,,32 would proceed beyond mere Schopenhauerean 
popularizations, back to the understanding of Kant ~ illundnated by 
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Chamberlain's own formulation of Christianity. Thus, for Chamberlain, 
the "core" of mysticism resided in the search for this elusive .ideal, 
the incompletely realized quest only indicated by "ein Frll1ingsprossen 
des Geistes". 33 The German striving for die blaue Blume thus was 
updated for service to a contemporary ideology: the Bayreuth Idea. 
Previous to his rreeting with COSima, Chamberlain had espoused a 
generally liberal and tolerant set of views. But, in Dresden, he roved 
from his Kantian respect for non-ideological art to sorrething along the 
lines of Wagnerian redemption through art. Studying Renan, 
Schleiermacher, Novalis, Friedrich Schlegel, and E. T. A. Hof.flnc'1l1, 
Chamberlain considered more the collective or v8lkisch natures which 
he believed underlay reality. The slow conversion of his LibeFdlism 
into a reactionary amalgam of anti-Jewish, anti-Capitalist IT\Ysti.cism 
was indicated by his increasing perception of Wagner's art as not 
simply aesthetically potent, but in fact redemptive. 34 
Particularly, Chamberlain saw Schiller's Letters on the Acsthctl.c 
Education of Man leading from his fOrnEr more strict Kantian separ'ation 
of artistic and worldly realms to a new-found unity. This work, 
popular among nany as well as Bayreuth enthusiasts, stressed ae-sthetie 
humanism as the means modem ITEn mignt use to regain the harrrony prj ?'0.d 
32 Ibid., p. 282. 
33 Ibid., p. 282. 
34"Houston Stewart ChambeY"lain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 104-
105. 
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by the classical Greeks. Increasingly Chanberlain saw the social isstes 
of late Wilhelndne Germany filtered throur~ the Wagnerian notions of 
Idealism and Deutschtum; by 1889 his acceptance of the Ring as 
allegorical truth, of Parsifal as religious devotion, and of D:i,e 
~~istersirtger as paen to nationalism was confir.med. 35 
He stated that in Dresden he laid the foundations for his creative 
works of the next 20 years. 36 He thus participated in the ideal of 
Bif-dung so popular in nineteenth century Gennany. Chamberlain did, 
however.. assiduously apply himself to this task, reading French and 
English as well as German dranatists, lyricists and II\Ythologies. 
Especially he studied the Greek heritage dear to Germms37 and found 
affinities with that earlier admirer of things Gernan, Thomas Carlyle. 
He seriously studied Kant, then Goethe and (in line with his gr'owing 
society with the Wahnfried Kreis) re-evaluated Schopenhauer. He 
continued to decry the "factitious and exaggerated enthusiasm for 
Schopenhauer" e~tant in the nineteenth century.38 Chamberlain's 
35Ibid., pp. 105-107. 
36Lebenswege, p. 342. 
37The obsession of Germans since the Sturm und Orang with the 
Greece of Winckelrnann, typified by the lives of H81derlin, Nietzsehe 
and Stefan George, was traced by E. M. Butler, The Tyranny of .9reece 
Over Germany (1926; reprinted ed., New York: Howard Fertig, 19b8") , 
and is illuminating since the Bayreuth Kreis fell heir to this 
tradition. 
8 . 
3 Chamberlain was enthusiastic when he discovered this staiem~nt 
in Friedrich Albert l8nge, History of Ma.teriali~m, trans. Ernest 
Chester ThOl1B.S (1865; reprint ed., London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, 
1950), p. 154 as quoted in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of 
Bayreuth," p. 109. The history of the lIDvement of which lange's book 
was a part was traced in 'Ihoma.~~ Edrrnmd Willey, "Back to Kant: fllie 
Revival of Kantian Idealism in Germany, 1870-1914" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Yale University, 1965). 
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discomfort with post~Kantian philosopny was itself the subject of a 
rrnnograph. 39 He wrote to Cosima how Schopenhauer's preoccupation with 
affect and the analysis of pleasure violated rational sensibilities. 
Similarly, Schopenhauer for Chamberlain was at once doegnatic and. 
I1\Ystical; however, Chanberlain did credit Schopenhauer in what he 
40 . 
called the realm of the purely transcendental. But the composition 
of this "plastic" realm becaI"Ie very malleable in Chamberlain's hands. 41 
Studying Schopenhauer, Chamberlain then became interested in the 
eastern IT\Ystics, and read both popular and scholarly works. Remaining 
close to this contemporary Orientkomplex,42 later in Vienna and in 
Bayreuth, Chamberlain enjoyed association with the oriental scholars 
Paul Deussen and Leopold von Schroeder. In his reading he was wide.,.. 
ranging and rapid; the combination provided the numerous citations 
which studed his publications and his correspondence. It was not, 
however, generally a serious reading habit in which the reader attempts 
to comprehend an author's ideas. Chamberlain browsed through an average 
39Egon B. Curtiner, Chamberlain gegen Schopenhauer: Eine 
Ur·t;ersuchung der von Houston Stewart Chamberlain in seinem ' Immanuel 
K.:tl1t' an Schopenhauer geUbten Kritik (OOsseldorf: Schmitz & Olbertz, 
1910) • 
4°Charrberlain to Cosima, January 22, 1889, Brief'wechsel, pp. 1~8-
55. 
4lFor example, Chamberlain printed a bewildering variety of 
graphs intended to convey his typology based upon intuited relationships 
in his !Jmanuel Kant: A Study And A Comparison With Goethe, Leonal:'d~ 
Da Vinci, Bruno, Plato and Descartes.. trans. by Lord Redesdale, 2 vo ls . 
(MUnich: F. Brucki'Tl8riri, 1904; English edition London: .Tohn lane The 
Bodley Head, MCMXIV) vol. I, pp. 351-352 and 359; vol. II, pp. 111, 1 n 
and 320-323. 
42This term is used in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophf~t of 
Bayreuth." p. 110. 
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of twelve books a day. 43 A close acquainta.nce~ Hermann Keyserling, 
related that Chamberlain was characteristically perched on a ladder in 
his library, rifling through volumes in search of citations to support 
44 . 
his views. In Bw'ckhardt' swords, Chamberlain might be teI"'lTEd one of 
modern society's terrible Simplificate~.45 
In this shallow and incorrplete pattern of research, Chaniler'lain 
was, however, a nearly perfect example of the "intellectual" compromise 
accl .... 1rred by the late-century bourgeoisie. As did the increasingly 
nervous Ge:rmm late-century middle class, Chamberlain himself found in 
Wagner's synthesis of art and politics a sort of "rainbow bridge" over 
which Idealism could make sense of Bisma.rck's "blood and iron" reality. 
'!be racial fears and assorted fetishes--a.s, for exanple, vegetarianism 
and anti-vivisectionis~-of the Wagnerites were sampled by a fearful 
BUrger class: postulating trans-political solutions appealed to fears 
of a rising proletariat, of industrial conpetition, and of cultural 
diversity.46 It is significantly apparent that while such an astute 
observer of society as Nietzsche could first join the Wagnerite (TX)verrent, 
with its. extension, deepening and popularization he would abandon it. 
47' Chamberlain made the reverse intellectual movement. 
43 Ibid., p.323. 
44Hennann Graf Keyserling, Reise Du.rch Die Ze.it (Innsbruck: 
Verlag Der Palme, 1948) pp. 134-135. 
45Quoted in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of BaYT'f'uth," 
p. 253.· 
46 '. This complex of attitudes was detailed in Herman Lebovics, 
Social Conservatism and the Middle Glasses in Gennany 1914-33 (Prineeh.")r:: 
Princeton Un! versi ty Press, 1969). ..-
41"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth." pp. 111-1l3. 
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In Dresden Chamberlain became particularly susceptible to the 
blandishments of Cosima, to the later Wagner essays (especially those 
written between 1878 and' 1882) and to the issues of the Bayreuther 
Bl~.tter. Cosima. wrote Chamberlain during this period how ironic it 
was Bayreuth now was dependent upon the very sort of people for whom 
Wagnerian art was not intended-their contribution, however, allowed 
48 the survival of the Festspiele. It was exactly "the viscious and 
unco,,1promising tone of Richard Wagner's last essays" which Chamberlain 
cherished, and most particularly. the programrratic of Parsifal. 49 But, 
like Wagner, Chamberlain was unsYIJl)athetic to zrere parlianentary 
solutions. "Chamberlain's fears transcended the Jews; his hatred was 
the expression of broader psychological class and cultural anxietjes. ,,50 
In this deep level of concern he thus miITored the fears of the late 
nineteenth century Gerrmn bourgeoisie. 
FRCl\1 1889: VIENNA 
The Dresden years were to be the last happy ones for Anna 
Chamberlain. She felt closer to Germany in this city, prefeITing the 
48Cosirm to Charrberlain, September 17, 1888, BriefWechsel, p.;"~3. 
It is ironic to find Cosima. Wagler, the ex-Catholic Frenchwoman whose 
father, Franz Liszt, was gravitating increasingly towa..T>d "RoITE" writing 
to the English Charrberlain. speculating about how such a gr'eat dlscow~r.y 
as that of the New World by Columbus had furthered "the establishment 
of Catholic Tyranny." Cosima to Chamberlain, October 27,1888, 
BriefWechsel, p.35. 
49"Houston Stewart Charrberlain; Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 113-n6. 
50Ibid., pp. 113-116. 
sights, customs and friends the couple had here to those of Vienna, 
where they rroved in 1889. 51 In Dresden, the couple's interests in 
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culture could be shared, and they had the leisure to indulge themselves 
with travel, concerts and discussion. ,However, by the spring ?f 1889, 
Charrher1ain had recovered from his breakdown, and again thought of 
completing his academic work. Perhaps his motives were tied to 
f:inancial dependence upon relatives, or perhaps he saw in Vienna a 
chance to defend the Bayreuth Idea in an environment glitterin~ with 
both friendly and hostile talents. 52 One biographer suggests 
Chamberlain was depressed in DreSden;53 certainly Cosima disliked the 
"llElancholy" city, writing Chamberlain the Dresdeners were entirely 
"unreinl1Enschlich".54 In "magic" Vienna, the beautiful countryside and 
the accessibility to Alpine vistas appealed to Chamberlain. Perhaps 
Chamberlain foresaw there would be not sinply Austrian but German social 
~d pol 'i tical problems encountered in the Habsburg Empire. 55 Whatevl.':!T' 
51Meine Erinnerun~n an Houston Stewart Chamberlain, p. 100. 
52A great number of "Proto-Nazis" lived in Vienna at this tiITD, 
for example, Georg von SchBnerer and J8rg lanz (von LiebensfelR). Adolf' 
Hitler was born in the same year Chamberlain rooved to Vienna, 1839. 
5~in Deutscher namens Chamberlain: sein Lebensbild nach seinen 
eigenen Worten, p. 17. 
54Cosima to Chamberlain, October 23, 1888, BriefWechsel, p. 30. 
Perhaps her animus was in part traceable to the events of 1848 jn that 
city in which Richard Wagner took part; as mentioned below, the !S!,-eis 
took the greatest pains to publicise a rroderate view of the Meister' I n 
"!'evolutionism" in those mid-century days. 
550ne writer intriguingly noted the atrrosphere of Kakania' 
pervading the HabsbUJ'g Fmpire [this term COITES from Robert f4usil 's ~~!! 
ohne Eigenschaften (Hamburg: Rowohlt Verlag, 1952] and asks, "\oJas 
Vienna ITErely a friendly refuge for Chamberlain. as he himsel f ~>ay8<:' Or' 
did cOlJl)lex enntions bind this GeI'l'!ru1ophile to a pat.chi'lork land't" 
Gero-Klaus Kaltenbrunner ~ "Houston Stewart Charnberlain--the Most Gerrrani.c 
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his reasons, the Vienna years were Chamberlain's nost creative years. 
He later wrote about rraking this choice, "My instinct has never led Ire 
astray. ,,56 
Vienna also offered the renowned l?iologist-and Jew--Juli~ 
Wiesner, with whom Chanberlain hoped he could work to cOlJl)lete his 
dissertation. Wiesner was an author of accepted texts in biology, a 
lecturer and later rector of the University of Vienna. Chani>erlian 
began re-evaluating his own Geneva researches and read extensively the 
scientific writings of Huxley, Darwin and Goethe. He attended classes 
in philology, theology, physics, astronol1'\Y, physiology, electricity, and 
Iret a wide number of faculty and students from the University. His 
published statements indicated that due to his Nervenleiden he could 
only attend lectures, not work at research. 57 Field, however, has 
established that Chamberlain began seriously working to complete his 
researches in one year, bec8.l1le disillusioned, and then resl\l1Ed the 
wide reading enjoyed in his Dresden years. Additionally, he became 
involved with a busy social life. In the course of these activities 
he relapsed into illness. 58 
of Germans," p. 8. This is, I think, still an open question, one which 
perhaps Field has answered, but not yet published, in his "larger study" 
of Charrberlain. Further intriguing discussion of the Viennese 
environrrent is given in Allan Janik and Stephen Toulmin, Wittgenstein~s 
Vienna (New York: Sinon.And Schuster, 1973), and in William J. McGrath, 
Dionysian Art and Populist Politics in Austria (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1974). 
56 lebenswege> p. 113. 
57Ihid., pp. 114-118. 
58"Houston. Stewart Charti"lerlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 122-12·~. 
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His social obligations were concerned primarily with the Vienna 
Wagperites. He was known as "der berlliunte Herr von Tscha.rtberlan. ,,59 
'Ihey welconed him to their cause; they helped find him acconmodations, 
and occupied his evenings with neetings:, discussion groups, and gala 
events. Soon Chamberlain devoted mst of his tine to promting the 
60 Bayreuth cause. Annng close friends were Kaspar Friedrich Wolff, 
. 61 
Leopold von Schroeder, and Hermann Keyserling. Keyserling had 
studj~d at the University of Berlin, but since he was not accepted 
there as an academic philosopher, had had to be content with beirlg 
nere:!.y a "Schri.rtsteller h8herer Ordnung," although Chantlerlain noted 
that in countries such as France, rren like Keyserling "'1ould be accorded 
the status of "phi.1osOPher.,,62 With Adolphe Appia and such relatives 
of Bayreuthians as Gustav Kietz' daughter, Else, the Chamberlain 
household was a s~ll society in itself.63 Also, as rrerrbers of the 
Vienna tourist society, the Chamberlains frequently made outings in the 
59Chanberlain to Cosima, November 7, 1889, Brief'wechsel, p. 129. 
60"Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 123. 
61 .. 
Lebenswe~, pp. 122-123. 
62 Houston Stewart Chant>eI'lain: Ein Abriss seines Lebens, auf 
Grund eigener Mitteilungen (Munich: J. F. Lehmann, 1918) p. 80. Thhl 
"outSider" criticism by the nembers of the Kreis was a recu.rrent thelTp. 
in the exanples of Heinrich von Stein and Chamberlain; "insider's," 
however, were also welcorred by the Kreis if they supported the orthodox 
tenets, as in the ease of the art historian Iflho married Cosirra' s 
daughter, Daniela, Henry Thode (1857-1920). 
63r.1eine Erinnerungen an .!-loust~n Stewart CharriJerlail'!, p. 103. 
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surrounding roountains. The~ j 9urneyed twice far into Bosnia-Herzegov:lmt, 
and regularly attended the Bayreuth Festspiele.64 
In Vienna Chamberlain witnessed the conversion of Liberal political 
domdnance to mass political rule by Lue@er's Christian Social party. 
Under the inpact of Nationalism, Marxism, and Social qatho1icism, the 
older idealized notion of Habsburg rule seemed decisively crushed. 
While Chanberlain supported the Pan-Germans led by Georg von SchBnerer, 
the compromise of the Ausgleich furthered polyglot diversity in the 
interests of the Empire as a whole rather than a "GeI'ITBl1" solution. This 
situation was seen by many such "Germms" as Chamberlain as a defeat for 
the cherished anti-Jewish and Los von Rom movements. The defeat was a 
warning to Germany itself: Chamberlain's work thus in Viennese 
Wagnel'ian and German orgpnizations reflected his desire to aid a GeI'mar~ 
regeneration in both Austria and Germany. While he was sympathetic 
toward vBlkisch values65 and increasingly was alienated by English 
64After his journeys into these contested areas, Chamberlain was 
interviewed by the Austrian Finance Minister, von Kallay. Chamberlain 
was therefore thoup)1t to be a gpvemment agent; it is indicative of his 
affection for England, however, at this time, that he denied these 
charges. He stated he "would under no circumstances yield up his English 
citizenship to seek a position in the Austrian governrIEnt." Chamber'lain 
to Cosima, March 8, 1891, BriefWechsel, p. 211. Chamberlain greatly 
admired the rustic peasant life observable in the newly-annexed 
ter~itories. He retained a naive conception of peasant conditions 
common to romantics and v81kisch thinkers. He contrasted bucolic 
deligjlts to "cl vi1ized" urbanity. The A.nErican farmers, for examplE', 
for him were sirrp1y "locomotive drivers" fast becoming-like their 
western European counterparts-rrere "factory workers." He saw the 
Bosnia-Herzegovina peasantry as "die ~Ucklichste Volk de~ ganzen Er'd~)_." 
Chamberlain letter to Herr Alichei. November 5. 1895, in Houston Ste\'lal't:. 
Charnberlam Briere 1882=1925 und Briefwechsel mit Kaiser Wilhelm II:-~' 
vols. (Munich: Bruckmann, 1927), vol. I. pp. 32-22. -_. 
65Chani>erlain wrote, fOI' example, a rorrantic shOl"t story about 
the peasantry, "DeI' ~e!nbauer," in )?rei 6lihnendichtungen (Munich: " 
Brllclanann, 1902) and becarre interested in Henry Goerge' s "single tay. 
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fore,igp policy, he fomd himself JIOst of all concerned with such 
internal threats to Deutschtum as he dally saw :revealed on the streets 
of Vienna. '!he influx of eastern .Jews in the late century rankled his 
sensibUities; the ~r of MischtinS; with every sort of "inferior" race 
appeared to him a danger to Germany itself. 66 
Chamberlain's efforts between 1890 and 1896 resulted in articies 
published in Vienna newspapers and ~zines. He spoke before the 
phUosophicaJ. faculty at Vienna University about Wagper's philOSOphy, 
. and be.fore various student and, nationalist groups. 67 The 1890' s in 
Vienna saw a great infatuation with Wagper, and this ''Wagper sickness" 
, , 68 
was significant for Chamberlain's own developing Weltanschauung. But 
the anim:>sity of nen such as Chamberlain continued unabated at the 
often-remarked disproportionate representation of Jews in the city's 
cultural. life. A partial list of Je'tv;~ includes Arthur Schnitzler, 
Gustav Mahler, Henry Friedjtm.g, Sigmund Freud and Arnold SCh8nberg. 69 
idea as it was prom::>ted in Germany; discus!5ed in Cl'.lB.pter VII, below. 
George L. 'Mosse, The Crisis of Germ:m Ideolo : Intellectual Ori . 
of the 'Ibird Reich (~ew York: Grosset & Dunlap, 19 ,p. 109. 
66an one oc~asion in 1897, Chamberlain actually joined student 
deIOOnstrators against the Baden! ordinance of that year equalizing the 
German and Czech languages in Bohemia; his dislike of Slavs was so great 
he refulsed to read Dostoevsky. "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet 
of Bayreuth," p. 202. 
67 Meine Erinnerurigen an Houston' Stewart Chamberlain, p. 110. 
68''Houston Stewart Charrberla1n: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 206. 
69:tn addition to the books cited, illuminating articles on the 
Vienna Zeitgeist have been recently written by Carl Schorske, for 
exanple, his "Politics is a New Key: An Austrian Triptych," Journal 
of MOdern History, 39 #4 (1967): 343-386. 
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During the 20 years of his residence in Vienna, Chamberlain gr'ew 
ever closer to Cosima Wamer, as their published corresp~ndence shows. 
He complained to her, for instance, about the Akadernische Wagne'r Verein 
treetings which often degenerated into mere Dam:mabend; it seeIT~d to him 
mmy Viennese rerely indulged their passions of eating, drinking, 
smoking and a little piano-pl~ving rather than attending to serio~~ 
consideration of the Il'leister' s art. 70 Chamberlain's own preferences 
were for the more radical Neuer Wagner Verein which stressed anti-
Semdtism and Pan-Germanism. 71 To Cosima he confided his two most hated 
hU]'113Il failings: "flippancy and fandliarity". For example, he decried 
thE-' rmnner in which mere casual theatergoers would mention the nanE of 
Winckelmann. 72 Cosirra responded, agreeing with Chamberlain about hi~) 
-
pet hatreds, noting that "what one often in Gerrreny terms 'GemU~lichk~~~' 
rE'ally should be classed as 'infiuenza.,,,73 It seems 'the two shared 
comnon predilections--IIDst particularly, mutual dislikes--, cOlTllIDn r;oa]s, 
and reinforced each other's dilettantism. Often their warm letters 
djscussed Cosima's dreams, and such matters as local crimes in the town 
of B:3.yreuth. 'l'hey hardly referred to the "outside' world," i. e., thf~ 
70Chamberlain to Cosima, February 20, 1891, Briefwechsel, pp. ;?06-
2()7. 
71"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 203. l\ 
discussion of the split arrong these Wagnerian gr'oups is found jn MeGr'~lr,lI, 
Dionysian Art and Populist Politics in Austria. 
72In line with the ar~nt Winckelmann' s tradition led t(; BaYT~~uth. 
Charri:lerlain wrote to Cosima of Winckelmann' s "Ba.y~.>uther Sache," 
March 3, 1895, Briefwechsel, p. 396. .- ---
. 73Chamberlain to Cosima, March 3, 1891, ~rie.f\./echsel, p. 21.4. 
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realm of Europe outside their own personal and artistic lives. One 
reference about the latest international worker's conference in Paris 
concerned with stopping militarism, for example ~ the two sUJl'!l'E.ri1y 
rejected. '!hey found it a childish activity which the facts of. history 
might be expected to ignore. 74 
In 1893 Chanber1ain gp.ve a speech to the Wagner Verein at Graz. 
It was a difficult task, which had to first be cleared through the local 
police since the intermixture of politics with such meetings was a 
threat to the unity of the Habsburg Empire. A sUI11I1'E.rY he sent to the 
police beforehand was accepted, and his speech--his first real 
opportunity to speak at a plIDlic artistic assembly without what he 
termed a rrere social atmosphere-was a great success. He talked for 
over an hour, and was only moderately danned by what he termed the 
local "Jewish" press. 75 He continued to speak on behalf of the Wagner 
cause in Austria, rrentioning to Cosima., for example, speeches before 
the Jugendbund, and to Vienna University's Germania on the subject of 
regeneration through art. 76 
Particularly interesting dur'ing this period was the Conservative 
electoral triumph, 1892-1893, which brought Court Chaplain Adolf Stecker 
(1835-1909) again to national attention in Germany. Influential with 
the Conservative party leadership, this important figure for the 
74cosima to Chamberlain,'April 3, 1891, Brie.fwechsel, p. 215. 
75Exchange of letters between the two: Cosima to Chamberlain, 
February 8, 1893; Chamberlain to Cosima. February 16, 1893; Chambel'laJn 
to Cosima, February 22, 1893, Briefwechsel, pp. 317-319. 
76Charnber1ain to COSi~, May 15, 1896, Brief'wechsel, p. 467. 
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developJIEnt of popular anti-semitism wrote many journal articles. Cosina 
Wagner was sufficiently interested in him to have dinner with him in 
Berlin. She'was concerned with his politics and with his discussion of 
the theJIE, "absolute rronarchy yet free people" which was central as well 
to the ongoing debate about Richard Wagner's 1848 role. Chantlerlain 
and Cosima discussed St8cker in their corresp0ndence, and agreed that 
while his concern with parliaIIEntarianism and political unity were 
tolerable, even partially desirable, the rrain issue facing Wa@1erians 
was the unity "der Geister".77 St8cker, Cosirra decided, was thus on tre 
right course in some respects, but on the whole had an uninspired, mere 
"naiven K8hlerglauben" at the root of his street.J..evel political style; 
she preferred the illumination of ,faith that comes only with Wa@1erian 
art. 78 Chamberlain, however, defended the "naive faith" ot: St8cker. 
As he wrote her, when one had to go "barefooted" am:mg the evil Jews, 
the contemporary "ruling faithlessness of politics" mandated a measur'e 
of naivete to accomplish anything at all. For Charrberlain, the "naive 
faith" of a St8cker merely stood in need of Wagnerian art to become 
tr'u1y effective. '1'0 convince Cosima. of this, and to salvage her opinion 
of a politician such as St8cker. he cited Richard WaePer's "He1dcntum 
und Christentum" (1881) that the true foundation of religion must be a 
Christianity purged of "Churches, Priests, yes the entire superficial 
appearance of Christianity in history.,,79 Thus, did the two writers 
increasingly find conterrporary application for the Bayreuth Idea. 
77CoSima to Ch~er1ain, February 19, 1893, BriefWechse1, p. )19. 
78cosirra to Cll8.Illber1ain, March 3, 1893, BriefWechse1, p. 322. 
'19ChamlJer'lain to Cosima, March 23, 1893, BriefWechse1, pp. 324-3?5. 
CHAPIER VI 
CHAMBERLAIN'S VOCATION 
THE "WRI'IING DEMON" P..ND THE PRAEQER AFFAIR 
It was with a dramatic flourish that in his thirty-seventh year 
Chamberlain found his true vocation: writing. He related how the 
"writing derron took possession" of his soul, and how he never afterward 
was abandoned by this "fever." Fascinated by what he described as the 
"Architektonisch" aspect of books, and fearing that in his preoccupation 
with writing he might unlmowinp-,ly "cry out aloud" and startle hi.s 
friends, Charrberlain saw that in order to work he needed to isolate 
himself from society.l He therefore described in terms s~stive of 
the intervention of Providence's hand how, on the morning of J anuray 19, 
1890, he mde the mmentuous decision. He built himself a high desk at 
which he could stand to write, and locked the doors to a set of rooms in 
the couple's apartment. He than began to write down everything that 
came to him. After many false starts he was satisfied his true 
vocation was writing. 2 As Field Commented, 
He illE.gined himself the tool of higher forces and was intoxicaten 
by a sense of mission. This delusion of higher inspiration 
breathing through his life and work grew stronger in later years, 
after his literary success. and he tended to read the same 
supernatural will into the whole story of his life. 3 
1 Lebenswege, p. 124. 
2Ibid., p. 125. 
3Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 125. 
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Similarly to the nwstical symmetry of the two thirty-.fi ve year 
halves of Richard' Wagner's life, it was thus noted Chamberlain's own 
life could be so divided. 4 DUring the early decade of the l890 i s he 
thus began to write prodigiously for Bayreuth. Having achieved a 
reputation as a Wagner publicist close to the inner Wahnfried Kreis, 
Chamberlain was encouraged to plan a major work on Wagner by a Swiss 
friend, Agenoir Boissier, and Chamberlain's former associates of the 
Revue Wagn€rienne in Paris. The suggestive planned title was 
L' Initiation Wagnerienne, but was dropped when Chamberlain switched to 
writing the book in German~ believing by this tirre German would be the 
rrost sui table language for conveying the Wagnerian values. 5 The first 
section was published as Das Drama. Richard Wagners in 1892; the rest was 
ul timately used in the later large illustrated biography, Richard Wagner, 
published in 1896. 6 Between the years 1892 and 1896 the large number' of 
lectures, articles and books made Charrberlain "probably the rrost 
important publicist of the Bayreuth cult, defending the 'orthodox' view 
of Wagner, eulogizing Cosima and urging the redemptive significance of 
Wagner's art." 7 
Therres which reappear throughout Chamberlain's subsequent books 
are evident in Das Drama Richard Wagners and Richard Wagner. Most 
4Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Ein Abriss seines Lebens, auf 
Grund eigener Mitteil~eh,. p. 74. 
5"Houston Stewart Chamberlain; Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 125. 
6Cosima to Chamberlain, June 13, 1894, Briefwechsel, pp. 378-379. 
7 "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 126. 
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particularly, he disclaiJIEd any attempt to pedantically record irrelevrnt 
details; his purpose was to sketch the outlines of a great personality 
and its creations. Appreciation of spir'it and spi.rituality would reql.lir'F: 
an empathetic reader as well as a sensitive author. Chamberlain 
accordingly presented "outlines" of ideas. 8 The reader was referred to 
the standard hiographies of men of the !5Feis for detail. 9 The SanE 
presentation in his later Ka.r!~ (1905) and Goethe (1912) leave the reader' 
with the impression Chamberlain himself had rrastered these other sout'ce::;. 
Particularly important for Chamberlain was his selective use of Goethe's 
idea of "Contradiction within Unity" to describe the many facets of th(~ 
Meister's life,lO 
For Cbamberlain the si@1ificance of Wagner's art was similar to the 
IS] 3 battle of Leipzig, a second V8lkerschlacht .11 Artistic and pol i t lcal 
events were equally significant. Such vexmg problems as the Revolution 
of' lS48 he saw rooted in Wagner's disaffection with his critics Rnd thu 
J!.lt:;ndant of the Dresden Theater; thf' revolt itself and the iSE'.uancc' of 
the warrant fOT' Wagner's arrest were only the occasion--not the caus('--
of his flignt to Switzerland. 12 With no recognition of the contr'adid1m , 
SrI'his sem>iti ve biographic style was also followed by Charnberlr-Lin 
in two arti.cles written for the ladies Horre Journal on Wagner (Octoh'r' 
and November, 1898) for which Cosirra recoITll'JEnded him. 
9'l'he standard Wal?rler biography was Glasenapp' s six volum-~ i)a::; 
~ben Riehard Wagners. 
IOHouston Stewart Chambf'rlain, Richard Wagner', trans. A ins 1:i c· 
Hi€"..,ht (Munich: Bruckmann, 1896; English edition, Munich: Bruckmnnn, 
1897), p. 87. 
l1 Ibid., p. 29. 
12Ibid., p. 51. 
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however, a few pages earlier, Chamberla,in had admitted Wagner was indeed 
a '48 "revolutionist, ,,13 but one merely swept along by developments: "he 
and his adversaries were temporarily deceived by a semblance.,,14 Wagner 
was the great artist and great rn:m, the "winged Pegasus" and crusader 
who inspired future gf.nerations,15 
The characteristic mark of Wagner's thought is its astounding 
unity, a unity of things far removed in time, and a gathering 
together of the heterogeneous under a single point of view. 
In general, too, this is perhaps the most prominent quality of 
artistic thought founded on observation and intuition. Of any 
dialectical process (in the sense of Hegel), every conception 
evolving necessarily into its opposite, the two then combining 
to a new synthetical conception, and so on, there is her no 
trace; it is all organic growth--growth by 'intussection' in 
which the new elements do not destroy the old ones, but 
penetrate and expand them. In this way does the oak grow 
from a seed-germ to the 'Monarch of the forest'; in this way 
grew Wagner's thought .16 
In explaining Wagner's 1848 Vaterlandsverein speech in which the 
composer advocated a German colonial empire but domestic rule by a 
13It has been established Wagner's role in the Dresden uprislllg 
was substantial and that perhaps his subsequent concerns with education 
and art were attempts to further his frustrated political ambitions. 
Robert Giddings, "Wagner and the Revolutionaries," Music and Letters, 
45 #4 (October 1964): 348-358. 
14 Chamberlain's Richard Wagner, p. 45. 
15 Ibid., p. 92. 
16Ibid., p. 121. One writer noted while Chamberlain blasted Hegel, 
he appeared to accept Hegel's evolutionary hypothesis of history and the 
identity of opposites, as evidenced here with Chamberlain's reference to 
Wagner. Chamberlain was, for example ~ to claim in his Foundations of 
the Nineteenth Century (1899) Greek art and Roman law came in the 
nineteenth century to a synthesis in GeI'Il'E.I1 culture. "Two individuals 
are said to be of one blood because of their anti-podal terrpera.rrents" 
was the acidic cOIliTEnt of M. Whitcomb Hess, "Houston Stewart Charrberlam: 
Prophet of Nazism," Commnweal, May 5, 1939, pp. 37-39 • . -
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federation of kingdoms in which IIDnarchs would rule only as the "first 
and freest" citizens of a nation of free rren. 17 Chamberlain argued for 
an apolitical freedom. He linked this with such rren as Schiller, 
Chateaubriand, Carlyle and Proudhon in contradistinction to the 
"posi tivist" oriented lassalle, .J. S. Mill, August Comte or Karl Marx.18 
Chamberlain was particularly delighted that Wagner had forsaken 
Feuerbach for Schopenhauer for--ultimately--Christ. Feuerbach "not with-
standing his desperate endeavor's to strike root in healthy experiences 
... remained above in the dry air of abstract philisophy, a poor 
parasite on the withered tree of Hegelianism."l9 Later, however, Cosirm 
was to chide Chamberlain for even this acknowledgment of Feuerbach's 
influence on Richard Wagner. Cosima closely watched and attempted to 
direct him throughout his publishing career. 20 
Art and religion in Wagrlerian terms mutually conditioned one 
wlother. Together they prolIDted the inward resolution of man in the 
"artwork of the future." Supreme human efforts were required to l~eaJ ly.e 
the purest form of art, and "only in the highest art can the col1ect:i V(-: 
world consciously apprehend itself; only collective art is highc~;t ar1,." 
The music drama. was "the work and the property of the greatest Ger'ITHn 
poets and of the loftiest German musicians: in their name, and at tl~' i.r' 
eorrrnand did Wa@ller speak and create. ,,21 It achieved the direct 
17 Quoted in Chamberlain' f; Richard Wagner, p. 390. 
l8Ibid., pp. 140-142. 19Ibid ., p. IS]. 
20Cosima to ChamberJain, Mareh 26, 189~" ~~'.r~if.:i'1tlechsel, rl. )Go. 
2lChamberlain's Rich~j Wagne~~, p. 19,. 
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conmmication of the truths of Wagner with the "imler nan" in the 
viewer: intellect and errotion were accessible through the means of 
poetry and music and their amalgamation resulted in a total coordination 
of nan and art. As proof of the power and expressiveness of music, 
22 Chamberlain stated we have "the living testirrony of our own feelings". 
Alienation itself was to be overcorre in this formulation of art. For' 
those who perhaps had trepidation at the massive structure of the 
Bayreuth Idea, Charrberlain stated, "the rrore one penetrates into the 
real art-work, the rrore difficult is it not to harm that which is its 
very essence by the unpliable language of logic. ,,23 With disarming 
honesty he further stated that at the heart of the issue was, 
. . . an overwhelming conviction that a certain music reveals 
another world to ITE, that it establishes an i1Tll1Ediate contact 
between nw own invisible ego, i.e., that part of man which 
lies beyond reasoning logic, with the invisible, indefinable, 
innerrrost soul of the whole universe, no one can logically prove 
that I do not feel this; but it is just as impossible for me 
to prove to him that this music reveals anything to me. 24 
lJ.'he grounding of Wagner's art, then, is conterminous with religi.on 
itself, an ur-reality which transcends ideology and party in the maJesty 
of aryan man. This mst sacred inner reality accessible to hurrallity 
through art is the "deeper lying foundation in which all religions have 
their root, whence they spring forth, to be surrounded with do,rgna and 
symbolism only when they enter the visible world.,,25 
If this prostration before the Wagner cult was not sufficient, 
22Houston Stewart Chanberlain, The Wagnerian Drarra: An Attempt 'Tc 
Inspire A Better Appreciation of Wagper As A Dramatic Poet, trn·;i~;1.at~~(r·­
by the Author (Munich: Bruckmann, 1892; English pdition, Londor:: .Jr:Ji::l 
Lane The Bodley Head, 1915), p. 29. 
23 Ibid., p. 110. 2lJ Ibid., pp. 115-176. 25Ib · d 2""-) l ., p. _1'...1. 
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Field credited Chamberlain's actions in one particular incident as 
having secured him the dominant role aIOOng Wahnfried spokesmen: the 
Praeger Affair. Ferdinand Praeger had been a German pianist living in 
London who worked with Wagner during Wagner's 1855 LDndon tour and 
kept up a subsequent correspondence with him. He had begun writing a 
book about his relationship with Wagner, and upon his death in 1891 his 
uncompleted rmnuscript was reworked and published in LDndon. It was an 
embarrassment to the orthodox Bayreuthians since it depicted a 
sybaritic, anti-Semitic Wagner, referred to him as having been a 
revolutionary in 1848, and described his treatment of his first wife, 
Minna. During the 1.892 Festspiele Chamberlain talked with Ashton Ellis, 
editor of a mUlti-volume series in English of Wagner's prose. The two 
agreed the Praeger book was fraught with inaccuracies, and that only ; in 
examination of' the original letters from Wagner to Praeger could settle 
the issues raised. 26 
Chamberlain then wrote an article for the B3.yreuther Bl!it.~er vJhich 
fairly well discredited Praeger's often inaccurate statements--at least 
am::mg Wagnerites and the I'TD1sical public. However, there rerrained yet th~ 
troublesome widespread popular' reception given the Praeger book. 
Accordingly, in 1893, while visiting England, Chamberlain by subterf'ur.;e 
secured access to the private archives housing the original Praeger 
let.ters, and made copies of them. Then, later in Vienna, he wrote more 
rrag,-azine articles, and published in them his copies of the originaJ 
Praeger letters. The result was widely accepted as having discredtt,·'o 
26The account of this affair is given in "Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain: Prophet of B:3.yreuth," pp. 144-151. 
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the Praeger book, though hardly enhancing Chamberlain's respectability 
among non-Wagperites. With this success, he was able to secure the 
German publisher's efforts in recalling the book. Advertisements were 
taken out :in the large German newspapers urging buyers to return their 
copies. But, as Anna noted, since Chamberlain's name by this time was 
thoroughly identified with the partisan opposition to "Hans lick und 
Genossen," it was not possible to completely suppress the Praeger boOk.27 
Therefore, Chamberlain's own articles and his copies of the Praeger 
letters were published in a book, Echte Briefe an Ferdinand Praeger 
(1894). Bayreuthians were satisfied they had done the most possible to 
maintain orthodoxy, and finally this demonstration of devotion secured 
Chamberlain his place as the forrnost champion of the Meisterin, Cosima 
28 Wagper. 
Chamberlain wrote Cosima how Carlyle had praised the obedience a 
truly great person renders to an even greater idea or :individual, the 
"LDyal obedience to the Heroic." The analogy of himself and even of her 
toward the Meister was unmistakable. 29 Thus, the Wagperian world in the 
27 Meine Erinnerungen an Houston Stewart Chamberlain, p. Ill. 
28Anna described his work for the Kreis and credited herself as 
hav:ing suggested he ~gin writ:ing articles on behalf of Bayreuth. She 
also stated Hugo Bruckmann of the publishing firm in Munich first read 
Chamberlain in the Bayreuther Bl~.tter, then asked the famous Jewish 
conductor of Wagperian operas, Herman Levi (1839-1900) if Chamberlain 
would be a suitable author for a Wagper biography. While Anna perhaps 
over-represented her role in her husband's career, she was a faithful 
co-worker, who apparently even proof read his ITEIluscripts during the 
years of their estrangement. Ibid., pp. 110-111. Additionally, she 
played a substantial role in the English appearance of his books, 
discussed in Chapter VII. 
29Chamberlain to Cosima, November 28, 1894, BriefWechsel, p. 391. 
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mid-1890's appeared to be prospering, due in no small measure to 
Chamberlain's own efforts. In 1892, Cosima had established a Bayreuth 
music school, a much-touted, but short-lived atterrpt to irrpart her 
interpretation of style for the performance of Wa@1erian works, based 
on her recollections and her personal authority as the Meister's widow. 
For a time it seemed the Festspiele would prosper financially, and in 
1896 Cosima staged the Ring for the first time since the first, the 
1876, Ring.3D It appeared Bayreuth had less need of its sturdy band of 
publicists, and after 1896 Chamberlain attempted to strike out on his 
own, to establish himself as an authority in his own right, apart from 
the identification with Wahnfried. 
LEBENSLEHRE AND THE FOUNDATIONS 
In December, 1895, Chamberlain decided to resume work on his 
doctoral dissertation. This was again a sudden decision, but one 
probably motivated by dissatisfactions similar to those associatp.d with 
his great decisions in Florence, in Dresden and in Vienna. His 
unpublished correspondence reveals his sense of limitation in his work 
publicising Wagner, and friends such as the Swiss Adolf Boissier (l8'11-
1913) urged him to take a different tack as a writer. 3l During early 
1896 he rewrote the results of his Geneva research and published it the 
AI' next year' at Neuchatel as Recherches sur a seve ascendante. 
he found that the University of' Geneva would still require him to underr.P 
an oral examination before granting him a doctoral degree. 'lhe indi@lity 
30"Houston Stewart Cha.nt>er1ain: Prophet of B'iyreuth," p. 187. 
31 Ibid., pp. 225-226. 
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of such an ordeal was unacceptable to Charnberlam. He ruefully noted 
he would henceforth be known not as "Herr Doktor", but sirrply as "Herr 
Chanberlam".32 While this reaction was characteristic of many 
"outsider" critics in the Second Empire, for Chamberlam it provided tre 
additional advantage of shielding him from a measure of strictly 
academic criticism. Also, the Bayreuth Kreis had particular reasons far 
resentmg academia: the apostate Nietzsche and the brief academic 
career of Heinrich von Stein. 
The thrust of his dissertation was not the mechanical explanation 
he had sought with the biologist Graebe m Geneva for sap movement, but 
vitalism. With the end of the century, many manifestations of 
dissatisfaction with mechanism and positivist science were popular; these 
were visible :in Chamberlain's views of the movement of sap in plants. 
He presented his earlier researches and noted the inability of existing 
mechanical explanatory rrodes to account for the rrovement of sap unde r 
different pressure conditions. His th:inking m this regard was 
influenced by the reaction to mechanism of many of the century's GernEUl 
scientists, and particularly by his own readmg of Lange's The History 
of Materialism. 33 In vitalist speculations he found confirmation of 
Goethe's earlier scientific theories, and he proclaimed his own 
researches were a "negative proof of the existence of the life force. ,,34 
32Lebenswege, p. 108. 
33This book was seminal for the development of neo-Kantianicm. 
:brederick Albert Lange, 'Ihe History of Materialism: And Criticism of Its 
Present Irrportance, trans. Ernest Chester Thomas, intr. Bertrand RusseIT,' 
3rd. ed., in one volume (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, 181)5; 
reprint ed., 1950). 
34"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 220-;'>27. 
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The inability of science to fully account for phenomena he believed 
evidence for his own interpretations. 
Chamberlain was very proud of his scientific work and was 
sensitive to criticisms of it. He defended himself in the press 
against charges he was unscientific, and he utilized his insights on 
sap movement in constructing his Lebenslehre. 35 Late in 1896 this new 
area for Chamberlain's thought coincided with an offer from the Bruckrmnn 
firm to write a popular history explaining the century to the German 
public. 36 
In six days he sketched out a complete outline for the project, 
the first part of which he was to follow IlEticulously. His plan called 
for three massive volwnes, but he was only able to complete the first 
before he was overtaken by exhaustion. The offer to write came at a 
time when he was formulating his most irrportant "metaphysical" 
construct-the Lebenslehre--and he welcomed the challenge of attackinp; 
contemporary problems from the cultural rather than the scientific 
viewpoint. In the unfinished latter two sections of the projected woy'k 
Chamberlain hoped to show civilization Culminating in the art of Wa.gner. 
Particularly, he found the encol.lragerrent of Cosima. Wagner gratifying. 
When she subsequently found he intended to be his own publishing master', 
there was a controversy of sorre moment in the Kreis. 
Bruckmann's idea was to sum up the century in a popular edition 
for distribution by the symbolic year 1900. What academicians prevjousJy 
35Ibid ., p. 232. 
36In recogrrltion of the influence Watmfried had in securing the 
offer, he wrote to Cosima. asking her opinion of his ideas for the 
project. Chamberlain to Cosirra, January 18, 1896, Brief'wechse1, pp.l411l-4LJ5. 
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asked had been found either too reserved or too loquacious; Chamberlain 
offered the required blend of erudition and confidence. 'The work was 
expected to take three years, and Chamberlain began research at once. 
In his ITErooirs he listed mmy titles of the books he read during this 
tinE, proudly stating that in addition he wrote eight hours a day or 
IIDre, and kept ideas and references in his journal. On a typical day 
he conSUlTEd, for example, Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, 
Drumont 's Le Testrurent d' un Antisemite, Plato's Republic, Natorp' s 
Platos Ideenlehre, etc. He noted down as well any questions he had. H= 
insisted he always followed up any such questions, and through his life 
read progressively from science and history to theology, as indicated 
by his publications from the Foundations to Mensch und Gott--with, of 
course, the intervening exception of World War One. 37 
Chamberlain was very excited with the great task he had llildertaken; 
he was to devote the next fifteen years to completing it. He found 
himself simply outgrowing the narrow bonds imposed by academic 
specialization, so that the concept, for example, History led him to 
legal history, to church history, to the history of science, to 
philosophy, and to the sociology of ideas. 38 But he also managed to 
keep pace with the couple's busy social schedule, and in this 
connection, in October, 1896, Chamberlain found himself on a train for 
Venice, passing through Switzerland. Suddenly overtaken "lith the import 
of his evolving ideas, he got off at the nearest town, Gardone, Italy. 
There, he worked feverishly for a few days, and drafted a considerablc! 
37Lebenswege, pp. 345-347. 
38 . Ibid., p. 345. 
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number of sketches. 39 Out of these came important sections for his 
later Kant, the Lebenslehre, the !!,oundations and his theological books. 
Particularly important was the section entitled, "A New Weltanschauung," 
in which he developed the theme that natural science theory is incomplete 
without the offerings of metaphysics, aesthetics, religion, philosophy 
and art. 40 He blasted contenporary errors of causal thinking, of 
syllogisms particularly, and stated, 
We must secure nore freedom for the Anschauung • . • . Logic is 
not the queen of truth, rather its serVant; the eye is the king, 
the ear is the queen, the sense of touch is the wise councilor; 
through these three mediators we stand in the middle of our 
envirol1l1'Ent . 41 
His Lebenslehre, thus developed conterminously with the Bruckmann 
work, never was finished, though he worked on it between 1896 and 1900. 
Fragments of it were published posthumously with an introduction by his 
friend, the biologist Jacob von UexkUll as Natur und Leben (1928).42 
Particularly enraged at the popularization of Darwinism, Chanberlain 
saw himself leading the vanguard. of a new, post-Darwinian science. He 
referred to this science throughout his books, yet during his own 
lifetirne only described its actual workings indirectly. It em:~rged as a 
division of organic and inorganic sciences in which the enpirical and 
mechanical nodes were left with simply inorganic studies. For the 
remaining areas concerning life, Chamberlain claimed three parts cou ld 
39Meine Erinnerungen an Houston Stewart Chanberlain, p. 115. 
40 
Lebenswe~, p. 127. 
41Ibid., p. 128. 
42"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. ?34. 
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be distinguished. The first area concerned the Gestalt or I1Drphology 
of life, and utilized a rna.tl1rrE.tical reasoning. The second area 
concerned the functioning of living thin@' and was to be explainable 
without reference to n:echanical parallels or "rudirrentary" causal 
theories. Third was the subject of the Lebenslehre itself; "the science 
of the Life of Life: the problem of intuiting the fact of life. ,,43 
The result was to become a holistic view of man and nature which 
combined the rna.terial, the scientific and the artistic. The prototype 
was Goethe's Metamorphosis of Plants and his Theory of Colors. 
Chamberlain recognized this had been shown to be of no use for 
nineteenth century science, but with his own reformulation as the 
Lebenslehre he hoped it would provide the basis for a reconstruction of 
man is understanding. 44 The merely "peripheral" concerns of empirical 
science in Goethe's notion of ideas would be incorporated as raw data, 
and thus be "fulfilled as they are assimilated under a spirit of 
hurna.nity. ,,45 
43Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Natur und Leben, ed. J. von Uexkllll 
(Munich: Bruckmann, 1928) part 1, p. 34, as quoted in "Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 240. 
44Field's conclusion was, 
Chamberlain's mystical attempt, in the light of ideas, to see 
through nature like a kind of transparancy, and grasp the essence 
of things, exerted a considerable influence upon the Germanic 
"scientists" of the Nazi epoch. He called his method "diaphysics" 
to give it a scientific aura. and to di s.tinguish it from 
"unscientific" retaphysics. 
Houston Stewart Chamberlain, "Goethe, Linne und die exakte Wissenschaft 
der Natur," written for a Wiesner Festschrift in 1907, repr. in Rasse 
urid Pers8nlichkeit (Munich: Bruckmann, 1925), quoted in "Houston--
Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 241. 
45LebCnSweme, p. 150. 
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His principal dictum was "lebel"!. ist Gestalt. ,,46 The invisible, 
spiritual essence of life was revealed in his lebenslehre, and this 
organizing principle of life was Zwec~sigkeit or PlanmMssigkeit. 47 
For Chamberlain, understandings beyond mere empiricism could be 
perceived through intuition. The outward sign of this inward 
spirituality was race,48 and influenced accordingly such Nazis as 
Alfred Rosenberg. 
Instead of Darwinian evolution, Chamberlain defined life change 
as occuring only within the limits of Gestalt, i.e., the definitional 
fra.rTBwork of life-species . Within the bounds of, for example, hair 
color, limb structure and mental capability, species life could change 
slightly-as long as the "correlation" of the parts to the whole was 
preserved. The difficulty was that race mixture particularly upset such 
a balance. The result was visible to Chamberlain as scientific confusion 
49 "as well as ethnic diversity in Vienna's streets: 'formless Chaos. ,II 
He took from physics the principle of conservation of energy and 
postulated it as the key to life: "conservation of form" must be 
retained; no Darwinian evolution was possible. Destruction would be: the 
only result if the basic integrity of organic wholes was not protect(!d. 
46Natur und leben, p. 150. 
47 Ibid., p. 101. 
48'Ihe portraitist, Dr. BUrger-Villingen, was an admirer of 
Chani:>erlain, and in 1912 was inspired to construct a "plastoreter', wl1j ch 
purported to Ireasure the geography of a human face and thus the cast () r 
a person's soul." George Mosse, The Crisis of GeI"lTEn Ideology: 
Intellectual Origins of the Third Reich (New York: Grosset & Dunlop, 
1964), p. 95. 
49"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 243~11l1. 
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The sustenance of existing life forms was all-important, for in their 
"symbiosis" they rraintained one another's definitional structure. 
Particularly irrportant was the place in this schema. of genius, defined 
as the higher potential of personality; only through Chamberlain's 
concept of the "symbiotic" rrEchanism could true understanding be 
achieved. 50 From this amalgam of Goethean speculation and contempoFdry 
racial theorizing Chamberlain built his cultural critique.51 
The actual writing of the Foundations, however, took only half 
the expected time: he began writing in April, 1897, and completed the 
first draft in August, 1898. The book appeared in 1899 and soon became 
a huge success. The couple rented a neighboring apartment to enlarge 
his working area in Vienna, and Chamberlain recorded meticulously every 
5°Lebenswege, pp. 136-137. 
51 "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 245-247. 
Field gave this summary of Chamberlain's scientific and cultural notions: 
His attacks on scientism and Darwinismus coincided with a 
world-wide reaction against the abuses of a narrowly scientific 
outlook. The names of Dilthey, Freud, James, Butler, Nietzsche, 
Bergson, and Poincare attest to the breadth and profundity of thiB 
moverrent. But Chanberlain had little in COIl1TKm with these thinkers, 
although he read many of them and even claimed to find in their 
works some conf1rrration of his own attitudes. His thought was an 
untidy melange of romantic nature mYsticism and pan-psychicism, 
notions borrowed from Schopenhauer and Buddhist thought, others 
from early evolution theorists and Goethe's scientific works. He 
began with the Kantian critique of knowledge but soon turned to an 
irrational, racial vitalism as the basis of his thought. Chamberlai.n 
never understood that his Lebensphilosophie represented a revolt 
against Kantian idealism in that it reunited the world of being 
and the world of values which Kant had rigorously separated. 
Chamberlain was the supreJTE eclectic, taking a little of every 
cultural tradition for his own purposes. Always more mYstically 
than scientifically inclined, he was quick to abandon science i'or' 
an intuitive cult of the life force. 
"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 249-250. 
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detail of his labors. He found tiITE besides his busy daily schedule 
of research and writing to cO:rTespond with his wide circle of friends. 
Anna helped copy and correct the manuscripts, and kept the public away 
from him during his working hours. 52 In a letter to Hans von Wolzogen 
he apologized for his absence from the struggle publicising Wagner, but 
offered the assurance that his worl<: on the nineteenth century would 
bear fruit: in husbanding his strength for this great project he hoped 
"this will be a Bayreuther Tat. ,,53 He also continued to keep up with 
contemporary affairs, writing to Cosima. about the dangerous growth in 
Negro and Chinese populations which caused him to re-evaluate Gobineau--
important since Cosirra rerrained rrore sympathetic to the Count than did 
the optimistic Chamberlain. He noted the Wagner theITE expressed in 
"Heldentum und Christentum" could become (with racial preponderance by 
such lesser peoples as Negroes or Chinese) a "Mogenclfurm=rung". However, 
he cautioned that dwelling upon this gruesoITE end would in itself be 
pointless, for pessimism is only a function of the brain. For 
Chamberlain, instead of mere pessimism, what was needed was the Germf.tn 
courage to see and the willingness to act. 54 
In the Foundations, Chamberlain traced the rrajor influences he saw 
acting on his century's culture. He listed Hellenic art and philosophy, 
Roman law and organization, the Christian evolution, the race mixture 
resulting from the Roman Empire, the "destructive" Jewish eleITEnt, and 
52Meine Erinnerungen an Houston Stewart Chamberlain, pp. 119-12;? 
53Chamberlain to Wolzogen, Decerrber 1, 1896, Briefe I, pp. 44-115. 
54Chamberlain to CosinE., December 22, 1896, Brief'wechsel, p. 494. 
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the dominance of the Teutons. The first volurre of the book concerned 
the development of Christian and Greco-Roman cultures to the year 1200. 
The second volume concerned mainly the Teuton's history to 1800. 
Charrberlain claimed to be a "rrodest historian, who can neither influence 
the course of events nor who possess ed the power of looking clearly 
into the future. ,,55 In examining the "roots" of European culture he 
traced the polarity of Teutonic genius and Jewish-Catholic 
"destructiveness." He praised the cultural contributions of the Greeks, 
but relegated all Greek rationalism beginning with Aristotle to the slag-
heap of materialism. Similarly selective with the Romans, he praised 
their tendency toward organization, but decried the "sterile" 
~ociological role played by the late Empire. 
In order to deal with Christ he first established the 
intriguingly complex nature of the Jews. For Chamberlain, the Jews 
possessed a variegated number of qualities which both determined arid 
were determined by the Jews. These characteristics were: (1) a 
materialist philosophy (defined as a view of the historical--not the 
ideal--as the prime rover in life), (2) the secular justice of "legal 
and rroral justification by works" (not through a spiritual seeking at' a 
metaphysical definition), (3) a limited imagination, (4) no freedom of 
thought, (5) an intolerance of other religions, and (6) a "red-hot 
fanaticism".56 This mixture for Chamberlain was the result of the Jew's 
singular history. According to him, they had issued from the urmatural 
miscegenation of Bedouins, Hittites, Syrians a'1d Aryan Amorites. The 
"original" Semitic profile he saw still perservering with his day's 
Mohammedans. rEte Jews had corrupted these peoples, from whose 
55Foundations I, p. 577. 56 Ibid., p. 440. 
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consciousness was thus banished every contemplative wonder, of feeling 
of superhLlITEn history , creative fancy, and all of the requirements for 
the nourishing of a religion, save that "minimum" of religion: 
rraterialism. He stated, "Where the will has enslaved the questioning 
understancling and the irragination, there can be no other view of life 
and no other philosophy than the materialistic.,,57 
For Chamberlain, normally the Semitic influence would have 
nurtured a strong race, one he speculated would have been preferable to 
the mixtures of Bedouins and Syrians, or of Spanish and South American 
Indians. 58 However, he sought to show that the Jews became separated 
from the "Israelite family" by the processes of history. 59 From 701 B. C. 
to 586 B. C. the idea of racial individuality grew among them, 
especially when Sennacherib's arrow broke off its siege of Jerusalem. 
Further, during the sixty years of the Babylonian Captivity, the last 
values nurturing the Jews from the old land of Israel were cut off, 
leaving only a "seething revengefulness" in the Jewish heart. 60 When 
Aryan tolerance motivated the Babylonians to allow the Jews to return to 
Israel, the city of Jerusalem was rebuilt and a state for the Jews was 
reconstructed. However, a truly independent Jewish state was henceforth 
denied these people, which circumstance preserved the demented Jewish 
character. 
Under the guidance of a priestly caste the Torah was written, 
which enabled the survival of the race. 
57Ibid., pp. 419-420 
59Ibid ., p. 359. 
This book was a symbol of "the 
58 Ibid., p. 390. 
60Ib o d 457 1. ., p. . 
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ultimate victory of will over understanding and every effort of creath~ 
irnagination . .,61 
• for to this day, as three thousand years ago, Jehovah is 
not the God of the cosrrdc universe but the God to the Jews; he 
has only destroyed the other Gods, consumed them, as he will one 
day consume other nations, with the exception of those who shall 
serve the Jews as slaves. That really is not monotheism but 
unvarnished rnonolatry.62 
For Charrberlain, Christ was a Jew in religion and education, but 
not in race. 63 He gave a lengthy explanation of Jesus' descent from 
61Ibid., p. 488 62Ibid., p. 425. 
63Chamberlain did not specifically mention that Christ was an 
Aryan, but suggested as much. For this, Morrmsen attacked him and Cosima 
as well. Letter Chamberlain to Cosima, November 27, 1899, Brie1wechsel, 
pp. 589-590. For this unwillingness to decisively endorse an Aryrul 
Christ, she rebuked him, saying he had begun his chapter on this problem 
well, and should have continued in the same vein. Letter Cosirm to 
Chamberlain, May 7, 1899, Briefwechsel, p. 564. Chamberlain replied 
with a very revealing explanation: his real intention was to win greater 
support for this racist notion, but without alienating those readers vJho 
were not yet confirmed anti-Semites: 
You would not believe how much-yes, how much renunciation a 
ITE.l1 in IT\Y position must suffer. WE:re I vain and full of self-
pride, then I would write for all eternity. If I wanted more 
than to have an effect on people and then be floated away in the 
ocean of forgotten atoms--then I would not do much that I do, alld 
would do many things that I leave undone. You may object that 
the right principle is to be 'uncompromising' . . . . But I ask 
you not to judge too quickly. For if you view rfly work as a wholl' 
you will observe it is an extremely 'uncomprorrdsing' work . . . . 
But a concession here and there in small details works wonders 
and secures admission where one would otherwise be banned--
so may the good seed of ideas flourish little by little and the 
husk (narnely the book of the noble HSC with all its 
imperfections) be left behind. 
Letter Chamberlain to Cosima, May 22, 1899, Briefwechsel, pp. 567-568, 
quoted in "Houston Stewart Chanberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 2~( 4-
275. This disarmingly honest revelation bares Chamberlain's carefu] 
propagandistic technique of selecting argummts for their effect rather 
than for any development of ideas themselves: it was a consistent 
pattern in his rmture works which helps to explain rrany of his quite 
caltradietory references and assertions. 
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one of the lost tribes of Israel. This separation from the Semitic 
branch of Jews is of para.rrount importance for Chamberlain's links with 
his day's radical anti-Semites. 64 Chamberlain credited the Jews with 
discovering the belief in free will and preserving it for the use of 
later (Aryan) peoples. In contrast to Gobineau' s formulation of 
inevitable degeneration issuing from Jewish and all lesser racial 
mixtures, Chamberlain ascribed a religious faith and an elerrent of 
strength and endurance to the Jews. 65 The malleable concept of race 
Chamberlain developed in the Foundations allowed him to postulate a new 
race could errerge at any time through future race mixture: 
Every outstanding Teuton is virtually the starting point of a 
new tribe, a new dialect, a new view of life's problems. 'l'here 
could have been many Teutog~c races in Europe had history 
allowed their developrrent. 
But Chamberlain as well depicted the regressions possible with the 
Jewish race: 
A man can very soon become a Jew without being an Israelite; 
often it needs only to have frequent intercourse with Jews, to 
read Jewish newspapers, to accustom himself to Jewish 
philosophy, literature and art. 67 
For Chamberlain in the Foundations, the Rorrans had been the fil'~,t 
great people to suffer at the hands of the Jews. They had damned their 
own civilization by extending the rights of cjtizenship to the varieties 
of conquered peoples. The result was a "Chaos of Peoples" which to the 
present century rerrained a threat to the Teutons and mankind. \rJhen the 
Teutons conquered Rome, then, they really were attempting to save Hom). 
64Chamberlain had an important disagr>eerrent with Adolf VOl I H'::U'Wlck 
over this issue, discussed in Chapter VII. 
65Foundations I, p. 420 66Foundations II, p.199. 67Ibid., p. ll<n. 
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In this attempt they sacrificed their own individuality. Bringing as 
the Teutons did tolerance and reverence for religion, their reward was 
simply rnongrelization, The Teuton was turned against himself, he who, 
. . • entered history not as a barbarian but as a child--as a 
child that falls into the hands of old experienced libertines. 
Hence it is that we find un-Germanic qualities nestling in the 
heart of the best Teutons , ... 68 
To the useful Greek value of individualism and the equally 
valuable Roman organizational genius, the Teuton brought the concept 
Treue. For Chamberlain, as for many v8lkisch thinkers, this concept was 
vital: even "the negro and the dog serve their rrasters", but it is the 
singular characteristic of the Teuton that he alone "chooses his master 
and his loyalty is therefore loyalty to himself: that is the man who is 
hom free, ,,69 This 
.. , Germanic loyalty is the girdle that gives immortal beauty to 
the ephem=ral indi vidual, it is the sun without which no 
knowled~ can ripen to wisdom, the charm which alone bestows upon 
the free individual's Qassionate action the blessings of 
permanent aChievement,70 
While, for example, the Greeks had seen the "realm of impulses as a 
theoretical idea" which only explained existant natures, for Chamberlain 
the Teutons widened and deepened the ideal, making it a "practical idea 
to bring about by our active and passive attitudes that which is not, 
but yet may be." 71 
The Teutonic peoples for Chamberlain comprised originally the 
"northern European races" of Teutons, Celts and Slavs.72 The Germanic 
Slav was the "Elder Brother to the East" visible, for example, when in 
the tenth century King Michael of Bulgaria secured Byzantine insLead of' 
681bid ., p. 535, 69Ibid , , p, 547, 70Ib 'd ~r·· ]. " p. :uu, 
71Ib'd 551 ]. " p, , 72Ib 'd 527 ]. ., p, • 
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Roman recognition for his church: this assertion of individuality 
protected the Bulgarians from the Ronan Imperium which (at this late 
date) "was born of the Chaos, and represented the anti-national, anti-
individual leveling principle. ,,73 In the late nineteenth century 
Chamberlain saw, for example, a continuous fOT'IlRtion of religious sects 
in "Little Russia" indicative ot~ the active inner religious life of 
Teutonic peoples. He did not see a similar process in Latin nations. 
Particularly important to his historical process was the role of 
the Rorran church. Parallel to the racial degeneration which came with 
Empire, the Church descended from the inwward, ideal-seeking values of 
Jesus to the rmterialistic philosophy of the Jews. Chamberlain's hero 
was St. Paul, who was not really a Jew, but a diaspora Greek who had 
"an un-Jewish soul with pinions fettered to a Jewish thinking rnachine.,,74 
With his death, only the Jewish elements rermined in his writings, the 
"dog}lla.tically chronistic pharisaical theology of the one Paul", whereas 
the Aryan Paul with "a transcendental faith behind the I1\Ysterious m:irage 
of empirical appearance" was lost. 75 To Chamberlain even Augustine wa:.:; 
simply shocked by the events of his time: he opted therefore for an 
authoritarian church. This aided the history of bloodletting 
paradoxically stemming from the Roman Empire's having accepted 
Christianity: "the union of the Aryan spirit with the Jewish and that 
of both with the rmdness of the chaos that knew neither nation nor 
faith. ,,76 In order to hold the faith of the Chaos peoplf~s, the churetl 
"lowerE'd itself to the level on which it stood in Judea": to the status 
73 Ibid .• p. 509. 74 Ibid., p. 65. 75Ibid ., p. 6'(. 
76Ibid . ~ p. 70. 
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of a materialistic religion. 77 
Before the final victory of the Rorran Church, Chamberlain saw 
Charlerragne as struggling to preserve Teutonic values. Charlerra@le was 
a practical politician and well-reaning Aryan; during his reign he 
limited the Pope's influence in his lands, and was comparable to Goethe 
in that "Both rode a tilt against the powers of Chaos; both were artists: 
but both were unable to stem the tides of anti-Teutonic power.78 
Chamberlain saw the reason for the Church's success resulting from its 
appeal to the masses, requiring "neither greatness of character nor 
independent thought" but simply obedience. 79 From the Jews the Roman 
Church borrowed rI\Ystical speculation (however bereft of its "plastic 
significance" for Chamberlain) and from the Germanic peoples it took 
earnestness and rI\Ystical rapture. 80 
With the Renaissance and the Reforrration Chamberlain saw the 
Teutonic Spirit again asserting itself in European history. This was 
marked by a proliferation of religious sects similar to those he saw jn 
his own day: both periods promised a future age of awakening. 
Accordingly, Dante and Loyola were opposed representatives of the Ar-YW1 
and the IT\Ysterious Basque semi tic race. The Reforrration was thus not 
an ecclesiastical event, but a "revolt of our whole nature against 
alien rule, of' the Germanic soul against un-Germanic spiritual ty mnny .,,81 
Increasingly in the Foundations Chanberlain pointed to his day's own 
Reichsdeutsche as the best representatives (but not the only ones) of' 
this Teutonic and Aryan evolution. He equated Aryan "inner va1ues," or 
77 Ibid., p. 5l. 
80 Ibid., p. 122. 
78Foundations I, p. 327. 79Foundations II, p.121 . 
81 Ibid., p. 81. 
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freedom wi thin outward restraint, with Kant and Goethe, and opposed 
them to the philosophies of Aquinas and Hegel. Similarly in seience he 
envisioned the possibility of overcoming "rechanism." He predicted a 
glorious future for science when it "discarded the last remnant of the 
Semitic delusion of understanding, and passes on to pure, intensive 
intuitive perception, united to free, consciously hl..llTID1 Shaping. 1I82 
Halfway through his second volume of the Foundations, Chamberlain 
shifted from discussing the "historical" underpinnings of his ':Peutonic 
vision and increasingly looked toward the culmination of his labors: 
the contemporary Aryans. He apologized for any misunderstandings 
engendered during his ascent from the earlier periods of history, arId 
directed the reader' to reread earlier passages of the book for 
clarification. He did "not propose to enter into details . . . for it. 
has not been I11Y intention to chronicle the past, but to illumine the 
present. ,,83 
He gr'ouped notable r'ecent Europeans into four categories: 
theologians, mystics, hu.mmists, and natural scientists--the In.Ue!' 
including philosophers. He claiITEd this division had the vil·tw:~ or 
allowing him an impartial view of individual contributions. 'lhus, he 
himself had "unlimited tolerance toward every sincere, genuinely 
Teutonic view" not inquiring "about the what of a particular phi.losophy, 
81~ 
but about the how; free or not free? personal or not personal?" By 
this schema, Teutonic theologians were Duns Scotus, Occam and Luthr~r' 
while St. Francis and Jesus were both theologians and mystics. The 
function of I11Ystics was to "render the subjectively given material of' 
82 
Ibid., p. 329. 83 - Ibid., p. 282. 84Ibid., p. l103. 
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this world into something objective" while the humanist simply collected 
and tested "all the different hunml evidence. ,,85 
Just as in his own life., Chamberlain thus saw in history the need 
for philosophers to balance thei.r formulations with scientific studies. 
He stated when philosophers have discarded the "methodology of 
Aristotle," they nay "disinterestedly perceive truth. ,,86 His ITDdel in 
rrodern history was Kant: he portrayed Kant as the fulfillment of the 
Poundations: 
Teutonic philosophy is transcendent, and Teutonic religion 
ideal; both, therefore remain unexpressed, inconmunicable, 
invisible to most eyes, unconvincing to most hearts, unless art 
with her freely creative moulding power:;!-i.e., the art of 
genius--should intervene as a mediator.~7 
What Chamberlain presented as the future possibility was clear'ly 
either Aryan or Semitic triumph. However, his definitions were vap)..le, 
and particularly those concerning "race" vacillated between racial 
Diktat and environmental process, between determinism and volunteerism. 
The Foundations was designed to stake out his own claims as a thinker'; 
only later did he evolve the exclusively reichsdeutsche definition 
which characterised the extreme v8lkisch group of Germans. In the 
Foundations, for example, he criticised the biological determinism uf' 
Gobineau who "bores like a mole in the dark ground and fancies that from 
the soil he can explain the flowers, though rose and thistle grow sid(:~ 
by side.,,88 And unlike the racial determinism of many late-century 
Germans~ Chamberlain's notions permitted non-biological changes in 
85 Ibid., p. 
87Ib ' d 1 ., p. 
443. 
494. 
86Ibid ., p. 43B. 
88 Ibid., p. ;?Ot). 
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racial status. 89 Perhaps his inconsistency of this important point was 
influenced by Richard Wagner's similar uncertainty; both Chamberlain 
(for his entire life) and Wagner (at least in his earlier and later 
periods) shared an optimistic view of man. But both utilized 
pessimistic racial constructs with no great consistency: both devoted 
themselves above all to the aesthetic realm and to the "potency" of 
genius and personality. 
However, at the time Chamberlain wrote his Foundations, he was 
certain that regardless of his theoretical franEwork, he himself had no 
difficulty identifying Jewish attributes. Basically, Aryans were 
handsome and Jews were not. Accordingly, "various sources" had 
established that even small children too young to have been instructed 
about race would begin to cry if approached by a Jew. 90 Chamberlain 
described the typical Aryan, by contrast, as an ideal, a stereotype: 
... the great radiant heavenly eyes, the gplden hair, the 
gigantic stature, the syrmEtrical muscular developrent, the 
lengthened skull (which an ever-active brain, tortured by lonf~nv" 
had changed from the round lines of animal contentedness and 
extended toward the front) the lofty countenance, required by ~l 
an elevated spiritual life as the seat of its expression . . . .. 
'lliis was, however, only the Aryan prototype. Chamberlain allowed that 
this person could have been also dark and short, and even his skull sj ze 
could vary. The use of cranial measurements-so important for 
nineteenth century anthropological and mYstical scudies--only establishc(1 
89This point is cogently made in Herzstein, "'llie Wagnerian Ethm; :ill 
German History, 1848-1933: A Reinterpretation of Richard Wagner's 
Historical Significance," and in his later "Richard Wagner at the Cross-
roads of Germ:m Anti-Semitism 1848-1933. A Reinterpretation," Zeit-
schrift fUr die Geschichte der Jude~, N Jahrgang, # 2/3 (1967): 119-140. 
90 Ibid., p. 537. 91Foundations J, p. 535. 
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"arbitrary" standards. Chamberlain stated rreasurerrents only obscured 
a clear view of race itself. He wrote "Nothing is so convincing as the 
consciousness of the possession of race.,,92 
Race is not a mere word, but an organic living thing, it follows 
as a matter of course that it never remains stationary; it is 
ennobled or it de~nerates; it develops in this or that 
direction and lets this or that quality decay.93 
Chamberlain valued above all the religious and aesthetic spheres; 
he saw the Teutonic peoples standing in need of a great religion which 
would unite them in technology and idealism, in individuality and in 
universalism. He saw "the greatest dan~r for the future of the Teuton" 
because "we are not IIDre IIDral than other people, but much IIDre 
religious. ,,94 The Foundations was to be a signpost on the path to future 
racial greatness. And, ironically, he prided himself as not having 
eonstructed a rrere monocausationist history, since 
. . . nothing is IIDre dangerous than the attempt to construct 
history from a single principle; nature is infinitely complex; 
what we call race is within certain lirrdts a plastic phenomenon, 
and, just as the physical can affect the individual, so too the 
intellectual may affect the physical.95 
It was this vacillation about race which Ludwig Schemann, fe 11 U\\1 
publicist for Deutschtum and early friend of fuyreuth, could not abide. 
Having--at the suggestion of Richard and Cosima Wagner--introduced 
GerlTany to Gobineau and founded the Gobineau Verein, Schemann rerraJnE~cJ 
:m adherant of the Count';.; pe~~simistic determinism. Thus, inspite of' h:i1:; 
ITEnY interests in comm::m with Cha.rriberlain, even Schern:um wrote bitt(~r'l.y, 
Chamberlain bec8Jl1(' the leader of all those who need for their' 
quickening a. stronger nose of illusion without which nothing on 
ea.rth can be accornpli::>hed.96 
92Ibid., p. 429 
95Ibid., p. 373. 
93Ibid., p. 297. 94Foundations 1I. p. ;!5B. 
96!?er fuyreuther Kreis, p. 122. 
CHAPrER VII 
DER. FALL CHAMBERLAIN 
THE BOER WAR AND KAISER WILHELM II 
Finished with writing the Foundations in the late summer of 1898, 
CharriJerlain was exhausted. He vacationed in Salzburg, realized he would 
not be able to undertake two more such books, and decided to change the 
narre of his book. He telegraphed BrucknBnn, who was preparing the 
manuscript for publication, that instead of being titled The Nineteenth 
Qentury: Part 1, it should be The Foundations of the Nineteenth Cent~. 
This new title expressed the comprehensiveness of his efforts without 
requiring him to actually deal with the nineteenth century itself. l Upon 
publication of the book, Chamberlain found himself a public figur'e. It 
sold over 100,000 German copies by 1914,2 was translated into Czech, 
EnfJ.ish and French, and totaled over 30 edition. It made him the 
para.rrount synthesizer of the Bayreuth ideas of art, religion and 
Deutschtum, recognized foY' his own formulations, beyond the conf'lnes (;1' 
') 
the Bayreuth Kreis. J 
The day was peculiarly receptive to such an amalgam of illogical 
IHouston Stewart Chamberlain, Drei Vorworte (Munich: Bruckrrann, 
1923), p. 24. 
2Michael D. Biddiss, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of 
Teutonism," History Today, January 1969, p. 16. 
3Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 125. 
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reasonings but erudite quotations as was the Foundations. By the late 
century, the vBlkische, romantic and nationalist traditions in Germany 
had nurtured a distinctive nationalism. Chanberlain epitomized the 
alienated late-century aesthete, preaching irrationalism as he did 
within a seemingly-reasonable cloak of respectability. He contributed 
to the preparation of a "streamlined Romanticism.,,4 While IIDst 
respectable academicians in Germmy ignored or disparaged his book, SOnE 
favored it, and the popular press rapturously welcorred it. 5 Even the 
foreign reception was not greatly unfavorable--at least before the 
World War. 6 The Foundations appeared when the German drive toward 
world power was colliding with British naval superiority, when the Navy 
League and the Pan Gerrran League were pressuring stridently for a rrore 
assertive German role in the world. 7 The book contributed greatly ag 
well to the fin de siecle European revival of anti-Semitism: "No book 
then perhaps had the wide influence of anti-Jewish teaching as did this 
4This phrase COnES from Viereck, Metapolitics, which is valuable 
for insights into the issue of "Proto-Nazis" but is unreliable for facts. 
5Field devoted Chapter VIII, pp. 357-420, to a discussion of the 
Central European reaction to the books' publication. 
6In America, for instance, the historian Carl Becker complirrented 
this "man who has sorrething IIDre than opinions that are 'well docUll'Ented'." 
"Review," The Dial, 50 (16 May, 1911), p. 387. Theodore Roosevelt. also 
praised the "brilliance and suggestiveness" of the Foundations, but noted 
Chamberlain's doctrines were based upon foolish hatreds, continually 
contradictory, the whole revealing Chamberlain as a man "whose brilliant 
lapses into sanity are fixed in a matrix of fairly bedlamite-passion and 
non-sanity." Theodore Roosevelt and Lyman Abbott, review of "The 
Foundations of the Nineteenth Century by H. S. Chamberlain," The Out look , 
(29 July, 1911), p. 729. 
7Mildred S. WertheillEr, The Pan-Gernan League, 1890-1914 (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1924), p. 92. 
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book with its harmless cultural-philosophical title.,,8 
Students of the "politics of cultural despair" have reco~ized a 
commonality of the writers Langbehn, Gobineau, Chamberlain, Spengler, 
Moeller van den Bruck, and Alfred Rosenberg. These writers shared a 
corrnmn usage of Gibbon's model, the "decline" of Rorre. They differed 
as to interpreting this "lesson" of history. It was Chamberlain's 
optimistic praise of the Aryan in the Foundations which endorsed 
Prussian leadership of the Reich; his confidence in the German future 
implied the day's internal and external problems could be surrrounted. 
To ensure this Aryan future, Chamberlain continued to labor with his 
writings for the next decade and a half. His faith in Germany remained 
distinctively firm. 
However, busy as he was with writing, contemporary affairs did not 
pass him by. While writing the Foundations, he and Cosima had discussed, 
for example, the recent death of a Wahnfried friend, Clerrent Harris, in 
the Greek-Turkish war. They shared the opinion this man's demise was 
comparable to Byron's: while tragic, at least it had been in the service 
of a great idea. This they contrasted with the contemporary British 
policies in southern Africa. 10 In the case of south Africa, he and 
Cosima saw linked the policies of "Papist" Rore, materialistic England, 
8Bein , "Der Moderne Antisemitisrnus und sein~ Bedeutung ffir die 
Judenfrage," p. 352. 
9This phrase corres from the title to Fritz Stem's The PoliticG of 
Cultural Despair: A Study in the Rise of the Germanic Ideology. It 1s 
expressive of the attitudes of this diverse number of cultural critics. 
Field was one of Stern's students. 
10 Chamberlain to Cosirra, May 19, 1897, Brief'wechsel, pp. 511-51;J. 
and the Jews. ll She noted the contrast of these crass deeds with 
Chamberlain's noble book, a book which she said had "a particular 
ITEaning, especially to us [at Wahnfried]. ,,12 Soon he was pleased to 
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relate to her that in Berlin his Foundations was on the reading table 
of every educated person and was significant in important discussions. 
The despised British policy in south Africa around the time of 
the Boer War (1899-1902) provided many GerJ'l'Ens with "proof" of the 
assertions Chamberlain had made in the cultural context of his writings. 
But the war as well added difficulties for the author himself, causing 
him to disassociate himself from his horreland' s war policy: it drove 
him to stricter definitions of Aryanism. By the next decade he was to 
confirm that only reichsdeutsche were to be truly included within the 
concept Teuton. Cosirra, anx:mg others, nurtured his narrowing viewpoint.13 
She suggested to him that the Boer War was really the work of the "Jew" 
Rhodes and "Rothschild and company" rather than of genuine Englisl1.rren. 14 
This anticipated Chamberlain's eventual affirmation that England, not he, 
had changed.15 He replied to her that the Conservative leader, Lord 
llcosima to Chamberlain, May 25, 1899, BriefWechsel, pp. 569-570. 
12Cosirra to Chamberlain, October 8, 1899, BriefWechsel, p. 579. 
13Cosima was considerably more outspoken and extreme than was he. 
She urged him to make more definite conclusions on many natters, for 
example writing, "I believe you do not know how really right you are: a 
German narries a Jewess, a Mischling corres into the world; the Mischling 
marries a Mischling, and a pure Jew results! So it gpes!" letter, Cosirra 
to ChanDerlain, November 3D, 1902, BriefWechsel, p. 654. 
14Cosima to Chamberlain, March 1, 1900, BriefWechsel, p. 589. 
15CharriJerlain to Cosina, November 29, 1899, Brief'wechsel, p. 581. 
Salisbury, had been corrupted in his youth by Jews, and was incpeasinc:ly 
surrounded by well-born and cultivated "Papvenus" .16 With sirrrtlcu" 
reasoning, when the Foundations was banned by the censors in Russia, 
Chamberlain decided this restriction was the result of his frequent 
quotations of Goethe, Kant and Eckhart, not because of his anti-Slav 
orientation. 17 
When he visited England in 1900, he termed it the "land of the 
Boer-eaters" which was the result of several centuries of Jewish 
politics and the dominance of Jewish industrial and political interests.18 
Cosirra responded to him regarding this "illegal" Boer War and the 
English victory: "This destruction of a worthy German tribe is so 
gds1y that I cannot compare it with any event in mY lifetime. ,,19 
Chamberlain even ascribed a lessening of interest on his remaining 
English capital to the war: when soliciting money he clairned this 
explained why he had no money in the house and could not even attend 
the Bayreuth Festspiele. 20 A poem he wrote interpreting the Boer War 
included this second verse: 
War I view as unholy 
When the German in blind delusion 
Unfurls the flag against Germans. 
The poisoned metal, maliciously hurled 
Recoils murderously against his own heart; 
He who i robbed of the godly spark, 
Falls not alone; with him fall 
16Chamberlain to Cosima., December 12, 1899, Briefwechsel, p. 5Hl. 
17Chamberlain to Cosima, December 23, 1899, Briefwechsel, p. 585. 
18Chamberlain to Cosima, September 16, 1900, Briefwechsel, p. 605. 
lq 
-Cosim to Chamberlain. September 20, 1900, Ijriefwechsel, p. ()05. 
20Chamberlain was exaggerating in this letter to solicit sympathy 
All his sons in the womb of time, 
Future builders of eternity; 
He who dies, has had some effect, but those unborn 
Remain forever lost to few noble ones! 
When German battles German: 
Whoever wins; God is defeated. 21 
l~ow, not content to s:i.mply bask in his new-found public favor, 
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Chamberlain resumed work on a project he had begun earlier in Vienna, 
a Goethe register, which he used later when he wrote his own book on 
Goethe. But in 1900 he decided to reslune writing, instead, along the 
lines he had anticipated three years earlier in Gardone, Italy. Again, 
he explained that arl incident seemed to direct him toward his new task. 
On April 27, at 3: 30 in the afternoon, he was walking near arl optical 
factory in Vienna, and was overwhelmed by the vision of writing a book 
about Kant. He became so excited that he rarl home and began to writc~ at 
22 a furious pa~e. He posted a sign on the door of the couple's 
apartrrent, "Mr. H. S. Chamberlain accepts corrmunication only by letter 
or by introduction with Mrs. Chamberlain." later he added (in Englhih, 
to heighten the effect) "My Home is My Castle.,,23 
arld funds. Field discovered Charrberlain actually was increasingly the 
r'ecipient of both gifts (for example, this visit to Englarld in 1900 
was paid for by relatives) arld royal ties from his publications. However', 
in this letter, he even blamed his brother, Basil Hall Chamberlain, in 
.Japan for utilizing IIDnies which otherwise he might have enjoyed. Letter 
Charrberlajn to Bult von Steyerrl, March 10, 1900, Briefe I, p. 87. 
21published in Hardens' Die Zukunft, Berlin (February 17, 1900), 
p. ~~91, and in the Ostdeutsche Rundschau, Vienna (F'ebruary 18, 1909 ~ , 
quoted in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth, 11 p. 486. 
22 
~benswege, pp. 132-133 and pp. 292-294. 
2~eine Erinnerungen arl Houston Stewart Chamberlain, p. l2}-I. 
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While working on this Kant book, Chamberlain continued to publish 
a wide variety of magazine articles and other books as well. In 1900 
his Parsifal ~chen was published, written at the inspiration of Cosima 
Wagner, and he wrote an article about the Rumanian Jews. 24 In 1902 he 
published a collection of religious citations, Worte Christi, at the 
suggestion of two aristocratic friends: Countess Marie Zichy, wife of' 
the Hungarian ambassador to Vienna, and Baroness Marie Wallerstein-
Oetingen, a prorrdnent socialite. 25 Chamberlain's theological 
speculations were further developed in ~ensch und Gott (1921) which 
found great favor with another student of theology, the then ex-Kaiser, 
WIlhelm. Likewise, in 1902 Chamberlain sought to establish his 
reputation as a creative writer with some short plays, Drei 
Blihnendichtungen. 
In these later Vienna years, after the publication of his 
?oundations, there developed a Chamberlain "Kreis". His many admirer-a 
would gather for "reading evenings" and discussion. Guests were 
Leopold von Schroeder, Count Brockdorff-Rantzau, Count U1rich von 
BUlow, brother of Germany's Chancellor, m:my other Wagnerites, and the::: 
24"Ueber die JUdenfrari in RUl'l1fu1ien," published in Nuova Revista 
Romana, Bukharest, vol. 10 1900) . This article was printed in Germany 
only with great reluctance in 1901 because Chamberlain's publisher, 
Bruckmarm, believed book sales would be harmed. Letter, Chamberlain to 
Wilhelm II, February 20, 1902, Briefe II, p. 164. The article was 
solicited by the Rumanian journal of forei~ writers to considtr 
whether civil ruld political equality should be restored for the 
RU11Bl1ian Jews. Chamberlain believed himself a ."moderate" on the Sub.jl~et, 
and his article pleased anti-Semites in 1900, as it did when jt wa~~ 
republished during the First World War as part of his propaganda wor\\, 
described in Chapter VII. 
25M , Er' H t St art Chamb l' lr6 _ elne lnnerungen an ous on ew er am, p.f.:'). 
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new young friends Hermann Keyserling and Rudolf Kassner. 26 Keyserlirlg 
eventually broke away from Chamberlain's influence, achieving a 
reputation as a mystic philosopher after the World War. Keyserling's 
first book, Geffige del' Welt, was heavily indebted to Chamberlain's 
nagnetism and his formulation of Philosophy.27 Kassner was a music 
critic, also influenced by Chamberlain in his own book, Die Moral in del' 
Musik. But by 1908, he too became more involved with mysticism and 
drifted out of the extremely personalized atmosphere of the Chamberlain 
acquaintances. Field described these friendships as crippled by 
Chamberlain's nearly maternal ingratiating helpfulness toward younger 
friends and his dogmatic refusal to tolerate dissent from his own 
structure of beliefs. 28 
Thus the first years of the new century in German speaking 
countries saw a "Chamberlain Case": his Foundations sold well in splte 
of its expensive early editions, and continued to receive wide ~raisc 
26Discussed, for example, in Meine Erinrlerungen an Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain, pp. 126 and 149. A friendship unexplained, however, was 
that with a young Jew, Otto Weininger. Weininger was a masochist 
homosexual who received his Ph.D. and published Geschlecht und Charakter 
in 1903. He synthesized the remarkable opposition of Jewish, feminine 
England to heroic Germany. He sought a new messiah who would redeem the 
world from the guilt of worrenishness, the Jews, Anarchism, Communism and 
the materialistic interpretation of' history. Under Chamberlain's 
influence, the 22 year old Weininger formulated and followed the dictum, 
"Free the world from Jews," killing himself later in 1903. Quoted in 
Friedrich Heel', Gottes erste Liebe: 2000 Jahre Judentum und Christentum 
, nesis des Bsterreichischen Katholiken Adolf Hitler (Munich: Bechtle, 
19 7 , pp. 33 -335. Chamberlain was distraught at the suicide. 
27Evldently Houston's 
Keyserling correspondence. 
Bayreuth," fn. p. 508. 
28Ibid ., pp. 385-387. 
second wife, Eva, later destroyed the 
"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of 
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in Europe. 29 Cosima and Chamberlain agreed the failure of his 
subsequent books to sell quite as well was due not to the increasingly 
specialized subjects they dealt with, but to a conspiracy organized 
principally by Jews. She wrote, "A book such as the Foundations must 
be attacked by a concerted drive: Jews and Jesuits and Socialists and 
Professors and Atheists, etc., etc., etc. ,,30 
The greatest of rrany Ge:rrran admirers of the book was the Emperor-
of Germmy. The Kaiser had becol1l2 an enthusiast of Bayreuth in his 
youth, in 1884 having taken the Richard Wagner Verein in Prussia under-
his personal protection as Crown Prince. 31 He had read with great 
interest Chamberlain's essays (particularly his "The Prussian Race" In 
1900) and the two Wagner books. In 1901 he read the Foundations and WC"w 
enthusiastic. Count Philipp Eulenburg, German ambassador to VJerma PUld 
close confidant of the Kaiser, wrote to Chamberlain, and invited him to 
the embassy for a discussion and later to meet the Kaiser at his huntinr; 
lodge in East Prussia. On this occasion, Chamberlain also met the 
Chancellor, Count Bernhard von BUlow (1849-1929), and the IlEmbeY's or the 
royal entourage. The Kaiser thanked Chamberlain "for everything you haV(~ 
done for GeI'l'rmlY. ,,32 Further, he invited him to COIlE with the Y'oya:t 
29For the first few years of the new century the book was a be:;t 
seller of dimensions comparable to Spengler's later Decline of ~he Wos!. 
Hans Kohn, The Mind of Ge:rmmy; The Education of a Nation (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1960). p. 268. 
30Cosima to Chamberlain, March 23, 1901, Briefwechsel, p. ~15. 
3l per Bayreuther Kreis, p. 140. 
32Meine Er-imerungen an Houston Stewart Chamberlain, p. Ij? 
party to meet the Kaiserin. at Potsdam the following day. On this 
occasion the Kaiser made a great point of assemblinE:!; the entouI'al:~ w:i ttl 
Chamberlain in a large hall where he pointed to a table and proclaimed, 
'''I'hat is the historic table at which I read your Foundations to a small 
group of listeners.,,33 Chamberlain gp.ve some proofs of Worte Christ1 
he had brought to the Kaiserin, who perused them that evening. Meanwhile, 
the rren smoked and drank wine until midnight, discussing their corrrnon 
interests. 'Ihe Kaiser solicited Chamberlain's opinions and displayed a 
photo album of his current favorite project, the Baghdad railway. Whp.n 
one of the group questioned Chamberlain closely about the Foundati'2ns, 
the Kaiser interrupted, and asked if the man had read the book. When 
the answer 1t!as in the negptive, the Kaiser said with authority, "First 
I'pad the book, then speak more to us about it.,,34 
There was, thus, a great deal of shared belief between 
Chamberlain and Germany's erratic ruler. Wilhelm sent him a copper 
engravj.ng which depicted an incident in the recent Boxer Rebellion, when 
a regiment of badly needed German sailors had arrived, and the 
corrmanding English General ordered, "Germans to the front! ,,35 'lhe-j l' 
correspondence was formal and laudatory, sent usually by personal 
courier, and lasted for the next twenty-six years. It appears 
Chamberlain encouraged sorre of the most vlrulent Deutschtum and fvJaeht 
33Ibid., p. 136. 34Ibid .• p. ] 36. 
35The 1900 Boxer Rebellion begpn with a massacre of Christianr.; <Uld 
the murder of the German representative in Peking. The European 
response of' nationalistic-minded men such as the Kaiser was aptly 
charaterized in the engraving he gpve Chamberlain. It was descrihed j n 
~eine Erinnerungen an Houston Stewart Chamberlain, pp. 133-134. 
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notions the Kaiser so extravagantly displayed. As did many patriotic 
Germans, Chamberlain lauded the moral superiority of Germany. In 1901 
he wrote to the Kaiser that the "positive Realpolitik" of the Second 
Empire was different from that of other nations, since it was organized 
not from the conmon mistaken notions of mere statecraft, but from the 
"standpoint of a moral world order." Further, Chamberlain maintained 
this necessitated a struggle against the divisive poisons of Jewishness, 
Ultramontanism, materialism, Slavic superstition, etc., on behalf of 
the German "reine Kraft of faith." In this context, for Chamberlain, 
the Second Reich challenged the pervasive influence of a "yankeeisierten 
Angelsachsentums" as well as of a "totalisierten Slawentums. ,,36 '!he 
Kaiser responded with equal praise, thanking Chamberlain for his 
suggestions on reading material, stating Chamberlain's "pure struggle 
bringing order into a world of confusion, light into darkness" was most 
appreciated. 'The Kaiser saw Chamberlain's letters as a "costly jewel," 
useful in the struggle to awaken the "German Michel." He depicted 
himself as wielding the sword while Chamberlain used the pen: both rren 
engaged in a common struggle. 37 
The two enthusiasts agreed their relationship was comparable to 
Voltaire's correspondence with Friedrich the Great, and wide publicity 
of this analogy was given in Germany. Chamberlain recorrm:mded many 
books and articles to Wilhelm, ;for example, his own "England and Genrnny" 
(1903) which he described to the Kaisey· as outlining a program for 
(Jprmany as the "heart of mankind." In this article, Chamberlain stat,{:'d 
36Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, <Tanuary 18, 1901. Briere II, p. I ~15. 
37Wilhelm II to Chamberlain, December 31, 1901, Brief~ II, pp. 
157-158. 
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the future lay with German concentration and organization, since while 
the Anglo-Saxons could use political atomism to unifY their national 
efforts, they had no true inner freedom; the Gerrrans, however, had 
Geistesbildung and freedom, but were sufficiently contaminated with 
Slavic blood as to require a more organic national framework than did 
. England. Most particularly. Chamberlain and the Kaiser agreed on the 
formulation of German freedom, which they saw manifest in heroes such 
as Friedrich the Great. 'Ibis concept was of "unlimited freedom of 
thought ~ religion and science, but not the freedom to harm oneself: 
'Outwardly limited, inwardly unlimited,,,.38 
Wilhelm II noted how he gave copies of the Foundations to his 
friends, and said that particularly many young military officers wer'e 
attracted by its powerful synthesis. 39 Chamberlain told the Kaiser, in 
his turn, that the "dollar orientation" of England and the United States 
would come to nothing in comparison with German superiority; in 50 year's 
the English nobility would be simply a purely "IIDney oligarchy" with no 
racial solidarity or organic relation to the throne. 40 Strongly 
emphasizing Germanic religion, Chamberlain told the Kaiser how he OPFXJr.cci 
38Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, February 20, 1902, Briefe II, pp. 
157-158. 
39Because of the publicity given to the close friendship of the 
two, rrany contemporaries believed the Kaiser underwrote the book. lIm'l-
ever, it was a south German industrialist, August Ludowice, who donated 
15,000 marks for distributing the book to libraries and schools. Letter, 
Wilhelm II to Chamberlain, December 21, 1902, Briefe II, p. 66. II'or' 
f"xample, the French writer Ernest Seilliere's Houston-Stewart Chamberlain: 
re plus recent philosophe du Pangermanisme mystique (Paris: La 
ffenaissance du Libre, 1917), p. 157, stated the Kaiser financed the book. 
40Chamber-lain to Wilhelm II, February 4, 1903, Briefe II, p. 169. 
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any culture which did not completely accept his definition of Christ. 
He wrote that the enemies of Christ were his enemies, whom he would not 
suffer to educate children, be models for the youth, or to run the 
government.~l Chamberlain continually praised the role of the Kaiser 
in GerI'l'Bl1Y, darming the contemporary influences both nen found 
divisive.~2 Their relationship was sincerely based on common passions, 
hopes and fears.~3 
BOOKS, DIVORCE AND REMARRIAGE 
Chanberlain was the writer after 1900 for the "orthodox" school of 
German nationalists. He was not overtly to move to the extrenes of such 
"outsiders" as Lagarde, Langbehn and the SchnBrers. He was not as 
viscious in his outbursts as Eugene Dlihrung, not a paganist like Ludwig 
Klages, nor was he a mYstery-fanatic like Alfred Schuler. ~~ He 
~lChamberlain to Wilhelm II, March 27, 1903, Briefe II, p. 210. 
~2Chamberlain cited a visit his brother Basil had had in America 
with President Roosevelt in 1908. The President asked Basil (who had 
just returned from Japan) how it was the Japanese were able to so 
swiftly and effectively utilize their national might. Basil answered, 
"because they have got ideals, Sir." Houston used this remark as an 
illustration of how Germany stood in the line of idealistic greatness 
from Greece: with the Wagner heritage and the direction of the Kaiser, 
the Germans would themselves "have ideals" and achieve their full 
potential in the world. Letter, Chamberlain to Wilhelm II, September' 
25, 1908, Briefe II, p. 229. 
~3Field discussed their relationship as well in terms of their 
contrasting tempera.rrents; the emperor admired Chamberlain t S Erw-lish 
background while Chamberlain admired the German heritage. "Houston 
Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 392-~06. 
~~George Mosse has discussed the influence of a variety of ::>tranp;e 
groups and rren before the World \var who brought to the public v:l siems 01' 
mYstic possibilities. The concatenation of race, religion, vol unteerism, 
organicism, anti-historicism, etc., beca.rre the v81kische union. Itr3 
popularity was a neasure of the disaffection of the tines. The 
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continued to publish works which depicted a spiritl21ization of Germany, 
transforming his heroes . Tacitus' ancient Germans, Eckhart, Luther, 
Kant, Goethe, the War of Liberation Heroes, and Wagner beca.rre his 
roodels of Deutschtum. However, the difficulties were enoI'lTK)Us. The 
Wilhelmine reality he attenpted to roold with his writings was in fact 
mterialist, posi ti vist, tom by Liberalism and Socialism, and was even 
tiring of the Bayreuth cult. "Wagnermlldigkeit" denoted the satiation 
of l1'E.ny fin de siecle Gerl1'E.nS who hoped for some real, concrete 
greatness-not merely of the aesthetic variety. This "proud Tower,,45 
was at once fed and attacked by Chamberlain's cultural criticism. 46 
His literary activity continued to be great in the first decade 
of the new century. He published new introductions to later edition~ of 
his Foundations in 1901, 1903 and 1912 which deepened his identificaticrl 
publisher Eugen Diedrichs encoUl'aged a broad spectrum of theosophical 
and v81kische writings which considered popular theories of "electric 
current" el1'E.nating from the "cosmic aether," etc., where "the will 
signifiec that personal dynamic which was the cement of the v81kischc 
faith. Such considerations reflected a Kantian influence, on the on(~ 
hand, and a Nietzschean re-emphasis, on the other." Corrnrenting about 
the "Sera Circle" around the publisher Diedrichs, Mosse observed, "It 
is surely si01ificant that ideas, cults, and theories which in the 
rest of Europe were simply passing fads became associated in GermmlY 
with serious world views." Mosse, The Crisis of Germn Ideology, pp. 
5B-65. -
45This is the title of Barbara Tuch11'E.n, The Proud Tower: l\ 
Portrait of the World Before the War IB90-1914 (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1962). She explained this phrase from Poe was 
illustrative of a fin de siecle attitude preferring the risk of war'~; 
modern hazards to domestic unrest or the post-lB15 European peace. 
46Chamberlain stood especially high in the pantheon of main-
stream and radical German youth groups. Wi th Langbehn, Lagarde, 
Gobineau and Adolf Bartels he was a link to the more centrist 
nationalists, for example, Boeckes, St8cker and Otto Ammon. Mosse, 
'Ihe Crisis of Gerrmn Ideology, pp. 24-25. 
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with things Germm. Also in 1903, with Friedrich Poske, he published 
Heinrich von Stein und seine Weltanschauung. His Immanuel Kant. Die 
Pers8nlichkeit als EinfUhrung in das Werk 47 appeared in 1905, as .did a 
snaIl book about Indian religion, Arische Weltanschauung. He continued 
to produce a great quantity of magazine articles on the same themes, 
and in 1912 completed his Goethe. 48 He maintained he was an independent 
writer, willing to state his relationship to Bayeruth in private 
correspondence but not in his most popular book, the Foundations. 49 He 
enjoyed his new-found position immensely as "Houston Stewart Chamberlain 
der Deutsche. ,,50 
47Herzstein credits Chamberlain's Kant as "a brilliantly 
successful study of the meaning of Kant's philosophy which is still 
[1964] valuable to the serious student of Gennan thought." Herzstein, 
"The Wagperian Ethos in German History," p. 297. This view is somewhat 
exaggerated. The Kant book is loaded with the same ideological 
constructions as were Chamberlain's previous books, and while it 
illustrates his own notions, it is not critically accepted by most 
serious writers. As Herzstein says, it indeed nay be useful as a 
"document" on German thought of the period. 
48He wrote of his difficulties finishing Goethe, TrOst particularly 
that he wrote more easily without being in the Viennese ''V81kerchaos-
kapital," and that Cosima was particularly interested in seeing the 
book completed and published. Chamberlain to Hugo Bruckmann, March 29, 
1912, Briefe I, pp. 201-206. 
49He wrote to Cosima he was certain "that I belong to Bayreuth, as 
long as I breathe--that I can do no otherwise, as long as I yet have 
life." Chamberlain to Cosima, May 12, 1901, Briei'wechsel, p. 617. 
50Chamberlain had a faultless reading voice and excellent 
pronunciation in English, German and French. He was an engaging 
conversationalist and had a sense of htnIDr. For example, in his remoirs 
he related an incident when he had met a certain professor Krurnbacher 
who had unfavorably reviewed the Foundations. Initially there was a 
strained silence between the two ren, but then the house they were in 
was plunged into darkness. The only recently-tntroduced electricity was 
as yet a novelty: Chamberlain was the only one present who had any 
understanding of the problem. He promptly changed the fuses, restoring 
power to the lights. At this, the professor was greatly inpressed, and 
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His letters with Cosima remained formal and worshipful, and the 
two could agree about such happy events as the Bayreuth visit of 
Isadora Duncan51 as well as about such "injustices" as the New York 
performance of Parsifal in 1903.52 But what Chamberlain could not see 
was obvious to the Kreis: his greatest inspiration was Richard Wagner 
and the Bayreuth Idea. Accordingly, Henry Thode (1857-1920), cultural 
historian who had married Daniella von BUlow in 1886 and was devoted to 
asked how it was Chamberlain knew of such things as electricity. 
Chamberlain responded that this was among his talents as well as was his 
achieverent of writing the Foundations. With this, he and the scholar 
became fast friends, and Chamberlain concluded the "mral" of the story 
was that he was not simply a "bookworm," but many other things (i.e., an 
electrician and man of the world) as well. Lebenswege, pp. 318-319. 
51Isadora Duncan (1878-1927) visited Bayreuth in 1904. Cosima was 
delighted with her, calling her "an exerrplary rember of the Anglo-Saxon 
race" who enj oyed particularly the gracefulness of Ta.nnhliuser, and was 
very interested in the Bayreuth stagings. It was ironic that Cosima. 
would recount this to Chamberlain since the very scenes in the opera 
Miss Duncan praised were "typical" opera-not the Gesamtkunstwerk which 
Bayreuth was so seriously pronoting. Cosima to Chamberlain, June 4, 19)4, 
Briefwechsel, p. 671. Another insight into Cosima. and Chamberlain's 
deepening views on the Meister's art was their opinion of such comic 
opera as Mozart's Cosi fan tutte. Chamberlain wrote her he had just 
seen a performance of this opera in Munich, and he was appalled: it was 
an offense against TID..lsic, an "unaufh8rliche Dusche", consisting of 
sirrply one aria strung together after another, using every sort of 
instrumentation, assembled without any organic inspiration whatsoever. 
He corrplained their own day saw rrany such creations, and indicated he 
had begun a sketch for a history of music along the lines of a Bayreutrer 
Grundlage, with the title in mind, "Die Klassiker der deutschen Ton-
dichtun§: Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner." Chanberlain to Cosima, 
August, 1897, Briefwechsel, pp. 517-518. Cosima. responded that she 
wholeheartedly agreed with him, and even extended the damnation of 
Mozart's light works: as well as Cosi fan tutte, Don Juan and Fige.ro 
were as bad as the Italian operas-sinply terrible. Cosima. to 
Chamberlain, September 9, 1897, Brief'wechsel, p. 520. 
52 . 
This work had been intended by Richard Wagner for Bayreuth alone, 
a religious work of art, the Bflhnenweihfestspiel. Also, this husbanding 
of the sl.ll11lm'Y Wagnerian work was sought for financial reasons. 
Chanberlain wrote Cosima that "In spite of all laws and legpl books, in 
spite of the many fannus legal experts and juridical congresses, in spite 
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Wagnerism, published an attack on Chamberlain in 1900. 53 Thode praised 
the FOlmdations, but noted it really was simply an extension of 
Wagnerian ideas. Chamberlain took up the challenge, and in his new 
foreward to the 1909 edition of the book replied sharply, denying any 
"plagiarism," stating Richard Wagner had no copyright on the theres he 
had used. The peculiar fact was Cosirr:a. had not only read Thode's 
criticism before it was published, but had suggested various changes in 
it: it bore her unmistakable authorization. 54 While both sides did 
little to continue the public exploration of this issue55 their basic 
positions rerr:a.ined unchanged, even through the 1908-1927 exceedingly 
close relationship of Chamberlain and Cosima. 56 
of Parlian:ent, Senates, endless researches, the Rights of Man and what-
ever else was associated with such things, the work "des Geistes" is 
left without right and protection." It was "stoneage Iren" who performed 
Parsifal without the Meisterin's permission. Among those so damned 
were the previously loyal Mottl and Seidl, who assisted in the 
Metropolitan Opera productions. Chamberlain to Cosirr:a., December 25, 
1903, Briefwechsel, pp. 663-664. 
53This appeared in the Literarisches Zentralblatt fUr Deutschland, 
March 10, 1900, cited in Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 116. 
54Thode and Chamberlain, close members of the Kreis, were 
competitive personalities anyway, and during this period kept up only 
the pretenses of tolerance for each other. Thode ceased addressing 
Chamberlain as "Mein Freund" or "Lieber Freund," in letters in favor of 
"Sehr geehrter Heer. II Chamberlain responded his book was his own 
creation he would not suffer to be unjustly accused of illegitimate 
par entage . Field and Schtuer discuss this peculiar incident and repOl~t 
it had as well other implications in Chamberlain's social life. Der 
Bayreuther Kreis, pp. 118-122. 
55Chamberlain wrote he was not a rember or partisan of any 
distinguishable group: he rerr:a.ined simply an independent writer and 
critic. Cha.nt>erlain to J. F. Iehrrann, March 8, 1904, Briefe I, pp. 
132-133. 
56In 1905 Chamberlain wrote Cosima insisting he really was 
independent of her tutalage. In writing Da.s Drama Richard Wagners, 
for example, he had needed to secure plates from her for his publisher, 
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Obviously there was truth and falsity on both sides of the 
argurrent. It is just as illustrative of Chamberlain's dearth of self-
criticism that he refused to credit his Wagnerian debt as it is reveal-
ing that the Wahnfried Kreis was unable to understand how all-
encompassing their ideology had become. The identification of reality 
with Geist prevailed in both camps.57 
During the years in Vierma to 190B, Chamberlain wrote under great 
errotional stress. He was depressed and considered suicide in 1900, and 
his relationship with Arma deteriorated. She also had a "Nervenleiden" 
and a rheumatic condition. Domestic quarrels dominated their occasional 
conversations in Vienna. She took frequent trips to Kurs while 
Chamberlain remained absorbed in his Vienna writing and social activities, 
and in January of 1905 she was advised by her doctors to leave Vierma 
for an extended rest. 5B He took this opportunity to ask for a 
separation, and--after a prolonged series of legal negotiations--
secured a divorce in December, 190B. Characteristically, in 1905 he 
wrote her, "I have the apprehension of another crisis: now or never. I 
simply because of the opposition of a cantankerous museum cureator in 
Munich. Also, with regard to statements he had "studied under your 
direction," he insisted "I have never at any tine studied under your 
direction. The sources for mY works are sources which any other 
person nay use." Chamberlain to Cosima, January 13, 1905, BriefWechsel, 
p. 6B1-
57 Herzstein appeared to validate Cha.nberlain' 5 argurrent here, 
stating that only about one-fifth of Chamberlain's writingp were 
concerned with Richard Wagner. However, Herzstein gives no elaboration 
as to how he measured this literature, and even if this was the case as 
regards publications Chamberlain explicitly identified with the Meister, 
it does not address the broader issue. 'Ihe point 1,5 how much Wagnerian 
ideas had to do with Chamberlain t s Weltanschauung. Herzstein, "'Ihe 
Wagnerian Ethos in German History, tI fn., p. 290. 
5BMeine Erinnerungen an Houston Stewart Cha.niJerlain, p. 154. 
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will and rrrust have myself; I IIn.lst or I will be destroyed. ,,59 Hence-
forth, negotiations were carried on by their lawyers, although she 
followed Chamberlain's literary career with great devotion. In London, 
for instance, she represented herself as still legp.lly his wife in 
negotiiations for an English transl:!tion of the Foundations. After a series 
of hospitalizations she recovered sOllEwhat, did translation work for 
German newspapers, briefly flung herself into Munich sufframette causes, 
and died in 1924, still worshipful of Chamberlain. 60 
During this creative period, Chamberlain continued to state his 
fundamental concem: the remeneration of nodem society. For him, the 
real hOIlE of Aryan, German man was simply not of this earth. 'Ihe 
significance of this fact was not fully grasped by himself or by most of 
his readers. While Bayreuth for him was an "emblem of battle,,61 around 
which the Aryans could rrruster in the battle for ~eltanschauung, it was 
:i.n:portant to stress the ongoing quest for purer motives, purer aesthetic 
experience, purer life. The expression of this ultirrate Il\Ystic vision 
was the Kingdom of God become the Kingdom of Man. Chamberlain,.however, 
living in the real world of nationalism, "corrupted" science, and 
59 6 Ibid., p. 15 . 
60She secured the first translator of the Foundations, John Lees, 
and only after Chamberlain himself learned of her role did he becoIIE 
dissatisfied with it and attempt to enlist Lord Redesdale as supervisor 
for the translation. As well, ChaIrberlain found Redesdale a useful 
publicist aroong important circles in England, which aided his pressing 
for Redesdale's supervision of the English edition of the book. This 
fascinating story is developed partially in Colin HollIEs, "Houston 
Stewart Chamberlain jn Great Britain," the Wiener Library Bulletin, 24 
#2 (1970): pp. 31-36. 
61Chamberlain, Richard Wagper, p. 379. 
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competing "races" found-as did his friend the Kaiser--fullest receptim 
for his ideas in the extremist groups of his day. It was the Pan 
Germans, the German Youth Moverent and the disaffected v81kische radicals 
who best understood the import of his proclanations. Thus it was ironic 
that while he had a spiritual, affective side which in conception he 
shared with ren of leftist as well as rightist political orientation, 
socialists as well as "proto-fascists," he rerrained unable to bring his 
neo-Kantianism to fulfillll'Ent except through the mystic fUturism of an 
extremely determinist Aryan ideology. Contemporary reality was simply 
uncongenial to his highly personal insistence on pure personality, 
genius and Geist. 
A typical experience he fondly recalled in his remoirs occurred in 
August, 1904, when he set out mountain climbing in the Swiss Alps and 
found himself overcome by the majesty of the view, and was inspired to 
write a book about Goethe. 62 His three major books, the Foundations, 
Kant and Goethe, were to form a single unity of conception. His 
formulation of the Aryan spirit growing and asserting itself again in 
the modem period was the attempt to shape "Aryan" consciousness both 
as a contemporary fact and as a future possibility. Underlying this 
with the I..ebenslehre was his oft-stated intuitive "eye": with his 
scientific training this forrred the basis for a revitalizing Welt-
~schauung. 
Chamberlain was deprived of hi.s last strong family link to EnpJand 
with the death of his famous uncle, Field Marshal Sir Neville 
Chamberlain in 1902. Having not read English newspapers during the 
62This was another "electrifying" experience. Lebenswege, p. 142. 
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following two years, he later, in 1904, noted these publications had 
grown-if possible-more egregious. Particularly, they seeIred to be 
lying about political events, criticising Austrian policy, laying "black 
on white." They too-briefly surveyed facts, a circumstance he declared 
was not possible in the German-speaking world. 63 And during this 
period, deprived of his rnarTiage partner of twenty-five years, himself 
being fourty-seven years old, Chamberlain appears to have indulged in an 
exemplary proof of man's foibles: a spate of love affirs. 64 Field 
reported Cr~erlain threw himself into several liasons which were the 
subject of later legal proceedings, and of careful scrutiny by Wahnfrie:i. 
However, he was, as he explained to Cosima, nerely indulging in a 
last "Venusberg" fling of passion; on December 26, 1908, he rrarried Eva, 
"the daughter des Meisters aller Meister,,65 and roved to Bayreuth. 
Contemporaries noted how satisfYing Chamberlain's final move into the 
very household of the Kreis appeared. He seeIred alnost docile in the 
company of Eva and Cosima.; the evenings were taken up with readings at 
Wahnfried and no sign of the intellectual assertiveness of the previous 
years marred their haPpiness. 66 Cosima, herself soon increasingly beset 
63Chamberlain to Graf Wallis, April 2, 1904, Briefe I, p. 139. 
64"Houston Stewart Cha.nt>erlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 509-
512 and p. 544. Because of Chamberlain's totalitarian views on culture, 
society and man, and his unwillingness to be be seen as less than a 
paragon of Victorian morality, Nietzsche's "HUIIml, All Too HWJaIl" would 
be an apt cOIJ'll1'ent on this period in his life. Exactly this sort of 
unreflective hubris yet "respectability" was what enraged Nietzsche. 
65Chamberlain to Eva Wagner, October 15, 1908, Chamberlain Nachlass, 
quoted in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 529. 
66 As he wrote· to Wilhelm II, at last "11\Y life-ship has glided into 
friendly waters." Chamberlain to the Kaiser, Deceni:>er 11, 1908, Briefe 
II, p. 231. 
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with periods of senile disorientation, was overjoyed at her daugpter's 
husband. He bought a large house next to Wahnfried in which he had 
built a large telescope to pursue his astronomical observations, and 
spent TlD.lch of his t:i.ITE at Wahnfried itself, a senior member of the 
Kreis. He maintained the best of relations with the other "inner" 
members, particularly with Siegfried Wagner, a composer in his own 
rigpt who at last had been perrrdtted to take over the direction of the 
FestsPiele.67 
Chamberlain continued to produce the quantity of articles which 
were to be so useful to his War Aims Movement work and to the Nazis. 
But his creative period was waning, his health becoming an increasing 
matter of concern. His later books were generally composed of earlier 
essays, notes and ideas. One book he wanted to write but did not was 
"GeI"I'TBnY in the 'l\'lentieth Centurry." The first chapter would have been 
an historical overview from the Reformation to the 1860' s . The second 
would have been concerned with the "inner political condition": the 
conflict of federalism and the central government, the post-Bismarckian 
growth of bureaucracy and social ills, the evils of Derrocracy, 
Demogogues, "JudensozialisTlD.ls," and the threat of parlianentary 
government. The fourth chapter would have concerned international 
developments, of the hostility of the rest of Europe to Germany, and 
the seriousness of this challenge to Ge:rmmy (with the overriding need 
for concentrated German moral, intellectual and artistic weaponry in the 
service of the nation). The sixth chapter would have dealt with a 
67He wrote to Wilhelm II that Siegfried's creative efforts were 
particularly welco~ since otherwise the art world was being dominated 
by Jews. Chanilerla:ln to the Kaiser, December 26, 1909, Briefe II, p. 235. 
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comparative study of the press, the stock market, the suffragette IIDve-
rent, the Jews, pornography, etc. And the last chapter would have been 
titled, sigpificantly, "Die Wiedergc!burt." The solution that he 
prescribed included all Germans becoming Protestants, all Germans 
worshiping at the shrine of Wagper' s art, and all Germans helping to 
construct "Naturanschauung: im Gefolgc! Goethes. ,,68 
The thoughts to be contained in this book, however, were well 
presented in Chamberlain's oeuvre. He, in addition to his publicist 
work, kept up a great correspondence until his last years, defending 
Germany.69 Praised by the Deutsche Dichter-GedHchtnisstiftung, for 
example, for his contributions to regc!nerating German literature, he 
replied to them warmly in a 1912 letter. He lauded their struggle 
against undesirable literature, "trash" and pornography, and their 
support of a pure, strong patriotic literature. He stated the 
degc!neration of contemporary literature would lead the Volk to ruin; it 
would be a thousand tires better if people read nothing at all than the 
scribblings detested by Chamberlain. But, faced with the existing 
deluge, Chamberlain believed man might sink under the level even of the 
animal: he hailed the efforts of this nationalist group to stave ofT 
68Chamberlain to "Graf L," rJJarch 8, 1910, Briefe I, pp. 186-192. 
The identity of Chamberlain's acquaintance was not given. Chamberlain 
refered to his wish for anonymity and gave no clues as to the person's 
naIIE. Investigation of this sort of problem would have to utilize the 
Chamberlain Nachlass. 
69SoIIE of Chamberlain ~ s pej orati ve terms were remarkably 
constructed. For example, he called one critic of Wagnerism an 
"interesting, but sick, hateful ~ pin-sticking dialectician, n[ "diesen. 
interessartten, abel'· krankhasten Stecknake1spitzendia1ektiker"]. 
Chamberlain to P6strat Prezsch, August 30, 1911, Briere II, p. 198. 
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this catastroPhe. 70 
Chamberlain was greatly influential as a religious authority, and 
becane inportant in the German Protestant. IlDvenent . He fornru.lated, as 
nentioned, specific doctrines on the Aryan origin of Christ, as well as 
adding to the anti-Catholic literature of the day. He used the symbol 
of "Rone" as the all-encompassing repository of corruption in attacking 
the wide variety of contemporary challenges to "German" greatness. He 
characterized the scriptural and legal history of the ROITEn Church as 
antithetical to freedom, particularly to his notion of "Geman freedom." 
However, he had as well a more general influence on Protestantism: he 
helped to prepare radical formulations which only reached fulfillment 
in post-1933 Germany.7l 
70Charnberlain to the editor of the Deutsche Dichter-GedHchtnis-
Stiftung, December 26, 1912, Briefe II, pp. 199-201. Field observed, 
Underlying Chamberlain's vague and idealistic Kulturkritik 
therefore was an apocalyptic vision. He warned of the inminent 
destruction of European civilization and constantly reiterated 
that mankind had reached the most critical stage of its history. 
His anxiety sometiIlEs generated deep pessindsm, but not, as with 
Gobineau, a feeling of hopeless fatalism. A militancy and activism 
reverberated through Chamberlain's work: the Germans could 
advance or decline but not stand still .... [Convinced of the 
racial struggle underlying life, Chanberlain' s]. . • paranoid 
IlDde of thought manifested marked syncretic tendencies, subjecting 
everything to a racial dogma and reducing all opposition to a 
single monolithic Semitic conspiracy. 
"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of I3a.yreuth," pp. 501-502. 
71This implicitly undercuts such argLUlEnts as the "Conservative 
Revolutionary" thesis of Arnirn Mohler which atterrpts to isolate radical 
notions of religion and particularly racism before the interwar period 
from mainstream Gernan society. Arnim Mohler, Die Konservative Revolution 
in Deutschland 1918-1932: E1nHandbuch, 2nd, revised ed. (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaft1iche Buchgese11schaft, 1972). 
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Anti-Semitism was already very wide spread among the populations 
of Gerrran-speaking lands (to say nothing of the rest of Europe, indeed 
the West in general) before the World War. 72 Illustrative of this 
situation before 1914 was the role of Chamberlain himself: he 
consistently rmintained he was not anti-Semi tic. He protested his 
views were based on a correct perception of reality, not prej udice . He 
wrote he was "a loyal believer in the Church fathers", and that on this 
account "I hate the anti-Christians." This camp he opposed he said 
included "Herrn Denifle !::!. ~. ,,73 as well as the Jews. 74 
Chamberlain sought to maintain links with such eminent theologians 
as Adolf von Harnack, but found this a difficult task. While he could 
explain to Cosima Wagner why he minimized his underlying racism for 
propagpndistic purposes and be understood, this. tactic did not suceed 
with a scholar such as Harnack. Chani:lerlain defended his Goethe to 
Harnack, maintaining even if it was not entirely accurate, it brought a 
new world to the view of his readers. He acknowledged various factual 
errors Harnack had pointed out, but denied he could revise his j udgJnent 
of the Jews expressed in the book-which were the SaII'E as those of his 
earlier writings. He stated he would not change his views, and cited 
as evidence his understanding of Kant and the Church Fathers. When 
72"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 464 and 
Field's "Antisemitism and Weltpolitik," pp. 65-9l. 
73This Catholic scholar's work on Luther was particularly in.furiat-
ing to many Protestants. Heinrich Joseph Denifle (1844-1905) published, 
eg., a two voll.lIl'e Luther biogr'8.phy, Luther und Luthertum, 1m der ersten 
Entwicklung quellenmMssig darS@steIlt (1904-1909). 
74CharriJerlain to Hugo Brucknann, March 29, 1912, Briefe II, p. 2rrr. 
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Harnack insisted hatred of the Jews was simply antithetical to true 
Christian IDve, Chamberlain could only cry he hated Jewry "with all the 
power" of his soul. 75 
While Chamberlain blended the three characterizations of the Jews 
common to the day's anti-Semites (i.e., of them being revolutionaries, 
capitalists and liberals) his own practical solutions were vague: he 
was unsure how to really solve the Jewish "problem." He did, however, 
jot down many ideas, sore of which were later utilized to support Nazi 
reasures. 76 Anti-Semitism such as Chamberlain's was particularly 
important in this late Wilhelmine period. Besides pandering to popular 
taste, it helped the embattled aristocracy persevere in the face of the 
hated challenges which had become increasingly worrisome since Bismarck's 
departure: modernism, technology and parliamentarianism. 77 
75Chamberlain wrote passionately, 
... mit allen Krgften reiner Seele hasse ich es und hasse es 
und hasTe es! Und wie dieser Bass aus meiner-leIdenschafITichen 
LIebe entspriesst" ebenso krHftIgt-sich und wgchst reine Liebe 
aus diesem Hass. Ggbe ich einmal den Hass auf, ich bliebe 
bettelarm aii""1Kebe-. - - - -- -- --
Chamberlain to Harnack, December 9, 1912, Briefe II, p. 218. 
76Chamberlain suggested rnany reans, from mildly allowing the Jews 
to voluntarily renounce their religion, to finally limiting their 
franchise, and even expropriating Jewish property. Particularly the 
article on the Rumanian Jews was a radical staterent. Field discussed 
Charrberlain's anti-Semitic measures, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: 
Prophet of Bayreuth," p, 44l. 
77"Anti-Semitism facilitated the ideological consensus of landed 
and industrial classes behind a program of conservative nodernization." 
Ibid., p. 461. 
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Thus Chamberlain in the years before the World War synthesized his 
important political and intellectual positions. They were broadcast and 
only slightly strengthened during the war itself, and they reshaped his 
reputation outside Germmy. Arter completing his Goethe in 1912 he 
resUJIEd work on his I.ebenslehre and on theology. He hoped to conplete 
the books that ultimately were only published in the Weimar Republic 
pE~riod, Mensch und Gott (1921) and the posthuroous Natur und I.ebel!. (1928). 
However, international events were swirtly pressing toward a confrontat-
ion between his horreland and his adopted nation. His own loyalty in 
the face of the coming war was, however, not at question. Charrberlain 
was in spirit, though not yet in citizenship, Reichsdeutsch. 
CHAPIER VIII 
'IRE 'IWENTIEI'H CENTURY WAR 
WORLD WAR ONE 
Chamberlain influenced another Wahnfried friend, the India 
scholar leopold von Schroeder. While a professor at the University of 
Viema, and a member of the Imperial Acaderrw of Sciences, Schroeder had 
delivered a series of lectures during 1910 and 1911. He had linked 
Wagperism and imperialism in the Aryan synthesis. He acknowledged that 
his inspiration on this subject had been Chamberlain, and he continued 
to speak out on the Bayreuth issues m the coming years. 1 His Arische 
Religion and Die VOllendung des arischen MYsteriums in Bayreuth further 
credited Chamberlain's influence in spreading the Gospel of Wagnerism. 2 
Schroeder wrote of the genius of Wagper unifymg mythic therres and 
racial heritages for presentation at Bayreuth. He heavily quoted 
O1amberlain and sought a wide public for himself as well. 3 His was a 
IHerzstein, "'!he Wagperian Ethos in German History," p. 277. 
2Die Vollendun des arischen JV{ysteriums in Bayreuth (Munich: 
.T. F. Lehmann, 1911); Arische Religion, 2 vols. (Munich: J. F. lehmann, 
1914-1916. . 
3Leon Poliakov stated that in spite of the mixture of patriotism 
and artistic themes, Schroeder's books did not become popular before the 
World War. There was, interestingly, a rebuke to Schroeder from 
Cllamberlain, who wrote Schroeder that it was not wise to have alluded 
favorably to Jewish rrwsticism in his book des arischen JV{ysteriums. For 
Chamberlain, praise such as this had to be considered carefully; it was 
permissible only in private, since in public it could betray the Aryan 
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spectacular synthesis of Aryan nwthology, portraying Bayreuth as the 
Grail repository, the center of Aryan inner strength, dem::mstrated in 
the Festspielen. 4 Continuing his close relationship with Bayreuth, in 
1914 Schroeder wrote in the Bayreuther Bll:itter, "Yes, we Gerrrans must 
strongly realize that our Volk leads in music before all others in the 
world. ,,5 
By the era of World War, the Bayeruth Idea thus was well 
established in German society. 6 In 1909 the Richard Wagner league of 
German Worren had been founded, and was to persevere through the difficult 
war years. 7 In 1912 its chairwoman delivered an address in which she 
stated, "Germanness was the foundation of Wagner's being, art and life, 
the source of his works, the source of Bayreuth. ,,8 Thus, much of 
Gerrrany's youth was taken up by the Wagper ideology. This third 
generation, or "v8lkische Jugend" group of Wagnerites, was closely 
identified with notions of radical nationalism. They had most in 
cOIJl1'X)n with their gr'andfathers of the first Wagner generation, rather 
cause. letter, Chamberlain to Schroeder, December 26, 1907, Briefe I, 
pp. 169-170, quoted in Leon POliakov, 'The Aryan Myth: A History of 
Racist And Nationalist Ideas In Europe, trans. Edmund Howard (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1974), p. 313. 
4Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 61. 5Ibid., p. 200. 
6rn the pre-war period, the interest in a German "artwork of the 
future" went well beyond sirrply Wagnerian terms. It was characteristic 
as well of the Youth Movenent!l and of rrany very centrist groups. An 
example which was attractive to the Nazis for its natural setting and its 
potential for cultic ritual was at Zoppot in East Prussia. Termed the 
"Bayreuth of the North," from 1909 Zoppot staged the Meister.' s works. 
George L. Masse, 'The Nationalization of the Masses: Political SyniJolism 
and Mass Moverrents 1ri Gerrrany ffum the NapoleonIc Wars ThroGgh the Third 
ReIch (New York: Howard Fertig, 1975), p, 112. --
7Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 61. 
8Margp.rete Strauss, Richard Wagners Deutschtum (Magdeburg: 1912), 
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then their I1Dre restrained, or, at least, I1Dre "establishrrEnt" fathers. 
Just as the wide Kreis of the first generation was heavily represented 
with "dilletantische SchwM.rIrer," so was this generation. 9 Sharing in 
the radicalization of the complex German Youth MoveIIEnt, Wagnerites. 
were as well quite prominent in higher education. Though the v8lkische 
Youth MoveIIEnt was represented by m:my ideologies, from Zionist, to 
revolutionary to purely artistic, the German Wagner enthusiasts were 
characteristically proto-Nazi. Indeed, sone of their number becane 
leaders in the Third Reich. Kurt von Westerrihagen, for example, was a 
young nember of the Berlin Academic Wagnerverem, a fervent National 
Socialist, and a leader of the Hitler Jugend. A doctor, he survived 
World War Two and continued to publish quite Eixtreme Wagnerite 
literature in Switzerland. lO Otto Daube (b. 1900) was influential in 
his Bayreuther Bund der Deutschen Jugend .. He wrote the book, Mythos 
der Frontgeneration. Many writers such as Paul BUlow and Oskar Wring 
were young nen during the First World War. In 1916, for example, the 
young GUnter Holstein (1892-1931), later a law professor, wrote to 
Wolzogen how enthusiastically he agreed that the inner regeneration of 
the Volk would fuse Christianity and Deutschtum through the example of 
the great Wagnerian Vorldhrpfer. He wa.c:; referring to the Meister and 
Meisterin and the inner Kreis. ll Karl Richard Ganzer (1909-1943) 
12 published a standard Nazi interpretation of the Meister. He worked 
address delivered in Magdeburg before the League of German WOIIEn, Pansa 
1912; cited in Herzstein, "The Wagnerian Ethos in Gennan History," p. 251. 
9ner Bayreuther Kreis, p. 168. 10Ibid., p. 168. llIbid., p. 167. 
l2Ka.rl Richard Ganzer, Richard Wagner der RevolutionHr gegen das 
19. Jahrhundert (Munich: 1934). 
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with Walther Frank and the Reichsinstitut for the history of the new, 
Nazi, Germany. His Wagner essay praised a struggle by the Meister 
against the Jewish, liberalistic nineteenth century.13 
This third generation, twentieth century Wagnerism, ended only 
with the apocalypse of 1945. Its fornative period was the era of World 
War One, when nearly all Germ:ms believed struggle was necessary, even 
preferable to suffering second-rate international status. The expression 
of this desire for world power had begun in the late 1890's with the 
construction of Tirpitz' High Seas Battle Fleet. Though successive 
increases in military and technological effort had indeed greatly 
enhanced Germany's position as a world power, many Germans still felt 
British international dorrdnance obstructed their destiny's path. The 
convoluted German policies of the day were closely associated with a 
series of war scares. Repeatedly the major powers came close to war, 
particularly in the 1905-1906 First Morocco Crisis, the 1911 Second 
Morocco Crisis, and during the 1912 and 1913 Balkan Crisis .14 The 
stresses of the day were immense, seemingly pressing toward only a 
military confrontation. For governITEnts such as that of vlilhelmine 
Germ:my, the choice was increasingly whether a war or a dOITEstic 
revolution should be dared: war was the less-feared option. 
During the war scare of 1912 Chamberlain had written to the Kaiser 
13Cited in Herzstein~ "The Wagnerian Ethos in GeI'IlEI1 History," 
pp. 358-359. . 
14The standard English text for general GernBIl history is Hajo 
Holbom, A Htstor,y of Modern Ge~, vol. 3: 1840-1945 (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1969): 1905-19~rst Morocco Crisis, pp. 327-328; 
1908-1909 Bosnia Crisis~ pp. 329-330; 1911 Second Morocco Crisis, pp. 
337-338; and 1912-1913 Balkan Wars, pp. 340-341. More specialized 1.s 
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that the times demanded every heart choose which nation it must support: 
England or GerIrm"lY. He thus felt honored to be able to write to WilheJm 
II, the "helmsman 11 of his adopted country. He was happy to report to 
the Kaiser that he had received an enthusiastic letter from a young 
officer who expressed boundless confidence in the Kaiser's leadership, 
and jubilantly anticipated "der Tag" when the nanE of Wilhelm II and of 
Germany would be properly known and honored throughout the entire 
world. Chamberlain assured the Kaiser that recent rerrarks made by a 
rernber of the Reichstag to the effect that Wilhelm was throwing 
dynarrdte in the air without looking where it might land were without 
foundation. Chamberlain said he himself was a patriotic EnglishImn, but 
believed England should recognize that the German fleet was intended not 
to compete with, but to co-operate with England.15 
In 1913, Chamberlain relayed the best wishes of wrd Redesdale, 
the English translator of his Foundations and Kant to the Kaiser. This 
Englishman, Chamberlain wrote, was at the time an approving observer of 
the Kaiser's "youthful policies. 11 Chamberlain expressed the hope this 
assurance from an influential English aristocrat would clear up sore of 
the then-current "rralevolent 'German Ocean' fog. ,,16 wrd Redesdale 
later, in January, 1914, wrote an extrerrely pro-Chamberlain article for 
Fritz Fischer, Ge~'s Aims In The F'irst World War (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company, 19 7). 
15Charnberlain to the Kaiser, January 1, 1912, Briefe II, p. 239. 
16Cha.mberlain to the Kaiser, December 18, 1913, Briefe II, p. 242. 
Chamberlain further assured Wilhelm that current German and English 
criticism was rerely the work of Jews and the press. Chamberlain to 
the Kaiser, January 21, 1914, Briefe II, p. 243. 
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the Edinburgh Review, in which he praised the publishing activities of 
the Wahnfried disciple, chiding only Chamberlain's racism. Redesdale 
believed that had ChanDerlain lived around the "JOOst distinguished Jews" 
such as were to be found in the English upper class, he would have 
changed his opinion of these people. As it was, Redesdale believed 
Chanilerlain had taken for a I1Ddel rrerely the "low Polish Jew, whom we 
see in the sweated tailor of the East End. ,,17 Redesdale even at this 
late date in the animosity of Germany and England stated his approval of 
Chamberlain's Aryan since the world that species had entered "was an 
Augean Stable; its cleansing, the work of a Hercules." Further, 
Redesdale hoped a translator would be found for ChanDerlain's recent 
Goethe, a "masterpiece drawn, to use an expression of Goethe's own, 'from 
the depths of humanity. ,,,18 
Such literary activities did not, however, prevent the outbreak 
of World War in August, 1914. Charrberlain had long dreaded this 
developrrent; he had hoped his choice would not have to be between 
Gernany and the "verbUndeten RHubervBlker. ,,19 It placed hlm in an 
eJOOtional crucible. He feared the war of his fOI'ITEr, "materialistic" 
homeland against his idealized adopted country. This was a great 
hardship for the sensitive aesthete, who wrote he would have preferred 
death to witnessing the launching of war on Germany by England. 20 His 
17Lord Redesdale, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain's Foundations of 
the Nineteenth Century," Edinburgh Review, vol. 219 (January, 1914), 
p. 81. 
18Ibid ., pp. 83-90. 19LebenS~, p. 153. 
20Chamberlain to Justizrat Troll, Briefe I~ p. 231. 
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decision to aid Germ:my was IIBde quite soon after the outbreak of war, 
but with great pain. After Germany he still loved England best, and 
he did not immediately seek to chan@e his citizenship. 
The late summer of 1914 was a tinE of physiological as well as 
psychological stress for the erstwhile EnglishITml. He suffered a 
relapse of his long-standing disease, and became progressively stricken 
with a painful paralysis of his limbs. Despite his illness, from which 
he was freed only by death thirteen years later, Chamberlain began 
writing for the German cause. 2l He wrote a great number of essays, the 
Kriegsaufs~tze, which were collected and republished in cheap trench 
editions in 1914, 1915 and 1916, as well as a number of other booklets. 
Chamberlain also kept up a great correspondence during this tire, with 
not simply his usual select aristocratic and literary friends, but with 
military nen of all ranks, and with young students and bereaved parents. 
He carried on editorial duties which later represented the goals of the 
annexationist War Aims Movenent, and he continued to read, research and 
prepare rraterial for his postwar books. This truly rerrarkable labor was 
probably one reason for the worsening of his physical condition. By 
war's end he was virtually crippled. SchUler noted this effort was 
perhaps comparable to that dramatic suffering endured by Wagner's 
22 operatic characters striving toward regeneration. 
21Writers favorable to Chamberlain frequently cited the 
coooination of events surrounding the outbreak of World War One as being 
a particularly destructive.series of events for the author. For what-
ever reasons) the political events did coincide with a breakdown in his 
own health as cited, for exanple, :in D8ring, Ein Deutscher naITEn~ 
Chamberlain, p. 33. 
22Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 266. 
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Soon after the out~reak of war, Chamberlain was prodded by 
friends such as Jacob Uexkll11 to write articles against the Entente. 
Chamberla:in believed the English were indeed "die LUge," who were not 
yet ready to hear the truth. First they needed to experience 
"vemichtende SchHlge"; then they would be ready to understand how far 
they were from the righteous Germans. He closed a letter with a 
stateITEnt he often rrade during the war, "How this affects the inner- self 
you can only imagine.,,23 Chamberlain could sleep only fitfully since 
the beginning of war, and he sought distraction gp.zing at the stars 
through his telescope. But even this pastiITE aroused the curiosity of 
his Gernan neighbors, since SOnE thought he might be an English agent. 
Nevertheless, when a French airplane was thought headed for Bayreuth, 
Chamberlain was proud to note the hOITEguard asked him to look out for' it 
with his telescope. 24 
The rumor he was a spy infuriated the author. Perhaps his 
dOnEstic enemies utilized this occasion to ensnare him in a succession 
of bureaucratic difficulties. He was unwilling to iITiIl2diately apply for 
German citizenship, and noted that consequently he was accosted by an 
officer from NUrernberg. 25 However, soon he realized the war would not 
end itmediately, and complained at the bureaucracy's slowness in 
processing his citizenship papers. During the early period of the war 
he was so sensitive to criticism he abandoned going into the town of 
23Cha.mherlain to Uexkill.l, August 23, 1914, Briefe I, p. 235. 
24LebenSWege, p. 154. 
25Chamberlain to UexkUll~ AUgust 23~ 1914, Briefe I, p. 237. 
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Bayreuth for fear he would be asked if he secretly radioed inforrration 
to the Entertte. 26 
Chamberlain believed the pre-war years had seen the English press 
prepare for the present conflict. He said the newspapers and j ouma.ls 
had talked of nothing but hate for Germ:my and the inevi tabili ty of war. 
They had systematically disseminated this poison. But he recalled 
fondly Victorian England, before the rule of Edward VII (1901-1910). 
He clainEd to have observed a particularly galling "rawness" displayed 
in the behavior of Englishrren, on English streets, and anong even the 
young ITErnbers of the English aristocracy. He reread Burke's "Impeachrrmt 
of Warren Hastings" as an illustration of the degredation possible in a 
parliaITEntary system. But in contemporary Germany, Chamberlain was 
convinced no such Anglo-Saxon perversion would be possible: "Deutschland 
liber alles, ob siegend oder besiegt! ,,27 
In the euphoria of the early war, the "nood of August, 1914," so 
pronounded in Entente as well as Central Power nations, Chamberlain even 
permitted himself some pride in the behavior of Germany's Reichstag. He 
noted the Kaneradschaft so visible anong the rulers and the people, the 
officers and soldiers of the Reich, even anong the delegates to the 
Reichstag, united as they had been :in voting war credits. 28 Sharing the 
high expectations of 1TX)st Germans during the early roonths of war, he 
26 Ibid., p. 239. 
27 ChaJTberlain to COtmt. Carl Plickler, September 18, 1914, Briere I, 
pp. 245-246. 
28Cha.rrt>erlain to Prince Max von Baden, September 22, 1914, Briefe 
I, pp. 248-249. 
believed the English would soon experience the crushing defeat of 
France in 1870; soon England would then be ready for tutelage by a 
dominant Germany.29 
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Chamberlam's first war essays "by the heart-broken, but grimly 
determined 'EngHinder,' Houston Stewart Chamberlain. ,,30 He found them 
popular :In Germany, particula:rly am:mg the ruling councils of the Reich. 
In November, 1914, Wilhelm II sent him a telegram from his residence at 
the Supreme Headquarters stating he had read a recent Chamberlain 
article "with pounding heart and elevated soul," and had found it 
"rneisterhaft.,,31 These essays were collected as the first volume of 
Kriegsaufs~tze in 1914, and Chamberla:ln cont:lnued to publish articles 
which considered not merely the circumstances of the war's outbreak, 
but :Increasingly emphasized the cultural-philosophical justifications 
for German's entire war effort. Scrre of the prograrrmatic titles were 
. "Deutschland als f'Uhrender Welt staat ," "Die deutsche Sprache," "Deutsche 
Friedensliebe," and "Englische Geleherte. ,,32 These essays were 
generally well received in Germany, as it was felt Chamberlain's 
international reputation would be effective in the battle to enlist 
neutral sympathy for Germany. Toward that end, in 1915 a booklet, "Who 
is to blame for the War," was published in English in Stockholm. In it, 
29 Ibid., p. 250. 
30Reproduced in Briere I, p. 244. 
31Wilhelm II telegrem to Charrberlain, November 25, 1914, Briefe II, 
p. 244. 
32The best bibliography of Chamberlain publications is Field's, 
"Houston Stewart Charrberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," listed on p. 565. 
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Chamberlain repeated the Gernen nationalist claim that Germany was the 
victim of a horrible conspiracy, and hp. utilized argunents now rather 
difficult to understand. Perhaps he believed he was speaking to people 
as sympathetic to him as were his Gerrran friends; his argueITEnts were, 
in any case, hardly likely to influence readers not already pro-German. 
He stated that Germany simply could not have entered into an unjustified 
war. This was becauses in Germany a "tribunal of princes" advised the 
Kaiser in the confederation form of goverrurent; deliberation and 
education in the best traditions therefore guided the Kaiser as Suprerre 
War lDrd. Further, to illustarate the contrast of this policy with that 
of his homeland, Chamberlain stated the English could be easily guided 
along nefarious paths s:iJnply by the nachinations of parliaITEntary 
ministers. 33 In England he was soon called a renegade. 
The war cut off his main non-German source of funds, his bequests 
. 34 
from a series of recently-deceased family rembers. This ITEant a rea1 
decline in his living standard, since he and the Wagners were not 
personally wealthy. The war also reduced the dividends and royalties 
from his continental interests and his book sales. But the arrangement 
he made with Bruckrnann to print massive quantities of his essays in 
popular editions at least kept the Chamberlain household financially 
33Quoted in J. M. Robertson, "Herr Chamberlain and the War," 
Contemporary Review, vol. 108 (September, 1915), pp. 299-30l. 
34Field gave an appendix on Chamberlain's finances which showed 
Chamberlain had in fact been more wealthy than anyone had imagined at 
the tine. It is inferred his family nay have acted swiftly to protect 
some of his holdings in England at the outbreak of war in 1914. 
"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 534-551. 
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solvent. Chamberlain insisted he himself did not make money from these 
books, rather he donated monies to an organization he believed capable 
of distributing "charity" wisely, the Ge:men Arrrw. 35 His publisher, 
Bruckmarm, however, did profit greatly by this work, which was the 
source of later recriminations. 36 
In the fall of 1914, after months of inquiry and work by his 
lawyers, Chamberlain found that he had been kept under military 
observation because he had indeed been denounced as a spy. He wrote, 
characteristically, this was the work of "~ Darre hebrHischer 
Konfession. ,,37 This, with the knowledge he had the use of a powerful 
35Chamberlain to Brockdorff-Rantzau, September 23, 1914, Briefe 
II, p. 255. He explained that he and Eva had agreed to secretly' donate 
the proceeds to the army because the Red Cross simply did not cover all 
cases of need. As well, he preferred to deal with individuals, and 
thought the best managers in this situation would be the military 
authorities. Chamberlain to Major General Hagen, DeceITi:ler 30, 1914, 
Briefe II, p. 275. 
36There were also other problems for \oJ'ahnfried in 1914. Finally 
the family jealousies of decades came to public view in a sensational 
trial held to determine the inheritance of the Wagner's eldest child, 
Daniela. At issue was whether she was the child of BUlow or of Wagner. 
Cosima had insisted she was BUlow's child, but this was not accepted by 
Daniela. Though the Bayreuth performances themselves were cancelled with 
the outbreak of war, and though Bayreuth would not reopen until 1921.j, 
the issue was whether Daniela was entitled to participate in the 
ITEnagerrent of the Festspiele. The result of the trial was quite rressy, 
but indecisive. CosinB.'s testiIrony she had been faithful to her husband 
BUlow in the Sl.lIllrer of 1864 was refuted by a surprise witness, the 
housekeeper from those Mtmich days, Anna Mrazek, who told the court how 
CosinB. had been shared by the two musicians. ChaniJerlain and his wife 
Eva (Daniela's sister) evidently were significant in helping Cosima 
prosecute this matter, which was altogether highly embarrasing for 
Wahnfried. Gutnan, Richard Wagner: The Man, His !Y1ind, and His Music, 
p. 235. 
37Chamberlain to Brockdorff-Rantzau~ September 23~ 1914, ?riefe I, 
pp. 252-253. 
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telescope, had been sufficient to raise the authorities' interest. 
Apparently the entire problem of his national status became involved 
here; for financial as well as patriotic reasons Chamberlain applied for 
naturalization. He explained that the local official who had to rule on 
such cases before they could be passed on to the government in Munich 
was a certain Oberbllrgermeister Dr. Taffelmann, a well-known Bayreuth 
National Liberal leader. Accordingly, this added to the problems faced 
because of his enemies and because of his quite English name. He 
believed it would have been easier for him to gain citizenship as a Jew 
than as a perfectly "genuine" Aryan. 38 
Late in 1914, he received a letter from his brother Basil informdng 
him that in England he was being called a name beginning with the letter 
"R" for renegade . 39 In his reply Houston asked Basil to forward 
English magazines and newspapers to him and also appealed for his 
brother to understand, even if he would not agree, with his politics. 
He recalled how Basil had helped him in publishing and in criticising 
his manuscripts, and was sure that because of Basil's deep culture and 
fine education, he would understand how Hobbe' s maxim "insuperable might 
is right" had becorre true for their horreland, England. He appealed as 
well to Basil as a fellow writer to understand how terrible it was to 
have only the writing table as a weapon against "ein verdantntes 
40 zivilistisches Kunstprodukt" such as the Entente. Houston also made a 
38Ibid., p. 254. 
39Houston to Basil Chamberlain, October 30, 1914, Briefe I, p. 26l. 
40 Ibid., p. 261. 
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claim which IInlSt be understood in the context of his own intense 
desire to solicit his brother's support: he claimed to have secret 
information about European politics which went well beyond that avail-
able to the nere newspaper reader. Whether Basil believed this, or if 
Houston himself did, it does not appear Houston was successful in 
persuading non-German sympathizers that he spoke with the authority of 
the gpvernment. 41 
The first nention of less-confident expectations for the war's 
speedy conclusion was in a letter Chamberlain sent to Leopold von 
Schroeder in November, 1914. Chamberlain was again taking daily walks 
in Bayreuth, and he now noted that the labor situation had been 
disrupted. For the fall harvest there were fewer young rrale workers, 
and in the towns there were only soldiers. He noted the serving nan at 
Wahnfried now was certainly no "cavalier," rather he was a forty-two 
year old man unfit for military duty. Chamberlain related he had seen 
his first wounded men, that there were rrore arriving all the time, and 
that now the military age had been extended to include middle aged men.42 
41This curious statement was, 
rch besass schon f'rUher Beziehungen zu FUrste~ und zu einzelnen 
Diplornaten, dank welchen ich ~manches richtiger erblickte. als 
der gewBhnliche Zeitungsleser; seit neinem Eintritt in die 
Wahnf'rieder Familie . sind aber diese Beziehungen noch zahlreicher 
geworden; man weiss ei~ntlich spottwenig von der Politik Euro)as, 
~ ~ nicht eigentlich ein weni~ hinter die Kulissen (arras 
zu schauen vermag. 
Perhaps this should be considered as .well in the light of his aesthetic 
orientation and his closeness to publicist and chauvinist groups: he 
intensely desired to convince his brother Germany was correct. Houston 
to Basil ChalTberlain, October 30, 1914; Briefe I, p. 263. 
42Charnber1ain to Schroeder, November 1, 1914, Briefe I, p. 266. 
later in November he noted the widening trench and subnerine warfare, 
CHAMBERLAIN AND THE WAR AIMS MOVEMENT 
The much-reIIm"'ked unity of August, 1914, ha·. been the reSLllt of 
many cOJllllex factors in Gennany. In particular, the technological 
position of Germany as a world trading power ~dS perceived to be second 
only to that of Great Britain. Gennany had a burgeoning population, 
having gained thirty millions since 1871. Most iJIllortantly, the 
creaking machinery of the Second Empire's parliamentary governrrent was 
challenged from within by the largest party, the Socialists. 'l'he unity, 
the sense of relief at having overcome internal divisiveness visible in 
August. 1914, was a corrmodity purchased at the price of an eminent 
GerrraD military victory. Only then would it have been possible to 
satisry the conflicting interests in the Empire and yet keep the power 
structure intact. When this victory receded into the realm of first 
iJIllrobability, then iJIllossibility, increasing segments of German societ,v 
questioned the gpvernment's leadership. With very fewexceptions,4 3 
Germans were disillusioned not by the competing German iJIllerialistic 
rrotives, but by the siJlllle failure to win a battlefield victory and to 
maintain domestic conditions at the pre-war levels of sustenance. In 
and expressed his often-stated desire to be at the front, with the 
"German heroes," where he could sacrifice his life. Chamberlain to 
Adolph Appia, November 4, 1914, Briefe I, p. 269. 
43The main exception was the Socialists. A small group broke 
first with the party's leadership. formed an independent group, and 
finally split again, later founding the early German Cormnmist Party. 
The definitive English history of this is Carl E. Schorske, German 
Social DeIOOcracy 1905-1907: The Development of the Great Schism TNew 
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1972). 
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this situation, the first, tentative peace feelers sent out by Germany 
in Novernber~ 1914, were discovered by the rest of the nation. Rumors 
of the peace conditions asked and offered were discussed, and it was 
popularly feared that the Chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg, diplomats, 
businessnen, particularly Jews, wanted "to conclude a 'cheap' or 'rotten' 
peace. ,,44 
'rhus, the entire problem of the Second Empire's internal 
divisiveness came to the fore in the first winter of war. England was 
a symbol of m:xlemity, the example for world-wide corruption, which 
Germany might follow if drastic measures were not taken. 'rhe war itself 
was seen as a neasure ensuring Germany's sal vation--except the war had 
therefore to be victorious to prevent the destruction of the power of 
the monarchy, the aristocracy, and conmercial and industrial groups. In 
this situation in the winter of 1914-1915, it became increasingly 
necessary for Germany to find broader reasons, more basic values which 
justified the entire war effort. Disseminating such views would help 
prevent worker rebellions-important since now ITDst of the German aI'1T\Y 
was fighting beyond the Reich's borders, not quartered at hone to 
protect the government. Statements were made calling for the armexation 
of large areas of eastern and western Europe by important men and groups 
in Germany. The government, as a consequence, found it necessary to 
att.empt to ball the public discussion of war aims; otherwise the nation 
would be deprived of diplomatic flexlbi1ity. Important groups of 
industrialists, the Pan Germans and argrarian interests were increasingly 
44Fritz Fischer, Germany's Aims In The First World War (New York: 
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 164-165. 
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dissatisfied with the civilian gover11Il'Ent's leadership. Instead, they 
fmmd to their liking the formidable military heroes, generals Paul von 
Hindenburg (1847-1934) and Erich Ludendorff (1865-1937). 
'Ihough Chamberlain was increasingly ill during this tine.., he 
asked his cOITespondents to ascertain the extent of Reichstag opposition 
to the war. 45 Confined mainly to Bayreuth, he was informed on the 
essentials of political news at least during the first half of' the war.46 
Chamberlain was in contact with annexationist writers. 47 He was 
encouraged in writing for the German cause as well by foreign business-
rren and came to believe his own publishing efforts were l1Dre successful 
at influencing neutrals than were sorre of the German "AufkUlrungs-
komitees" and even some of the diplomatic service. 48 
45He was laid up in bed for four weeks during December and January. 
Chamberlain to BUrger.rreister Bleicker, January 4, 1915, Briefe I, p.276. 
46Anticipating the nationalist ll1terest in military leadership, l~ 
also inveighed against the day's politicians and the absence of "grosse 
Pers8nlichkeiten" in GeI"ITl9rlY's hour of need. Ibid, p. 277. ----
47He thanked a Dr. He1l1Dlt, who had sent him a copy of his Die 
geheiIre Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges. Chamberlain to Dr. HelIJl)l~ 
January 7, 1915, Briefe I, p.278. 
48Chamberlain to Bruckmann, February 11, 1915, Briefe I, pp. 279-
280. He believed that especially in the Low Countries his writings were 
well received. He was assured by a Dutchman, Herr Landwirth, that his 
Kriegsaufs!itze had made a deep and clear impression. Further, Senator 
Beveridge from Washington D. C. visited Wahnfried and told Chamberlain 
that his.Foundations made a great impression among a small but growin~ 
circle of important men in the U. S. A. This, Chamberlain said. was 
significantly better than the efforts of the German diplomatic missions 
which frequently made mistakes del1Dnstrating their inability to 
comprehend reality: "Piese Leute haben ke'ine Nase, keine Witterung." 
Chamberlain had found his contempo~ary heroes:~ott segne Hinden6urg 
und Ludendorf~.''' Chamberlain to Bruckmann" February 17, Briere I, p. "282. 
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Writing to Prince Max of Baden, Chamberlain noted the disaffection 
arrong Germmy' s Socialists, and repeated the standard rebuke: "Steril 
ist nur der Geist der stets vemeint." Further, he compared the 
socialists' "eternal nay-saying" to his hated "liberale BUrgerschaft. ,.49 
But Chamberlain had difficulties with censors in Germany because of his 
articles' inflammatory tone and their titles. 50 Further, he complained 
that the Foreign Office took offense at his articles released in 
England and America, and asked if this might have been due to the 
narrow-mindedness of Berlin functionaries and the Jewish influence in 
general. 51 
Chamberlain found himself in thf-! company of a great many like-
minded rren and interest gr'oups in Germany. He worked in the War Aims 
Moverrent, that IIDst annexationist collection of interests who supported 
Hindenburg and Ludendorff, and over the course of the war became 
increasingly strident. In 1917 the War Aims Movement founded a journal 
which continued well into the Nazi era. The title of this periodical 
49He told the diplomat how he kept a portrait of the Kaiser and 
Hindenburg in his dressing room so that he might see them and take heart 
at least twice a day. Chamberlain to Max of Baden, February 21, 1915, 
Briefe I, p. 285. 
50Chamberlain to Alfred von Bary, February 25, 1915, Brief'~ I, 
p. 288. 
51Chamberlain to Max of Baden, March 19, 1915, ~iefe I, p. 29l. 
He, of course, brooked no disagreerrent with his own views, terming a 
Swiss who disagreed with h1Jn a "Schweinehund." His characteristic 
closing line was, "Wer nichtrnit-mir 1st, ist wider mich." Chamberlain 
to Brucknlann. February 25, 1915, Briere I, p. 291. Charrberlain related 
that friends had told him he was hated by the Jews, and this appeared to 
be so whether they were full Jews or Mischling,e. He found additional 
proof for this in criticisms made of his reprinted works dur.'ing the war. 
Cha.ni:>erlain to Major von Kotze, April 3, 1915, Briefe I, p. 308. 
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indicated their :interests: Deutschlands Erneuerung. But Chamberlain 
had been part of this nnverrent from the first winter of the war. In 
1915 he published another large number of essays. They :included 
"Bismarck der Deutsche," "Freiheit," "England und Deutschland," "Martin 
Luther," and "Des vleltkrieges letzte Phase." He also published three 
collections of essays in book form, the second edition of the war 
essays, Neue KriegsaufsMtze, Wer hat der Krieg verschuldet? (rrentioned 
in this chapter in its English translation) and Politische Ideale. 52 
The last-mentioned book found special favor with nationalists 
through the Nazi period. In it Chamberlain looked forward to an 
organization of the German people which came near to realization only 
in the last year of total war effort. It clearly anticipated the 
modem reforms of the Third Reich: 
. . . . Once Germany has achieved power and we may confidently 
expect her to achieve it--she must immediately begin to carry 
out a scientific polity of genius. Augustus undertook a 
systematic transformation of the world, and Germany must do 
the same . . . • Equipped with offensive and defensive weapons, 
organized as firmly and flawlessly as the Army, superior to all 
in art, science, technology, industry, corrmerce, finance, in 
every field, in short; teacher, helmsman, and pioneer of the 
world, every man at his post, every man giving his utnost for 
the holy cause--thus Germany, emanating efficiency, will 
conquer the world by inner superiority.53 
For Chamberlain this would be the result of combining pre-existing and 
quite new elements: 
52"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth, II p. 553 and 
pp. 565-566. 
53Quoted in Konrad Heiden, Der FUhrer (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1965), p. 239, and "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," 
p. 506. 
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. • . . The IIDnarchy represents the age old GeI'lTBn heritage; what 
is new--rising in our midst but an unconscious process--is a 
second political principle of the GeI'lTBn future; the indubitable 
mission of GeI'lTBnY to organize all political life scientifically 
... ay 'scientific organisation' I mean application of those 
scientific principles which have led in Germany to such 
unprecedented results in the fields of technology, research, and 
to a great extent, in administration as well; furthermore, I 
include the IIDst meticulous precision in directing the available 
I1Eans toward the aims to be achieved, and the application of forces 
in such a way as to obtain the maxinrum results with a minimum 
expenditure, thus multiplying the forces at out disposal a hundred-
fold; besides, division of labor, whereby every man does the work 
he understands and for which he is suited by nature-all this 
presupposes practical systematization; that is to say, planned 
co-ordination of all the parts of every productive unit. 54 
Chamberlain was thus one of many prominent spokesIlEn for the 
extreme nationalists. In recognition of his publishing work he was 
awarded the Iron Cross with the white ribbon of the non-combatant on his 
sixtieth birthday, April 24, 1915.55 Though he continued to struggle 
with his illness, he kept up a massive correspondence throughout the 
war's early years. 56 He kept up with such current developIlEnts as the 
1915 sinking of the Lusitania, but he retained his own particular stab-
in-the-back interpretation. He believed that the ineffective German 
54Ibid ., p. 504. 
55Though technically the War Aims Movelll2nt and its journal 
Deutschlands Emeurung did not begin publication until 1917, this generic 
term was applied to the publicist efforts of extreme nationalists after 
1914. Thus Chamberlain's I1Edal was awarded for this effort in addition 
to his many popularly-priced republications for the troops. Michael D. 
Biddiss, "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Teutonism," History 
To~, 19 (January, 1969), p. 17. He was acclaiIlEd by the Kaiser as 
"the IIDst inportant thinker since Kant and Schopenhauer." Louis L. 
Snyder, German Nationalism:· The 'I'i'a of a Peo Ie (Port Washington, 
New York: Kermikat Press~ 19 '9 , p, 211-
56He stated that only. the urgency of his labors got him out of his 
sick bed. Cha.rri:>erlain to Westermanns Monatsheften, May 19, 1915, Briefe 
I .• p. 313. 
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responses to the sinking of the Lusitania were due to there being 
great numbers of "elegants" arrong Gernan diplomats, as many of these 
ren had foreign-born wives. This situation he contrasted with the 
pristine military leadership given by Hindenburg and Ludendorff. 57 
While Chamberlain could take heart at the extremism of the 
Intellectual's Petition 0 f 1915,58 he feared the counter-development 
of roore rooderate groups; his own rentali ty had been prepared for the 
war-tiITE conspiratorial theorizing which came to fulfillITEnt in the 
years of World War. 
Bayreuth was. a continuing symbol of hope and sustenance in the 
Gernan war effort. Siegfried Wagner as well as Charrberlain kept up a 
great patriotic correspondence. But the prominence of Wahnfried had 
brought another development which the reclusive, aristocratic author 
found perhaps less exciting. Now that his war essays, not his earlier 
cultural-historical worl-:s had made his na.ne known, many people came to 
visit. Many soldiers came to Bayeruth to see him, rrany adherents of 
Wagnerism, editors, writers, and many "Philister" as well who sought to 
get or to give advice. But Chamberlain endured this busy environment 
and the increasing pain in his left arm, and saved his ire for Germany's 
internal "enemies". These he despised above all others: the "Ledebours 
57Chamberlain to Prof. J. Kohler~ June 6, 1915, Briefe I, p. 314. 
58The Inteilectual' s Petition, signed by 1347 prominent Gerrrens 
including 352 professors endorsed the German drive for victory on July 
8, 1915. There was as well an Independent Commission for a German Peace 
which also pressed for radical territorial demands. On July 9, 1915, a 
small group of moderates around professor Hans DelbrUck and Adolf von 
Harnack signed a petition, but enlisted only 141 names, including 80 
professors. Ringer, The Decline Of The GerrianMandarins, pp. 189-190. 
und Lieblmechts," the "Liberalen" and the diplorrats. 59 He sought to 
lay aside all internal Germm problems of parties, religions and 
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aesthetics: all interests should have been subordinated to winning the 
60 war. This was, of course, a cormon technique of the day. ChaniJerlain 
covered his very current political interests with the overall maxim of 
defense for the German people. Such proclamations were the veneer for 
his very real prescriPtions. 61 
Chamberlain continued to rreet rrany prominent Gernans. Returning 
from a trip to Frankfurt where electrical treatnents for his paralized 
left arm had been attempted, Chamberlain net Count Zeppelin. CharriJerlain 
later claimed the Count told him about new aircraft and submarine 
weapons which would soon aid the war effort. 62 Sporadically during the 
remainder of the war Chamberlain and the Kaiser continued their 
correspondence, which was usually hand-delivered by special courier. 
59Chamberlain to Fcl!ulein Sidonie Peter, August 1, 1915, Briefe I, 
pp. 318-319. . 
60Chamberlain to the editor of Der Deutschen Gesellschaft fUr 
Bev8lkerungspolitik, October 18, 1915, Briefe I, p. 327. 
61Chamberlain got into legal troubles during the war period. He 
was defended by the Pan German Heinrich Class in a suit for racist 
libel. Mosse, The Crisis of German IdeolOgy, p. 222. The attitudes of 
the Bayreuth Kreis were, naturally enough, contested by many former 
adherents outside Gernany. In 1915 the fOI'11'Er friend Ashton Ellis 
defended the non-political interpretation of Wagner against Bayreuth's 
Deutschtum synthesis in "Richard Wagner contra Militarism," The Musical 
Tines (1915), cited in Herzstein~ "The Wagnerian Ethos in Gerrmn History," 
p. 240. 
62He rrentioned this in print in 1920, however, and could have 
rreant it rrore in terms of the post-war revenge rrotif than in the sense 
the Count actually gave h~ any intel1i~nce data in 1915. Chamberlain 
foreward to the third edition of his Goethe ~ in CharriJerlain, Orei 
VOrWorte (Munich: Bruckrrarm, 1920), p. 12. 
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The Kaiser dispatched a note thanking him for his contributions after 
each new Chamberlain publication. He confided to Chamberlain that 
Lloyd George and Briand had "no idea of the powerful service you have 
perfoI'!'red for lTE and for the Gernan people.,,63 
Difficulties continued for Chamberlain's articles, SOlTE being 
rej ected by censors because of their annexationist tone, and sorre being 
discussed in the Reichstag. 64 He was confined to bed for three rronths 
in the spring of 1916, during which tine his doctors discouraged him 
from writing. 65 In May, 1916, the ChaITJberlains rroved from their forner 
house in Bayreuth to a house on Wahnfriedstrasse directly across from 
Wahnfried proper. 66 This was made possible by the contributions of the 
wealthy south German businessman and long-tiITE Chamberlain admirer, 
August Ludowici. However, during the course of the war, the Wagler clan 
suffered a decline in incorre due to the inactivity of the Festspielhaus 
63wilhelm II to ChaITJberlain, January 15, 1917, Briefe II, pp. 
250-251. 
64 Chamberlain to J. F. Lehmann, February 7, 1916, Briefe II, pp. 
5-6; also his "Des Weltkrieges letzte Phase" could at first only be 
printed privately. Cha.nt>erlain to General Matthias Hoch, January 23, 
1916, Briefe II, p.2. 
65Charnberlain to Pastor Karl Schneider, July 23, 1916, Briefe II, 
p. 24. During this tirre he intriguingly extended his conspiratorial 
theorizing to include Freemsonry. He rerrembered in a letter that his 
brother Henry had been gradually transforned from an upstanding man into 
an agnostic, then a political radical, and finally into a German-hater, 
member of the Naval Defense league. But Houston stated he would not 
corrmant on whether there was a causal relationship between Freemsonry 
and the corruption of his forrrerly "pristine" brother. Chamberlain 'to 
R. Rickners, January 23, 1916~ '~iefe II, p. 3. 
66 Schroeder, Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Ein Abriss seines 
Lebens, p. 93. 
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and to :inflation. Fuel for heating was scarce and so costly that only 
Cosima's upstairs room at Walmfried was heated. The rest of the Wa/?1lETS 
IIDved into Siegfried's forner bachelor house next to Wahnfried, from 
which they returned only in 1922. It was reported the lawns and 
gardens of Walmfried were even converted to raising cabbame until 
1924. 67 
In August, 1916, Chamberlain was finally made a naturalized 
Germ:m citizen. This allowed him to fulfill his long-held wish of 
joining his friend Heinrich Class' Alldeutsche Verband. 68 In the late 
SUIJJrer of 1916 he rested at B3.d Gastein under doctor's orders. 69 While 
recuperating he exchanged a series of letters with the publisher J. F. 
whnann who was very interested in annexationist matters. The two 
discussed exactly how they could combat socialism without hurting the 
war effort by dividing the German people. Lehnann, like Chamberlain, 
was influential in linking anti-Catholicism and anti-Semitism, and was 
67 Friedelind: Wagner and Page Cooper, Heritage of Fire: fue Story 
of Richard Wagner's Granddaughter (New York: Harper & Brothers 
Publishers, Inc., 1945), intro., p. xi. 
68Charnberlain to J. F. Lehmann, August 9, 1916, Briefe II, p. 30. 
However, Chamberlain delayed another long-held intention because of the 
war. He had agreed with the single-tax ideal of the v8lkische writer 
Adolf Damaschke (Die Bodenreform, 1902), but believed endorsing it 
before the war was won might prejudice the national effort. Masse, The 
Crisis of German Ideology, p. 109. 
69At Bad Gastein Chamberlain and Leopold von Schroeder met and 
discussed the day's issues. Chamberlain told him he would gladly have 
given his left arm to have been born a German; now this was becoming an 
increasing reality in view of. his be:1J1g a "war cripple." At this tiTre 
Chamberlain told Schroeder about plans for the editorial board of 
Deutschlartds 'Erneuerurg and the two discussed Schroeder's upcoming book 
about Chamberlain. Schroeder; ~ton Stewart Chamberlain: Ein Abriss 
seines Lebens, pp. 94~96. 
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to becone an early member of the Nazi party. 70 During World War One, 
the two men found strictly parliamentary measures inadequate in the 
face of increasingly serious domestic and military 'events. Their 
desires for "neue Stfu1degliederung" replacing the Reichstag party 
structure found expression briefly with the Vaterlandspartei, founded 
in 1917.71 After completing the series of rredical treatments at the 
Bad Gastein Kur, Chamberlain confeI'Ted with LehIranrJ in Munich. This 
resulted in Chamberlain becoming an active editorial board rrember of 
the War Aims Movenent journal published by Lehmann, Deutschlands 
Emeuerung. 72 
Deutschlands Erneuerung was one of many publications attempting 
to drive the governI1'Ent away from internal reforms and toward sinply 
continuing the war. It expressed a synthesis Chanberlain had come to 
support since he first began his nationalist rretamorphosis. It was 
expressly published to further vBlkische values, and to work for a 
"spiritual-nnral, political and economic regeneration of Gernany." It 
praised Hindenburg and Ludendorff, claimed the need for huge additions 
, to the Reich, and furthered the idea of race hatred. 73 It was thus a 
70"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 411-
412. 
71Chamberlain to J. F. Lehnann, September 7, 1916, Briefe II, 
p. 37. 
72Chamberlain to FrHulein Sldonie Peter, October 10-12, 1916, 
Briefe II, pp. 40-44. '.. -
7~om the available sources it is not clear how much actual work 
Chamberlain did for this rragazine. He published only three articles in 
the journal during the war. Deutschlands Erneuerung: Monatschrif't fUr 
das Deutsche Volk, 1. JahrgCing (April to December, 1917). 
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propagpndistic instrt.lIIent which allowed full expression to German 
nationalists. 74 Chamberlain worked on the editorial board of the 
jOumal75 and continued to issue his own articles and books. 1916 saw 
the publication of his Deutsches We sen , Ideal und Macht, and Harnrrer oder 
Amboss. 76 
Chamberlain always considered his correspondence with the Kaiser 
to be the very pinnacle of his achieverrent. In these letters the two 
patriots lauded each other's roles, and found the greatest community of 
interest. In a long, reflective letter to \lJilhelm II early in 1917, 
Chamberlain recalled how the war had transformed even their relationship. 
74Geor0e Mosse Described Chamberlain as willing to use ~y tool 
available for furthering his aims; the generalization see~ apt for his 
fellow workers in the prosecution of their quite specific war aims. 
Mosse, The Crisis of German Ideology, p. 96. 
75Further information about the nagazine is that, 
The editorial board consisted of the historian G. von Below and 
H. St. Chamberlain, Class, GeheiITIr'at von Gruber, of Munich, who 
had also collaborated on the brochures, Generallandschaftsdirektor 
(ret.) Kapp, one of Bethmarm Hollweg's stro~st opponents, von 
Schwerin and the theologian, R. Seeberg, the initiator of the 
so-called 'Intellectuals' Address. 
Fischer, Germany's Aims in the First World War, m., p. 340. 
. 76Listed . in "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth." 
p. 544 and p. 567 ~ Chamberlain's already well-developed racial fears 
were heightened concerning Negroes during the war. He never perceived 
Blacks as human, and their appearence in Allied armies on the Western 
front seeIlEd to him proof of his notion of an ul t:im9.te race war. As 
"Aryan" soldiers encountered these teITitorial troops, many writers saw 
their fOrJIErly nineteenth century racism transfo:rmed into quite modern 
perspective. Conflict for Chamberlain and many observers was thus the 
last and the only alternative for the very survival of mankind. 
"Houston Stewart Chamberlain: ?rophet of Bayreuth," pp. 496-497. 
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He remembered their earlier letters when the two had been free to 
discuss prinari1y art and religion. But now, with America's entrance 
into the war, Chamberlain enlarged his thesis of Jewish, capitalist, 
materialistic corruption to include specifically the U. S. A. He said 
that Jewish-dominated Arlerica had entered the Entente's struggle 
against Kultur. This "schrankenlosen P1utokratie" even dared to use the 
systenatic poison of "seine Hauptwaffe" agpinst pure German Idealism. 77 
Chamberlain did not point out the Gerzmn uses of unrestricted submar'ine 
warfare, poison gas and bombardment of civilian targets. 
With 1917 and early 1918 the German side came close to nastering 
both its domestic and its international enemies. But, just as America's 
entrance helped tip the battlefield advantage against the increasingly 
exhausted Central Powers, so too did the home front begin to 
disintegrate. Even the new Vater1andspartei was unable to fully 
co-ordinate a total effort in Germany. Advocating unrestricted 
submarine warfare, criticising civilians as hindering the war effort, 
pressing for a "victorious peace," finding only Hindenburg and 
Ludendorff adequate symbols for national leadership, this new party 
foreshadowed mmy measures of the Nazi G1eiChSCha1tung.78 Also in 1917 
such fellow Bayreuthians as Wo1zogen, Friedrich Andersen and Adolf 
Bartels in company with Ernst Katzer published a programmatic article, 
"Deutschchristentum auf reinevange1ischer Grundlage 95 IeitsMtze zum . ....--.. --
77Chamber1ain to Wilhelm II, January 20, 1917~ Briefe II, pp. 
251-252: -
78The party advocated unrestricted submarine warfare, harsh 
treatment of civilian dissenters, a victorious or "Siegfrieden," 
territorial gains in Belgium, northern France, Western Russia, and lar'ge 
colonies. Ringer, The Decline of the German Mandarins, p. 190. 
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Reformationsfest ~9l7," which advocated the sort of inner unity extrerre 
nationalists desired. Important in the German Christian TIDverrent, this 
article included the total identificatjon of Christianity with 
Deutschtum, soul, Irmerlichkeit and will. This was indeed a logical 
flZ'thering of Bayreuth ideas under the wartine pressures. Religion thus 
became increasingly racist, sealing oft' chances of dialogue, comprorrdse, 
even toleration. A total ideology was being constructed. 79 
Chamberlain's articles in 1917 included "Der Wille zum Sieg," 
"Der Deutschgedanke," "Das eine und das andere Deutschland," in addit.ion 
to the book, DeTIDkratie und Freiheit_.80 In particular, his essay 
"Deutsche Weltanschauung" was quoted and reprinted. In it Chamberlain 
enlisted the "aI'I1W of German philosophers" and other cultural and 
national figures into war service. Hans Sachs, DUrer, Holbein, Bach, 
Beethoven, Schiller, Goethe, Wagner--all were at stake in the present 
conflict. He claimed otto the Great mid Friedrich the Great, Luther, 
Bismarck, Scharnhorst, Moltke, Guttenberg, Gauss, Herder, Lagarde, 
Trei tschke, Leibniz, Kant, Schopenhauer, Stahl, Humboldt, Baer, BunL~t;n, 
Helmholtz, List, Savigny, Dahlrrann, Eckhart, BB.hrre, Schleiermacher: rJl1 
of these nen Chamberlain claimed had desired German Regeneration.
S] 
79Chamberlain continued to produce his charaeteristic cOl'TIITX:!nt:.:~ "in 
1917. "Judaism and its closely related Americanism" was trying to 
enslave the world with "boundless plutocracy." The World War' was tI ilj~, 
"the war of modern mechanical ci v:i.lization against the elemental old 
holy, eternally reborn Kultur (~f superior races." Viereck., Metapolit~Lc_~:_ 
From The ROITEIltics To Hitler~ p. 9. 
80"Houston Stewart Chamberlain; Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 567-568. 
81Charnberlain, "Deutsche Weltanschauung~" in Rasse Und Per's8nlich-
keit, A~fsM.tz~ ~ !h St. Chamberla1:!!. (Munich: Bruckmann, 1925), .pp-~--
9-10. 
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"Only Germans really are the represeni,A.tives of the freedom of mankind," 
he wrote. B2 The French and the Engli~h had 'lost their legacy of 
freedom, and had enlisted nearly all the nations of the earth in an 
unholy war against purest Germany.B3 
In the last year of the war, 191B, Chamberlain's productivity "Jas 
greatly diminished. He published only the article, "Rasse une!. Nation" 
in Deutschlands Erneuerung. This was principally a reprint of an 
earlier article he had written about Rumania. B4 He was attacked 
frequently by the press in Germany, and had to defend himself tn ITDr'C 
legal actions. B5 A particularly intriguing attack on him came from an 
Austrian professor, Leo Spitzer, who in 191B published a booklet, "Anti-
Chamberlain: Betrachtungen eines Linguisten Uber Houston Stewart 
Chamberlains 'Kriegsaufs~tze' und die Sprachbewertung im allg,emeinen. " 
82Ibid., p. 15 83Ibid., p. 18. 
B4The new title was "Rasse und Nation," in Deutschlands Emeu~!'w1g, 
2. Jahrgang, vol. 7 (July, 1918).~is also was printed as a flyer for 
40 pfennigs, and distributed to help discredit the peace te~~ Klihlmcllrrl 
had rrade with Rumania. It was reprinted at the behest of the ambituous 
General Ludendorff, who desired a strong,er position in the East, aJ J(] to 
discredit his civiliarl enemies. The article was originally published 
as "tiber die Judenfrage in Rournanien," in Nuova Revista Romma (Bukbarest) 
vol.lO'(1900) and had been issued in Ge:rJJErly with Bruckmarln' s p.;reat 
reluctance since it was quite anti-Semitic. It discussed the Rumanjan 
Jewish "problem" in terms of England and France, and was thought of as 
a far-sighted treatise by extremist conterrporaries. Chamberlain stated 
that only by rooting out the Jewish "menace" could a truly national 
developrrent exist in Rummia, or in any country. He believed this to be 
a rroderate staterent, one far short of the nerely crude proposals or 
many early-century anti-Semites. Sumrary and analysiS from "Houston 
Stewart Charnberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 437-438. 
85Chamberlain rentioned having to defend himself in a law suit: 
from the Frankfurter Zeituns;. His comnunications to his lawyers seem to 
indicate he was frequently embroiled in such difficulties. Charrcerolain 
to Alfr. Jacobsen, November 21. 1918, Briefe II, pp. 53-54. 
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This criticism claimed to be only Spitzer's protest as a "Fachgelehrter," 
concerned simply with science and Chamberlain's linguistic mistakes. 
It was, however, a very sophisticated and remarkably blunt attack not 
only on Chanberlain' s linguistic error's, but on his entire racist 
I1Ethodology, the war and chauvinism. 86 
But with his illness, Chamberlain was confined to Bayreuth and 
found solace in this last year of war only through revising and 
86While Spitzer termed his conments only those of a "FachgelehrteY'," 
against Chamberlain's scientific and linguistic misunderstandings, he 
stated that it was "incredibly serious" Chamberlain had mixed truth and 
falsity so intimately. Particularly, Spitzer stated the relationship 
between race and linguistics was really a "pseudowissenschaftliche" 
relationship, in which Chamberlain had confused particularities, 
psychological and linguistic data in a fruitless search for "origins." 
Leo Spitzer, "Anti-Chamberlain: Betrachtungen eines Linguisten liber 
Houston Stewart Chamberlains 'KriegsaufsHtze' und die Sprachbewertllilg 
1m allgeminen, Ii in WID1i'end der Mili tfu1dienstzeit, AufsHtze von Dz. Dr. 
Leo Spitzer (Leipzig: O. R. Reisland, 1918), p. 5. He described 
Chamberlain's method of disecting writers with the hypothesis of a 
relationship to pure, free, "Aether des Geistes," particularly in the 
war essays. He noted the Foundationsas well had used linguistic data 
to buttress race theory, and had been followed by many such illoe;ical 
constructions in subsequent Chamberlain works. Spitzer cited, for 
example, one of the war essays in which Chamberlain had tried to contrast 
French and German linguistic derivations for the words Revanche and 
Rache. Chamberlain's conclusion that the French war policy was 
consequently unfair, oriented toward revenge while Germany's interests 
were pure, was simply meaningless. Anti-Chamberlain, p. 10-12. 
Spitzer concluded that based upon these many inconsistencies and 
errors, Chamberlain's conclusions were without warrant. He darmed 
Chamberlain's circular logic, and stated that speech cannot teach about 
race, that race changes and language changes were not connected 
phenomena, and that even similar races speak different languages. He-
stated that the issue of which language was best was being fought out; on 
the battlefields, and inplied that this struggle was absurd. Now that 
language had becoIIE identified with national characteristics, 1tJaP:Tler":; 
nnJsic had come to be associated in the popular mind with murder'ing 
children and the sounds "d" and "k" had come to mean "Deutschland f1her , -- ---
Alles," and "Kaiser." 'lhe further identification of war effort wj th 
a deity Spitzer stated "shows a laughable dilettantische Pedanteri~" 
confusing the real issues. Thus Spitzer sunmed up much war writintJ:, 
Guch as Chamberlain's, as illogical, superfluous, kindred with the 
pernicious militarization of science. Anti-Chamberlam, pp. 27-47. 
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expanding his earlier works. He continued to prepare his theological 
speculations for publication, and he worked on organizing his 
autobiographical notes. This last-mentioned work was intended for 
publication in 1918; the war's end delayed its appearance until 1919. 
But it needed only minor corrections to fit the changed conditions of' 
peace. Its pages resounded with proclamations of German fortitude, 
endorsing the essential rightness of a strong German world power. He 
defended himself from the charge that he was unacquainted with 
democratic processes. He recalled thFlt in his younger years in Genevcl 
and in Dresden he had witnessed "party m:mipulation." He clailll2d that 
his entire life of studying and writing had fitted him to comprehend 
and evaluate current events. Thus, w:i_th the outbreak of war, he had 
been ready to take up the pen to defend his new horneland. 87 With 
87 In his memoirs, Chamberlain made an extrerrely interesting 
analysis of Rousseau which shed light on his own rrature WeltanschauWl[~. 
The usual German nationalist position was to read Rousseau as a symbol 
of alien democracy and forei@1 French culture. But, as Fritz Stem 
has noted, many of Rousseau's attacks upon reason~ education and 
civilization were nearly synonomous with nany of the mJre crude r.J€rm::m 
nineteenth century attacks upon "modernity." Here, Chamberlain was an 
exception. As a student of the English~ French, and German cultures, he 
always defended himself against these anti-Rousseau views. He 
maintained Rousseau was a psychologist, an analyst of human character' 
beyond any merely ideological consideration. He praised much of 
Rousseau's Social Contract, and piscourse on the Origins of Ineguality, 
and exclaimed he wished one of his writings had won the Dijon priRe. 
Iebenswege, p. 323. In Rousseau he recognized a relationship betweEn 
"Genie und Wahnsinn" which was illustrated only too clearly in mn' s 
encounter with IOOrality and custom. J-Rbenswe~., p. 356. He insistecl 
the French themselves had misunderstood Rousseau, that his fai.linf, wm:; 
in extending his consideration from art to those of a political and 
a "sozialen Tendenzschri.ftstellers." For Chamberlain, Rousseau intc'nded 
to fashion a realm rather for man's spiritual development, much as does 
a poet. '!hus Chamberlain praised the Rousseau attempting to protect 
individuality against modernity, even demJcy'acy and socialism. He found 
an affinity with Rousseau beyond politics, in the Innocent realm of pure 
intention. Lebenswe€t, pp. 358-360. 
'll1e same sort of analysis has roore recently been rrade by Ernst 
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obvious bitterness at the war's outcome, he emphasized the deepseated 
nature of his convictions. He ruefully stated the struggle for 
existence "kennt keine Bethnann-Hollwegischen Bedenklichkeiten.,,88 
Caf>sirer and Judith Shklar. But thh, sort of cosmopolitan 
sophistication was otherwise quite absent from Charnb8rlain' s World \oliU' 
era publications. I think it displayed his affiniti.es with thiR not.ion 
of Rousseau. with sensibility and affect. He, however, (lid not 
evidently comphrehend the damage done to these views by his increa::;jJlfr;ly 
brutal political fabrications. Another consideration. as mentioned ·i n 
Chapter VII, was that Chamberlain used this sort of non-political 
rmterial to enlarge his reputation as a Kulturkritiker and to ease l1.i~-:; 
reception as a "moderate." This perhaps should be balanced against ht:.-; 
often pious proclamations of disinterest. It is difficult to sepaY.'at{~ 
such propagandistic aims from less pedestrian goals in the entire body 
of Chamberlain works. 
88 
Lebenswege, p. 31. 
CHAPrER IX 
ART AND IDEOLOOY 
THE VERRJtTERREPUBLIK 
The defeat and revolution end:ing 1918 was a catastrophy-
particularly for the nationalist Germans. They had been led to believe 
victory was with:in their grasp; now it seemed all the efforts of the 
past five years had been :in vain. rfue Wagnerian cause shared in thh3 
rroral collapse with war's end. The changes :in Germany's intemation~·t.l 
and domestic situation all rebuked Wilhelrrdne aspirations: continued 
blockade, Revolution, Diktat and Republic. Wagnerism partook of th:lf,; 
inglorious transition, as the discrepancy beca.rre rmnifest between th(~ 
ideals and the contemporary reality, between t.he hopes and tr,e 
possibilities for Gerrrany. Disillusionment on a spiritual .level thus 
added to the confusion sterrnning from a lost war. 
During the interwar period of the 1920' s and 1930' s, the Kreh;_ 'f·, 
social-cultural observations sharpened and intensified in tonp. 
Wagnerians were sympathetic to conservative interests, but noi-. ent i t't 'J'y 
1 
~:;ynonomous with them. They usually favored goverrunental insVitut"i()lIf: 
such as law and the military, but the transforrration from Monarchy to 
Republic helped undercut this nominHl respect. The v81kische tenderlc·ien 
in Wagnerism helped to disparage the clay's leaders, inculcating in tht::ir 
lDe!' Bayreuther KreiS, pp. 75-77. 
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stead a yearning for trans-political ideals. The cultural reforms 
which had flourished under the auspices of the Bayreuther Blgtter were 
increasingly politicised. The Kreis became part of the rightist 
opposition in the Weimar Republic~ engamed in the ideological stru~;Les 
vlhich essentially refought the previous century's battles with modernHy. 
Wagnerians were frequently included within the "conservative 
revolutionary" Wing of critics; they sought to rrodify the heritame of 
bour~ois democracy institutionalized in the un-loved Republic. 
Characteristically this aIOOrphous group sought a "third force" embraeing 
corporativism and the Rechtstaat. 2 They wanted a v81kische integration, 
but above all they hoped for the destruction of the liberal and 
democratic ideologies. The treasured concepts Gesellschaft and Stfu10~ 
were increasingly important for frustrated aesthetes. 3 
Wahnfried shared in the general economic, as well as the spir.i tl.nl 
collapse of the war's end. The Wagner family continued to seek suppur1:, 
for reopening the :B'estspiele, but unsuccessfully 'Jl1til the mid-1920 ,:." 
prosperity. Chamberlain's finances were also chaotic. Allied cu.rY'<:'IlC'y 
2This "conservative revolutionary" movement was termed by Geol'p:e 
]\1osse to be the "left wing of the v8lkische movement," which ("mbracf-'d a 
Hegelian interpretation. Mosse, Germansand Jews, p. n8. This m'1'y be:' 
usefully contrasted with Ernst Cassirer who placed them beyond Hegel, 
rather as lying with the rrodem irratlonalism of corrupted romanUc imn. 
Cassirer, The Myth of the Sta~e. Frequently these right wing neo-
conservatives were closely identified \,lith the writers around the 
journal Die Tat of Arthur Moeller van den Bruck (1876-19?5). Bruck 
continued the critical traditions dear to Wagnerites~ darming tho 
"exhausted" Italians while he praised the potential of Gerrrans if U)(w 
could resist "materialism." His Das Dritte Reich (1923) was a IT\YstJcal 
hynn to this "third force" of aesthetic striving. It was corrupted int.o 
Nazi parlance, rraking of Bruck a symbol of their quite concrete mov~'rrHlt. 
ThE: discussion of this problem is by Stem, The Politics of CultuY'aJ. 
Despair. 
3Qer Bayreuther Kreis, p. 245. 
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controls prevented all but covert transfers of foreign monies into 
Germany. His brother, Basil, helped hi.m, as did the rest of the 
Chamberlain family in England.
4 
Therp was no irmnediate market. for his 
.j ust-completed rremoirs, and his publishing efforts were minimal. 
Chanberlain already shared in the problem faced by young,Br sons of the 
day's aristocracy in being less well provided for than were his older 
siblings. But now, with the inflation and the investment losses in 
the postwar period, perhaps finances contributed to color his usually-
optimistic sPirits. 5 
With the November Revolution he wrote, "God's way is not our way; 
what holds for the individual is true as well for the nation. ,,6 He f'r. Lt 
isolated when he read the newspaper. An officer from a local Soldier";) 
Council visited him and confirmed his worst fears concerning the 
sentiment in the military. But Chambf~'rlain never abandoned himself' 
completely to the nihilism many thought was overtaking Germany. He 
believed he lived "with IT\Y times," in keeping his portraits of the 
Kaiser and Prince Max of B'3.den before his eyes. He said the Revoluti.nn 
nearly caused him to lose his senses. 7 Accordingly, he attributed the 
war's loss and the onset of republican governrrent to a conspiracy of 
4These actions helped Houston and Eva to survive the inflation of' 
the 1920' s . "Houston Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. r:)117. 
5Field noted it is not possible to entirely separate fiml11cia.l fe-om 
less renial consideratjons in Chamberlain's Weltanschauung, particuJarly 
in the deepening hysteria of the interwar period. Ibid., pp. 550-551. 
6Cha.mberlain to Alrr. Jacobsen, November 21, 1918. Brieff':":' II, p.stl. 
7 Ibid,. pp. 54-55. 
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Jews and English agents. He quoted Lloyd George that Germany could not 
be destroyed from without, only from wi th:in. And he predicted there 
would be a long series of fratricidal conflicts in the collapsin€~ 
Hapsburg Empire. 8 Deeply depressed, he considered the possibility that 
internationally the German language might be replaced by English. He 
compared himself to the early Christian rrartyrs, struggling to keep 
before him a vision of the ideal. But he never lost his tremendous 
sense of direction and spiritual certainty. In the midst of the day's 
"anarchy and terror~" he used a pseudonym in letters, "H. S. Gr'undleger" 
--he had not entirely given up the struggle for his vision of Germany.9 
Asked by tnany to write to Prp.sident Wilson, to the Kaiser, to 
the Gerrmn people appealing for help :in 1919, Chamberla:in refused. He 
believed any acknowledgement of the Allied victory would sanctifY, 
sorrehow endorse the republican domestic consequences he despised. j';v(!n 
before Christmas, 1918, he rmintained he had "the unshakeable faith now 
as before--that God had selected the Germans to prosper as the most 
noble representatives of mankind. ,,10 1'he activities of a Munjch 
8Ibid., p. 55. 
9Ibid., pp. 57-60. After the war, and unt:i.l 1926, Cha.IIDE:rlai.n 
attempted to recover his English :investments. This occasioned attackG 
on him in the Ge:r'ITEIl press. He was disparaged as a false patriot 
because of' his concurrent Teutornaniac publications. He recovered 
nothing. The English considered him a traitor and his funds to have:-' 
been forfeit to England. They were considered part of the reparation 
payments owed to England, and he was rP.ferred to the Gertmn govc:mrrK'llt 
for compensation. He was nearly dependent upon re.latives and friendr; 
until he died. Upon his death there was no money for his wife Eva, only 
his publication revenues until 1935. She wa.s, however, :=tided by Bad I 
Chamberlain and German friends. "Houston Stewart Chambel'l::iin; Prophet 
of Bayreuth," pp. 546-549. 
10Chamberlain to Vice Admiral a. D. von Seckendorff, December' ;)il, 
1914, Briefe II, pp. 60-62. 
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"Council of Intellectuals" he was invited to attend were--to him--not 
in the best interests of Germany. He believed the council spent its 
tim? discussing whether students should have the right to help decide 
the school calendar. 11 Thi.s sort of criticism of the brief experirrent 
in council government was rampant on the GeT'llB.n right, and was shared 
by rrany people hesitant about measures smacking of "Bolshevikism." 
Chamberlain's feelings of being "on an island" in the midst of such 
activities were shared by many Germans. He noted the day was f>eeing 
the ephemeral triumph of "the westUlndischen Barbaren." What VJould mid 
must prevail would be his cultural linking of the gr-eat figures in 
German histOry.12 
Realizing that the current generation of Germany's youth was 
buried in many foreign lands, he placed his faith in the next geneY-ati.on. 
He dedicated himself to helping instruct that generation so it could 
realize his hopes .13 He continued to hate France as a vengeful neip:hbor 
who sinply desired discord with German.V. The current boundary revis ions 
in Europe he believed would only result in "Chaos." He said that now 
14 the Balkans started at Hamburg. But he still hoped for a rcgeneY'<:ltion 
llChamberlain to Ernst von Meyenburg, December 28, 1918, Bdefe II, 
p. 63. -------
12Chamberlain to Maler Craeber. January 6, 1919, ~!.'iefe:. II, p. (le. 
13Fortunately for Chamberlain~ A libel suit against him in Hmr.blJr-f:~ 
was dropped as part of a general a,rrnesty. Chamberlain to Arthur' Dint('r, 
March 7, 1919, Briefe Il, p. 83. 
IJ~Chamber1ain to Count Manfred Gravina, May 16, 1919, Br'ief~~ 
p. 90. He gratefully acknowlp-dged the receipt of Admiral Tirpi tz ' 
merroirs, and praised it as one of the "tragic" documents of world 
literature, tracing, as it did, the struggle of Germmy against a 
hostile rrodern war-ld. Chamberlain to Tirpitz, November 16, 1 919, 




of such concepts as "Mltteleuropa" which might form a strong bulwark 
from Germany to Damascus ~ even Teheran, free from "piratical" and 
"industrial oppressors": i. e .) the West. Thus, he hazarded the gues s 
that with the war's loss, perhaps God had not really tested the German 
people and found them wanting. He felt, and hoped, this experience had 
simply been a mistake which in the future would yield to a Gel~ 
regeneration. 15 
Chamberlain reinforced the day's nationalist interpretation of' war 
guilt and the responsibility for defeat. In his 1920 foreword to a new 
edition of his Goethe he referred to his wartinE essays as still-living 
16 documents for Germany. His publications were largely reissues of hiB 
earlier-written material. His Mensch und Gott (1921) was quite 
important in the evolving German Christian rroverrent, and was the su1J,ject 
of a reflective series of letters between himself and the former Kal~3er. 
Wilhelm, now exiled at Doom, Holland, praised this theological book. 
He said it was a revelation, a new Reformation which Chamberla1n had 
fortunately offered to the German people. 17 
The two men took pleasure j n the publisher J. F. LehrrEnn' f, c;uY'r'ent 
distribution of a series of sma.ll books supporting the stab-in-Lhe-back 
l5Chamberlain to Czar Ferdinand of Bulgaria, December 11, 191 g, 
Br~efe II, pp. 107-109. 
16Charrll:ler1ain, Drei Vorwor~£. (I"Iunich: Bruckrrann~ 1923), pp. 6-7. 
17Wi1helm to Chamberlain, November 17, 1921. Briere II. p. ~j(ill. 
Chambpr1ain wrote a letter asking after the Kaiser's heai"th ill which he 
expressed the gratp.ful tha,nks of "a11p. aus dem Wabnfrieder Kreise. " 
Chamberlain to General O. von Chelius~ December 5, 1921, Br'ieft:. II, 
p. 117. 
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thesis. 18 Wilhelm was certain the real reason for the revolution and 
the lost war was an inner, religious collapse. This was personified 
for the ex-Kaiser and for mmy Germans by the Jews. He hoped for a 
"fresh religious nourishing" which would help reconstruct the Reich. 
Wilhelm proposed a series of educational reforms to Chamberlain common 
to many nations in recent history. First, schools should stress 
Heimatsgeschichte, then the German language, then other nation's 
histories. Geography as well should bp taught first on the locnl, therl 
state, then the international level. Such holidays as Christma.s should 
be viewed as an exenplary instructional opportunity, where the holy 
could be combined with the national. In this religious interpretatjon, 
vJilhelm was much taken with Chamberlain's thesis and the German 
Christian rroverrent. He sought to argue the Zoroastrian, not th(~ JC:'v-Jl:";h 
origin of Christianity, and believed that through preaching the divIne 
nature of Jesus, "pessimism" and "atheism" could be banished from 
Germany.19 Wilhelm was quite convim.:ed of the Aryan origin of Chr:i.st, 
')0 
cmd agreed with Chamberlain's accent on religiosity within Deut!3chtUJn. '-
Though Chamberlain was ill and increasingly unable to even k€'l:~1 up 
his correspondence, he was still a popular figure in the town of 
Bayreuth. In 1922 he was given the kf:Ys to the city.21 Also in 19~2. 
18These books bore such titles as 1m Felde Imbesie~ and Auf !>ee 
Imbesiegt. Chamberlain to Wilhelm. Noveimer 30~ 1921, !3riefe If;-p;";"i()l. 
19Wilhelm to Charrberlain, Novpmber 30, 1921. Bri~ft" II, pp. ~'()1-?73. 
20Wilhelm to Charrberlain, Jl.me 3, 1923. Briefe II. p. 274. 
2l.rbiS was reproduced in PauJ. Pretzsch. ed., B:lyreuther Fl~St_3pj e_~­
fUhrer: 1928 (Bayreuth: Georg Niehrenheim, 1928), p. 85. ChamberJaill 
wr'ote a letter' thanking the llEyor of Bayreuth, Jun~ 2, 1922, Briefe IJ, 
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he dictated a new introduction to an edition of the Foundations. In 
this he declared that his hope still rf"sided in the noble co-operatlon 
of people of Germanic blood. He even hoped for a "Zusarrmengehen" of 
Germany and England, but he noted the great incur'sions rmde into 
national life recently by Jews, "crypto Jews," and the press. 22 
Decrying Anglo-American co-operation against Germany, he nonetheless 
believed "Hope is Duty. And we are permitted to hope for a great 
rebirth. ,,23 He was sure that if Hindenburg and Ludendorff had led the 
\var effor>t from the first day, a different result would have occurred: 
peace would have surely been "dictated" from Paris in 1914 as it had 
been from Versailles in 1871. He believed that Germany was robbed or 
success in 1917 by the Reichstag peace discussions, the "Friedens-
verhandlung," arguing that continuing unrestricted submarine warfare> 
would have turned the tide of battle. He reiterated the cOJ11l1On rie-11t ist 
assertion that the German U-boat effort would have succeeded had it been 
started earlier, and if it had not been "sabotaged" from within by 
dissent. 24 He quoted a revisionist war-guilt article by Hindenbur'c: t.e, 
the effect that only the enemies within the Reich, most particular.Ly tIl 
the Reichstag, had betrayed the war effor>t. 25 For Chamberlain, tile 
pp. 120-121. In this response, Chamberlain warmly recalled it had tlf."'cn 
thjrty years since he had first corre to Vi3it Bayreuth. 
22ChaITberlain, Drei Vorworte. pp. 9-11. 23Ibid ., p. l~:. 
24This was based on the rermrks of an English representative at thr.: 
Washington Marine Conference, Admiral Lee. Ibid., p. 14. 
25Hindenburg's article was "Wie Deutschland revolutionier·t wur'dc' " 
DeutschlandsErneue.rung (December, 1921); quoted in cha.rrberlaln, DreT' 
VC?Y'Worte, p. -~~ 
"decline of the west could only be averted by Germans utili zing duty, 
decisiveness and deeds in the critical hour. 26 
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Chamberlain was almost entirely paralyzed from the end of the war 
until his death in 1927. He dictated letters in a hoarse mutter only 
his loyal wife could interpret. .Amid the inflation, the Ruhr occupation, 
and the various coups during the illlsteady early 1920' s, ChaniJerlain was 
a forlorn observer, unable to corrmmd IOOre than token recognition for 
his efforts on behalf of German greatness. With great personal courage 
he endured increasing pain, waiting for death. As he said in a 1923 
foreword to the reissue of his collected works, all his life he had 
worked to further his idea of God and DeutschttnTl. He believed his vwrk 
as a whole formed a single illlity, that this could be best described as 
the nurturing of personality -- especially racial personality, i.e., the 
"Nordic race.,,27 
26Ibid ., p. 19. In the Weimar Republic, a dialogue was carried 
on bet\'leen the two opposing interpretations of civilization's "decline": 
the incurable optimism of Chamberlain and the quite pessimistic view of" 
Oswald Spengler. While both Iren used the metaphorical image of the Aryan 
walking sublimely along the precipice of IOOdern life, Chamberlain believed 
that the very circumstances of modem life could be altered by an 
invigorated consciousness of r~ce; for him it was not too late to avert a 
real Untergan~. However, for Spengler it was irrportant to irrpress contem-
poraries with the ineradicable nature of decline: only "heroic pessimism" 
was possible. Several of Spengler's pw)lications in the Weimar period 
fue led this dialogue, especially his "Prussianism and Socialism" (1920 ) 
and "Pessimism?" (1921) found irl Oswald Spengler, Selected Es~, trans. 
Donald O. White (Chicagc: Henry Regnery Corrpany, 1907). This l'TaS also 
discussed in Rudolf Grabs, Paul De La e und H. St. Charrberlain, 
Wegbere:lter deutschen Ct.ristenturns series Weimar: Verlag Deutsche 
Christen, 1940), p. 54. 
27He recorrmended another popular racist book which found apprcNo1 
as well with the Nazis, Hans Gunther's Rassenkunde des deutschen Volkes 
(rvIunich,: J. F. Lehmann, 1922). ChaniJerlain he:!.ieved this to be a work 
dedicated to the most elevated, f'rp.e and r.oble Geistern. Chamberlain, 
Orei VOI'\'lorte, pp. 32-34. 
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APOrHEOSIS 
In the 1920' s, as the first and second generations of the Bayreuth 
Kulturkreis awaited death amid the wreckage of the old orc1er, ne\>J 
political forces were rising in Germcny .28 The National Socia1i.st 
German Worker's Party was capitalizing on internal conflicts and the 
Weimar Republic's tolerance, especially in particularistic Bavaria.. 
Despite the limited political significance of the party ttroughout most 
of the 1920's, its leader, the young Adolf Hitler (1889-1945) early 
sought Wahnfried support. In 1921 a letter on his behalf was sent to 
Siegfrjed vlagner's wife, Winifred. 29 Winifred Wagner (nee Williams) was 
a particularly apt recipient for such entreaties. She had been an English 
orphan adopted by the Wahnfried friends Karl Klindworth and his wife. 
The Klindworths had raised the girl in the German rm.lSjcal traditlons of 
the early century, and had brougpt her to rreet the middle aged bachelor 
Siegfried Wagner at Bayreu.th. The match was agreeable to Cosima and her 
son, and in time led to two male and two female offspring. T1:1ese chUdren 
both brigptened the old age of the Wahnfried residents and guaranteed 
continuance of the WagnEr line. 30 
28rrhe parallel was perhaps not lost on conterrporaries between the 
end of Wagner's ~ where Wotan had ordered the World Ash Tree of ... 6sdom 
to be cut do~n and piled up about Valhalla preparatory for the final 
destruction of the Gods and this time in the late 1920's. Now Cosima, 
her son Siegfried, and her son-i.'1.-1aw Chamberlain all waited their deaths. 
The difference with the operatic scenerio was that the first and second 
generatior.s of Wagners andWagnerites did not live to see the very real 
political Nazi G8tterdHrnmerting. 
29Der BaYEeuther Kreis, pp. 84-85. 
30It was a singular and often-di8cussed circumstance that many of 
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The early 1920' s were, however, a. difficult time for Bayreuth. 
Siegfried Wagner was attempting to secur'e enough support to reopen the 
Festspielhaus. He looked at this effort as important for Germarw, and 
he sympathized with conservatives in the Republic. He, however, believed 
in music, was apoli tical like many artists and intellectuals, and thought 
that the reopening of the Festspiele would embody a nrusical regeneration 
for Germany.31 He even disparaged anti-serrdtism and apparently believed 
there wa~, no merit in crude racist slanderings of Jews. 32 But Winifred's 
the quite strongly affected personalities of both Wagnerism and National 
Socialism were not native, but convert Germans. That is, Coslrna, 
Chamberla.in, Winifred, Rosenberg and Hitler were all for'eign born. While 
in the cases of Rosenberg and Hi tIer it is arguable their Teutomania 1Jlas 
partly the result of the tensions of German ethnicity in Eastern Europe, 
the English-born Chanterlain and Winifred present a more complex prohlem. 
Their gravitation to the "causes" of super, trans-nationalism and art 
perhaps derrone.trate deeper, nearly paranoid fears with the contradictions 
of life in the West. As pre\~o~sly noted, their enthusiasm almost invites 
the usage of psychological terms such as sublimation, compensation, 
identification and masochistic-sadistic catharsis. 
31Siegfried Wagner, Erinnerungen (Stuttgart: J. Engelhorn, 1923), 
p. 145. 
32He wrote a famous letter which was published in Germany stating 
this thesis. However, it was generally believed ttat he was, as an 
artist, dependent upon Jews, and would have been financially throttled 
had he become known as an anti-Semite. The issue is not clear even toda,V. 
According to one 2uthor, 
... Siegfried, for all his liberaljsm, shared the Wahnfried 
philosophy of German supremacy. Hitler, as a close friend 01' 
his young wife Winifred, was a frequent guest in his house, and 
there is no evidence that Siegfried realized exactly what Hitler 
would eventually become or that he, any more than his father, 
would have approved in practice what seemed good in theory. One 
knows fl~m a nruch-quoted letter written in the TWenties to a 
fanatical German nationalist that Siegfried vigorously refused 
to countenance the idea of excluding Jewish artists from 
Bayreuth, where for him only artistic rules applied. However, 
this is less a proof of political conscience than an indication 
of complete indifference towards politics. 
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daughter Friede1ind c1a:i.rned her mother had joined the Nazi party as 
early as 1920 or 1q21. 33 SchUler noted this had been really later, in 
1926. But this would have been difficult to verify in any case since 
the early Nazi rrembership cards, before 1924, were unnurnbered.3L1 In any 
event, the enthustasm of Winifred seems to have caused some friction in 
the home. 35 The Wagner wom:!n were believed to be virulent Nazi 
supporters. 
Political affairs had been observed as well by the invalid 
Chamberlain. On September 30, 1923, at the Deutscher Tag ceremonies, 
Hitler himself spoke at a rally in Bayreuth. He had just been at the 
larger NUremberg German Day rally, but took the opportunity to follow 
this \11 th the ceremony at Bayreuth. Winifred Wagner was escorted to the 
Geoffrey Skelton, Wagner at Ba..yreuth, Experiment and Tradition (New York: 
George Brazi11er, 1965), p. 113. Siegfried, in any case, did not hesitate 
to use a cOlllllOn phra.se of rightist origin in castigating art he disliked. 
When Otto K1emperer had the audacity to stage Der F1iegende Ho11~der in 
rrodern costumes, Siegfried called this "Ku1turbo1schewismus. Ii Otto 
Friedrich, Before The Deluge: A Portrait of Berlin in the 1920 's (New 
York: Avon Books, 1972), p. 206. Winifred certainly claimed her ht;:sband 
\<Tas sympathetic to Hitler, and believed he refused to join the Nazi party 
only to protect the! Festspie1e. Der Bayreuther Kreis, pp. 84-85. 
3~iede1ind was herself something of an errant child, who fled 
Nazi Germany to work for the Allies as a propagandist during the Second 
World War. She was not reconciled to the family until 1952. Friedelind 
WClgner and Page Cooper, Heritage of Fire: The Story of Rjchard wa¥:er's 
Granddaughter (Ne~T York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, Inc., 1945~ p. 30. 
34This is stated by Friede1ind, who as well claimed that both 
ct,cmt,er1ain and Winifred were issued cards in the 80,000 number range 
after Hitler was released from Land~berg prison. Ibid., p. 30. 
35Ibid., pp. 105-106. 
36Pridham, Hitler's Rise to Power, p. 13. 
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rally by the Nazi author, Oskar DBring, who then brought her to a 
reception given by the wealthy Bechstein family. The Bechsteins lived 
next to Wahnfri.ed, and their daughter, Helena, was a great Hitler 
enthusiast, .. At their reception at the Reitschule, Hitler and Winifred 
rret, and arranged for the FUhrer to rreet Chamberlain. later that 
evening, Hitler was escorted into Chamberlain's sick room, where he found 
his arm clutched by the ill author. In their short interview, Chamber-
lain nrumbled in a barely audible voice, "Gott segne Sie!" 37 A second 
meeting took place between the two in Wahnfried' s gardens the next da,y, 
and Charrberlain sat at a window whi 1e columns of S. A. tr'oopers rrarched 
past Wahnfried in his honor. 38 After these rreetingp, the enthusiastic 
ChamberlaJn (I.rafted a letter endorsing Hitler which began, "Most Esteerrecl 
herr E:!.tler!" 
. . . . I have been constantly mulling over the question as to 
how it was that you) a man who stirs the dorm::-nt and the lazy 
to their very soul, have recently given rre an invigoratinf; 
rEpose such as I have not experienced since that fateful day 
i.n August of 1914 when this invidious illness overtook me. 
NOVJ I think I understand that thj.s result of your visit nLirTOI'r; 
quite accurately the essence of your character', that which 
envelops it, so to speak: the true awakener j s at t.he same time 
a dispenser of r'epose. 
You are not in arlY wise 8 fanatic such as you have often been 
described to rre, rather, I would c,'3.J.1 you the exact oppos i tE~ of 
a fanatic. The fanatic makes one' s head spin, you warm the heapt; 
the fanatic wants to sbout you t"'lcvoITI, you want to convince, ever 
to convince-ariel you succeed in dOing this. In ac1d~tion, I would 
consider you to be the antithesis of the politiciru1--usin~ this 
word in the popular sense--since the essence of all politics is 
party rrerrbership while your aim is the dissolution of all parttcs 
in a grand iw.olaticn dra"Iir:r; its flanES from love fer tbE: 
Fathp.rland. It seems to rre that it was the J:';lsfortl;ne c,f 1 lit": 
37D8ring, Ein Deutscher nariens Chamber1aJn, p. 34. 
38Ibid., p. 38. 
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great Bismarck that he too was drawn, in the course of events-
certainl,y not because of any personal leanings in this direction--
into the vortex of party politicfi. May you be spared this fate! 
You have great things to accomplish, but, in spite of your great 
strength of will, I do not see you as the IDet'e beast of brute 
power. . 
The fact that you brought me repose is largely due to your eyes 
and to the gestures of your hands. Your eyes seize hold of a 
ITlE'n and hold him fast, and it is your was to direct your speech 
to a particular person among your auditors, at any given mOJrent---
I noticed that this is characteristic of you, and I may add that 
it is consonant with the way in which you use your hands, a 
usage so effective that the hands corrpete with the eyes in 
expressiveness. ~y man possessing these qualities is truly 
capable of bringing repose to a poor, anguished soul! This is 
especially true if he is dedicated to serving the Fatherland. 
My faith in Deutschtum has never wavered for a minute, but 
I must admit that mY optimism had ebbed quite a bit. You 
have transforJred the state of m.y soul with one blow. That 
Germany in the hour of her greatest need has broug~t forth a 
Hitler bears witness tc her basic health; the same may be 
said of the things which this product will accorrplish, for tr..ese 
two factors--individua1 personality and its effects--be1ong 
together . . . After seeing you I could have gone to mY final 
rest without any sense of burden or anxiety. Mas God. stand by 
you! 
Houston Stewart Charnber1ain39 
Witb the failure of Hitler's Munich Putsch later in 1923, Wahni'rted 
be carre· more fervently pro-Nazi. The perhaps apocryphal staterrent was 
even made that Winifred had herself furnished the wr'iting materials 
Hitler used to assemble his Mein Kampf while he was incarcerated at 
L3ndsberg prison. 40 '!hough the Hitler moverrent appeared nnished at this 
39Charnberlain to Hitler, October 6, 1923, Herzstein, "The 
1tlagnerian Ethos in 'Jerman History," pp. 327 - 329 . 
40Heritage of Fire, pp. 104-105. 
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time, Chamberlain joined the party and on Hit ler' s birthday, several 
months later, April 24, 1924, he sent the Ftlhrer a congratulatory 
letter. 41 Chamberlain summed up his earlier favorable impressions of 
Hitler and further termed him a "gift from God" for the German 
Fatherland. 42 While at this time a rebirth of National Socialism 
appeared irrpossible, Chamberlain and Winifred, at least, kept the faith. 
Again, in August of 1924, Chamberlain wrote another letter praising 
Hitler, pleading for all Germans to uni:t:l themselves behind the leader 
of the vBlkische movement. The Nazi newspaper, V8lkischer Beobachter, 
honored Chamberlain with a five column editorial on the occasion of his 
70th birthday. The Foundations were terrred "the Gospel of tt.e vBlkische 
movement." And during the next month Hitler appeared at G. Nazi party 
meeting in Bayreuth honoring ChclIlberlain. 43 The letters from Chamberlain 
were justly terrred a "clearly illuminating example of the inner relation-
ship of Adolf Hitler to the Bayl'euth I\ulturkreis. 44 Nazi "intellectuals" 
such as Arthur Baeumler and particular~v Alfred Rosenberg drank deeply of 
Chamberlain's wisdom. 
When Chamberlain finally died January 9" 1927, he was still 
convinced Hi tIer would realize his own hopes for a new Germany. 'I'he 
410ne Nazi source stated Chamberlain joined as early as 1920. T 
cannot refute this from the available sources, but I rather suspect Nazl 
motives when it came to establishing pedigr:>ees for their precursors. 
Dippel, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, p. 10. 
42Chamberlain to Hitler, April 24, 1924, DBring, Ein Dpu.tf:chET' 
nc:.mens Chamberlain, pp. 36-38 . 
43Biddiss ; "Houston Stewart Chambe:r"lain;' p. 17. 
44Paul BUlOW, Adolf' Hitler und der Eo reuther Kulturkreis, Aus 
Delltschlands Werden serip.s, vol. 9 Leipzig: Gustav Schloessmann,n-:-d. 
late 1930's) ;-P-:---5. 
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Januar~7 12 funeral was attended by the forrner King of Bulgaria, by the 
Crown Prince (representing the exiled Wilhelm), dignitaries of the town 
of Bayreuth, Siegfried Wagner and Adclf Hitler .. S.A. andStahlhelrn 
troopers carried his bier to the grave, which was dominated by a grave-
stone inscribed with Runic characters proclaiming Chamberlain's love for 
the art of Richard Wagner. 45 He was followed three years later in death 
by both Cosima and Siegfried Wagner. Now the Nazi appropriation of 
Wagner, Ba;,rreuth and Chamberlain proceeded wi thcut hindrance. 
v8lld.scher Beobachter devoted a great deal of attention to 
Chamberlain's demise. The Tuesday, January 11,1927 issue carried a 
front page headline of the news of his death in one-inch type. A 
small article inf'orrned the readers that one of Germany f s greate:·st 
cultural leaders, and the son-in-law of Richard Wagner, was dead. As 
the "VorklJrnpfer" of a new cultural ideal in a materialistic world, 
Chwberla:ln \<Tou:'d be sorely missed in Germany. As a "fanatische" 
warrior he had encouraged the Nazi party. The next day f S issue carried 
a f1..8.l page on C1;arrberlain, referring to him as the "Bayreuth ttinker" 
who sought a Germany beyond mere parliamentary manifestations. Excerpts 
from Rosenberg f s forthcoming book on Chamberlain ''Jere given, as wer'e 
citations from Charnberlain!s writings. Many notices of the republication 
of Chamberlain f s books appeared in succeeding issues of the Nazi paper', 
tied in often with articles linking Wagner to the da..V' s str'4"~les vli.th 
parliamentary gpvernment. 4n 
4~in Deutscher namens ·Charnberlatn, p. 38. 
46 
The issues of V8lkischer Eeobachter from January to March, 1927, 
referred extensively to Cha.rnberlain and Bayreuth. Great effort 1,1as made 
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The institution of the Bayreuth Festspiele had been part of a 
general nineteenth century development in art and politics which in turn 
spawned other nationalistic ceremonies in the first half of the 20th 
century.47 In 1926 Deutsche Festspiele in Weimar were modeled on the 
exanple of Bayreuth. Youth of the day was particularly fa.scinated with 
the model of Wagner's word-tone-drarnas. Nazi Wagnerites such as Paul 
Pretzsch and Otto Daube attempted to recreate "Hellenic" traditions in 
the day's Germanic ceremonies. 48 Many of the grandiose Nazi efforts 
from Thingspielen to the iImnense NUremberg party rallies attenpted to 
coopt Wagnerian-inspired "total art" for the new mass movement. 49 
Under the stewardship of the ardent Nazi Winifred, Bayreuth became even 
more extreme in political identification. Winifred did strive mightily 
to maintain the Festspiele, a task which had net been easy even for the 
Meister and the Meisterin. She and her two sisters-in-law, Daniela and. 
Eva Chamberlain (1867-1942) attempted to carry the burden of the 
performances, but fomd help particularly welcome from the new Nazi 
goveI'l1IlEnt. 
Winifred appointed Richard Strauss and Wilhelm Furtwlillgler 
by the Nazis to identifY even the town of Bayreuth with their movemer.t. 
They held "Wagner evenings" and stressed the linkage of Wagnerism and 
nationalism. Prichard, Hitler's Rise To Power, p. 108. Also, popular 
books were printed extolling even the town of Bayreuth's identification 
wi th the new political movement, ego Pa.ul BUlow, ~reuth: Die Stadt der 
WagnerFestspiele (leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut, 1936). 
47 Cf., Mosse, The Nationalization of the Masses. 
48Der Bayreuther Kreis, p. 215. 
4%ven Wagner's nrusic was woven into such propaganda instr'umentE as 
the film, Triu.rrph of the Will. 
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conductors, and secured the Intendant of the Prussian State Theatres, 
Heinz Tietjen, as the Festspiele director. This combination assured the 
Reich popularity of Bayreuth as well as a supply of talent from the 
largest state theatre system. While Winifred was able to secure 
exemptions for Jewish performers at Bayreuth long after they were 
eliminated in the rest of the Reich, increasingly the ideological 
position cf Bayreuth made a purely German institution of Wagner's art. 50 
Ironically, this at last seemed to realize the Wagnerian goal of making 
the Meister's art a national celebration. Hitler himself granted 
50,000 marks yearly from his own funds to Bayreuth, and he saw that the 
enterprise was exempted from Reich taxes. Whj le it is not clear if the 
Nazi sponsorship was as genercus as it was thought to be by contempora-
ries, certainly Hitler was only too pleased to be identified with the 
Wagner nanE and to occasionally join the family at Wahnfried. 5l Th.ere 
were speculations the FUhrer might marry Winifred, but their wanli 
relationship appears to have served its purpose quite independently of 
any romantic interest. 52 Winifred saw him as the "good uncle fr'om 
Bayreuth" who could feel at home in the Villa Wahnfried. He was nearly 
a father to her children, and they retained close ties to him up to 
5 0Ske It on , Wagner at Bayreuth_, p. 16. 
51Friedelind Wagner, in her Heritage of Fire and tbe reviSionist 
Herzstein in his "The Wagnerian Ethos in German History" bott: maintain 
that the actual aid received by tte Festspiele was far less than supposed. 
It is not possible to verifY these charges from the available sources. 
52'I'his is maintained in Friedrich, Before the Del~e, p. 228 and in 
Geoffrey Skelton, Wieland W er: The Positive Ske tic lNew York: St. 
Mart·in's Press, 1971 p. 22. The latter cites a provision in Siegfr'ied' s 
will which made his widow's o~nership contingent upon her not remarrying; 
otherwise the Festspiele ownership would have passed to the town of 
Bayreuth. 
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December, 1944. Winifred herself last saw Hitler in 1940, but the two 
continued to exchange letters and telephone calls. In common with many 
other accounts of Hi tIer, Winifred's account of the FUhrer was that of a 
gemlltlich bourgeois playing at art, that he "was an entirely different 
person from the dictator of Germany that the rest of the world knew. In 
Wahnfried he could be relaxed and human. ,,53 
National Socialist hagiogr'aphy portrayed the close identity of 
Hitler, Wagner and Chamberlain. 54 Dr. Paul BUlow wrote, "Chancellor 
Adolf Hitler Is himself a warm-hearted fr'iend of music and in particular 
is a deep and true admirer of Richard Wagner. ,,55 Certainly this inter--
pretation was the official view for Germany from 1930. However, under 
Hitler the Nazis in fact were very selective about utilizing both 
Chamberlain's and Wagner's thoughts. Minor changes were made in inter-
53Der Bayreuther Kreis, pp. 84-85. In conmon with many other 
accounts of Hitler, Winifred's is tha.t of him being a quite wonderful man 
who was led astray by some of his less cultivated associates. Skelton, 
Wagner at Bayreuth, Experiment and Tradition, p. 140 .. However, the 
ubiquitous Friedelind had some remarkable tales in her own book about 
this subject. She depicted a Hitler who was genuinely concerned with 
maintaining the Wagner family and institution, even to the point of 
listening to her lectures on politics. Albert Speer also discussed tt.ese 
days in his Inside the Third Reich' Memoirs b Albert Seer, trans. by 
Richard and Clara Winston New York: Avon Books, 1970 , pp. 208-209. One 
does wonder, however, how Hitler's statements about how he was certain an.,v 
new war would see the immediate destruction of Bayreuth should be inter-
preted. 
54George Mosse argued Bayreuth's political orientation combined 
with art was a rather corrmon pattern in the pre-Nazi period in Germany. 
Hitler was awed by the Wagner circle, which to so many on the right 
represented the living of a truly German life. But he was also taken 
with Wagner's construction of his festivals, with the way in which he 
presented. the "Aryan soul" on the stage and through his music. Though 
Hitler was to value this dramatic form less than festivals in which the 
pecple could actively participate, the Wagnerian tradition was kept alive. 
Mosse, The Nationalization of the Masses, p. 109. 
55rolow, Adolf Hitler und der Bayreuther Kulturkreis, p. 5. 
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preting such figures of history as Charlemagne. While Chamberlain had 
praised him as a Teutonic hero, for the Nazis he was a. detested symbol 
of the West, a "Saxon Slayer. ,,56 
More significant were the thoughts of the "mature" Hitler about 
Chamberlain and Wagnerismwhich were published only after World War Two. 
Where Chamberlain had been nearly eccentric in his praise for St. Paul, 
Hitler termed the apostle a "proto-Bolshevist." Moreover, instead of 
believing in Chanberlain' s maudlin piety, Hitler was a Darwinistic 
vitalist who loved "struggle." The FUhrer ridiculed Christianity, and 
hoped to replace it with merely civil ceremonies which would enshrine a 
concept not of afterlife, but of life on this earth. He said, 
. . . . In l1\Y view, H. S. Chamberlain was mistaken in regarding 
Christianity as a reality upon the spiritual level. Man judges 
everything in relation to himself. What is bigger than himself 
is big, what is smaller is small. Only one thing is certain, 
that one is part of the spectacl e . Everyone finds his own role. 
Joy exists for everybody. I dream of a state of affairs in which 
every man would krlOW he lives and dies for the preservation of 
the species. It's our duty to encourage that idea; let the man 
who distinguishes himself in the se~ge of the species be 
thought worthy of the highest honors. 
While Hitler still fondly remembered his early days when he received 
letters from Chamberlain and was on "Christian-name terms" with 
Wahnfried,58 he himself was a part of the Kreis interpretive problem. 59 
56Snyder, German Nationalism, p. 251. 
57Hitler, Hitler's Secret Conversations, #75, December 13, 1941, 
pp. 117-119. 
58 
Hitler believed Siegfried had been his friend, but to avoid the 
wrath of the Jews had had to remain a political neutral. Hitler's Secret 
Conversations, #167, 28th February - 1st March, 1942, pp. 283-284. 
59tIitler had been close to the Wagner family in the 1920' s, but by 
the time of World War Two evidently confused names - or his transcribers 
did. He recalled how Cosima Wagner had brougpt him flowers when he 
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'Ibe Na.zi usage of art had diverse practical goals seldom seen by 
conterrporary Wa.merites. 
Praise of Chamberlain bec~ pro forma. in the Third Reich. 
Goebbels lauded Chanterlain as the "thinker of Bayreuth" and remarked on 
the close relationship between "the Bayreuth Kulturkreis and Hitler's 
People's Moverrent. ,,60 But for most Nazis, Wagner's works of art and 
even Chamberlain's turgid rhetoric were foreign, little studied 
artifacts , although many collections of citations were reprinted. On the 
other hand, the Bayreuth Idea and Chamberlain did exercise a profound 
influence on the chief Nazi theoretician, Alfred Rosenberg. 61 
Soon after Chanberlain's death Rosenberg published his Houston 
Ste1,<Tart Chanberlain als Verkl.lnder und BergrUnder einer deutschen Zukunft. 
Rosenberg freely appropriated Chamberlain. To read this book is to re-
read a great part of Chanberlain' s books. However, Rosenberg really 
believed in what he quoted and the conclusions which f'ollo1tJed. Rosenberg 
utilized the most reified, emotiona.l, even paranoic cOI1'lrTents of Chamber-
stayed at the Bechstein's next to Wahnf'ried. He further stated Cosima 
used to call and write him to attend the Festspiele when he could not 
attend. Further, he stated "It's Cosima Wagner's rerit to have created 
the link between Bayreuth and National Socialism." Ibid., p. 284. 
However, during the entire period of the 1920' s, Cosirra WaE qld te old, 
sick, and increasingly disoriented. She was kept in her room, and had to 
be tended constantly. 'Ibis senile state continued until her death. 
SchUler stated Cosima never met Hitler, Der Bayreuther Kreis, pp. 84-85. 
And it was reported that after Chamberlain '8 death the 92 year-old Cosima 
claimed that he still spoke to her "in the quiet of her soul." "Houston 
Stewart Chamberlain: Prophet of Bayreuth," p. 533, and Houston Stewart 
Charrberlain, BriefWechsel introduction, p. 12. 
60JoSeph Goebbels, Karrpf urn Berlin, vol. 1, p. 216, quoted in BUlOW, 
Adolf Hitler und der Bayreuther Kulturkreis, p. 7. 
61Some authors use the title "philosopher" in regard to Re·senber?;; 
I think "theoretician" perhaps is more accurate. !he full history of 
Rosenberg and particularly his relationship to Chamberlain has not been 
explored. 
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lain in this book, and did a quite admil'able job of cataloguing the 
writer's ideas by genera. His book leaves out only such contrary 
material as Chamberlain's cosmopolitan views of French literature, and 
such fetishes as his insistence upon Christi ani ty, and the primacy of 
individual faith. 
Rosenberg related Chamberlain had been asked by an Arrerice.n during 
the World War how long the war could last. Chamberlain, confident in 
the German people and the rightness of their cause answered, "A hundred 
years; perhaps two hmdred years. ,,62 Rosenberg noted Chamberlain's 
opposition to the day's "enend.es" of Germany: finance capitalism, the 
"Dawes-Dikta~," the Western intent to turn Germany into a "colony of 
slaves," the destructive talk of "pan-Europe" cooperation, the intro-
duction of ".American-Judaic music," prostitution, "pornographic newspapers," 
"negro dancing. ,,63 
Rosenberg repeated Chamberlain's criticisms of the World War, that 
~:hj.le the German front had had a "herrliches FUhrergeschlecht," in the 
rear, domestic areas, the Volk \,ias leaderless, without the will to \'!in. 
He interpreted the "Seher von Bayreuth" as having outlined the German 
64 
struggle for Soul and for the Ideal. Chamberlain's "Weg zum Deutsehtum" 
should then be a valuable lesson for the future. 65 Rosenberg also 
62Al f'red Rosenberg, Houston Stewart Chamberlain als VerkUnder und 
!3egr'under einer deutschen Zukmft, (Munich, Bruckmann, 1927) p. 7. 
63Th " ld., p. 
64Ib "d l ., p. 
13. 
14. 
65Rosenberg even intimated that had Charrberlain been required to f!'P 
to the colonies as a fa:rrrer instead of finding his path to Germany, he 
rright have corrmi tted suicide. Ibid., p. 18. 
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continued Chamberlain's attacks on such contemporary "evils," as the 
Monism of Haeckel and Ostwald, "astrologische 'Wissenschaft'" and the 
66 
pessimistic work of Oswald Spengler. Rosenberg added a dimension to 
Chamberlain t S formulation of race, including Slavs now tmder the rubic 
"Aryan." For Rosenberg the Germans were the "Slavoke1togennanen" 
creators of a future world. 67 
For Rosenberg, the :£!'otmdations was even more important in 192'( than 
when it was first \,.rritten. 68 'Ihe "flag of German cor.sciousness" had been 
passed from Martin Luther to Friedrich the Great, to Bismarck and Mo1tke, 
and to Chamberlain. Now Rosenberg said the inheritor of German tradition 
would be the "Man with the heart of a lion": i.e., Adolf Hitler. 69 
In criticising America~ Rosenberg could not quite decide whether 
the institution of the Anerican Presidency or the conterr.poraI~ gangsters 
of the 1920's were worse. But he was certain that the American Congress 
was the worse gove!'l11rent west of' Russia. 70 The Germans, however, for 
Ho:::enberg, in tirres of crisis would turn to "natural" forms of goverrunent. 
'Ihis would have to be a strong leadership which alone could protect 
GerrTlBn freedorrs. 71 Rosenberg summarized ChaIPberlain's oeuvre, stressing 
the theme of two Gerrnanies, which consisted of 80% true Germans and 20% 
irremediably corrupted Germans. Further, Rosenberg stressed not simply 
66 Ibid., p. 22. 
67 Ibid., p. 23. 
68 Ibid., p. 29. 
69 Ibid., p. 35. 
70 Ibid., p. 42. 
71 Ibid., p. 52. 
racial but Volk definitions for delineating true from Jewish-Marxist 
corrupted Germans. 72 For the proper continuing interpretations of 
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Chamberlain, Rosenberg recommended V8lkischer Beobachter. This would 
warn readers against Zionism, Freemasonry, Col11111.mism, International 
Finance, etc. 73 He noted with some accuracy that Chamberlain's 
Four_dations should be read as a work of art, that Chamberlain dealt 
with ideas just as a painter might wield a brush, by painting around a 
theme. 74 And Rosenberg looked forward to the time when he hoped 
Chamberlain's thought would be placed in German textbooks, when hIstory 
and theology would be interpreted according to Chamberlain, when the 
existing "undeutschen demokratischen Systeme" would be replaced by a real 
German national state headed by a genuine leader. 75 Rosenberg stated that 
the universal man in 1700 had been Lejbniz, in 1800 it had been Goethe, 
and in 1900 it surely had been Chamberlain. The totality of Chcmberlain's 
work embodied the Aryan reality, and pointed the way toward a new 
future. 76 However, in his own Der J'1Ythus des 20. Jahrhunderts (1930) 
Rosenberg extended Chamberlain's methodology to the present. His murky, 
nearly unintelligible book sold well in the Third Reich, but was really 
72Ibid., pp. 72-74. 
73 8 Ibid., p. 7 . 
74Ib ' d 96 l ., p. • 
75 Ibid., p. 98. 
76Ibid., pp. 98-99. The last section of Rosenberg's book was 
devoted to a quite good selection of Chamberlain citations OI'g:anj.zed 
sensibly in these six categories: (1) personality and generalities, 
(2) race, people and state, (3) art and artists, (4) religion and 
churches, (5) man and publications, and (6) criticism of consciousness 
and science. Altogether, Rosenberg's was one of the best surrrnaries of 
Chamberlain available. It was valuable as well for later writers in the 
Nazi period. Ibid., pp. 103-128. 
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oP~Y a coffee-table sort of book even Hitler joked about. 77 
In 1934, after the Nazi "seizure of power," the authoritative 
Nazi j ou.mal, the Nationalsozialistische Monatshefte, printed an 
article on Ntetzsche and Chamberlain. In it the two men were claimed as 
great sources for National Socialism, but there was criticism for the 
efforts of many contemporaries who were appro~riating German history in 
the search for Nazi precursors. With some petulance the article stated 
that Nazj.sm was on the contrary a new movement, grateful for general 
guide]jnes handed down by great Germans of the past, but claiming its 
own distinctive Weltanschauung, its own direction for the future. Thus, 
National Socialism's way to the future would be incredibly difficult, 
without a clear guideline. 78 "Chamberlain and Nietzsche were children 
of their times" and, as such, made mistakes as welJ; fe·r an understanding 
of the inner, true, relationship of these men to the 1930's, one was 
advised to read Hitler's Mein Karrpf a.1d Rosenberg's JVlythus. The real 
mes.sage of such great precursors as Nietzsche and Chamberlain was thei r' 
inj unction: "reaJ.ize yow·self. " With this insight, many writers from 
earlier tinES could be, and were, identified with the new Gern~.79 
Since the Nazi future had not yet teen completeJ.y achieved, all such 
precursing literary influences should be accorded positions in the 
pantheon of Germanic heroes, but should not be absoluteJ.y deified as 
77Hitler said he never read Rosenberg's Mythus. Rosenberg suffered 
because he never could relate contemporary needs to his various ,j obs In 
pl'ecise, clear terms. He was thus ineffective as a bureaucrat in the 
Third Reich, and remained a singular, contradictory Nazi "thinker." 
78:Fritz Peudert, "Chamberlain und Nietzsche," Nationalsozialistische 
Monatshefte, vol. 49 (April, 1934), p. 305. 
79Ibid., p. 305. 
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National Socialists. Clearly, this final apotheosis was to be entirely 
reserved fer the 20th century's own leaders -- for Hitler and his cohort.s. 
Chamberlain's legacy was, of course, useful to the Nazis largely 
without alteration. For instance, the 1928 publication of his 
scientific speculations by his friend Uexkllll provided an opportunity to 
UJ;:date Chamberla:ln's criticisms. Uexldlll noted the current political 
"confusion" mandated that Germans gain a clear understanding of 
Chamberlain's "pathfinding ideas" in biology as well as in culture and 
history.80 Mere biology, with its counterpart of mere contemporary 
Weimar republicanism, was simply inadequate: what had Gestalt was l:ife; 
life was Gestalt. 81 Thus, Chamberlain's views were presented to the 
laity, which accordingly might then expect to comprehend the deeper 
meanings of trlle, German science. 82 As a mixture of Goethean specula-
tions about nature, of Indian and Kantian ideas, it \,ias hoped Cb8!Jlber-
Iron's notions would enrich the "geistigen Eesitz" of mankind, deal a 
death-blow to empiricist Evolutionism, and salvage true German meta-
physics and art. 83 The result of his scientific reformulations was this 
vie\-T of life as Gestalt within which racism, Wagnerism, and DeutschtlIDl 
provided the linking mediators. The whole was termed Weltallschauung. 84 
80Chamberlain, Natur und Leben, p. 80. 
81Ibid ., intI'oduction, p. 9. 
82Ibid., introduction, p. 16. 
83Ibj.d., section of the book reprinted from a Chamberlain letter to 
Baroness Ehrenfels, OctOber 22-23, 1896, p. 103. 
84Ibid., section of the book reprinted from C/. Chumber18in manu-
script of 1896 on the Lebenslehre, pp. 118-119. As mentioned in chapter 
VI, this was one of the basis for the "German science" movement sponsored 
by the Nazis. 
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less useful for the essentially non-religlo'.ls Nazi movement were 
Chamberlain's theological writings. The German Christian movement under 
the Third Reich had increasingly to reljnquish Chamberlain's personalized 
God for a collective, racial God. Also, such writers as Rosenberg had to 
revise Chamberlain's ideas of race "to :rake them more uncompromising." 
This hardening of Chamberlain's racist thought pressed on his original 
aesthetic formulations under National Socialism. 85 Perhaps with 
Chamberlain's last theological work, the Mensch ur_d Gott (1921) ther'e 
was visibJ.e a reerrphasis on sirrply Christianity. This was the culmination 
of IT\Ysticism in Chamberlain, who paradoxically always had insisted he was 
not a IT\Ystic. In the book he praised an Aryan religion beyond specifi c 
individuals, beyond doctrines, oriented sirrply toward a future purity of 
Aryan vleltanschauung. He insisted on the divine irrportance of every hair 
on the human head. 86 His formulations on theology thus seemed to have 
increasingly become divorced from the unpleasant republican realities of 
the 1920's.87 This' interpretation, at least, was expressed by a religious 
writer in the Nazi era who praised Chamberlain only as a theological 
writer. It was stated many of the day's Nazi "Religionsphilosophen" 
85"Houston Stewart Chamberlai.n: Prophet of Bayreuth," pp. 352-353. 
86This was mentioned in a revisionist book on Germany which oddly 
neglects the totality of Chamberlain's works and influence, but does 
state this theological concern. George Bailey, Germans: Biography of an 
Obsession (New York: Avon Books, 1972) p. 219. 
87 Thi~ has been interpreted in nt.ll'Terous ways. For instance, Mosse 
stated the neo-Kantians separated the "Ding an Sich" from a groundjng in 
phenorrenc~, resulting in a spiritualization of will. This seerr.~ a valid 
statement particularly about C'hamberlain' s later theological speculatiorlE. 
Mosse, The Crisis of German Ideology, p. 94. 
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could learn from Chamberlain's views on the primacy of faith. 88 
8~~iS was the interpretation of at least one writer in the Nazi 
era who praised Chamberlain only as a theological writer. Further, it 
was inferred this limited aspect of Chamberlain's thought should be the 
main model in the Third Reich. Gertrud Frischmuth, Houston Stewart 
Chamberlain als Christ (GUtersloh: C. Bertelsrnann, 1937), p. 25. 
CHAPTER X 
APOCAIYPSE AND PHOENIX 
While Chamberlain and the Bayreuth Idea thus were taken as simpli-
fied dogma. in the 'Ihird Reich, both Wagner's and Chamberlain's criticisms 
of their times had been complex, not sirrple. The evolution of their 
ideas had mirrored the day's aesthetic criticism and partaken of the 
day's prejudices. Their attacks on bourgeois values were hardly ori-
gjnal, and were often less volatile than the views of men such as 
Gobineau, Renan, Taine, Lagarde and Langpehn. Their actual output 
usually remained primarily aesthetic, dem:mstrating an ambiguous cos-
mopolitanism and yet provincialism, individualism and yet racism, 
spiri tualism and statism. 'Iheir atterrpts to unite man's disparate 
views were thus kindred to the phenomenon of alienated intellectuals. 
From the diligent work of Wahnfried, Wagner CaIre to be known af_; 
the prophet, and Charrberlain the John the Baptist of the Hitler movc-
rrent. To many of his contemporaries, Hitler was the Messiah sought 
by these earlier rren. Indeed, throughout the twelve year Reich thts 
was the fate of these two men's reputations in Germany. Wi th the 
lE:tters of Chamberlain to Hitler, the rUhrer was seen anointed as U1E-
"Savior" of Germanism. 
Outside Germany during the 1930's there was a partial rehabiU-
tation of Charrberlain's reputation. l Insofar as Germany's bur'Clen for 
lConparisons of Charrberlain with Carlyle were corrnnon in the 
Nazi era. rrhis conparison was made in England. The Bri tish 
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the World War was concerned, and as regprds Chanberlain's anti-Semitism, 
Ehgland, at least, appeared sorrewhat n)rgiving. 2 International friends 
of Wahnfried such as Lord Redesdale again made the "pilgrimage" to 
Bayreuth, and associated with Hitler and the leadership of the new 
government. 3 
The last year of peace in Europe, 1939, saw the death of the 
last of the Bayreuth Old-Guard, Hans von Wolzogen. A further indic:ation 
professor H. J. C. Grierson delivered a lecture series on this topic in 
1930 and his remarks were republished ::'1 book fom. He noted that mass 
society in the twentieth century had seemed to fulfill the worst fears 
of Carlyle, and this was evidenced by Catholic, Corrmunist and F'ascist 
successes. "Freedom of thought and of the Press have a short and pre-
carious history. Men desire to believe: hero-worship is not only an 
instinct, it is a need of the human spirit." H. J. C. Grierson, 
Carlyle & Hitler: 'Ihe Adarrson Lecture at the University of Manchester, 
I:ecember 1930, with additions and modifications by the author 
(Cambridge: At The University Press, 1933), p. 27. In a note inserted 
after the Nazi seizure of power the author defended his earlier enthu-
siasm for Carlyle with the reasonable observation, "If Ruskin led to 
Oscar Wilde, as a recent French critic declares, carlyle led direct to 
Nietzsche." Grierson, Carlyle & Hitler, p. 47. With a sensibility akin 
to Chamberlain's aesthetic predilections, Grierson argued the Zeitgeist 
seen by Carlyle was increasingly manifest in the twentieth century; 
the failure of men to act on Carlyle's insights had in part led to the 
dominance of derrocracy, World War Che, and the day's economic and . 
dictatorial events. Further, Grierson suggested parallels existed 
between Lenin, Stalin, Mussolini, Hitler, and even Roosevelt, Mosley 
and Cripps in their shared views of democracy, constitutional gover~l­
rent and liberty; all for him represented the reaction to rrodern deca,y. 
Grierson, Carlyle & Hitler, p. 62. This literary abnegation of 
Pealpolitik in the interwar period was as well similar to the splrH 
of such earlier Kulturkritiks as Chamberlain. 
2Holmes, "Houston Stewart Cha.nberlain in Great Britain," p. 36. 
31.or d Redesdale's family, the Mitfords, had a remarkable record in 
poli tical and aesthetic matters. Nancy Mitford, oldest of six daughters 
of the "eccentric" Lord Redesdale, was a writer. Unity Mitford fell in 
love with Hitler and shot herself. Heritage of Fire, pp. 91-94. Diane 
Mi..tford married the British fascist Sir Oswald M:>sley, Debo Mitford 
became Duchess of I:evcnshire, Jessica Mitford turned connrunist, went to 
Spain during the Civil War with a cousin of Sir Winston Churchill, Clnd 
was an active political and publishing figure in America in the 1960'~;. 
"Shrieking all the way ," review of Nanc~7 Mitford: A ~moir, by Harold 
Actcn, Newsweek (May 3, 1976), pp. 91-9t 'Ihe incidents at Bayreuth :in 
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of the change in the tirres was the need for a press release by the 
Nazi govemrrent explaining that the Berlin Chamber1ainstrasse was 
naned for Houston Stewart ~ not for Arthur Neville Chamberlain (1869-
1940) .4 Pepublications and exegeses of Chamberlain's works continued 
through the Second World War in Germany, and scholars in Bayreuth con-
tinued to deepen the Bayreuth Idea.5 
Thougtl Bayreuth was much more clearly politicised than it had 
been in the First World War, to many of the participants it seerred far 
removed from the day's political events. It was decided to keep the 
Festspielhaus in operation during the war to help strengthen nora1e. 
After 1939 Parsifal was dropped from the repertoire (perhaps due to 
its too-Christian elements), and the ~ was only performed through 
1942. Only Die Meistersinger, Wagner's only cornic opera, and the 
anbiguous vehicle for national as well as purely artistic inspiration, 
was continued until the end of 1944. With the declaration of total ~var 
in r:ecember~ 1944, even this last Bayreuth effort was ended. While 
rmny adherents of the Bayreuth Idea and fascism in general had hoped 
for a truly revolutionary praxis ~ their hopes were in fact dashed. rt'he 
students, the artists, the intellectuals who had sought an aestheti.c 
rebirth in Naticnal Socialism met quite conservative Nazi policies as 
the 1930's are further discussed in Friede1ind Wagner, Heritage of Fil'e, 
pp. 205-206. 
4Viereck, Metapolitics, p. 38. 
5Pub1ications about Wagnerism continued to be issued from 
Bayreuth during the war, and in 1943 there was a large festival 
celebrating Wagner's lVEistersinger. rr'he cpera was gt ven 16 t:imes 
for Hit1er~ other top Nazis, and nearly 300 ,000 soldiers and workers. 
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Hitler consolidated his hold. Alfred Baeumler stated that with the 
conp1etion of G1eichscha1ttmg the era of "Hegelian striving" was at an 
end. 6 Leadership by an elite and rigid insistence on social conformity 
stamped out the 1eftwing aspirations of many "third force" intellectuals. 
National Socialism replaced these yearningp with saccharine, nearly 
bourgeois sentiIJEnta1i ty and social conservatism tmder the guise of 
revo1ution~J anti-Bo1shevism.7 Even the cultural underpinnings for 
which aesthetes had worked were quite harshly treated under the Nazis. 
Ironically, Wagner and even Chamberlain had both shared affinities 
with this leftist, revolutionary aestheticism; but with apotheosis 
tmder the Nazis they themselves became all-encompassing symbols under 
which dissent was quashed. 
Bayreuth did survive 1945 as a focal point for art. '!he Bayreuth 
Idea was, to be sure, militarily defeated, and exists as a problem 
only to be debated, with few remaining adherents. Winifred Wagner's 
close association with Hitler was a major difficulty, however. Having 
been named a war criminal, she was placed with a gr'oup of major co11a-
. borators by a Denazification court. She was convicted of "turning the 
Wagner ITnlsic festivals at Bayreuth into a 'mecca for Nazi propaganda.'" 
!]his "War Festival" was described in a specially-printed booklet, 
R1.chard Wagner lmd seine Meistersinger (1943), unavailable in America 
through Inter-library loan. Quoted from Raphael, Richard Wagner, p. 133. 
6Der Bayr~uther Kreis, pp. 116-119. 
7Music educatiorl as well as other academic pursuits suffered a 
dramatic decline in the !]hird Reich. More useful to the new rulers 
were physical training and group activities stressing leader-follower 
relationships. An excellent short sumnary of the problems of music in 
the Nazi era is Richard Grunberger, 'lhe 12-Year Reich: A Soc-ial History 
of Nazi Germany, 1933-1945 (New York: Ballantine Books, 1971), pp. 
449-465. 
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Her sentence by a tribunal at Bayreutll was for 450 days hard labor, 
and· the confiscation of 60% of her property. 8 Penalties were sClll'ewi1at 
lessened on appeal, and Winifred worked out her sentence unflinchingly, 
earning the respect of many Germans. She remained Fiihrertreu and onlY . 
by releasing her personal ownership of the Festspielhaus to her sons 
Wieland (1917-1966) and Wolfgang (b.19l9) was a reopening of the 
Festspiele possible. She remains prominent am:mg the old-guard 
Wagrlerites, and has yielded none of her devotion to the Bayreuth Idea 
and to Adolf Hitler. 9 In postwar interviews she affirmed her prewar 
views and wished she could yet again see the "good mc1e from Bayreuth" 
visit Wahnfried. After all, Hitler had been kind to her. lO 
When the first postwar performances were finally to be given in 
1951, Winifred's sons made a difficult choice in breaking new artisttc 
ground. rrbey could have opted for the traditional Wagperian schema oJ' 
Cosima's era, before the Hitlerzeit. However, they took seriollsly 
Bwinifred Wagner: Guilty," Newsweek, vol. 30 (July llj, 1947), 
p. 44. 
9Arter nearly 30 years of silence, Winifred allowed a film to bt.' 
made of her, which defended her views on Hitler. 'Ibis amazing artifact 
was produced in 1975, entitled "Winifred Wagner and the HistOr:1 of Hau:5 
Wahnfried, 1914-1975" which has perhaps not made its way yet to AIrer:ica. 
Quoted in "Good Old Adolf," Newsweek (August 18, 1975), p. 33. More 
detail about this quite odd work is Wolf ronnel', "Winifred, Wahnfrted, 
Wagner; A Silence is Broken in Bayreuth," Encomter (D=cember, 1975), 
pp. 32-37. 
IGrhis has been a consistent aspect of Winifred's WeI tanschauunr-, 
cited and comnented on in Herzstein, "The Wagperian Ethos in German 
Hi " -story, p. 362. 
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Wagper's fanous injunction, "Kinder schaff't neues~ ,,11 '!hey utilized 
the stage theory of a friend of Chamberlain, Adolph Appia, whose ori-
ginal notions had been quite rudely rejected by Cosima Wagner in 
1896. 12 
Postwar Bayreuth has continued to be most "revolutionary" 'in 
interpreting the Meister's works. The great revival of interest in 
discredited Bayreuth owes much to an enphasis on psychological inter-
pretations of Wagner, and to the down-playing of his racism. 13 The 
performances have utilized laser beams, sparse sets, and some revision 
of Wagner's librettos. Much of what Wagner had originally desired was 
not technically feasible in his century, and in a quite credible 
. l~is has been the subj ect of several books already cited, and is 
present as well in the booklet printed for the 1976 Seattle Opera P.sscr 
ciation's ~ presentation, "Program for 'ter Ring des Niebelun~n, '" 
special issue published by Encore Magazine of the Arts (July 197 which 
featured a laudatory article by William Curren, "Bayreuth - The First 
Hundred Years," pp. 6-8, 23 and 29. . 
12Appia had written an article, "Notes zur l' Anneau du Nibelungen," 
in which he advocated a quite useful combination of lighting and stage 
effects. 'lhis entire question was taken up only af'ter World War Two by 
Bayreuth, although Siegfried and his son Wieland had experimented with 
Appia's innovations. Cosima.' s original corrment, however, was il1ustra-
ti ve of her entire rule at Bayreuth. She said that Appia did not 
realize the ~ had been performed in 1876 by the Meister himself with 
her in attendance--as a result only replication, not innovation, was 
possible. Cosima to Chamberlain, May 13, 1896, Brief'wechse1, pp. 4611-
466. Appia remains an important authority in rrodem stage craft today 
even beycnd Wagnerian opera productions. His relationship with 
Chamberlain was the subject of a recent article, Walther R. Vo11bach, 
"AdotP~' -Mia und Houston Stewart Chanber1ain," Die Musik Forschung, 
No. 19 ,mavai1able through University Inter-Library loan. 
l3autman, Richard Wagner: '!he Man, His Mind, and His Music, 
th., p. 359. 
fashion has been realized only with the 'new,' pootwar Bayreuth. 
Particularly, Wagper's drive toward the invisible stage as well as 
the invisible orchestra have been today achieved. Wagner's other 
works such as Parsifal have been less reworked, and the favorit~ 
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Die ~istersinger has been presented alm:>st as it was a century ago. 
'Ihrough errphasizing the htnnanistic aspects of Wagper it appears likely 
the Meister's works will continue to enjoy a great popularity--shorn 
as they are of the Bayreuth Idea. 14 
But Richard vlagper was above all an artist. His evolution needs 
to be viewed througp his orientation to aesthetics. Chanberlain, by 
contrast, instead of being an original thinker or even an innovative 
interpreter of art, was first a cormentator in his' a.rn day. His concern 
was in a'very real sense (despite his occasional disclairrers) to direct 
his contemporaries toward concrete gpals. 'Ihougp he never was elear on 
the division between his cultural aspirations and his practical values, 
he primarily viewed him3elf as a man for his own tines. As Herzstein 
l40ther :interpretations of Wagper's works have ranged from recent 
performances in Cassel where the Walku.f'ies wore leather tights and Y'rxle 
IIDtorcycles, to the 1976 Bayreuth Ring. 'Ibis latter event featur'E:~d 
Wotan as a Victorian dandy, the Rhine maidens as Soho tarts, and a 
backdrop of modem industrial blight. Fred Calland, "All Things 
Considered," National Public Radio (August 13, 1976). More traditional 
performances have been given in places such as Seattle, Washington 
which have stressed Wagner's literary and psychological talents. Along 
these lines, a translator of an Ehglish version of the Ring, Andrew 
Porter, wrote ''Wagner And ''Ihe Ring'" in the Seattle Opera Association's 
program, \vagper's The Ring of the Nibelung (July 1975), pp. 18-19. 
Addltionally, this organization sponsored the distribution of a 
Jungian psychologist's interpretation of Wagper, Franz E. Winc~,ler, 
For Freedom D=stined: r steries of Man's Evolution in Wa@1er' s Ring~ 
.92eras and Parsifal Garden City, New York: \<Jaldorff Press, 197 
asserted, Chamberlain was essentially an optmst who needed great 
symbols to sustain his faith. After 1870 he found Germanic culture, 
ai'ter 1914 the German anI\Y, and ai'ter 1923 Hitler. While he was 
"basically a good if confused man, Houston Stewart Chanberlain sym-
bolized a century which had been forced to choose between Kant and 
Bismarck. "15 Chamberlain was one of the first men of thougpt to be 
taken with National Socialism, but it was not with the vitality of 
a yOlmg man--as when he had earlier hailed WiTheJmine Germany and 
Bayreutlr-but as an old, quite ill and tired man, that he embraced 
Hitler. 16 
SchUler concluded that where the Bayreuth Kreis went wrong was 
with the conglomeration of all ideas under the tot ali tarian Bayreuth 
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symbol. nus tight, national scheme was easily manipulated by men less 
artistic, less idealistic. Thus where the ideology erred was with an 
. . . unrestrained boistrous speculative drive, an uncontrolled 
drive toward romanticization and mystification. Artistic 
endeavors belong to the gr'eat and indivisible entirety of 
mankind. As a foundation of metaphysical theories and political 
doctrines it is unsuitable. 17 
nus tentative conclusion, however, defending as it does the 
transcendental nature of art, ignores the interaction of aesthetic and 
social values. There reITEin considerable quantities of evidence, as 
shown in this study, which may lead to quite contradictory conclusions 
about the lives and works of such great artists as Richard Wa@1er and 
even about such notorious popularizers as Houston Stewart Chamberlain. 
The very existence of the Bayreuth Kulturkreis for a century presents a 
15Herzstein, "The Wagnerian Ethos in German History," p. 
16 17De . Bay th Kre' Ibid., p. 323. rreu er J.S, p. 
362. 
278. 
focal point for an ongoing investigation of society. '!his heavily 
docunented :institution 1Dplicitly denied any "Kantian" respect for 
human variation. 
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George M:>sse concluded one of his books with the observation that 
the predicamant of intellectuals in the mJdern age has led to a 
defensive separation of aesthetic f'rorn practical concerns. He noted 
the linking-as did SchUler-of the ideal and the real by twentieth 
century :Intellectuals to be in general a failure. '!he Bayreuth Kultur-
Kreis may be said to be such a failure. But the Kreis atterrpted in 
general to set boundaries for art, to establish rational goals for' man 
(as they perceived them), to make sense of the human condition. 'Ibis 
drive toward wholeness, toward integration of alienated interests, 
itself becaJre increasingly divorced, not synonoroous, with rationality 
and many accepted htunan values. As Masse concluded, other intellectuals 
not of Chamberlain's particular political orientation may have been 
equally "rootless" but seem to have nBde wiser ju~nts. 'Ihornas Mann, 
Andre Gide '. Romain Rolland and Julien Benda did indeed work for 
realizable political goals opposed to Nazism and the Bayreuth Idea. 
However, in order to do this, these "good Europeans" tended to separate 
their aesthetics from their politics: the integroative t\mction of art, 
religion, of philosophy itself was sacriticed.18 
Even with our own day, man ~ s yearning for overcoming alienation 
via quite deroonst;rable syrrbolism has not ended. In a less "total" 
fashion this continues in the la;rgely' aesthetic vogue with the r.te~~'s 
operas: on a roore concrete level it may be central to the goals of many 
1 %sse, Germms and Jews, pp. 15-16. 
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conternporary social and poli.tical movements. The unifying function of 
Bayreuth has found many imitators~ since it was itself not totally 
original, but shared in the reification of ideas in modern historical 
settings. It may reasonably be anticipated that even the failure of 
the Bayreuth Idea may be co-opted in future drives toward spiritual and 
social unity. The great power of such notions continues in a 
fascinating parallel to the most central Western problems of phHosophy, 
religion and art in a veritable ewige Wiederkehr. On this level it is 
ironic that 1976 begins the second hundred years of artistic ceremony 
on the Bayreuth Festspielhfigel. Bereft of the Kreis ideology, the 
centenary of Wagner's Festspiele continues to raise, not to resolve, 
questions of enduring human interest. 
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